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Abstract
The autonomous detection of unexpected changes in data is called
novelty detection. Multivariate data streams consisting of measure-
ments from multiple sensors often form the basis to detect such
changes. Specific examples of such changes are, for instance, cardiac
arrhythmias, power failures, storms or network attacks. Accordingly,
changes can affect both a system itself and the environment in which
it is embedded. This doctoral thesis investigates methods for on-
line novelty detection in multivariate data streams and presents the
CANDIES methodology. A unique feature of this method is the
explicit separation of the input space of a probabilistic model into
different regions – High-Density Regions (HDR) and Low-Density
Regions (LDR) – with detection techniques specifically designed for
each. While other detectors can usually only detect novelties or
anomalies in LDR, the CANDIES method can also identify novelties
in HDR. It also offers possibilities to handle concept drift and noise in
data streams. Another distinctive feature of CANDIES is the notion
of novelties as an agglomeration of anomalies that have a certain
relation to each other (spatially or temporally). Additionally, the
focus of this work is also on the experimental evaluation of novelty
detection algorithms in general. For this purpose, a data generator
that can synthesise data streams and novelties is presented, and a
new evaluation measure, the FDS, is specifically designed to evaluate
novelty detection methods. All methods, algorithms and tools de-
veloped and used in this thesis are also publicly and freely available
online.
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Zusammenfassung
Das autonome Erkennen unerwarteter Veränderungen in Daten wird
als Novelty Detection bezeichnet. Datenströme, die aus den Mess-
werten mehrerer Sensoren bestehen, bilden dabei oft die Grundlage,
um solche Veränderungen erkennen zu können. Konkrete Beispiele
solcher Veränderungen umfassen zum Beispiel Herzrhythmusstörun-
gen, Stromausfälle, Unwetter, oder Netzwerkangriffe. Entsprechend
können Veränderungen daher sowohl ein System selbst als auch die
Umgebung, in der sich ein System befindet, betreffen. In dieser
Dissertation werden Verfahren zur Online-Erkennung von Novelties
in multivariaten Datenströmen untersucht und die CANDIES Meth-
ode vorgestellt. Eine Besonderheit dieser Methode ist die explizite
Unterteilung des Eingaberaums eines probabilistischen Modells in ver-
schiedene Regionen – Regionen mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeitsmasse
(HDR) und solche mit geringer Wahrscheinlichkeitsmasse (LDR)
– und speziell darauf ausgelegten Erkennungstechniken. Während
andere Detektoren in der Regel nur Novelties bzw. Anomalien in
LDR erkennen können, ist es mit der CANDIES Methode möglich
auch Novelties in HDR zu identifizieren. Daneben bietet sie auch
Möglichkeiten mit Konzeptdrift und verrauschten Datenströmen
umzugehen. Eine weitere Besonderheit von CANDIES ist das Ver-
sändnis von Novelties als Ansammlung von Anomalien, die einen
bestimmten Bezug zueinander haben (räumlich oder zeitlich). Ein
weiterer Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit ist außerdem die experimentelle
Auswertung von Novelty Detection Algorithmen im Allgemeinen.
Dazu wird ein Daten Generator, der Datenströme und Novelties
synthetisieren kann, sowie ein neues Evaluierungsmaß FDS, welches
speziell auf die Bewertung von Novelty Detection Verfahren ausgelegt
ist, vorgestellt. Alle Verfahren, Algorithmen und Werkzeuge, die in
dieser Arbeit entwickelt und verwendet wurden, sind darüber hinaus
öffentlich und frei verfügbar.
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1Motivation and Background
In the first half of this introductory chapter, the motivation and re-

search questions for the conducted research of this thesis are presented.
A brief introduction to the developed novelty detection framework is
given to prepare the reader for the later chapters where the CANDIES
methodology is presented. The second half introduces the terms, defi-
nitions, and the mathematical notation used in this thesis, together
with explanations of fundamental concepts such as data streams, nov-
elties, and concept drift.
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2 1. Motivation and Background

1.1 Introduction

Novelty detection is an exciting research field that deals with de-
tecting unanticipated changes in systems and environments. As
such, it can be a building block for self-aware systems [1], intelligent
monitoring systems [2], or predictive maintenance applications [3],
to name a few. In recent years, research in machine learning has
made enormous leaps. The ever increasing computing power has
led to the advent of deep learning and more autonomous systems
than ever. Yet, this doctoral thesis investigates novelty detection
techniques that are based on machine learning methods that rely on
(more straightforward) statistical models. The focus is on developing
suitable techniques for multivariate data streams in which novelties
are to be detected online at runtime. Another focal point is the
evaluation of novelty detection approaches and their difference to
anomaly detection.

1.1.1 Motivation

Novelty comes from the Latin word novellus and describes the char-
acteristic that something is unusual, striking, original or simply new
in some context. Likewise, intelligence has its origins also in the
Latin language (from intellegere meaning to ’understand’), but to-
days definitions are broader and far from being unambiguous. The
Encyclopædia Britannica describes human intelligence as “mental
quality that consists of the abilities to learn from experience, adapt
to new situations, understand and handle abstract concepts, and use
knowledge to manipulate one’s environment” [4]. Thus, we could
summarise intelligence as “the ability to adapt to change” – a phrase
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often (erroneously) attributed to Stephen Hawking.

In the context of intelligent (embedded) systems, intelligence refers
to artificial intelligence (AI) [5] – that is, the approach to recreate
these abilities (learning, adaptation, understanding, knowledge, etc.)
and implement computing systems which are able to perceive their
environment and act upon it in such a way that their utility is
maximised, for instance, to reach a certain goal.

Novelty detection is a methodology that is concerned with the de-
tection of changes. Changes in the sense that something unusual or
unexpected is happening, either in the system itself, or in its perceived
environment. These changes are typically the outcomes of certain
dynamics present in the observed domains. The typical structure
of a novelty detection approach consists of two phases. In the first
phase, a normal model is learned using training data (containing only
expected observations, which are referred to as regulars). Then, in
the second phase, new observations are checked against the inferred
normal model, and a decision is made whether a novelty is present
or not. Clearly, the adaptability of a system greatly depends on its
ability to detect arising changes in time. In this context, a novelty is
not a singular event that indicates that a change has happened at
a certain point in time but a state that provides information about
observations (which we call anomalies) associated with the detected
change. The novelty is active as long as the change persists or until
the normal model is adapted.

Suppose novelty detection is applied to monitor the internal state of a
system. In that case, it enhances this very system with introspection
capabilities and can act as a fundamental building block to implement
self-awareness [1, 6]. Self-awareness is farther reaching than standard
monitoring and also includes self-optimisation aspects. Its goal is not
only to increase or retain the performance of the system’s current
objective (i.e. is the task performed well) but also to ensure that the
correct objective is executed. Simpler applications of introspection
include the detection of faults or predictive maintenance.
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System

Internal Sensors Internal Actuator

System Model

Novelty Detection Reaction

Env. Model

Sensors Actuators

Environment

Bus

Bus

Figure 1.1: Abstract system architecture with sensors and actuators.
The novelty detection module processes sensor information, compares
it to the local models and informs the reaction module if a novelty is
detected.

Analogous, if a novelty detection task is monitoring its system’s
environment through external sensors (i.e. extrospection), it can
provide the fundamentals of environment-awareness. Here, the term
environment is to be seen as a demarcation to the (internal) system
itself and not necessarily as “the world outside”. That is, an envi-
ronment can be a computer network, images retrieved from a video
stream, a single sensor (e.g. thermometer, gps, techometer), or the
composition of multiple sensors, to give a few examples.

Figure 1.1 illustrates an embedding of novelty detection into an
abstract system (in the style of common architectures found in
Autonomic Computing [7], Organic Computing (OC) [8], and Self-
Aware systems [6]). The novelty detection module monitors internal
and external sensors to compare the current situation against the
local system and environment models. If a novelty is detected, the
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reaction module is informed. Based on the provided information, the
reaction module can decide what actions (e.g. model adaptation) are
necessary.

In some systems not all changes are unanticipated and rather the
outcomes of known system dynamics. That is, the statistical charac-
teristics of the expected system state is non-stationary and changes
over time. These changes must be reflected in the normal model as
well, resulting in a machine learning problem that must be addressed
at runtime and is known as concept drift [9, 10]. The presence of
concept drift makes novelty detection an even more difficult task,
especially since novelties and concept drifts are not always distin-
guishable (depending on assumptions and applications).

In both cases (introspection and extrospection), the novelty detection
task is responsible to inform another system module which in turn
can trigger an adaptation if necessary. Further, it is desirable that a
novelty detection approaches provides more information about the
detected novelty to further aid the decision process for an upcoming
adaptation.

In recent years, great progress was made in various fields of AI,
especially deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) led to great
improvements in applications with high-dimensional data, for in-
stance, in computer vision, object classification and detection, or
natural language processing [11]. However, these networks are still
only narrow AI [12] and a great deal of them still come with the
same shortcomings as previous generations of classifications systems:
they are usually zero-rejection classifiers – that is, they classify every
object that they are presented with, no matter if it matches their
training data or not [13]. While there is dedicated research conducted
in the area of learning with rejection (e.g. [14, 15]), novelty detection
is a suitable approach to extend artificial neural networks (ANNs)
with rejection capabilities as already proposed by Bishop in 1994 [13]
and still current for deep learning [16].

Another emerging field with potential applications for novelty detec-
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tion is the Internet of Things (IoT) [17] and the upcoming fourth
industrial revolution (also termed industry 4.0 ) [18, 19]. Especially
smart sensors are on the verge of widespread use, not only for con-
sumer applications (e.g. thermostats, light switches, and roller blinds,
or smart power meters to build smart homes) but also for large en-
terprises or power-grid operators (e.g. in the OCTIKT1 project).
Challenges pointed out by Mattern et al. [17] that fall into the po-
tential domain of self-awareness include arrive and operate and of
course fault tolerance with its implicit dependence on introspection.
But there are even more applications in the industry 4.0 context with
its reliance on cyber-physical system (CPS) (e.g. in the CYPHOC2

project) and its goal to reach intelligent, resilient and self-adaptable
machines [20]. One promising concept in the pursuit to fulfill these
desired goals are Digital Twins (DTs) [21, 22] – a virtual representa-
tion of the CPS, continuously fed with data (i.e. a data stream) from
the physical object, used to protect (e.g. proactive maintenance) and
optimise (e.g. with simulations) the overall system. The concept
of a DT matches well a concrete application of the generic system
architecture depicted in Figure 1.1, integrating a novelty detection
module to implement certain functionality.

With the applicability of novelty detection to implement the founda-
tions of self-awareness it is also subject to research within the OC and
Autonomic Computing and Self-Organizing Systems (ACSOS) com-
munities and an established topic within the Self-Improving System
Integration (SISSY)3 community [23].

1BMBF: Ein Organic-Computing-basierter Ansatz zur Sicherstellung und
Verbesserung der Resilienz in technischen und IKT-Systemen (OCTIKT) –
(01IS18064C) https://projekt-octikt.fzi.de/ (last access: February 2022)

2DFG: Securing Cyber-physical Systems with Organic Computing Techniques
(CYPHOC) (SI 674/9-1)

3https://sissy.telecom-paristech.fr/ (last access: February 2022)

https://projekt-octikt.fzi.de/
https://sissy.telecom-paristech.fr/
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1.1.2 Problem Statement

Now, let us consider the various aspects and sub-problems that must
be addressed in this thesis.

Novelty Detection

The use of novelty detection in the aforementioned systems takes
place at runtime, and usually with multiple data sources, i.e. multiple
different sensors, being present. Additionally, timeliness is in most
cases a necessary requirement for successful system adaptations
(and thus somewhat comparable to soft real-time4). From this, the
following data assumptions are derived:

• Constant arrival of data over time.
• Multivariate data (i.e. multiple real-valued sensors).
• Dynamic data (i.e. novelties alter the data distribution).
• Data is ordered and has implicit temporal relations.

Concerning handling and processing of the data, we can assume
that the systems that are responsible for the execution of the novelty
detection task (ranging from small IoT devices to autonomous driving
automobiles) are limited in their computing and storage capacity.

Performing the detection task offline, that is, after all measurements
are observed is for obvious reasons, not an option. Apart from
the unbounded size of the expected data, the required timeliness is
decisive for online processing of the data. Novelties might appear
at any time and persist for a certain timespan, and it is assumed
that multiple novelties (i.e. different underlying causes) can be
simultaneously active.

4A soft real-time system is one in which performance is degraded but not
destroyed by failure to meet response-time constraints [24].
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Data Streams

One research topic that deals with large, non-stationary data and its
online processing is that of data streams. Advances in hardware have
facilitated new ways of continuously collecting data with data volumes
too large to be stored on disk, according to Aggarwal [25]. He states
further, that it is no longer possible to efficiently process these data
streams in multiple passes and that in most applications the data
may evolve over time – implying an inherent temporal component
in data streams and leading to a clear focus on the evolution of the
underlying distributions [25].

In contrast to more conventional and stationary data, for instance,
stored in relational databases, Gama points out the following differ-
ences in data streams [26]:

• Data stream elements arrive online.
• Data is transient (i.e. only valid for a short timespan).
• The processing system has no control over the order in which

samples arrive.
• Data streams are potentially unbound in size.
• Each element is processed only once, retrieval is hard unless

it is explicitely stored in memory, which is small compared to
the size of the data stream.

In accordance to these characteristics of data streams, Muthukrishnan
[27] sees another defining characteristic in the very high rate in which
new input data arrives. And that even if we could store a data
stream in its entirety, we may not have the time to scan it before
making judgments [27]. Based on the aforementioned limited system
resources, even mediocre arrival rates of input data can lead to data
streams that are simply too large to be held in memory5.

5As of writing this thesis, emeriging IoT platforms have about 520k ram and
similar sized non-volatile memory, cf. http://esp32.net/ (last access: February
2022).

http://esp32.net/
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While the data stream community has its application domain more
located towards data mining, for instance, in business intelligence
[28], trend detection in social media [29], or recommender systems in
e-commerce [30] – Muthukrishnan [27] explicitely lists the detection
of outliers, extreme events, intrusion or anomalous activity as time
critical tasks and as a fundamental requirement for monitoring appli-
cations operating on data streams. Likewise, Gama identifies novelty
detection as an important topic for data streams and dedicates it an
entire chapter in his frequently cited book Knowledge discovery from
data streams [26].

It is, therefore, appropriate to regard to the data considered in this
thesis as multivariate data streams which are here roughly divided
into two categories:

1. Data streams with stationary normal models. Changes in the
underlying data distribution are only provoked by emerging
novelties.

2. Data streams with non-stationary normal models. That is,
the underlying data distribution might change either due to
emerging novelties or due to concept drifts.

In the absence of concept drifts and without any novelties present,
we can assume that single observations from a data stream are inde-
pendent and identically distributed (IID) – or at least approximately
within a reasonable time frame (also known as a window). While
this assumption is, of course, counter-intuitive, since it neglects the
implicit temporal dependencies present in data streams, it is widely
accepted in existing novelty detection methods and research (e.g.
[31, 32, 33, 26] cf. Section 2.1.1 for more details). One restriction
made for this thesis is that only data streams are considered, that
are exclusively composed of continuous dimensions.

Based on the IID assumption, the observed data (see Figure 1.2)
can be modelled as a multivariate density. Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs) [34, 35, 36] are one of the commonly used methods to model
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Figure 1.2: Excerpt of 150 observations from a two-dimensional
(artificial) data stream.

multivariate densities (see Figure 1.3) and are discussed thoroughly
in Section 4.2.1. A widely known problem with multivariate data,
that also affects density models, is the curse of dimensionality [37].
In the case of novelty detection, where machine learning is used to
infer a normal model from training samples, the curse leads to an
exponentially increasing number of required training samples as the
dimensionality increases (cf. [38] for a simple GMM example).

HDR and LDR Novelties

In high dimensional feature spaces, the density is usually sparsely
distributed. That is, only a small fraction of the feature space
is populated with expected observations. Hyndman [39] proposes
High-Density Regions (HDRs)6 as the most appropriate subset to
summarise a probability distribution, since most of the density mass
is located in these regions and, thus, they also contain the most
information7. Figure 1.4 illustrates a bimodal distribution with
marked HDRs, containing 95% of the density mass.

In preliminary work [1] leading to this thesis, another approach –
the α-detector (cf. Section 4.3.2) which is based on a GMM (cf.
Section 4.2.1) – was indepently developed and turned out to be
an approximation to Hyndman’s HDR. Additionally, the α-detector

6Actually, Hyndman calls them highest-density regions.
7Not in the sense of Shannon information, but in the sense of useful informa-

tion for novelty detection.
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p(x2)
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x 1

)

Figure 1.3: Two-dimensional training data set (depicted are the
same samples as in Figure 1.2) and infered GMM (black ellipses). On
each axis, a plot of the marginalised distributions (p(x1), p(x2)) is
depicted as well (in green illustrating the shape of the distribution).

has the notion of Low-Density Regions (LDRs) which cover the vast
majority of the feature space. Observations that belong to the normal
model are not expected to appear in LDR. The distinction into HDR
and LDR is in so far sensible that anomalies (and therefore novelties)
are less challenging to detect in LDR. The problem of describing
HDRs of a distribution is similar to the estimation of its support (or
domain) [40, 41, 42, 43]. In Figure 1.5, the three approaches are
jointly depicted, overlaying observations from a bimodal, bivariate
distribution.

As aforementioned, the detection of LDR novelties is less difficult
compared to HDR novelties. This is because an LDR novelty consists
entirely of observations that are commonly referred to as anomalies8.

8Confer to Section 1.2.1 for a detailed discussion of terms and definitions.
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p(
z 1

)

95% HDR (KDE)

Figure 1.4: Bimodal density estimated with a Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) and marked 95% HDR (1D slice z1 from Figure 1.5)
after Hyndman [39].

Anomaly detectors are usually implicitly designed to detect obser-
vations that reside in LDR, but without considering or detecting
relations (neither spatial nor temporal) and dependencies between
several anomalies – which is the exact focus of novelty detection.
Figure 1.6 shows an example of an LDR novelty.

HDR novelties, on the other hand, appear in the dense regions of the
feature space. That is, they are composed of observations which are
usually similar to regulars. Detecting the outcomes (i.e. anomalies) of
an HDR novelty is generally not possible with conventional anomaly
detection methods and likewise, spatial relations are not as easy to
detect as in LDR. This is one of the reasons why different approaches
are necessary to detect HDR novelties. An example of an HDR
novelty is depicted in Figure 1.7. A different type of HDR novelty is
called obsoleteness. Obsoleteness is characterised by the absence of
regulars rather than the presence of anomalies.

Concept Drift

Concept drifts are another aspect of data streams that, similar to
HDR novelties, affect the dense regions of the normal model. In
contrast to an HDR novelty, a concept drift is not the outcome of
something new or unknown, but the result of something that is already
known and expected to change (i.e. its statistical characteristics due
to seasonal effects, e.g. varying temperature and hard-disk failures
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of highest densities and support of a
bivariate distribution respectively. This example illustrates that the
approaches GMM α-detector (green ellipses), OC-SVM (red dashed
line), and Hyndman’s HDR (hatched black) pursue similar objectives,
here, to enclose 95% of the density mass. Confer to Figure 1.4 for
the projection on z1.

[44]). Without further restrictions, concept drift and HDR novelties
cannot be distinguished, since both essentially represent a change in
the dense regions of the normal model as is depicted in Figure 1.8.
Under the presence of concept drifts, the expected data cannot longer
be assumed to generally fulfill the IID assumption.

Online Learning

So far, the focus of this section was directed towards the challenges
related to the mere detection of novelties. However, with the goal of
model adaption in mind, additional information over the detected
novelties are desirable and should be provided by a novelty detection
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Figure 1.6: LDR novelty: Multiple anomalies (red triangles △) in
LDR form a novelty (marked as red box). Their spatial proximity
suggests a relation between the anomalies. The graphics on the right
show how the marginalised densities change in comparision with the
expected densities (green, cf. Figure 1.3). The shaded area indicates
the location of the novelty.

approach. This turns the plain information “that something was
discovered” into an enriched package of information with “what and
where it was discovered and the reasons why it was discovered”. Again,
for an LDR novelty this information is usually directly derivable, as its
location is known and the novelty is entirely composed of identifiable
anomalies. Due to the indiscernibility of anomalies and expected
observations in HDR, the provision of more detailed information
about HDR novelties is a more challenging task. The adaptation
task itself is not necessarily a part of a novelty detection method.
In the abstract system model (cf. Figure 1.1), the reaction module
receives the novelty information provided and can then use it for
an adaptation of the system or environment models. This model
adaptation essentially corresponds to an online learning process.
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Figure 1.7: HDR novelty: A novelty (marked as red box) that
is entirely embedded in an HDR of the normal model. The corre-
sponding anomalies are indiscernible from expected observations. The
marginalised densities on the right depict the changed HDR (red).
The shaded area indicates the location of the novelty.

Detection Latency

A consideration that must be made for novelty detection is the trade-
off between its precision (i.e. false-positive rate (FPR)), its recall (i.e.
true-positive rate (TPR)), and additionally9 its latency (i.e. reaction
speed) that require some prior knowledge about the expected novelties
– for instance, their size as the number of produced anomalies, their
frequency, or their duration. The trade-off is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 5

Evaluation

Quite frequently, novelty detection is considered a special case of clas-
sification problems. This includes one-class [45, 46, 47], binary [48,
49], and also multi-class problems [32, 50]. Based on this considera-

9due to its online nature
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Figure 1.8: Concept drift: The mean of the centre Gaussian changes
over time, while its covariance matrix does not. Fading grey ×
represent how the data is distributed over time (weakest × beeing the
oldest). The window with the most recent observations is represented
with red ×. The two black ellipses represent the normal model, while
the red contour estimates the density of the most recent window. On
the right side: marginalised densities of the most recent window (red)
and the normal model (green).

tion, most researchers evaluate their novelty detection methods with
well-established evaluation practices for regular classifiers – even some
of those that consider novelties as accumulation of anomalies. While
k-fold cross-validation (CV) paired with standard scores as accuracy
or the F1-score, and the Area under the ROC Curve (AU-ROC) are
decent for classifiers10, they completely disregard the temporal com-
ponents of online novelty detection approaches; i.e. detection latency
or the order present in data streams – crucial elements in the authors
opinion. What makes the evaluation of novelty detection approaches
even more difficult is the lack of widespread benchmarking data sets
(even though there are some researchers currently working on that
specific issue, cf. [52]).

10See [51] for a discussion why this practise is also far from perfect for classifiers.
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Further Challenges

Another issue for novelty detection, especially in HDR, which is less
severe for pure classification tasks is that real-world data rarely follows
an assumed functional form perfectly. For generative classifiers, e.g.
classifier based on a mixture density model (CMM) [53, 54], it is
sufficient if the data follows approximately the assumed distribution.
Their goal is to discriminate between known classes, whilst providing
some structural information where the data resides (cf. [55] for an
application), i.e. they approximate the support and model HDRs. It
is certainly evident, that for successful HDR novelty detection (that
is based on the data distribution), precise HDR models are required.
For instance, goodness-of-fit tests as the chi-squared test (χ2 test)
or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) will indicate significant
differences between the training data and their derived models if the
distribution assumption is not met. At the same time, a classifier
based on the very same model might achieve a perfect classification
performance on the training data.

Discriminative classifiers (e.g. support vector machine (SVM)) on
the other hand, do not make any assumptions about the functional
form, but also do not provide any insights about how the data is
actually distributed (thus, their underlying models are unsuitable for
hdr novelty detection anyway).
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1.1.3 Research Questions

The previously discussed assumptions, issues and challenges regarding
data streams and novelty detection lead to the subject of this doctoral
thesis about novelty detection in multivariate data streams. Answers
to the following research questions are sought to investigate the topic:

1 Is it sensible to separate the feature space into HDR and LDR
and if so, how can this be done efficiently?

2 Is it possible to detect novelties in the entire feature space, that
is in HDR and LDR?

3 What must be considered to detect novelties with various char-
acteristics (spatial as well as temporal)?

4 What is a good approach to handle and detect novelties in
multivariate and multimodal data?

5 How to perform novelty detection in multimodal and multivari-
ate data streams online?

6 Is it possible to distinguish concept drift from a novelty and
how can the normal model be updated?

7 What are the requirements to evaluate novelty detection ap-
proaches for data streams with respect to imbalanced classed
and temporal behaviour?

The following questions will not be regarded:

• Cconcept drift on labels, that is, the semantics of the labels
change (e.g. normal becomes faulty).

• How to acquire correct labels for detected novelties?
• How to distinguish reasons (causes) for novelties, e.g. errors,

faults, unknown valid state, etc.
• How to react to a detected novelty, i.e. adaptation.
• Discrete dimensions and hybrid detection (i.e. using discrete,

nominal, and continuous dimensions) are not considered.
• How to provide an off-the-shelf solution (in the sense of AutoML)
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to arbitrary novelty detection problems.

1.1.4 Approach to Novelty Detection

To find answers to the posed research questions, a Combined Ap-
proach to Novelty Detection in Intelligent Embedded Systems (CAN-
DIES) is investigated. Combined in the sense that the task of novelty
detection in multivariate data streams is first broken down into indi-
vidual problems, then these problems are considered on their own,
and finally, the partial outcomes are combined to fulfil the novelty
detection task. This combined approach is partially motivated in that
there is no off-the-shelf solution for novelty detection, differences in
detecting HDR and LDR novelties, and more flexibility to adjust the
novelty detection task to different scenarios.

The view of the author is that novelty detection in data streams
should run as its own task, explicitely dedicated to the detection of
novelties. This view is based, inter alia, on own earlier work [1]11,
where ldr novelty detection is implemented on top of an existing
classifier. The gained insight is: Models that produce a satisfiable
classification performance are not necessarily well suited for novelty
detection. Thus, only a single class is considered to represent regulars
(e.g. in contrast to [32]).

Let us reconsider what the individual problems are that make up the
novelty detection task in data streams:

• LDR novelty detection
• HDR novelty detection (of different types),
• concept drift, and
• obsoleteness.

11An academic Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS).
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Figure 1.9 shows a flowchart of the combined approach architecture
that illustrates the general procedure of detecting novelties in data
streams.

x′

Context
Buffer

HDR/
LDR?

Clustering and Detection in LDR

Global
HDR

Locality

Concept
Drift

HDR
Detector

Concept
Drift

HDR
Detector

HDR Processing

LDR ProcessingAnomaly-
Detection

Novelty?

Figure 1.9: High-level architecture flowchart for combined novelty
detection approach. The modules indicate when certain decisions
and actions should be executed. The separate processing paths for
LDR and HDR novelty detection are highlighted in red; both operate
on a higher abstraction level than anomaly detection.

A newly arriving observation x′ from a data stream X extends the
context buffer (i.e. the buffer that represents the current temporal
context). The first decision to be taken is to decide whether x′

belongs to LDR or HDR. This decision making resembles what most
anomaly detection approaches do (with anomalies representing LDR
observations). If x′ resides in LDR it becomes suspicious and a
clustering scheme is used to detect clusters of suspicious observations
in the current context. In this case, a cluster would represent a
detected novelty.

If x′ does not belong to LDR it takes the other path marked HDR
Processing. At the first step is the right time to test for global
HDR novelties. That is, those that affect all HDR and requires the
consideration of all HDR observations in the current context, for
example to implement obsoleteness detection.

The second step in the HDR Processing, called locality matching, is
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another novel feature of the combined approach. In this step, the
observation x′ is affiliated with one of the HDR of the underlying
model. This allows to handle novelties and concept drifts locally for
each HDR. In the third step local concept drifts of the matched HDR
can be compensated using the x′. In the last step, multiple HDR
detectors for the matched HDR are updated with the information
provided by x′, allowing the detection of different types of novelties
(cf. Section 1.2.6).

The architecture does not show any modules that are responsible for
the lableing of newly detected novelties nor for model adaptations.
Both these tasks are not in the domain of a novelty detection task
and rather belong to the reaction part of a system (cf. Figure 1.1).
For the labeling task, the research field of active learning (cf. e.g.
[56]) provides promising solutions.

The CANDIES methodology presented in this thesis offers unprece-
dented flexibility compared to existing novelty detection approaches
(cf. Section 3.2). It is one of the few approaches directly aimed
at detecting HDR novelties. Due to its modularity, detectors for
different novelty types (e.g. HDR novelties, LDR novelties, or obso-
leteness) can be specifically selected and adjusted to meet the needs
of different applications. The methodology is also designed to deliver
good performance in terms of novelty detection, i.e. fast and reliable
detection with a low FPR.

1.1.5 Structure of the Thesis

In this very first chapter the general motivation for novelty detection
is outlined and the problems are discussed that lead to the research
questions investigated in this thesis. A short primer briefly introduces
the reader to the general approach taken in this thesis towards novelty
detection on data streams. Further, Chapter 1 provides background
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information and methodological foundations that the author thought
necessary to read and understand this thesis.

To give the reader an overview of research conducted in the field
of novelty detection and adjacent fields, a comprehensive literature
review is conducted in Chapter 2.

The main contribution is split into three parts. The first one, Chap-
ter 3, is a study about current non-ANN approaches to anomaly
and novelty detection. The second part, Chapter 4, introduces and
discusses the CANDIES – the proposed methodology to implement
novelty detection in LDR and HDR for data streams. The final, third
part, Chapter 5, discusses the difficulties that arise from the evalua-
tion of novelty detection algorithms and presents the FSM-Eval, a
new evaluation approach. The CANDIES methodology is evaluated
and compared against the techniques from Chapter 3 and analysed
in more detail on synthetic data sets. The thesis concludes in Chap-
ter 6, where the general insights gained are summarised, the research
questions reprised and discussed, and the research contributions are
listed. At the very end, an outlook for future research is given.

Paragraphs in italics beginning with N.B. (nota bene) are remarks
by the author to point out side aspects, certain details, or own
interpretations.

1.2 Background and Methodology Foundations

This second part of the first chapter contains background information
necessary to grasp the presented discussions and ideas throughout
this thesis. Including, inter alia, definitions and description of various
terms related to machine learning and novelty detection that might
slightly differ from author to author or are not commonly defined.
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Further, this part introduces the underlying mathematical notation
and brief explanations of fundamental concepts, such as, novelties and
concept drifts. The individual subsections can be read individually
and are intended as reference works.

1.2.1 Terms and Definitions

The following listing contains general terms used throughout this the-
sis, together with their respective definitions and, where appropriate,
references to other sections:

Anomaly: An observation that is the outcome of an unknown pro-
cess, generally deviating from the normal model. Observations
that belong to a novelty are always anomalies, but not all
anomalies belong to a novelty. See Section 1.2.5.

Concept: The actual representation of knowledge, for instance, the
expected distribution of a class as part of a normal model. Or
a concrete decision rule.

Concept drift: Anticipated change of the underlying distribution
of the normal model. In this thesis, also synonymously used
for incremental concept drift. See Section 1.2.6.

Contamination: The fraction of anomalies or outliers within a data
set [57, 58, 59].

Context: A finite excerpt of coherent (spatial or temporal) observa-
tions from a data stream, commonly used to decide if a novelty
is present or not and implemented as growing or sliding window.

Data stream: A continuous stream of coherent observations over
time. Potentially of infinite length. A temporal relation be-
tween observations is assumed, i.e. their order is important.
See Section 1.2.4.
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High-Density Region (HDR): Regions where a certain fraction
of the probability density is located. Future observations (x′)
are expected to be observed in these regions. Generally known
processes are covered by HDR.

HDR novelty: A novelty that resides within an HDR of the normal
model. Section 1.2.6 contains a further subdivision of the
different novelty types.

Knowledge: The capability to make certain [statements] about
[something] (e.g. the observation x [something] belongs to class
c [statement]).

Low-Density Region (LDR): Regions with low probability den-
sity (i.e. below a specific density threshold). Future observa-
tions (x′) that appear in LDR are considered to be suspicious.

LDR novelty: A novelty that appears in LDR. Section 1.2.6 con-
tains a further subdivision of the different novelty types.

Learning: According to Mitchell [60], “a computer program is said
to learn from experience E with respect to a class of tasks T and
a performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as
measured by P, improves with experience E”. In the narrower
context of this thesis, it means acquiring knowledge (i.e. the
task) from training samples (i.e. the experience) in the form of
concepts.

Locality: A delimited spatial region in the input space. Usually
corresponds to the area covered by a component.

Multimodal: A probabilistic model of a data stream (e.g. the
normal model) is multimodal if it has multiple modes (i.e. local
maxima).

Multivariate: A data stream is multivariate if it consists of multiple
dimensions.
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Noise: Random influences, e.g. observations that neither belong to
known nor unknown processes. See Section 1.2.5.

Normal model: This model captures the entirety of known pro-
cesses and represents the expected system behaviour probabilis-
tically. Observations explained by the normal model are called
regulars if their assigned probability is sufficiently high.

Novelty: Agglomeration of anomalies, either spatial or temporal. If
detected, the representation of an unknown process. A change
of the underlying distribution of a known process can also be
considered as a novelty (in HDR). In most cases, a novelty is
only present for a limited time frame. A novelty describes a
state rather than an event. See Section 1.2.5 and Section 1.2.6.

Obliteration: The active removal (forgetting) of vanished observa-
tions from concepts.

Observation: The observable outcome of a process and part of a
data stream. Denoted as vector x or x′ if previously unseen.
See also Section 1.2.2.

Obsoleteness: The absence of expected regulars in the normal
model. A type of novelty, cf. Section 1.2.6 for the different
novelty types.

Offline: A novelty detection algorithm works in an offline fashion,
if it requires access to the complete data set at once to perform
a successful detection. Nearest-neighbour based approaches are
typical representatives of this class of algorithms.

Online: In contrast to offline methods, online novelty detection
methods can detect novelties upon their appearance (with a
limited delay), without the need to observe the complete data
set first. Frequently, these methods rely on a window that
stores the last n observations.

Outlier: An observation that is the outcome of a known process
but is only assigned a low probability in the normal model (cf.
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regular). Typically observed in LDR. See Section 1.2.5.

Process: Underlying cause in the real world, responsible for emitting
events observable as observations – the data generating source.

Regular: An observation that is the outcome of a known process
and is explained by the normal model (cf. outlier). Usually
belonging to an HDR.12. See Section 1.2.5.

Suspect: An already observed observation in HDR belonging to a
context after a novelty is detect. Both, regulars and anomalies
are indistinguishable and therefore treated as suspects. See
Section 1.2.5.

Suspicious: An observation in LDR that is either an anomaly, out-
lier, or noise. The actual type is unknown when first observed
(similar notions exist in other works, e.g. [61, 62]). See Sec-
tion 1.2.5.

Sample: Synonym for observation.

Sequence: A finite collection of ordered, coherent observations. No-
tion of a higher-level sample (contains a temporal feature: the
ordering). A context can contain multiple sequences. See
Section 1.2.4.

Vanished: An observation that has vanished (e.g. evicted from a
context) and is no longer available for further processing. See
Section 1.2.5.

Figure 1.10 illustrates the relationships between those terms, partic-
ularly important for describing the novelty detection process. It is
divided into three abstraction levels. The lowest level, the Process
level, represents the underlying real-world causes (this corresponds
to the Environment in Figure 1.1). Their emissions are captured
by sensors as observations and form the data stream on the Data

12The author thought it necessary to introduce a dedicated term to refer to
normal observations.
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level (i.e. stored in the context buffer in Figure 1.9). Conceptually,
each cause has its observation type (noise, anomaly, outlier, regular).
Observations are used to form models that describe the underlying
distributions (i.e. the normal model represents known processes and
explains corresponding regulars). The anomaly and outlier detection
tasks operate somewhere between the Data and the Model level to
identify the different observation types relying on the normal model
(represented by the earlier stage in Figure 1.9). As novelties are
agglomerations of (related) anomalies, the novelty detection process
is more abstract than the anomaly detection task (represented by
the later stages in Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.10: Illustration of relations of terms frequently used
to describe novelty detection. The terms are separated into three
abstraction levels: Process, Data, and Model. Novelty detection is a
more abstract task than anomaly detection.
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1.2.2 Notation & Mathematical Notation

In general, a consistent notation is used throughout this thesis.
General notation, such as the representation of vectors and matrices,
is given in Table 1.1. Table 1.2 on the other hand, contains recurring
symbols - however, these can differ depending on the context. In
those cases, this is pointed out. The notation for data sets and
observations is summarised in Table 1.3. Probability distributions
(frequently) used in this thesis are listed in Table 1.4. The last
table, Table 1.5, contains symbols which are predominantly used in
Chapter 5 for the data generator. This overview is primarily intended
as a reference.

Data Streams

A data stream X has a beginning at time instance t0 (usually t0 = 0),
but no defined ending, since it is potentially infinite (cf. Equa-
tion (1.1)). The observations xt are equidistant over time (cf. Equa-
tion (1.2)).

X = {xt}∞
t=t0

, t ∈ N (1.1)
tn+1 = tn + 1 (1.2)

Code Listings

Code listings contain code in (pseudo) Python. That is, the source
code is strongly based on the Python 3 programming language, but
not necessarily executable without modifications. Comments are
indicated by an #, Listing 1.1 contains a brief description of the
fundamental concepts. Line numbers are referenced as : №, for
instance, : 18.
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Table 1.1: General mathematical notation.

Symbol Description
X An m× n matrix with m rows and n columns.
x A row vector of n elements x = [x1, . . . , xn]. Observa-

tions are treated as vectors.
N Number of observations in a (context specific) data

set.
d Number of dimensions of the considered observations

or data set.
I The identity matrix.
Θ A set of model parameters (e.g. for a GMM).
Θ̂ A set of MAP model parameters (the ˆ indicates MAP).
λ A set of hyperparameters.

L(Θ,X) The likelihood function for parameters Θ and obser-
vations X.

A ∼ B Read as A is distributed according to distribution B.
F̂−1 The ECDF of a distribution.
E[A] The expected value of the random variable or distri-

bution A.
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Table 1.2: Overview of frequently used symbols.

Symbol Description
J The number of components in a GMM.
j The j-th component of a GMM.
π All mixing coefficients of a GMM.
πj The mixing coefficient of the j-th component.
µj The mean (i.e. centre) of the j-th component.
Σj The covaraince matrix (i.e. shape) of the j-th compo-

nent.
γxn,j The responsibility of the j-th component for observation

xn.
∆j(x) The Mahalanobis distance between µj of the j-th com-

ponent and an observation x.
α The selection parameter used in the α-detector to sepa-

rate HDR and LDR.
ρ The threshold parameter used in the α-detector derived

from α.
λ′ An (bayesian) updated set of hyperparameters (The ’

indicates update/new).
λ The number of bins used as parameter for the χ2-HDR

detector. Note: the symbol is not bold.
ω The maximum capacity of the local context buffer used

in the χ2-HDR detector.
ωn The current size of the local context buffer used in

theχ2-HDR detector at time instance n.
G The global context buffer used in CANDIES.

ctx_len The maximum capacity of the global context buffer
used in CANDIES.
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Table 1.3: Symbols for data sets, data streams, and observations.

Symbol Description
X A data stream (with d dimensions) of potentially infinite

length, cf. Equation (1.1).
Xtr A training set (with length N).
Xte A test set (with length N).
x′ A previously unseen observation (i.e. one that was

not contained in the training set) or the most recent
observation from a data stream X .

xt Observation observed at time instance t (can either
belong to a training set, a test set, or a data stream).

yt Ground truth (i.e. true) label of the observation at time
instance t (typically 0:regular, 1:anomaly).

ŷt Predicted label for the observation at time instance t.
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Table 1.4: Frequently used probability distributions.

Symbol Description
N (x|µ,Σ) (Multivariate) Normal or Gaussian dis-

tribution with mean µ and covariance Σ.
The univariate version has parameters µ
and σ respectively.

W(Λ|W , ν) Wishart distribution. Usually used as
prior for precision matrices Λ (i.e. in-
verse of the covariance matrix Σ).

N W(µ,Λ|m, β,W , ν) Normal-Wishart distribiton. The prior
for a Gaussian.

Unif(x|l, h) Continuous uniform distribution with
parameters l low and h high. x is drawn
from the interval (l, h).

Dir(π|α) Dirichlet distribution with parameters
α. Prior for the mixing coefficients and
other multinomial distributions.

BB(x|a, b[, n]) Beta-Binomial distribution with parame-
ters a and b. The parameter n is usually
implicitely provided by the length of the
data set.
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Table 1.5: Symbols and notation to describe (synthesised) novelties.

Symbol Description
K The number of novelties present in a (synthesised) test

set.
k The k-th (synthesised) novelty in a data stream. Emer-

gence order might differ.
X ldr Set of anomalies that belong to an LDR novelty.
Xhdr Set of anomalies that belong to an HDR novelty.

Xnov,k Set of anomalies that belong to novelty k (can be either:
LDR or HDR).

stk Starting point in time when novelty k emerges and starts
to emit anomalies.

Nk Number of anomalies generated by novelty k (i.e. the
length or size of the novelty).

Nreg Number of regular observations in the (synthesised) test
set.
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1 # Basic types
2 my_string = "a string "
3 my_int = 1
4 my_float = 1.2
5 # define a list
6 my_list = [my_float , my_int ]
7 my_bool = True
8 # null/nil type
9 my_none = None

10
11 # A function definition
12 def my_function (param1 , param2 =" default value "):
13 """ Docstrings describe the behaviour of a function . """
14 print ( param2 ) # print something
15 return param1
16
17 # call the function
18 my_function ( my_int )
19
20 # a list comprehension that collects all even numbers
21 # between 0 and 99:
22 even = [x for x in range (100) if x % 2 == 0]
23
24 # basic branching
25 if my_bool :
26 pass # do nothing
27 elif my_int is None:
28 pass
29 else:
30 pass
31
32 # for loop with counter
33 for i, item in enumerate ( my_list ):
34 # i is the counter provided by enumerate
35 print (i, item)

Listing 1.1: Overview of fundamental concepts in (pseudo) Python.
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1.2.3 Experimental Evaluation

Since novelty detection and especially anomaly detection is often
related to one-class classification problems, the standard evaluation
methodology for classification problems is briefly discussed in this
section.

The core of the evaluation methodology is to obtain performance or
error estimates for the investigated algorithms. The typical procedure
is depicted schematically in Figure 1.11, including Hyperparameter
Optimisation (HPO).

HPO Evaluation Xij
DataSet Xi
Algorithm hj

experiment
hk(Θi).fit(train).predict(valid)

candidate search
Θi

split
train / validation

Xte,iXtr,i
performance

hk(Θ+).fit(Xtr,i).predict(Xte,i)

be
st

 c
an

di
da

te
 Θ

+

[nested repeats]

Figure 1.11: Typical evaluation methodology used for classification
algorithms. For each data set X i an HPO on a training set Xtr,i is
conducted and the performance estimated using a dedicated test set
Xte,i. The whole process might be repeated several times, but at
high computational costs.

The test score is the avarage score (i.e. performance) observed, when
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previously unseen samples from a test set are predicted. That is,
those samples are not contained in the training set – the data set
that is used to train the algorithm. The test score is the crucial value
for the evaluation of a classification algorithm. If samples from the
training set are used to calculate the test score, this is called peeking
and should not be done under any circumstances [5]. Computing
the training score (or apparent performance [63]), on the other hand,
is always possible, but not favourable to get realistic performance
estimates since these scores are usually too optimistic (this problem
is known as overfitting). If a dedicated test set is available, this test
score can easily be computed. In most cases however, such dedicated
sets are unfortunately not available.

The simplest solution to obtain a training and a test set is to split the
available data into two distinct data sets. However, this is especially
a disadvantage when the available data is scarce. In the following,
two widely applied methods to circumvent this issue are presented.

k-Fold Cross-Validation

The k-fold CV belongs to the class of resampling methods [51, 63,
64]. The available data is split into k roughly equally sized folds,
see Figure 1.12. Then, (k − 1) folds are used to train an algorithm,
while the k-th fold is used to evaluate the model. This procedure is
repeated k-times, so that each fold is once used as test set. The final
performance estimate is the mean performance on the k test sets:

yxXin = 1
k

k∑︂
j=1

f(ynj ,predict(foldj)), (1.3)

where f() is the scoring function and ynj the true labels for foldj .

With this method, the whole data is used to assess the performance.
A frequently used variant uses stratified folds, that is, the class
distribution within each folds matches the overall class distribution.
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Experiment 1 fold 1 fold 2 fold 3 . . . fold k

Experiment 2 . . .

Experiment 3 . . .

...
. . .

Experiment k . . .

all samples in data set

Figure 1.12: k-fold cross-validation. The red coloured fold is used
as test set for its corresponding experiments.

Bootstrapping

Another resampling based method is the bootstrap or bootstrapping
[63, 51]. This method can be used to create distinct data sets from
a source data set [64]. To bootstrap a data set X∗ from a source
set XS = {x1, . . . , xN }, N samples are randomly drawn (uniformly
with weights 1

N ) with replacement from the source set XS . The
distribution of X∗ then equals the distribution of XS , however, due
to the replacements, X∗ is not a mere permutation of XS [65]. This
bootstrap process can be repated multiple times to test the statistical
accuracy of parameter estimates by looking at the variability of
predictions between the various bootstrap sets [34]. On average,
63.2% of the samples from the source set XS are contained at least
once in X∗. The remaining samples are called out-of-bag samples
[63].

Distinct training and test sets can be obtained by bootstrapping a
set X∗ that forms the training set, while the out-of-bag samples are
used as the test set, thus creating two disjunct sets. Kuhn et al.
[63] recommends bootstrapping over k-fold CV to choose a model if
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the goal is not to find the best performance indicator, but a reliable
model.

Hyperparameter Optimisation

HPO, also refered to as model tuning, is the process to find optimal
(or good-enough) hyperparameters for the investigated algorithms. In
contrast to modelparameters, which are infered during the learning
process (e.g. mean values of a GMM), hyperparameters control the
learning process itself and exist in most machine learning algorithms
(e.g. the number of clusters in k-means). If chosen poorly, they
can have a highly negative impact on the overall performance of
their respective algorithms. Thus, it is sensible to optimise them for
real-world applications and for algorithm comparison.

The naïve way to implement HPO is to use a grid search which per-
forms an exhaustive search through a subset of the hyperparameter
space. The subset must be defined manually, usually by defining a
start and an end value, as well as a step width, for each hyperparame-
ter dimension. Thus resulting in a multidimensional grid. The points
in the grid are scanned one after the other to produce parameter
candidate vectors Θi. The whole grid search process is illustrated in
Figure 1.13 (a).

An alternative approach is the randomised search [66] which also
searches through a subset of the hyperparameter space, but does
it randomly. In contrast to the grid search, the hyperparameter
dimensions are randomly sampled, rather than scanned equidistantly,
to produce parameter candiates Θi. In the simplest implementation
the various hyperparameters are simply drawn uniformly from a
user-specified range. Besides pseudo-random numbers, other sam-
pling strategies might be used, for instance, Halton sequences (cf.
[67]). The alternative process of a randomised search is depicted
in Figure 1.13 (b). Bergstra et al. [66] state that their experiments
show that randomised searches are more efficient than their grid
based counter parts. Additionally, they are embarrassingly parallel
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(cf. Section 5.3.2).

Both approaches are available in the widely used Python framework
sklearn13 [58]. Other, more complex HPO approaches exist as well,
cf. [68].

0

1

(a) Grid

0

1

(b) Randomised

Figure 1.13: Grid and Randomised Search on a two dimensional
parameter space (Θ), lighter colours indicate better performance.
Each search consists of 25 sample points. The respective maximum
is indicated by a black marker, the search patterns are indicated by
dashed lines.

Clearly, to be of any use, the hyperparameter candidates must be
evaluated. Which in turn requires the availability of dedicated data
or a suitable resampling scheme, since the danger of overfitting exists
for the HPO too.

The simplest, but not necessarily most data efficient, solution is
to divide the available data into three subsets: a training set, a
validation set, and a test set. Then, each parameter candidate Θi

is used together with the training set to fit a model. And each
model is evaluated by testing its performance on the validation set.
With the hyperparameters Θ+ that lead to the best performance

13sklearn.model_selection.GridSearchCV
sklearn.model_selection.RandomizedSearchCV
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on the validation set another model is learned. But this time, both,
the training set and the validation set are used for the training.
The final evaluation is conducted with this model by measuring the
performance on the held out test set. In this fashion, the validation set
is used for tuning, and the test set for evaluation [69]. This procedure
is depicted in Figure 1.11 (without repeating the part marked as
[nested repeats]). One of the issues with this naïve search pattern is
that the selection of the best hyperparameters Θ+ are only based
on a single validation set. This can lead to an overfitting towards
the validation data and finally result in an pessimistic performance
estimation on the test set.

A solution is to apply the previously discussed resampling approaches.
The available data is again split into a test set and a training set.
However, one of the resampling approaches is then used to further
split the training set into multiple validation sets and training sets.
In the case of the k-fold CV approach, for each hyperparameter
candidate Θi, k experiments are executed and the average of the
validation set performances is used to evaluate the hyperparameter
candidates. This procedure can also be used with bootstrapping. To
obtain a final performance estimate, the best hyperparameters Θ+

are selected based on the validation performance and a new model is
fitted using the original (complete) training set. The performance
is then estimated using the disjunct test set. While this solution
prevents information leakage, or peeking [5], the data utilisation is
still unfortunate, since only a small portion (the test set) is used to
assess the overall performance.

To increase the data utilisation, the resampling approaches can be
nested (see Listing 1.2). That is, an outer resampling creates a set of
test sets and training sets. For each test set, a HPO is performed
using an inner resampling on its disjunct training set. The final
performance estimation is then the avarage test performance of
the outer resampling. This corresponds to the part marked [nested
repeats] in Figure 1.11. However, this increases the computational
cost of the HPO considerably.
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1 def nested_search ( Algorithm_j ):
2 grid = GridSearch ()
3 performance = []
4 # the outer resampling
5 for outer_train , test in KFoldCV (k). split (X):
6 scores = []
7 for i, theta in grid:
8 scores_e = []
9 # the inner resampling

10 for inner_train , validation in KFoldCV (k). splits (X[ out_train
]):

11 clf = Algorithm_j ( theta_i ).fit(X[ inner_train ])
12 score_e = score (clf. predict (X[ validation ]))
13 scores_e . append ( score_e )
14
15 scores [i] = mean( scores_e )
16
17 j = argmax ( scores )
18 theta_plus = grid[j]
19 clf= Algorithm_j ( theta_plus ).fit( outer_train )
20 performance . append ( score (clf. predict (X[test ])))
21
22 # the final performance estimation for algorithm_j
23 return mean( performance )

Listing 1.2: Nested search with k-fold CV in pseudo Python.

Evaluation and Performance Metrics

Performance metrics are needed to quantify the actual performance
estimation to evaluate the investigated algorithms, but they are
also required for the guidance of the HPO and the model selection.
One-class classification is in essence a binary classification problem,
i.e. two classes are distinguished – in the case of anomaly detection
these are the positive class for anomalies and the negative class for
regulars originating from the normal model. Fundamental key figures
used to calculate common performance metrics are summarised in
the confusion matrix [70, 51, 63, 64] given in Table 1.6.
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Table 1.6: The confusion matrix of a binary classifier, suitable for
the evaluation of anomaly detection approaches.

Predicted
positive negative

A
ct

ua
l positive True positives TP False negatives FN

(Type II error)

negative False positives FP
(Type I error)

True negatives TN

Probably the most popular metric used is the accuracy (ACC):

N = TP + TN + FP + FN (1.4)

ACC = TP + TN

N
(1.5)

It is the fraction of observations that are correctly classified and
always in the range between 0 and 1. However, the metric can be
misleading when the evaluated data set is imbalanced – the common
case for anomaly detection and novelty detection scenarios, since we
expect the majority of observations to be regulars.

Another measure that can be derived from the confusion matrix is
the true-positive rate also refered to as recall or sensitivity:

TPR = TP

TP + FN
(1.6)

The recall lies between 0 and 1 and is the rate of how many anomalies
are detected. A well performing anomaly detection approach should
achieve a high recall.

Also important is the positive predictive value (PPV) which is also
known as precision:

PPV = TP

TP + FP
(1.7)
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This value indicates how many of the identified anomalies are actually
anomalies. Usually, there is a trade-off between recall and precision
(cf. Section 1.1.2), since the recall can be increased when the precision
is decreased (i.e. always classify as anomaly). Its value range is again
between 0 and 1 and should be high for a good classification result.

The false-positive rate (FPR) or fall-out measures how many regulars
are falsely identified as anomalies:

FPR = FP

FP + TN
(1.8)

Its value is also between 0 and 1, however, a well performing algorithm
should have an FPR close to 0.

The true-negative rate (TNR) or specificity measures the proportion
of anomalies that are correctly identified as such.

TNR = TN

TN + FP
(1.9)

A common alternative to the accuracy and better suited for imbal-
anced data sets, is the F1-score:

F1 = 2TP
2TP + FP + FN

(1.10)

The F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall and once
again in the range 0 and 1. Higher values indicate b etter performance.
The F1-score is not without controversy; on the one hand, it does
not take the true negatives into account (i.e. it depends on the
positive class) and, on the other hand, precision and recall are
equally weighted.

An extension to support multiclass labels with the F1-score uses
macro averaging. The F1-score is computed per class (i.e. F1c, where
c is interpreted as the positive class and C beeing the number of
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classes), and then the arithmetic mean is taken:

F1_macro =
∑︁C

c=1 F1c

C
(1.11)

Chicco et al. [71] argues that the Matthews Correlation Coefficient
(MCC) should be used for the evaluation of binary classifiers. The
MCC as defined in its original article [72] as follows:

S = TP + FN

N
(1.12)

P = TP + FP

N
(1.13)

MCC =
T P/N − PS√︁

PS(1 − S)(1 − P )
(1.14)

It represents the correlation between the true labels and the ones
predicted by the classifier. The range of the MCC is between −1 and
1. A perfect prediction is indicated by 1, while total disagreement
by −1. A value of 0 indicates that the prediction is not better than
random – and as such, an undesirable value.

Two more measures that are composed of the preceeding ones, as
is the F1-score, are Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and
the precision-recall curve (PRC). Both are used to plot a graph that
depicts the performance. The ROC plots the fall-out against the
recall, while the PRC plots recall against precision. To obtain the
various measurements, either a detection threshold is varied (e.g. for
probabilistic classifiers), or the hyperparameters must be adjusted.
The resulting curves are depicted in Figure 1.14.

To obtain a single value which can be used as actual performance
value the Area Under the Curve (AUC) is computed. Resulting in
the AU-ROC and Area under the PRC (AU-PRC) which is also
known as the average-precision score.
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Figure 1.14: ROC and PRC depicted for the same classifier (an
AlphaDetector in this example).

Comparison

After the final performances of the considered algorithms are com-
puted on various test sets, usually the question arises if one of the
algorithms is better or worse than the others. Just counting the num-
ber of wins is usually not sufficient. In this section, two widely used
statistical tests, the Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test and the Friedman
test, are presented to test for statistical significant (performance)
differences.

With Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test [73, 70, 51], two algorithms can
be compared on multiple data sets (domains), to test if there is
a statistical significant difference in their performance using their
ranks:

• H0: "The algorithms median ranks are the same."

• Ha: "The difference in the median ranks is not explained by
chance."
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The test is non-parametric and decreasingly ranks (largest differ-
ence gets lowest rank) the absolute performance differences of two
algorithms on N domains (i.e. data sets):

di = Xi1 −Xi2, (1.15)

where Xi1 is the performance of the first algorithm on the i-th
domain and analogous Xi2 for the second algorithm. If the number
of domains with di = 0 is odd, one of the domains is ignored. Ties
receive average ranks. The test statistic is based on two sums: R+ is
the sum of ranks of positive differences (i.e. sign(di) = 1) and R− of
negative differences. To each sum, half of the sum of zero-difference
ranks is added:

R+ =
∑︂
di>0

rank(di) + 1
2
∑︂
di=0

rank(0) (1.16)

R− =
∑︂
di>0

rank(di) + 1
2
∑︂
di=0

rank(0) (1.17)

T = min
{︁
R+, R−}︁ (1.18)

For small sample sizes (N ≤ 25) the test statistic T (Equation (1.18))
is directly compared against a critical value (e.g. [51] contains a
statistical table with critical values for the Wilcoxon’s signed-rank
test distribution). Larger sample sizes (N > 25) use the z-statistic:

z =
T − 1

4N(N + 1)√︂
1

24N(N + 1)(2N + 1)
, (1.19)

which follows approximately a standard normal distribution.

The Friedman test [74, 73, 51] is a non-parametric test which is
suitable to compare multiple algorithms (also called treatments)
on multiple data sets (sometimes called blocks, cf. Table 1.7).
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Table 1.7: Block design experiment for Friedman test with N
blocks and k treatments. Each row corresponds to a block, while Xij

represents the performance of treatment j on block i.

Algorithms
1 2 · · · k

D
at

a
Se

ts 1 X11 X12 · · · X1k

2 X21 X32 · · · X3k

3 X31 X32 · · · X3k

...
...

...
. . .

...
N XN1 XN2 · · · XNk

Its goal is to test whether there is a significant statistical difference
between them (i.e. if some algorithms perform clearly better or worse
than others), or if the observered differences are likely explained by
pure chance and the algorithms perform equally well. Therefore, H0
and its alternative hypothesis Ha are given as:

• H0: "The algorithms performance is equal."

• Ha: "At least one algorithm performs different from at least
one other algorithm."

As Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test, the Friedman test also considers
ranks by comparing the average ranks of the competing algorithms.
For each of the N blocks, all algorithms are ranked according to
their performance Xij (heighest performance gets lowest rank), ties
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receive average ranks.

Rj =
N∑︂

i=1
rank(Xij) (1.20)

O =
N∑︂

i=1

k∑︂
j=1

rank(Xij) (1.21)

E = Nk(k + 1)2

4 (1.22)

T1 = k − 1
O − E

N∑︂
i=1

(︃
Ri − N(k + 1)

2

)︃2
(1.23)

T2 = (N − 1)T1

N(k − 1) − T1
(1.24)

The original Friedman statistc T1 follows a χ2
F distribution with

k − 1 degrees-of-freedom, however, it is rather conservative and
Iman et al. [75] suggest to use the improved T2 statistic. The T2
statistic is distributed according to the F -distribution with k − 1
and (N − 1)(k − 1) degrees-of-freedom [73, 70]. The Friedman test
rejects H0 for a given significance level α if T2 exceeds the critical
value given by:

T2 > F−1
Fk−1,(N−1)(k−1)

(1 − α). (1.25)

If H0 is rejected, a post-hoc test is used to determine which algo-
rithm(s) perform different.

N.B. Due to the high number of comparisions (k(k − 1)), the test
should be performed on as many domains N as possible. Ties in
the ranks are compensated by the term (O − E)−1, where E, given
in Equation (1.21), is the sum of observed ranks and O, given in
Equation (1.22), is the expected sum of ranks. Here, the compuation
of T1 involves the sum of ranks [74] (cf. Equation (1.20)) instead of
average ranks (cf. [70, 51]).
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Figure 1.15: CD-plot for four competing algorithms with α = 0.15
on 14 data sets (Table A.5). The critical distance CD is depicted
in the top left corner. Treatments with no significant difference
are grouped together by a thick black bar. For example, there is a
significant difference between treatment C4.5 and C4.5 +m.

The Nemenyi test [73, 51] is a post-hoc test for the Friedman test. It
is used when all algorithms are pairwise compared against each other.
If the average ranks R̄j = 1

N

∑︁N
i=1 rank(Xij) of two competing algo-

rithms differ by more than the critical distance CD Equation (1.26),
their performance is considered to be significantly different:

|R̄i − R̄j | > CD = qα√
2

√︃
k(k + 1)

6n . (1.26)

The results of the Friedman-Nemenyi test are compactly illustrated
according to Demšar [73] and exemplarily depicted in Figure 1.15.

N.B. In this thesis, qα for df = (N −1)(k−1) is computed according
to [76] using an implementation from the statsmodels14[77] Python
package (for statistical tables for qα see [78, 51]).

14statsmodels.stats.libqsturng.qsturng (version 0.2.3)
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1.2.4 Data Streams

The data model considered and processed in this thesis are, as the
title reveals, data streams (cf. Section 1.1.2). In this section, the
considered data streams will be defined, outgoing from the properties
discussed in the works of Agarwal [79], Gama [26], and Muthukrishnan
[27].

Properties

• A data stream is potentially of infinite length and does not fit
into memory.

• A data stream only contains continuous real-valued dimensions.
• The dimensionality d of a data stream is static and does not

change over time.
• Observations arrive online and the novelty detection algorithm

cannot influence their order.
• The data stream is sampled equidistantly over time, i.e. ob-

servations arrive continuously with the same time interval in
between.

• A data stream is consistent and has no missing values, neither
in the features of individual observations nor temporal.

• Data streams can be subject to concept drift, i.e. their normal
models might change over time making observations transient.

• The training data distribution is expected to be approximately
time invariant, i.e. they do not contain concept drift nor
novelties.

• Concept drifts happen reasonably slowly compared to HDR
novelties.

• The observations from a data stream are not necessarily IID
(e.g. due to concept drift).
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Visualisation

Throughout this thesis, data streams are depicted as in Figure 1.16.
That is, either spatially in the plane, or temporal as a graph over
time, or combined if necessary. While the spatial view only allows
the depiction of bivariate data streams (in fact the most simple
multivariate data stream) it is sufficient to illustrate and explain
the vast majority of the concepts and ideas introduced. Scales are
omitted if they do not contribute to an understanding.

In the temporal view, the x-axis represents time and individual
dimensions of a multivariate data stream are drawn as their own
graph (with individual colours). As for the spatial view, scales are
omitted if not needed and y-values (i.e. the dimensions) normalised.

Additionally, the spatial view can also show the outlines of a normal
model (here, a GMM) to illustrate the expected data distribution.

In Figure 1.16 the spatial view of the data stream also depicts the
temporal relation (i.e. the timestamps) as colour gradient (darker
observations are more recent), but is only illustrated there for clarifi-
cation.

1.2.5 Anomaly, Novelty, and Outlier Detection

Some of the definitions of the terms introduced in Section 1.2.1 are
not generally agreed upon, and others are used interchangeably. For
instance, anomaly detection, novelty detection, and outlier detection
often refer to identical techniques and research (cf. Section 2.1).
In this thesis, however, the terms are differentiated. The tasks of
anomaly detection and outlier detection are quite similar, since both
aim to discover observations that deviate from a normal model,
but their root causes are different. Each observation is individually
handled, and neither of the tasks puts the detected anomalies or
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Figure 1.16: Spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) representation
of a data stream. The black ellipses outline the shape (given by a
covariance matrix Σj) of the Gaussian components of a GMM that
represents the normal model. The centres (µj) are marked with bold
× symbols. Each ellipse encapsulates ≈ 95% of the density mass
of each component. The hatched area marks a sequence seq1 that
consists only of observations generated by the lower component. The
shades of the observations in the spatial view indicate the temporal
relation.

outliers into relation to each other.

In our case, novelty detection does precisely that – detecting and
identifying relations between multiple anomalies. Novelty detection
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is built on top of anomaly detection (cf. Figure 1.9), and therefore,
we can conclude that novelties are agglomerations of anomalies.
Figure 1.17 again illustrates the difference between anomaly detection
and novelty detection.

x1

x 2

regular
anomaly

(a)

x1

x 2
regular
suspicious
anomaly n1
novelty n1

(b)

Figure 1.17: Anomaly detection (a) and novelty detection (b) are
performed on the same data stream. While the anomaly detection
task only discerns between regulars and anomalies (regardless of
their causes), the novelty detection task identifies relations between
anomalies (e.g., clusters). It only marks those affiliated with a novelty
(marked area) as anomalies. Other observations which the normal
model does not explain as regulars are marked as suspicious.

Based on this point of view, i.e. novelty detection is situated on
top of anomaly detection, the need arises to subdivide further those
observations that deviate from the normal model (i.e. those referred
to as anomalies in anomaly detection).

Figure 1.18 illustrates the additional terminology used to describe
observations in LDR. Per our definition, we refer to observations that
are affiliated with a detected LDR novelty as anomalies. All other
LDR observations are considered suspicious since their likelihood to
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Figure 1.18: The terminology used to describe observations in LDR.
The detector cannot discern between noise and outliers and thus
marks them as suspicious. Anomalies are only labelled as such when a
novelty has been detected, as is the case for n1. The anomalies of the
not yet detected novelty n2 are therefore also marked as suspicious
by the detector.

belong to the normal model are low. This classification as suspicious
implies that in our case outliers, noise, and anomalies (which belong
to an undetected novelty) are indistinguishable and therefore treated
equally. Suspicious observations are eventually evicted from the
current context or become anomalies if a novelty is detected at
runtime later.

One issue that might arise is when an unknown process emits only a
single event and is thus only observable as a single observation. In
this scenario, the novelty detection task would collapse in essence
into an anomaly detection task.
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Noise are suspicious observations that are neither outliers of a known
process nor anomalies of an unknown process. They are special as
the noise producing process could be interpreted as a novelty on its
own. In this respect, the noise process in an LDR is comparable to
concept drift in an HDR, as it is not interpreted as a novelty and
rather ignored. This terminology decision is based on the noise term
used in Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
(DBSCAN) [80].

The terminology used in HDR is illustrated in Figure 1.19 including
a depiction of the local context of the HDR (HDR1) as data stream.
Usually, all observations residing in HDR are considered to originate
from the normal model and are thus called regulars. However, in
the depicted context, an HDR novelty is present and detected (cf.
Section 4.4). In most cases anomalies that belong to an HDR novelty
are indistinguishable from regulars that reside in the same HDR.
Therefore, all observations that belong to a local context are marked
as suspects as soon as an HDR novelty is detected within that context.
Older observations which are evicted from the local context and are
no longer present are referred to as vanished.
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Figure 1.19: Terms found in HDR. The depicted data stream
represents the local context of HDR1 and highlights regulars and
anomalies present. An HDR novelty is detected within the local
context of HDR1. The highlighted observations are also depicted
in the spatial overview and marked as suspects. The local context
of HDR2 is only shown in the spatial overview in grey. Vanished
observations (no longer available and evicted from the context) are
depicted faded.

N.B. The depicted synthetic data set (Figures 1.17 - 1.19) was gener-
ated from a GMM with five components (two of them representing the
LDR novelties and another one the HDR novelty). The components
that represent a novelty were partially inactive (i.e. did not generate
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any samples). Additonally, samples from an independet uniform
distribution were drawn and randomly inserted into to the data set
to represent noise.

1.2.6 Novelties and Concept Drift

Concept drift is the change of the underlying distribution of the
normal model and a common phenomen in data streams. As already
discussed in the problem statement (Section 1.1.2), concept drift and
HDR novelties are indiscernible, since both reflect changes in the data
distribution. This circumstance explains why most novelty detection
approaches either deal with LDR novelties only or with LDR novelties
under concept drift – HDR novelty detection is seldomly discussed.

Concept Drifts

Žliobaitė [9, 81] defines four major structural types of concept drifts
which are illustrated in Figure 1.20. In contrast to HDR novelties,
concept drifts are anticipated changes of the underlying processes rep-
resented by the normal model. Concept drifts where the posterior dis-
tributions of class memberships change (e.g. important/unimportant
classification in news feed data streams) are beyond the scope of
this thesis, as only the data distribution of the investigated data
streams are considered and not the class memberships of data stream
observations.

In the sudden drift, a source process is suddenly replaced by a
new process (cf. Figure 1.20 (a)). In the case of a gradual drift,
the source process is progressively replaced by a new one. For
a limited time, both processes are active and the probability to
observe events shifts from the original process to the new one (cf.
Figure 1.20 (b)). Depending on the extent to which the processes
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Figure 1.20: The four types of concept drift as described in [9, 81].

differ in their statistical characteristics, sudden and gradual drifts
might be even indiscernible from LDR novelties.

The incremental drift15 is a special case of the gradual drift with
more than two sources, where the original process is progressively
replaced by other processes that only slightly differ (in their statistical
characteristics).

The last drift type is the reoccurring concept. This describes a process
that got obsolete and later reoccurs. In contrast to plain seasonality,
a reoccurring concept is not always periodic. In the author’s opinion,
it is arguable in how far this is different from two or more consecutive
sudden drifts. Widmer et al. [82] states that descriptions of old
concepts should be stored to be reused later. This recommendation
is also interesting for detected novelties, as novelties (usually) only
exist for a limited period, but might reoccur several times.

In this thesis, only concept drifts of the incremental type are consid-
ered as such and only under the following assumption:

15In the opinion of this thesis author, this is the most intuitive drift type.
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• Incremental concept drifts happen considerably slower than
HDR novelties.

However, the identification of concept drift is in itself a potential
application for novelty detection [83] (in HDR as well as in LDR).

Novelties

As already mentioned, reduced to its very core, the task of nov-
elty detection with probabilistic models is to detect changes in the
distribution. Thus, one could argue that a simple computation of
the divergence between the normal and current models would be
sufficient to provide a suitable solution to the problem. While this
naïve approach could indeed be used to accomplish the task, its
computational complexity renders its applicability virtually useless
(cf. Section 4.5.2 and Section 4.6.1). Further, it would only provide
information that a change occurs, without any information where or
why.

To address the novelty detection problem, we can break it down
into multiple components in a first step. In this case, into different
novelty types (refining the definitions from Section 1.2.5):

LDR novelty: A novelty with anomalies only appearing in LDR,
see Figure 1.21 (a).

HDR novelty interspersed: Anomalies that appear within an
HDR, interspersed with, and indiscernible from regulars. On
the temporal scale this novelty type is similar to the gradual
concept drift, see Figure 1.21 (b).

HDR novelty exclusive: Similar to the previous type, anomalies
appear within an HDR. However, while the novelty is active,
only anomalies are observed and no regulars. This type matches
the sudden concept drift, see Figure 1.21 (c).

Overlapping novelty: A corner case that occurs when a novelty is
located at the edge between LDR and HDR. That is, anomalies
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appear in LDR as well as in HDR. See Figure 1.22 (a).

Obsoleteness: This novelty is a peculiarity, because it is not char-
acterised by the presence of anomalies but by the absence of
regulars. In this case, a known process ceases to produce events
(i.e. observations), see Figure 1.22 (b). Obsoleteness is relateble
to reoccurring concepts.

Sequence novelty: This type of novelty is, similar to obsoleteness,
defined by its temporal characteristic. Here, the spatial prop-
erties of the distribution (i.e. the location of observations)
follow a temporal pattern. A sequence novelty is a temporal
pattern that is different from the expected one. Confer to
Figure 1.22 (c) and its caption.

The different types are illustrated in Figure 1.21 and Figure 1.22.
The grey bar in the temporal view encloses the observations shown
in the spatial depiction, while the black arrow indicates the period
where the novelty is active (i.e. present). Additionally, the anomalies
that belong to the novelty are marked.

Based on the definition of novelties, the presented novelty types,
and the divergence consideration, it becomes quite obvious that a
sliding window (which keeps track of the most recent observations
to infer a representation of the current distribution) is a necessity
for a suitable novelty detection approach. This is accompanied by
the need for a suitable obliteration mechanism, that discards the
vanished observations from the detection scope. Considering the
temporal illustrations of the various novelties, we can observe that in
most cases, the period in which a novelty is active does not consist
of anomalies only. This circumstance must be taken into account
when investigating and evaluating novelty detection algorithm.
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Figure 1.21: LDR novelties and HDR novelties. The interspersed
type matches a gradual drift, while an exclusive novelty is similar to
a sudden drift. LDR novelties might appear in both forms as well
(in (a), the interspersed occurrence is depicted). The black border
separates LDR and HDR.
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Figure 1.22: Novelties can overlap LDR and HDR, thus, having
its anomalies scattered around both regions. In the second image,
regulars from the larger component cease to appear. The third
image illustrates a sequence novelty which is only recognisable in the
temporal view – observations are expected not to alternate frequently
between the HDR components. The actual novelty is marked in the
temporal view and characterised by the frequent alternation between
the components. The black border separates LDR and HDR.



2Literature Review
This chapter examines and summarises different surveys about nov-

elty detection and related fields and presents a selection of detection
approaches. Dedicated sections investigate concept drift and articles
about the evaluation methodology of novelty detection algorithms.
Finally, a systematic literature study investigates the conducted eval-
uation methodology as well as frequently used data sets based on 39
research articles.
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“The message is a discrete or continuous sequence of measureable
events distributed in time – precisely what is called a time series by
statisticians.”

– Norbert Wiener, 1961 [84]
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2.1 State of the Art

What is novelty detection according to the current state of the art?

Proceeding from the definition of novelty as agglomeration of anoma-
lies, it follows that research conducted in the fields of anomaly detec-
tion and outlier detection are of particular relevance for this thesis.
Frequently, the terms anomaly and outlier are used interchangeably
[85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91] (Section 1.2.5 discusses the distinctions
made in this thesis). Other synonyms include discordant observa-
tions, exceptions, aberations, surprises, peculiarities, contaminants,
or simply deviations [92, 87], to name a few. In [87] the origins of
outliers are specified as either noise & errors, events, or malicious
attacks. While noise and errors are assumed to be frequently occuring
with high deviations from the normal model, events are rare, but
lasting over a longer period of time, and slowly changeing the known
data distribution.

Other works are more in line with the definitons in Section 1.2.1.
For instance, [92] states that anomaly detection is related to, but
not identical to noise removal and noise accommodation – further,
novelty detection is distinguished from anomaly detection in the sense
that the normal model is updated and novelties are incorporated
after being detected.

The works of Das et al. [93, 94] are concerned with finding collec-
tions or groups of anomalies. They state that the goal of anomaly
detection in many applications is to detect an alternate process which
alters the normal behaviour of the system (cf. Žliobaitė’s definition
of concept drift in Section 1.2.6). Such processes are assumed to
produce collections of similar anomalies and are useful to discover
new phenomena. This assumption is in essence identical to the one
presented in Section 1.2.1. The authors of [88] also address the
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issue of finding groups over single anomalies, i.e. unknown processes,
related to the search for the Higgs boson in the field of high energy
particle physics.

2.1.1 Surveys

There are various surveys summarising common approaches1 to
anomaly detection [95, 92, 96, 97], outlier detection [87, 98], and
novelty detection [99, 100, 86, 101]. The selected surveys presented
in this section are among the most cited in their respective fields and
can be used to deduce some general challenges, requirements and
shortcomings for anomaly detection, respectively novelty detection
tasks.

In recent years, research in the field of deep learning for anomaly de-
tection was also conducted, e.g. [16, 102]. However, these approaches
are very different from the techniques developed in this work (in
terms of their functionality and implementation) and will not be
further explored here.

Hodge and Austin

Hodge et al. [95] define three general approaches to outlier detection.
All are based on (probabilistic) models of the data distribution:
Type 1: Unsupervised clustering is outlier determination without
prior knowledge, that is, outliers can be contained within the training
data. These approaches are distance based, and the most remote
points are handled as outliers. Models are fitted using offline learning
which is described as retrospective, or batch processing and corre-
sponds well to our definition of offline.
Type 2: Supervised classification is the explicit modeling of normal

1The division of articles into fields (anomaly, outlier, or novelty detection) is
based on their title.
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and abnormal classes. Approaches falling into this category are in
most cases suitable for online classification, i.e. classifying previously
unseen samples as being either normal or abnormal. However, unless
the model has good generalisation only known abnormalities can be
detected correctly (cf. Figure 2.1).
Type 3: Novelty detection/recognition, or semi-supervised recogni-
tion. Here, the learned model consists of multiple classes representing
normal behaviour, including a few known abnormal classes. These
approaches have the advantage that they are suitable for dynamic
data (i.e. changing data distribution, concept drift), since the normal
model can be trained incrementally as new data arrives. However, for
good generalisation a significant amount of regulars must be available.
Algorithms in this category can either have a hard or a soft boundary
to discern between normal and abnormal. Soft bounded algorithms
can provide a degree of outlierness, which corresponds to an anomaly
score.

Further, Hodge and Austin categorise implementations of outlier
detection algorithms into four groups: i) Statistical models: most
simplistic algorithms fall into this category. For instance, algorithms
that test how distant a new sample is from an estimated mean. Based
on a threshold, the sample is marked as outlier. Other algorithms are
based on calculating the extreme values of an emperical distribution
to obtain a threshold. By relying on the Mahalanobis distance these
approaches are also applicable to multivariate data.

Additionally, proximity-based techniques fall also into the statistical
category. Here, the proximity to nearby samples (neighbours) is
considered to decide whether a new sample is an outlier or not (i.e.
a regular). No assumptions are made about the data distribution.
The most popular class of algorithms belonging into this category
are k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) approaches. Proximity based tech-
niques are frequently used to implement type i) and type ii) outlier
detection methods. Parametric models come with the advantage to
rapidly evaluate new samples, but enforce a pre-selected distribution
among the data. These approaches are often only applicable to low
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Figure 2.1: Discriminative classifier used for anomaly detection.
Two novel processes are present (greyish inverted triangles ▽), due to
the vague generalisation of the detector (an SVM), only the anomalies
in the abnormal region (the top-left region in red) are detectable. The
anomalies of the second novelty (bottom-centre) are undetectable.
The known anomalies (red triangles △) are contained in the training
set.

dimensional data sets, the authors suggest to use PCA to reduce the
dimensionalty and therefore make them applicable to high dimen-
sional data sets as well. The next subcategory are non-parametric
methods where no assumptions are made about the underlying dis-
tribution. However, the authors only give an crude example of an
algorithm which uses a binary quantisation of a time series signal
and uses string matching to determine novelty. The last statistical
category are semi-parametric methods: these methods apply local
kernels to the data rather than a single global distribution. Inter-
estingly enough, the authors categorise GMM based methods into
this category. In these approaches outliers are again detected by
comparing a distance threshold against the means of the component
of the GMM. However, to threshold is either determined using ex-
treme value theory (EVT) or autonomously during the training of
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the GMM. SVM are also mentioned as model for type ii) outlier
detection, but are only briefly described.

ii) Neural network based methods (i.e. ANN) are generally model
based and non-parametric. Usually, they require several passes over
the training and test data (note: the survey [95] was written before
Extreme Learning Machines (ELMs) were proposed [103]) to learn
a working classifier. Supervised neural methods require prelabeled
data. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) networks fall into this category.
Unsupervised neural methods on the other hand learn to represent
a given training data set. One of the more popular representative
techniques in this category are self-organising maps (SOMs).

iii) Machine learning based approaches are described to be suitable
for categorical data, while most statistical and neural methods require
the data to be cardinal or at least ordinal. Decision trees, e.g. C4.5,
can be used to implement type ii) outlier detection. Other approaches
are rule-based with the advantage to be well suited for incremental
learning. Density based clustering, for instance, DBSCAN [80] –
which is explicitly designed for large data sets with noise can also
be used for outlier detection by treating identified noise samples as
outliers.

iv) Hybrid systems are described as the combination of at least two
representatives of the aforementioned methods to overcome their
individual weaknesses.

While Hodge and Austin give a realativly broad overview of ap-
proaches to outlier detection, challanges and disadvantages are not
discussed in detail.

Markou and Singh

A more detailed two part survey is compiled by Markou and Singh.
They classify novelty detection approaches almost identically as
Hodge et al. [95] classified outlier detection methodologies: Either
statistical [99] or neural network [100] based. However, machine
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learning is not listed as its own category, since a large proportion of
the presented statistical and neural algorithms are based on machine
learning.

In the first part [99], statistical approaches are discussed, which are
subdivided into parametric and non-parametric techniques. As the
name suggests, these approaches are mostly based on models which
capture the statistical properties of the underlying data. Parametric
approaches make certain assumptions about the distribution of the
given data (e.g. Gaussian) and aim to estimate good parameters for
them. Most of the presented GMM approaches model the distribution
of training samples which do not contain anomalies. New samples
are then classified based on their estimated density (which can in
fact be reduced to a distance to each component) and a threshold.
Typically the threshold is estimated using average distances obtain
from the available training sets or, mathematically more sound, using
EVT [47, 104, 105].

The motivation for EVT is to estimate the distribution of extreme
values (i.e. most extreme samples from the expected distribution)
which depend on the given density model as well as a given sample
size (values tend to be more extreme for larger sample sizes). Then,
samples that exceed the expected maximum or surpass the expected
minimum are identified as novel. In previous research at the IES
lab [106], novelty is detected based on a GMM and a state variable
which monitors how well the observed samples fit the model. In this
approach the update of the state variable also depends on distances
between samples and the components of the GMM. Another presented
approach is based on hidden state variables modelled by a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) [107]. It is used to detect unusual sequences
of systems calls for host-based intrusion detection. A sequence is
considered as an intrusion if the estimated likelihood is below a given
threshold. The threshold is again calculated based on a separate
validation set.

Another method obviously belonging to the statistical approaches is
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based on hypothesis testing. That is, a statistical test to decide if two
samples (i.e. multipe observations) come from the same distribution.
However, only a single algorithm is presented in [99] which uses a
simple t-test. In previous work – leading to this thesis, we developed
CANDIES [108], which also relies on a statistical χ2-test to detect
HDR novelties.

As mentioned before, non-parametric approaches do not make as-
sumptions about the statistical properties, e.g. the type of distribu-
tion to be modelled. In contrast to [95], the authors of [99] include
k-NN, and therefore proximity based approaches, as non-parametric
methods. Similar to the parametric algorithms based on GMM, KDE,
can be used for anomaly detection, by estimating the density of new
samples and rejecting them if their respective density estimate is
under a given threshold. Both approaches are discussed in [13] and
used to detect novel input samples to an ANN.

Another section is dedicated to string matching approaches. These
quantise training sets, usually sequences, into strings. Then, random
strings are generated and those which do not match strings of any
of the training samples are kept. The detection is performed by
converting new samples to strings and match them against remaining
subset of random strings, if they match the new samples is considered
to be a novelty. Therefore, not a normal model for the expected
system behaviour is learned, but one for a subset of possible novelties.
This approach is inspired by the workings of the natural immune
system. In this context, the authors also state that normality can be
dependent on time and a value (sample) accepted at a certain point
in time might not be acceptable at a different one. As last form of
non-parametric statistical novelty detection, Markou and Singh list
clustering approaches.

Further, they identify seven principles related to novelty detection:

Robustness and trade-off: The detection algorithm should reli-
ably detect novelties with low fall-out, the precision/recall ratio
should be controllable by the user.
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Uniform data scaling: Training and test set data often have vary-
ing dynamic ranges. It is desireable to normalise samples to
compare them regardless of their absolute value, while preserv-
ing information necessarily novelty detection [91].

Parameter minimisation: Novelty detection algorithms should
have only a few user adjustable parameters.

Generalisation: The algorithms should have good generalisation
performance, while maintaining a good detection rate.

Independence: Good handling of imbalanced, noisy data sets with
low number of samples.

Adaptability: Detected novelties should be used to retrain the
model (i.e. concept drift).

Computational complexity: Alogrithms should be suitable for
online evaluation.

The second part of Markou et al. [100] is about neural network based
approaches. A large part discusses MLP based approaches. MLP
networks tend to learn open boundaries for classification, rather than
boundaries enclosing the training samples (cf. Figure 2.1, where the
boundaries are also open). Usually this is caused by the choice of
sigmoid activation function and the presence of only positive samples.
An MLP optimises its decision boundary rather than modeling the
actual data distribution, thus making it a discriminative classifier
without rejection (i.e. samples are always classified with one of
the known classes). The authors list, inter alia, the following MLP
approaches: [109, 110, 111] and their own approach [112].

For an ANN it is important, that the data to be classified is from the
same distribution as the training samples, otherwise the prediction
of the network become unreliable. Novel objects can be rejected
when their probability in the input space is low [113] to prevent
classification by the network. Therefore, one could argue that ANN
are actually rather not an optimal choice for novelty detection, but
an area of application.
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The second important class of novelty detection algorithms discussed
in [100] are support vector machine based approaches. Simply sum-
marised, SVM are supervised models, used to directly learn a desci-
sion boundary to classify data. One of their strong advantages is
their usage of the kernel trick allowing them to perform non-linear
classification. In the field of anomaly detection and novelty detec-
tion, SVM are used to distinguish samples from a target class from
the rest of the feature space (i.e. only the target class is known).
This task is known as one-class classification. Note, that one-class
classification can also be implemented with other approaches, e.g.
GMMs [114]. Markou and Singh include Support Vector Domain
Description (SVDD) [115, 42, 43], One-Class SVM (OC-SVM) [40,
41], and a linear programming based method [116] as SVM based
approaches.

Regarding experimental evaluation, Markou and Singh recommend to
use ROC curves. They argue, that the objective of novelty detection
is to maximise the recall of true novel samples (i.e. anomalies), while
at the same time minimising the fall-out (i.e. the FPR). In our
opinion this is reasonable for naïve anomaly detection, but, due to
its simplicitiy, unsuitable to evaluate the detection performance of
more complex novelties, e.g. collective novelties.

Pimentel, Clifton, Clifton, and Tarassenko

In a more recent survery by Pimentel et al. [101], a more refined
devision in comparisions to [95, 99, 100] is given. The authors suggest
five categories to group novelty detection approaches: i) probabilistic,
ii) distance-based, iii) reconstruction-based, iv) domain-based, and
v) information theoretical.

The first categories cover a large part of the approaches that are
affiliated with the statistical group by Markou and Singh. Typically,
these techniques are build upon a parametric density estimation of
a training set as a model. Therefore, novelty detection based on
GMMs belong into this category, and so do EVT based approaches.
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Figure 2.2: Taxonomy for outlier detection techniques (for WSN)
proposed by Zhang et al. [87]. Figure adopted by author from [87].

To the second category belong approaches that are based on distances.
Popular representatives of this category are approaches based on
k-NN (e.g. [117, 118, 119]). Clustering based approaches refer also
to the second category ii). Typically, regulars are aggregated to form
clusters, novelty is then determined by the minimal distance of an
unseen sample to any centroid (e.g. [33, 120]). It is questionable
whether category i) and ii) are sharply differentiable. GMM for
example, consists of multiple location invariant kernels and the
density depends strongly on the applied distance measure.

In addition to evaluation of novelty detection with ROC, Pimentel,
Clifton, Clifton, and Tarassenko point out that scalability and com-
putational cost (e.g. CPU time and memory usage) are important
performance metrics.

Zhang, Meratnia, and Havinga

Another survey, not aiming on novelty detection in general, but on
outlier detection for Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and widely
cited and referenced, is authored by Zhang et al. [87]. They present
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a taxanomy which is largely coherent with the categorisiations of
the above surveys [95, 99, 100, 101] and depicted in Figure 2.2. It
is assumed that the processed sensory data can be viewed as data
streams and that outlier detection techniques usally consider either
the attributes (features) of the streams or correlations between sensors
(e.g. humidity and temperature) and nodes (e.g. spatial proximity).
Further, the authors distinguish three identities of outliers: i) noise
and errors: outliers are frequently caused either by noise or faulty
sensors ii) events: particular phenomena that change the real-world
(e.g. a forest fire, or chemical spill). This matches the definition of
novelty given in this proposal. iii) malicious attacks: outliers due
to an attack directed towards the WSN. It is likely that these are
hard to distinguish from usual events. Outliers are either quantified
by an outlier score, or by (binary) scalar classification (i.e. labels for
normal and potentially multiple outlier classes) [95, 92, 87].

Some of the presented challanges for outlier detection in WSN, which
are not too domain specific are:

Resource constraints: For WSN it is important to minimise the
energy consumption (e.g. computations and communication)
and to only require a reasonable amount of memory and storage
space.

Distributed streaming data: Handling of data streams where the
distribution may change over time and is not a priori known.

Identifying outlier sources: Information is lost, when events and
errors are not distinguished from each other. In WSN, outlier
detection should be able to identify outlier sources to make
distinctions between errors, events and attacks. However, this
challenge is especially hard and beyond the scope of this thesis.

Other challenges include dynamic network topologies and large-scale
deployment. Further, the survey addresses some shortcomings and
requirements for outlier detection in WSN. It is stated that the
majority of existing detection techniques only consider univariate
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data and that often user-defined thresholds are necessary to adjust
the detection performance. Common requirements derived from the
survey and applicable to novelty detection are summarised in the
following list:

Online: That is, online handling of data streams and dynamically
updated data.

High detection rate: Good performance for precision and recall
while keeping the fall-out low.

Unsupervised: Pre-classified or labeled data (i.e. normal, novelty)
is often difficult to obtain.

Multivariate/Dependencies: Handling of multivariate data to
consider dependencies and correlations between attributes.

Distinction of errors and events: The effective distinguishment
between errors and events (i.e. novelties). This includes han-
dling of noise as well.

Regarding the evaluation of outlier detection techniques, again, only
ROC curves are mentioned.

Gupta, Gao, Aggarwal, and Han

Yet another survey, compiled by Gupta et al. [89], has its focus pointed
towards temporal outlier detection. That is, temporal continuity is
a key concept and time forms a contextual variable. Outliers are
modelled as unusual changes, sequences, or temporal patterns.

In contrast to the preceeding surveys, the authors categorise the
processed data, rather than the algorithms and present the following
facets of temporal outlier analysis:

Time-series vs Multidimensional: For time-series, temporal de-
pendencies and continuity is significant. Analysis is performed
on a temporal context (e.g. a reasonably small data window),
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while for multi-dimensional data streams the temporal aspect
is less important.

Point vs Window: Is the goal to detect single data point anoma-
lies or a series of unusual changes within a given time window?
The authors state that the latter is far more challenging. It
also matches the definition of novelty in this thesis (cf. Sec-
tion 1.2.1).

Data Type: Continuous- and discrete-series require different detec-
tion appraoches, so do multidimensional data streams or social
networks (i.e. graphs).

Supervision: Are labeled training sets available?

Time series outlier detection: To begin with, outliers can be a
whole time series within a time series database, or a point or subse-
quence of given time series. For this thesis the latter is of particular
interest. To detect outliers in a database unsupervised approaches are
common. Relying on an appropriate distance measures (e.g. DTW
[121, 122], TWED [123], LCSS [124], etc.) discriminative methods
can be used to find clusters. An anomaly score can be derived for
each time series, from the distance to its nearest centroid. An al-
ternative are again parametric approaches, where a summary model
(i.e. normal model) is learned on base data (training set) where
anomalous samples are not specified. An anomaly score is computed
based on the probability that a test time series was generated by
the learned model. Applied techniques include finite state machines
(FSMs), Markov models, and HMM. The authors point out, that
HMM can be seen as temporal dependency-oriented mixture models,
where hidden states and transition probabilities model the temporal
dependencies. Supervised approaches are only briefly discussed, but
are congruent with the methods mentioned in previous surveys. This
also applies to the presented window based detection, which is mostly
identical on string-based detection.

Outliers may also occur as points (particular elements) or subse-
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quences in a given time series. A large part of the presented ap-
proaches for point detection are based on prediction models. That is,
the anomaly score is computed from the residuum of the prediction
and the observed value. These systems are also known as analytical
redundancy methods, since the data stream is modelled and used
as a simulated sensor (the forecast of new observations) and com-
pared with the real sensory output (actual new observations) [125].
Typical models used for these approaches are auto regressive (AR)
models, where a window of the last n observations {xt−n, . . . ,xt}
are used to predict xt+1. For multivariate time series, the authors of
the survey present an approach that performs outlier detection only
on a projection of the original time series [126], thus, reducing the
complexity of the problem. Another alternative is the detection of
deviants, which are aberrations from local maxima/minima within a
given window (or bucket) [127]. Removing these deviants leads to a
more compressed representation of the remaining observations in the
given bucket - the increase of the compression ratio by removing the
deviant can be interpreted as a novelty score.

The presented approaches to identify discords, that is, subsequences
as outliers, are mostly based on appropriate transformations and a
distance to their nearest non-overlapping match. Transformations
explicitely mentioned are Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX)
[128, 129] and wavelets (Haar). An alternative, which is online
capable uses two windows (called lead and lag), if the similarity
between the two falls below a threshold the lead window is considered
to be an anomaly [130].

Outlier detection for stream data: According to Gupta, Gao,
Aggarwal, and Han, streaming data (i.e. data streams) can either
be time series or multidimensional. Further, the authors state that
data streams differ in the way temporal dependencies are used and
are closer to conventional multidimensional models. The temporal
components are used to detect concept drifts and deviations.

One of the presented evolving prediction models is SmartSifter [131],
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an outlier detection engine that continously updates a probabilistic
model (a finite mixture model) and assigns novelty scores to new
samples based on the probability of the current state of the model.
They call their class of algorithms online discounting learning al-
gorithms, where discounting means that the effect on the model of
older samples decays over time (cf. forgetting machanisms in data
streams). Two models are proposed for continous data, a parametric
GMM, which is updated with a modified version of the Expectation
Maximisation (EM) algorithm called SDEM and a non-parametric
Kernel based model. Categorical data is supported as well in another
algorithm: SDLE. Another member of the evolving prediction models
is based on dynamic Bayesian networks as described by Hill et al.
[132].

Distance based outliers can be detected using naïve approches which
calculate an outlier score for each sample contained within a window
(e.g. [133]). Thus, they are able to detect local outliers. More
sophisticated approaches are not based on the Euclidean distance,
but on the the density, cf. [134] where an incremental version of Local
Outlier Factor (LOF) (cf. [117]) is used to identify local outliers.
The window based approach by Zhu et al. [135] uses wavelets and
a novel data structure, called shifted wavelet tree, to detect outlier
subsequences.

The challenges identified by Gupta, Gao, Aggarwal, and Han are
listed below:

No off-the-shelf models: Due to the vast number of variations of
facets in temporal outlier detection, it may not be possible for
arbritrary applications to use off-the-shelf solutions (Laptev et
al. [136] comes to a similar conclusion).

Online: At each time instant a new sample is observed. This leads
to large (possibly infinite) data streams, so that only a single
scan is possible.

Distributed scenarios: In these scenarios, environments are
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resource-constrained, requiring a reduction of communication
overhead and computational load.

One of the conclusions drawn by the authors is that most of the win-
dow based models are (in 2014) offline and that there is a significant
opportunity for research in this field.

Faria, Leon Ferreira, and Gama

Faria et al. [62] composed a survey for novelty detection in data
streams. They present additional novelty detection challenges, taken
from [26], which originate from the time-varying nature of data
streams:

Concept drift: The presence of a concept drift makes it hard to dis-
tinguish between a novel concept (i.e. a novelty) or a changing
known concept (i.e. the actual concept drift).

Noise and outliers: Can be confused with the occurence of a nov-
elty.

Recurring concepts: These concepts appear and disappear over
time and are also hard to distinguish from the appearance of a
novelty.

Concept evolution: Is the increase of the number of problem
classes over time. It is especially challenging to incorporate
these new classes into an existing decison model.

It is stated that in general novelty detection in data streams has
two separate phases (cf. Figure 2.3). The first phase (labeled)
training data is used to learn a classifier. This phase is called offline
phase. The other phase is the online phase where the (potentially)
infinite data stream is processed and each observed sample is either
rejected or classified as normal (i.e. as a regular) or abnormal (i.e.
as an anomaly). Note: that the model adaptation, after a novelty
was detected, is abstracted in the depicted figure and not explicitly
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(a) Offline phase, with labelled training set.
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Classify x' Novelty Detection
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memory

x' no
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(b) Online phase, novelty detection on unla-
belled data stream.

Figure 2.3: The two phases of the novelty detection task according
to Faria et al. [62]. The dashed selection in (b) corresponds in most
cases to LDR novelty detection.

mentioned. Rather, the authors further discern between samples
which are not explained by the model after they were classified:

Unknown: Observations not explained by the current model are
considered to be unknown. Used by a novelty detection proce-
dure to generate novelty patterns.

Novelty pattern: Observations previously considered to be un-
known but meanwhile identified as belonging to a novelty.

The authors identified the following requirements for novelty detection
algorithms for data streams:

• The algorithm should be able to detect concept drift and update
the normal model.

• Should be able to detect the emergence of new classes, and
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• identify and remove noise and outliers.

The authors argue that to account for concept drifts, usually the
decision model (i.e. the normal model) is updated in the online
phase using observed samples. If non-trivial update mechanisms
are used (i.e. the model is not based only on a sliding window),
forgetting mechanisms are necessary as well (e.g., discarding old
concepts – in essence obliteration, cf. Section 1.2.1). Another aspect
are reoccurring concepts, which can be seen as a kind of concept drift,
where a concept becomes inactive and emerges after some time of
inactivity. Therefore, it is desirable to store such obsolete concepts
for later comparission with detected novelties. Faria et al. [62] point
out that novelties in data streams are considered to be composed
by a set of cohesive and representative samples not explained (i.e.
unknown) by the model, rather than a single anomaly.

Faria, Gonçalves, Carvalho, and Gama come also to the conclusion
that little research is conducted in the direction of the experimental
evaluation of novelty detection algorithms. Some approaches are
explained, e.g., using novelty scores from multiple detectors compared
against a ground truth to rank them, or growing confusion matrix.
However, (implicit) temporal statistics are not evaluate (e.g., number
of unknown samples until a novelty was detected).

2.1.2 Approaches

This section contains examples of anomaly and novelty detection
approaches and groups them similarly to the surveys discussed above.
In Section 3.2, at least one representative of each group (except for
the ANN group) is discussed in more detail and compared against
each other. The selected approaches form the baseline techniques
that later compete against the CANDIES methodology.
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Parametric

Heuristically Ordered Time series using SAX (HOT SAX) [129] is a
parametric approach to detect time series anomalies. It is uses SAX
representations to find discords, i.e. the most different time series.
Unfortunately it is an offline method und only suitable for univariate
data.

Pizzi et al. [137] uses fuzzy c-means (a parameteric clustering algo-
rithm) to find anomalies using a simple thereshold. The work resides
in the field of neuroscience. Another approach based on clustering is
proposed by Ilonen et al. [114]. The describe an one-class classifica-
tion method that is based on a GMM. In previous work, Gruhl et al.
[1] propose the Two-Stage Novelty Detection and Reaction (2SNDR)
approach (see Chapter 4) that is also based on a GMM and able to
detect LDR novelties.

One of the traditional methods for outlier detection is Grubb’s method
[138], it is also known as the extreme studentized deviate test and
assumes that the data is approximately normally distributed and
works only on univariate data. The Elliptic Envelope [139] computes
a covariance matrix that is robust against outliers and allows their
detection using the robust distance (the Mahalanobis distance based
on the robust covariance) and a threshold. It is one of the novelty
detection [140] approaches presented in [58].

The survey by Hodge et al. [95] also presents algorithms with para-
metric models such as minimum volume ellipsoid, convex peeling,
least squares regression and least median of squares regression [141].
While the former two are used to estimate a boundary to discern reg-
ulars from outliers, the latter test the influence of indivudial samples
on the regression function. Conceptually this approach is comparable
to our discrimation measure (the influence of a GMM component on
the descision boundary of a classifier), one of the objective measures
proposed in [142].
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Non-Parametric

The representatives of non-parametric anomaly detection include the
popular OC-SVM [40, 41] and the related SVDD [115, 42, 43]. An
application of SVDD for fault detection is given in [143]. Both are
Kernel methods that implicitly project data onto higher dimensions
to find a decision boundary that narrowly encompasses the regulars.
To find a solution (i.e. a decision boundary), quadratic programming
problems must be solved (e.g. with Sequential Minimal Optimisation
(SMO) [144]). A comparable approach which is based on linear
programming is presented in [116]. All three approaches have the
common objective to estimate the support of the target distribution,
rather than modeling the density itself. Hoffmann [46] presents Kernel
PCA (KPCA), an approach that combines two different methods used
for anomaly detection: Kernel methods and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) (see Section 3.2).

k-NN based approaches are also non-parametric. Their choice is
feasible, since in the limiting case N → ∞ the error rate of a
k-NN classifier, with k = 1, never exceeds twice the achievable
error rate of an optimal classifier [34]. Drawbacks of k-NN based
algorithms include their high computational costs. One representative
of this class of algorithms is Outlier Detection using Indegree Number
(ODIN) [118].

Some density based approaches, such as LOF [117] (which makes
also of a k-NN graph), also belong to the non-parametric category.
One could argue that the concepts introduced for DBSCAN [80] and
LOF are similar to a Parzen-Window and KDE [1]. KDE based
approaches are, for instance, propsed by Tarassenko et al. [145] who
use it to examine masses in mammograms or by [146] for network
intrusion detection. The authors of the latter argue weakly that
their KDE approach is motivated by hypothesis testing, and their
threshold is choosen by adjusting the fall-out to a predefined level
based on training samples.
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The following approaches are all non-parametric: Lightweight on-line
detector of anomalies (LODA) [147] uses random projections to infer
a density to detect anomalies online, Half-Space Trees (HSTrees) [148]
is an ensemble of simple binary tree based detectors designed for data
streams, another ensemble based approach is isolation forest [57]. As
these approaches will be presented and examined later as baseline
techniques, a more detailed description is given in Section 3.2.

Extreme Value Theory

The idea to rely on EVT to determine novelty thresholds [105] is widely
accepted as a valid approach but usually only feasible for univariate
data. EVT is used for anomaly detection in several problem domains
from biomedical data processing [149] and vital-sign monitoring [2],
over turbine engines [150] and condition monitoring [104], to maritime
applications [151]. An extension to multivariate data is presented by
Clifton et al. [47] and discussed in detail in Section 3.2.

Complex Detection Systems

In this group, more complex detection schemes are summarised.
These detectors are aimed to detect clusters of anomalies and match
our notion of novelties in Section 1.2.5.

Two more sophisticated approaches are OnLIne Novelty and Drift
Detection Algorithm (OLINDDA) [33] and its descendant MultI-
class learNing Algorithm for data Streams (MINAS) [32]. Both use
a parametric normal model that is learned in an dedicated offline
phase on a training set and detect anomalies online. The anomalies
are stored in a buffer wich in turn is used to detect novelties – both
are discussed in detail in Section 3.2. Another approach is FuzzyND
[83] which extends MINAS with a fuzzy based model.

An approach used in high-energy particle physics is the Background
Model Detector (BGM) by Vatanen et al. [88]. This approach con-
structs a GMM on background data and detects novelties offline with
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a modified EM algorithm. Chi-Squared Novelty Detection (CSND)
[106, 152] also relies on a GMM as its normal model but it oper-
ates online. In contrast to the other approaches, it does not store
anomalies in a buffer, but detects novelties based on an indicator
variable.

ANN

While this thesis focuses on statistical approaches to novelty detection,
ANN and especially MLP based approaches are ever since investigated
and often receive their own categories in the aforementioned surveys
(e.g. [100, 95]). ANN based approaches are not further discussed and
investigated in this thesis.

In an early work, Bishop [13] uses an MLP to learn the probabilities
of a given data set using a Parzen-Window. Then, the density
for new samples is estimated using the network and anomalies are
detected if their probability is below a threshold. Al-Behadili et al.
[153] proposes ELMs with decision making depending on EVT to
implement incremental semi-supervised learning based on novelty
detection.

Vasconcelos, Fairhurst, and Bisset [109, 110] suggest to enforce a MLP
to learn closed boundaries by using negative samples (i.e. sample
with low probability) and assigning these to a negative class to
retrain the MLP (the idea is inspired by reinforcement learning).
Another approach is given by Cordella, De Stefano, Tortorella, and
Vento in [111] which is based on a performance function P that
consideres the rejection rate and classification performance of the
network. Additionally, the output neurons are monitored and to
optimise P , two thresholds are adjusted. The first threshold defines
the minimum activation the winning neuron must provide to accept
a sample, the second threshold is the deviation between the winning
neuron and the second strongest neuron. To adjust the thresholds, a
representative set S with known labels is used, this corresponds to
a calibration of the novelty detector. Comparable to Cordella et al.
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[111], but simpler, Ryan et al. [154] monitors the output neurons of
a MLP to implement host based intrusion detection. The inputs to
the network are usage frequencies of commands per user, and each
user has its own output neuron. If a user neuron has the highest
activation and a value > 0.5, the network considers the user to be
correctly identified. If all activations are < 0.5 no user is detected
and an anomaly (intrusion) will be reported. The system is run
once a day, thus making it an offline approach. Similiar to the idea
to use random rejects [109, 110], Singh et al. [112] propose a MLP
for novelty detection for objects in video streams. However, their
random rejects are not based on outliers from a training set, but are
randomly generated.

2.1.3 Concept Drift

An insightful work about concept drift is written by Žliobaitė et al.
[10], which focuses on research tasks for concept drift in data stream
applications. The authors argue that many data mining approaches
are developed under the IID assumption and as offline algorithms
while data streams are processed online, and the distributions are
expected to evolve. Since monitoring of the model performance and
model updates (or relearning) to detect concept drift are an integral
part of data mining in data streams the authors suggest a modified
Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
towards an adaptive data mining process which automates the large
parts of the data mining process and adds an monitoring step after
deployment. Two main strategies to update learning models exist.
Either, a model evolves continuously (e.g. retrained or updated
using a sliding window), or trigger based (e.g. incoming data is
statistically compared to the current model and an adaptation is
triggered if the deviation is too strong). The HSTrees and Least
Squares Anomaly Detection (LSAnomaly) approaches (discussed in
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Section 3.2) both implement continuous model updates, while the
more complex novelty detectors OLINDDA, MINAS, and CSND
implement trigger based updates.

Žliobaitė, Pechenizkiy, and Gama characterise applications and con-
cept drift tasks according to three categories:

Data and task: Typical tasks include prediction, classification, de-
tection, or clustering, which might require labels. Processed
data can have various characteristics such as beeing time series,
graphs, or relational on a high level or continuous, categorical,
etc. on a lower one. Additionally, streamed data might arrive
as continuous data stream, in batches, or even on-demand and
in various complexities, i.e. high volume or dimensionality (big
data). Also mentioned are missing values which are either
unlikely, random, or systematic and the presence of noise.

Characteristics of changes: The reasons and characteristics of
concept drifts. Based on the application, concept drift and
novelties are indistinguishable (e.g. in intrusion detection ap-
plications). The source of a drift might be adversary activites,
changes of preferences (e.g. in user modeling), population
changes, or simply complex environments. The changes due
to a concept drift can happen incremental, sudden, gradual,
or reoccurring (see Section 1.2.6 in Section 1.2.6 for a detailed
discussion). Further properties include the predictability of
drifts: unpredictable, predictable, or identifiable (e.g. seasonal-
ity), and its visibility (i.e. detectability): direct/indirect, visual
inspection, ground truth, external source, or by, hypothesis
testing.

Operational settings: These include other demands on the system
and properties of the available labels in (semi)supervised appli-
cations. Labels can be available in real time, on-demand (cf.
active learning), after a fixed time period, or after a varying
period of time. Further, the labels can be objective (reliable)
or subjective (unreliable, probabilistic). Demands on the sys-
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tem include the required decision speed: (near)real time or
analytical and if the costs for mistakes (errors) are balanced
(symmetric) or unbalanced.

On a meta level three general types of applications with concept drift
are identified, these are:

Monitoring and control: These applications are mostly related
to detecting abnormal system behaviour. In most of these
scenarios a normal model is learned and an alarm is triggered
when abnormal behaviour is detected. Clearly, the task of
novelty detection belongs into this domain.

Information management: These applications include person-
alised learning, for instance, websearch, or recommender sys-
tems, marketing, personal mail categorisation, or customer
profiles (concept drifts appear in these applications as a change
of a users preferences).

Analytics and diagnostics: Applications in this category include:
predictive maintenance, demand prediction, creditworthiness,
or drug resistance prediction. All have in common that their
main characteristic is an underlying prediction task.

Another work that investigates concept drift without mentioning
it is [155]. The authors argue, in accordance to Section 1.1.1, that
many machine learning approaches fail silently and propose a drift
detection scheme that allows existing machine learning approaches
to fail loudly.

2.1.4 Evaluation Methodology

There are a few research articles investigating evaluation methodolo-
gies for novelty detection on data streams [156, 61].
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One of the main difficulties according to [156] is the assumption
that computing resources (i.e. CPU time and memory) are unlim-
ited. With smaller devices and infinite data streams this assumption
is no longer feasible. The authors suggest to either evaluate the
learning models using an indepentent test set at regular time inter-
vals, or to use the Predictive Sequential (Prequential) method. In
both approaches, the temporal component is at least not completely
ignored.

Faria et al. [61] discuss the issues with the evaluation of multiclass
novelty detection algorithms for data streams, since most anomaly
detection and novelty detection problems are treated as mere one-class
classification problems (cf. Section 2.1.5). That is, the algorithms do
not distinguish between multiple novelties and it is only assessed how
well anomalies are discriminated from regulars. For instance, Spinosa
et al. [33] uses the ROC to evaluate the distinction performance
between regular observations and unknowns of OLINDDA. They
propose an evaluation methodology in [61] that is based around
an incremental Confusion Matrix (iCfM) which evolves when a new
novelty gets detected. The iCfM is then evaluated using the combined
error measure (CER) which is the weighted average of the FPR and
false-negative rate (FNR) for each class (weights are based on the
class prevalance) and the Unknown Rate (UnkR) (unknowns are
comparable to suspicious observations). In previous work [31], they
suggest that training sets should contain only regulars and test sets
data from all classes.

In [157], advanced non-parametric tests for multiple comparisions
are presented that can improve the results of the Friedman test [73,
51].

Emmott et al. [158] point out that anomaly detection and novelty
detection research suffers from a shortcoming of suitable benchmark
data sets and present the following requirements:

1. Regulars should be drawn from a real-world generating pro-
cesses.
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2. Anomalies should be drawn from a real-world generating pro-
cesses with a different semantic.

3. A large quantity of benchmark data sets is required.

4. Benchmark data sets should be well defined by means of prob-
lem dimensions which can be systematically varied.

Further, they present a method to generate problem sets from stan-
dard classification problems where certain parameters can ba ad-
justed: difficulty, relative frequency, and semantic variation. They
produce 4, 369 problem sets out of 19 mother data sets originating
from the University of California, Irvine (UCI) repository. However,
temporal relations and characteristics are not considered by Emmott,
Das, Dietterich, Fern, and Wong. The authors of [159] describe this
method as interesting and systematic, but also criticise that the
resulting data sets have not been made available.

Another research approach that is concerned with the provision
of benchmark data sets is Numenta Anomaly Benchmark (NAB)2

presented in [52].

2.1.5 Literature Study – Evaluation & Data Sets

The previous sections show that there is a variety of defintions for
anomaly and novelty detection and that different authors make dif-
ferent assumptions for their data models and their proposed methods.
Naturally, this leads to the question if and how these different ap-
proaches are comparable.

2https://github.com/numenta/NAB (last access: February 2022)

https://github.com/numenta/NAB
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Research Questions

For this reason, a systematic literature review following the methodol-
ogy of [160] is conducted here that deals with the following questions:

1. With which methodology are anomaly detection and novelty
detection approaches usually evaluated?

2. Is a (statistical) comparision with other competing algorithms
part of the standard procedure?

3. Which data sets are used and are they available for other
researchers?

Search Strategy

On the one hand, the selection of investigated articles is based on the
surveys presented in Section 2.1.1, i.e. [95, 99, 100, 101, 87, 89, 32].
Starting from this, other approaches are included if they are cited
in the reviewed articles and present an method for either anomaly
detection, novelty detection, or outlier detection. Methods are not
included if they focus on very specific tasks that are not generalisable.
Additionally, the approaches presented in the sklearn library [140,
58] for novelty detection [139, 117, 40, 57] are also included. From
all research articles (including the mentioned surveys) data sets are
collected and roughly categorised into available and unavailable.

Data Extraction

The results of the 39 reviewed articles are summarised in Table 2.1.

The table focuses on the evaluation methodology, grouped as Ex-
perimental Setup. Included are the number of data sets (#D) and
the number of competing algorithms (#A, including the investigated
approach). Method summarises how the performance scores are com-
puted (cf. Section 1.2.3), for instance, using k-fold CV, split into
training and test set, or bootstrapping. The Metric column collects
the performance measure that was used to quantify the methods per-
formance and HPO indicates if a HPO was used for a fair algorithms
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Table 2.1: Summary table of the conducted systematic literature
review. legend: yes: ✓, no: x, partially: ∼, vague: ?, no
information: -.

Experimental Setup Properties
Approach #D #A Method Metric HPO S.E. P.E. Typ Onl Upd

[1] 2SNDR 5 2 k-fold cv accuracy ,F1-
score

✓ x x nd ✓ ✓

[161] ADWIN2 1 2 - FPR x x x cd ✓ ✓
[162] Agg-Ano 3 2 ? PPV ,TPR

,FPR
? x x nd x x

[93] APD 3 4 train-test split AU-PRC x x x nd ∼ x
[150] Bayes-EVT 6 3 - TPR ,TNR x x x ad ✓ ∼
[88] BGM 2 4 bootstrapping AU-ROC ? x x nd x x
[163] CANDIES 5 2 bootstrapping accuracy ,F1-

score
✓ x x nd ✓ ✓

[113] Class. Instab. 2 4 rand. repeats TPR ,FPR x x x ad ? x
[152] CSND 6 3 train-test split FPR ,FNR

,TPR
x x ? nd ✓ ✓

[164] DGP-AE 11 - k-fold cv AU-PRC ✓ ✓ ? ad ∼ x
[136] EGADS 2 - rand. repeats PPV ,TPR

,F1-score
? x ∼ ad ✓ ?

[165] Eigenbasis 1 6 train-test split FPR ,ROC ✓ x x ad ✓ ✓
[139] EllipticEnvelope 10 2 no - x x x od x x
[166] Entropy-IDS 1 1 - AU-ROC

,FPR
x x x ad ✓ ?

[167] EVT - 2 - accuracy ,FPR
,FNR ,PPV

x x x ad ✓ ✓

[83] FuzzyND 3 2 repeated F1-score
,UnkR ,iCfM

✓ x ? nd ✓ ?

[149] GMM-EVT 4 1 case-studies Graphical x x ? ad ? x
[114] GMM-OC 1 1 - - x ? ? ad ✓ x
[90] HDoutliers 1 2 - FPR ,FNR x x x od x x
[129] HOT SAX 2 - - - x x x ad x x
[148] HS-Tree 6 3 rand. repeats AU-ROC x ✓ ? ad ✓ ✓
[57] IForest 13 5 - AU-ROC ∼ x ∼ ad ✓ x
[3] k-means, MLP 2 1 test-train split accuracy x x ∼ ad ✓ x
[145] KDE 1 1 cv, z-score - ? x ∼ od x x
[46] Kernel PCA 7 4 train-test split AU-ROC ✓ x x ad ✓ x
[119] LOCI 5 2 - - ? ? ? ? ? ?
[147] Loda 42 7 rand. splits AU-ROC x ✓ ✓ od ✓ ✓
[117] LOF 4 - - - x x ? od x x
[168] Log-OC 1 5 rand. split F1-score ? x ∼ ad ✓ x
[116] LP-AD 5 1 train-test splot FPR ,FNR ✓ x ∼ ad ✓ x
[169] lsanomaly 22 4 k-fold cv AU-ROC x ✓ ∼ ad ✓ x
[170] mCANDIES 10 8 bootstrapping AU-PRC ✓ ✓ ∼ nd ✓ ✓
[47] mEVT 1 - train-test split TPR ,FPR x x ? ad ✓ x
[32] MINAS 5 - train-test split CER ,UnkR ∼ x ? nd ✓ ✓
[40] OC-SVM 5 1 - - x x x ad ✓ x
[33] OLINDDA 7 - k-fold cv ROC ✓ x ? nd ✓ ✓
[171] RADM - - ? ? x x x ? ? ?
[131] SmartSifter 4 3 rand. repeats ROC x x x ad ✓ ✓
[172] SVDD 3 2 - FPR ✓ x ✓ ad ✓ x

comparison. Finally, the S.E. field which indicates if a statistical
evaluation was conducted, closes the experimental setup group.

Important aspects of anomaly detection and novelty detection al-
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gorithms are their hyperparameters, the column P.E. (parameter
estimation) indicates if the article provides an explanation how these
hyperparameters must be tuned (e.g. by providing a heuristic).

The attributes grouped under Properties refere to the properties of
the presented approach. Typ is the type of the approach: ad →
anomaly detection, od → outlier detection, nd → novelty detection,
or cd → concept drift. Onl indicates whether the approach works
in online fashion and Upd if the approach provides a mechanism
to update its normal model at runtime, e.g. to compensate concept
drift.

Further details about the data sets used in the experiments of the
investigated articles are collected in the appendix. Publicly available
data sets are collected in Table A.1 – A.3 and those unavailable in
Table A.4.

Analysis & Conclusion

While there are plenty of algorithms, the study shows that the
experimental evaluation is to a great extend unsatisfactory. While
most research articles present experiments, their setup is seldomly
described in detail, and HPO is scarce as well, which makes it
questionable how fair the algorithm comparisons are, after all. It is
also noticeable that only a single competing algorithm is considered
or none at all in almost half the cases. At the same time, the
evaluation only takes place based on few (#D ≤ 5) data sets. It
is also interesting to note that classical classification metrics (i.e.
accuracy and AU-ROC) are predominantly used. Only two of the
articles [32, 83] use measures that are especially adapted towards
anomaly detection (i.e. CER, UnkR, and iCfM). Therefore, the first
question can be answered as follows: There is no uniform evaluation
method, but it is apparent that the evaluation methodology is similar
to the one used in classification problems.

A proper statistical comparison (see Section 1.2.3 or [73, 51]) is only
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conducted in the fewest cases [148, 169, 147, 164, 173] (which are
more recent articles). The second question can thus be answered with
a clear “no”: statistical comparisons are not yet part of the standard
procedure for experimental evaluation in the field of anomaly and
novelty detection.

Furthermore, 82 different, publicly available data sets were mentioned
and used in the reviewed articles. A large quantity of the data
sets still originates from the UCI repository followed by those from
LIBSVM. Roughly 75% of the publicly available data sets (60) are
even accessible on OpenML. On the other hand, 40 of the used data
sets are unfortunately not publicly available and usually only briefly
discussed by the authors. This answers the last question.

Further, the study also shows that only a few novelty detection
approaches exist that match the novelty definition used in this thesis.
Most approaches are suitable to be used online and some also provide
update methods. This systematic literature review motivated the
experimental study of baseline algorithms presented in Chapter 3.

2.2 Conclusion

Research work in the field of anomaly and novelty detection is surely
far from being completed. The majority of the procedures are cur-
rently designed to detect anomalies in LDR and only a few authors
use the notion of novelties. A common scheme for LDR novelty
detection is to rely on a GMM to represent a normal model which is
learned from a training set in a dedicated offline phase. Anomaly de-
tection is then performed in an online phase and detected anomalies
are stored in a data buffer. To detect novelty, a clustering algorithm
is repeatedly run on this buffer.
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Common Assumptions

Some common assumptions can be derived from the state of the
art. On the one hand, data streams are a sought-after application
domain for novelty detection. While on the other hand, some authors
have the opinion that there are no off-the-shelf solutions for novelty
detection and that application specific adjustments are necessary [89,
136, 10].

For most applications, a robustness trade-off between recall (i.e.
detection of anomalies) and FPR is to be expected [99], as other
types of observations, such as noise or outlier are also assumed to
exist [87, 32].

Common Requirements

Furthermore, there are several requirements for future novelty detec-
tion approaches for data streams, stated by various authors that are
summarised here.

There is the requirement that novelty can be detected online while
the data stream is processed [99, 87, 89] and that the data streams
are multivariate [87, 89]. Novelty detection algorithms must be able
to handle imbalanced data well [99], since anomalies are expected to
be scarse and data streams can contain noise and outliers [87, 32]
that are not part of an novelty. At the same time, their detection
rate (i.e. recall) should be high [87].

Data streams are expected to evolve over time, that is, their char-
acteristics might change and thus the normal model of the novelty
detection algorithms must be adaptable to concept drift [99, 32].
Also, the normal model should be learned in an unsupervised fashion
and make only few assumptions about expected novelties.
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Open Challenges

What remains open is first of all the question how to detect HDR
novelties and to a certain extent also how to detect concept drift.
The concept of obliteration, i.e. the explicit removal of outdated
information from the normal model, also received little attention so
far.

Temporal aspects and how they manifest themselves as novelties in
data streams is still an open issue that also affects the evaluation
methodology for novelty detection approaches. In most cases, the
temporal aspects are not taken into account in the evaluation. Even
if the algorithms under consideration work online, the evaluation
is often carried out in offline fashion. The evaluation methodology
is also suffering from a lack of proper benchmark data sets. While
there are data sets that contain suitable scenarios for (simple) novelty
detection, explicitly labelled data streams containing concept drifts
and novelties are rare (except maybe for NAB [52]).

Congruent to the statements of non availability of off-the-shelf
methods for outlier detection by Gupta, Gao, Aggarwal, and Han,
Žliobaitė, Pechenizkiy, and Gama come to the conclusion that a
one-size-fits-all solution for concept drift is neither desirable nor
easy to implement. For future research, the authors emphasise the
importance to change the focus from plain change detection to change
description, that is, how and why has a change happened – which
could help to distinguish between novelties and concept drifts and is
in accordance to the challenges presented by Zhang et al. [87].



3Baseline Techniques
Outgoing from the insights from the previous literature study, this

chapter discusses a selection of 13 baseline algorithms consisting of
anomaly and novelty detection approaches. All baseline techniques
are discussed in more detail to give the reader a better sense of the
different research directions. The chapter concludes with an exper-
imental evaluation, which compares all baseline techniques against
each other, relying on a selection of publicly available data sets iden-
tified in the previous chapter. The results of this experiment are put
into perspective with the CANDIES methodology in Chapter 5.
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3.1 Methodology

Based on the findings of the literature review in Section 2.1.5, this
section describes the experimental methodology for comparing dif-
ferent baseline algorithms from the fields of anomaly and novelty
detection.

The competing approaches are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments are conducted in the fashion described in Section 1.2.3
using the expresso framework (cf. Section 5.3.2). A randomised
search is repeatedly executed for all competing algorithms to perform
a HPO on 31 data sets (the selection is presented in the following
Section 3.1.2). For each algorithm/data set combination, a nested
k-fold CV is performed. The value for k is provided in Table 3.1.
The results of the averaged evaluation performances are presented for
each individual approach in Section B.1. Samples that belong to the
the class which is treated as novelty are removed from all training
sets and are only present in the validation and test sets.

The results are discussed, together with a statistical evaluation in
Section 3.3.
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3.1.2 Data Sets

The data sets are selected from the list of publicly available data
sets compiled in Section 2.1.5 (Table A.1 – Table A.3). One of the
main selection criteria was that the data set has to be available on
OpenML and that it contains at least one continuous dimension.
Anomaly data sets, i.e. those with two classes or a clear semantic
of regular vs novelty classes, are preferred. If the labels in binary
data sets are not clear, the class with more samples is considered to
represent the regular class.

The final selection is summarised in Table 3.1. The novelties column
lists the classes (according to their openml version) that are treated
as novelties.

3.2 Competing Approaches

This section discusses a selection of state-of-the-art anomaly and
novelty detection approaches in more detail. The selection is an
extension to the the experimental selection conducted in [173] and
implementations for all approaches are available in the ndnet frame-
work, which was developed alongside this thesis (cf. Section 4.8.1).
Table 3.2 provides an overview of the selected approaches and briefly
summarises their properties.

The competing approaches are roughly grouped together into four
groups:

Decision based: These are non-parametric techniques that try to
encapsulate the regulars and identify anomalies based on a
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decision boundary.

Isolation based: This is another group of non-parametric tech-
niques. They have the common goal to isolate individual
observations, with the assumption that anomalies take fewer
isolation steps.

Neighbour based: The approaches in this group rely on the nearest
neighbours of tested observation.

Novelty Detectors: All approaches that are more sophisticated
and perform more than plain anomaly detection are in this
group.

In the following sections, each approach is briefly introduced and its
features are highlighted. To get a certain intuition of the differences,
each approach is visulised on the same synthetic data set. Since
all presented approaches provide an anomaly score (some can be
interpreted probabilistically), their score distributions and resulting
decision boundaries are depicted. anomalies are usually getting
higher anomaly scores than regulars. To enforce this behaviour,
scores are for some implementations inverted from their original
descriptions. The synthetic data set (cf. Figure 3.1) consists of two
Gaussian clusters which are used to generate regulars. In the test set
portion, two novelties are sequentially interspersed alongside regulars.
Further, the illustrations contain the key figures from the confusion
matrix of the test set. Figure 3.2 explains how the key figures are
represented in the illustrations.
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Figure 3.1: Synthetic data used to illustrate the anomaly detection
properties of the presented baseline techniques. The image on the
left depicts the training set while anomalies are only present in the
test set (right image). The lower image shows the data stream
representation with marked novelties for the test set.
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Table 3.1: Selection of data sets used to compare baseline algorithms.
N is the total number of samples in the data set, #c is the number
of different classes, and #d is the dimensionality. The column Dist
contains the distribution of regulars vs anomalies. The column
Novelties is the selection of classes (based on their OpenML indexing)
selected to represent novelties. OpenML is the OpenML id where
the data set can be found. The last column, k, is the number of folds
used in the k-fold CV for the experimental comparison.

Name N #c #d Dist Novelties OpenML k

australian 690 2 6 0.56 0.44 [1] 40981 5
balance-scale-b 625 2 4 0.54 0.46 [0] 997 5
banknote 1372 2 4 0.56 0.44 [1] 1462 3
cardio 2126 2 35 0.78 0.22 [1, 2] 1560 3
credit-g 1000 2 7 0.70 0.30 [1] 31 3
gas-sensor-array-drift 13910 1 128 1.00 0.00 [] 1476 3
glass 214 2 9 0.68 0.32 [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] 41 5
internet-ads 3279 2 3 0.86 0.14 [0] 40978 3
ionosphere 351 2 34 0.64 0.36 [0] 59 5
iris 150 2 4 0.67 0.33 [1] 61 5
leukemia 72 2 7129 0.65 0.35 [1] 1104 5
lymphography 148 2 3 0.45 0.55 [1] 10 5
magic 19020 2 10 0.35 0.65 [0] 1120 3
mammography 11183 2 6 0.98 0.02 [1] 310 3
miniboone 130064 2 50 0.72 0.28 [1] 41150 3
olindda-outliers 75 2 2 0.40 0.60 [1, 2, 3] 42793 5
page-blocks 5473 2 10 0.90 0.10 [1, 2, 3, 4] 30 3
parkinsons 195 2 22 0.25 0.75 [1] 1488 5
pima 768 2 8 0.65 0.35 [1] 37 5
satimage 6430 2 36 0.68 0.32 [1, 3, 4] 182 3
shuttle 58000 2 9 0.94 0.06 [1, 2, 4, 5, 6] 40685 3
skin-segmentation 245057 2 3 0.21 0.79 [1] 1502 3
sonar 208 2 60 0.47 0.53 [1] 40 5
spambase 4601 2 57 0.61 0.39 [1] 44 3
steel-plates-fault 1941 2 27 0.65 0.35 [3] 40982 3
vowel 990 2 10 0.64 0.36 [2, 6, 7, 9] 307 5
waveform 5000 2 40 0.67 0.33 [1] 60 3
wdbc 569 2 30 0.63 0.37 [1] 1510 5
wilt 4839 2 5 0.95 0.05 [1] 40983 3
wine 178 2 13 0.60 0.40 [1] 187 5
yeast 1484 2 8 0.77 0.23 [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] 181 3
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Table 3.2: Overview of baseline approaches and their properties.
The approaches are grouped by; DB: Decision based, IB: Isolation
based, or ND: Novelty Detector. The type indicates what task the
approach performs; AD: anomaly detection, OD: outlier detection,
or ND: novelty detection. Online means if the technique is applicable
to data streams. Update indicates if the normal model can be updated
at runtime, e.g. to handle concept drift. The columns HDR and
LDR indicate if HDR novelties and LDR novelties can be detected.

Approach Group Type Online Update HDR LDR References

OC-SVM DB AD ✓ x x ✓ [40, 41]
KPCA DB AD ✓ x x ✓ [46]
mEVD DB AD ✓ x x ✓ [47]
isolation forest IB AD ✓ x x ✓ [57]
HSTrees IB AD ✓ ✓ x ✓ [148]
LSAnomaly IB AD ✓ x x ✓ [169]
LODA IB AD ✓ ✓ ? ✓ [147]
LOF NN OD x x x ✓ [117]
OHODIN NN AD ✓ x x ✓ [174]
CSND ND ND ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ [106, 152]
BGM ND ND x x ✓ ✓ [88]
OLINDDA ND ND ✓ ✓ x ✓ [33]
MINAS ND ND ✓ ✓ x ✓ [31, 32]
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Figure 3.2: An exemplary depiction of an anomaly detection result
on the synthetic test set (cf. Figure 3.1). The thick black line
represents a decision boundary. True-Positives (△) are anomalies
that are detected as such, while True-Negatives (◦) are analogous
regulars. The legend is used for all discussed baseline technique
depictions in this chapter.
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3.2.1 Decision Based

OC-SVM

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ x x ✓ [40, 41]

Performance overview: Table B.1

The One-Class SVM is one of the most popular representatives for
anomaly detection1 (e.g. available in scikit-learn2 [58]) and it was
introduced by Schölkopf, Williamson, Smola, Shawe-Taylor, and
Platt [40, 41].
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Figure 3.3: OC-SVM: The decision boundary of the normal model
encloses the HDR and corresponds to the estimated support of the
target distribution (left). As anomaly score, the OC-SVM uses the
signed distance between observations and the hyperplane (right).

1The author called it novelty detection in their original article.
2sklearn.svm.OneClassSVM
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The main idea of OC-SVM is to separate the target class from the
origin with a hyperplane (note: that a Kernel is used to map the
data into a feature-space, and that the decision boundary is projected
back into input space). In contrast to SVDD, where the radius of a
hypersphare is minimised, the margin between the origin and the
hyperplane is maximised for OC-SVM. Missclassifications are also
allowed and controlled by a parameter ν, which controlls how many
target observations reside between the origin and the separating
hyperplane – this corresponds to adjusting the fall-out rate.

As the standard SVM, the training of an OC-SVM also involves a
quadratic programming problem which is solved with SMO [144].
The decision function of the OC-SVM determines on which side of
the hyperplane a new observation x′ resides and is similar to the
regular SVM, with the difference that it only contains positive labels:

f(x) = sgn
(︄

N∑︂
i=1

αik(xi,x − ρ)
)︄

(3.1)

A value of +1 indicates a regular, while anomalies are marked with
−1. SVM and OC-SVM do not return a probabilistic score per se,
but approaches exist to for a probabilistic interpretations, e.g. [175].

Another interpretation is to consider the enclosed region of the
hyperplane as an estimation of the support of the target distribution
[41]. This interpretation is comparable with the separation of the
input space into LDR (outlier distribution) and HDR (support). Since
only the support is used as normal model, OC-SVM cannot detect
HDR novelties, only individual anomalies in LDR. The characteristics
of OC-SVM are depicted in Figure 3.3.

If the used kernel has the property that k(x,x) = 1 (which is a com-
mon property, e.g. with Gaussian kernel), the underlying geometric
problems of OC-SVM and SVDD become identical and therefore,
their decision functions the same [176].
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Kernel PCA

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ x x ✓ [46]

Performance overview: Table B.2

Hoffmann [46] proposed an approach designed around the ideas of
PCA, but combined with the use of a Kernel: Kernel PCA (KPCA).
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Figure 3.4: KPCA The anomaly score corresponds to the potential
field of the reconstruction error p(z) (left).

Standard PCA has its shortcomings when the processed distributions
are non-linear, KPCA solves this problem by performing the PCA in
feature space rather than in input space. This is done by calculating
standard PCA on a Kernel matrix K̃ that is centred around the
origin of the feature space. As kernel function the Gaussian Kernel
is exclusively used. To identify anomalies the reconstruction error in
feature space is computed, again expressed by means of the kernel
function. The reconstruction error itself arises as spherical potential
field in feature space. According to the author, selecting a suitable
threshold value leads to a tighter decision boundary around the
training samples than those provided by OC-SVM and SVDD.
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As with the other one-class methods, KPCA is suitable to approx-
imate the support of a density distribution and thus to separate
the input space into HDR and LDR, but likewise it is restricted to
anomaly detection in LDR. Another drawback are the high computa-
tional costs to classify new observations, this is due to the evaluation
of the kernel function which must be applied to all pairs of training
instances.

N.B. Hoffmann refers in his article to novelty detection and uses it
synonymously with one-class classification.

Multivariate-EVD

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ x x ✓ [47]

Performance overview: Table B.3

Clifton et al. [47] propose an approach to compute extreme value dis-
tributions (EVDs) for multimodal and also multivariate distributions
to estimate anomaly thresholds (Clifton, Hugueny, and Tarassenko
uses the notion of novelty threshold which does not fit the definition
used in this thesis).

Directly thresholding the density of the assumed data distribution
can come with certain drawbacks. Usually, a threshold is determined
in such a way, that a given fraction of observations are expected to
be missclassified as anomalies, e.g., [145, 114, 152]. If a data stream
is processed by a sliding window, larger windows will lead to an
increased number of missclassifications, since the error fraction is
constant and the probability that regulars will exceed the threshold,
increases drastically (cf. Figure 3.8 (a)). To circumvent this problem,
EVT can be used to estimate the EVD of the data distribution. The
EVD depends on the considered sample size (cf. Figure 3.6), for
larger sample sizes extreme values are expected to be more extreme.
Thus, deriving the threshold from the EVD with respect to the
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Figure 3.5: mEVD

window size can reduce the number of missclassifications. According
to the Fisher-Tippett, theorem the maximum of IID samples drawn
from a random variable (in the limiting case N → ∞) must converge
to either a Gumbel, Fréchet, or a Weibull distribution. For Gaussian
distributions the extreme values are Gumbel distributed. In most
cases, EVD based approaches are focused on univariate, unimodal
distributions.

Traditionally, an extreme value is defined to be either a maximum or
a minimum of a set of random observations. In the case of multimodal
distributions, this definition is not sufficient, since anomalies can
appear between modes as well – a more accurate definition of extreme
values for anomaly detection is given by the authors as extreme rare
events, i.e. the most improbable event (based on the estimated model)
observed.

For univariate, multimodal GMM, Roberts [105, 149] suggests to only
consider the closest component based on the Mahalanobis distance
to estimate the EVD. In Figure 3.7, a GMM is depicted with two
components and their respective EVD. It is pointed out by Clifton,
Hugueny, and Tarassenko that this approach has some disadvantages
when components overlap or their variances differ. Their proposed
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Figure 3.6: The Gumbel distribution is the EVD for the standard
normal N (0, 1). Depicted are the right extreme distributions for
various sample sizes m. For larger sample sizes, values tend to
be more extreme. The dashed line marks a conservatively chosen
threshold using the inverse CDF (ICDF) F−1

N (0.99) = xκ.

method to estimate EVD for multivariate, multimodal distributions
is based on modeling the extreme values of the densities p(x) (i.e.
minima) rather than directly on the observed samples. In order to
make this possible the ψ-transformation (Equation (3.2)) is intro-
duced. At first, extreme values evs are sampled from the underlying
distribution p(x) and their densities p(evs) = pe remembered. Then,
the ψ-transformation is used to map the observed densities pe onto
distances towards the center of a standard multivariate normal. In
this ψ-space it is possible to fit maximum-likelihood parameters for a
Gumble3 distribution as Multivariate-EVD (mEVD). Figure 3.8 (b))
shows a Gumble mEVD fitted to the extreme values for a trimodal
GMM (depicted in Figure 3.9 (a)), with sample size m = 100.

ψ[fn] =
{︄

(−2 ln fn − n ln 2π) 1
2 if fn < (2π)−n

2

0 otherwise
(3.2)

τ = N (F−1
e,n(α)|0, I) (3.3)

3Since the ψ-transform takes the logarithm of the probabilities, [2] p.148.
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Figure 3.7: Bimodal GMM (dashed line) and emperical EVD
(solid line) for a sample size of m = 100. The green histograms are
calculated by drawing 100 samples 100,000 times from the GMM.

From this mEVD a novelty threshold can be obtained by using the
percentile function F−1

e,n (where n is the dimensionality of the GMM).
With Equation (3.3) it is possible to get a threshold τ which can
directly be tested against the density of a new sample p(x′). The
interpretation of the threshold τ is that for sample sizes m = 100
the most extreme regulars will have a density that is greater than τ ,
thus the decision rule for anomalies is reduced to p(x′) < τ .

The resulting mEVD for the trimodal GMM pictured in Figure 3.9 (a)
is shown in in Figure 3.9 (b), it is recogniseable that the HDR of the
mEVD overlay the empirical extreme values drawn from the GMM.
Relying on the densities allows the mEVD also to model expected
extreme values between the modes of the normal model.

Since EVT is used to determine the most extreme but regular obser-
vations this approach is limited to detect LDR novelties. Further,
the authors equate novelty detection with one-class classification and
propose a closed-form analytical solution to estimate the parameters
of the mEVD for unimodal yet multivariate Gaussians.
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Figure 3.8: Increasing probability that a regular value is more
extreme than the chosen threshold xκ = F−1(0.99) when the sample
size m is increased (a). ψ-transformed density distribution of extreme
values sampled from a trimodal GMM and its resulting Gumble EVD
(b).
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Figure 3.9: Extreme values sampled (m = 100) from a trimodal
GMM (a), the model is described by equiprobable contours. The
corresponding infered mEVD is shown in (b), most extreme values
are expected to appear in bright regions.
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3.2.2 Isolation Based Detectors

isolation forest

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ x x ✓ [57]

Performance overview: Table B.7

As the name already suggests, isolation forest is an ensemble of
multiple trees and proposed by Liu et al. [57].
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Figure 3.10: The decision boundary obtained from an isolation
forest with t = 100 iTrees is unsteady (right). Viewed in macro
scale, isolation forests have a bias that result in boxy density surfaces
(right).

The authors assume that anomalies are in the minority and that
their feature values are different from regulars (which virtually rules
out the detection of HDR novelties). They exploit the susceptibility
of anomalies to be isolated from the rest of the data by creating t
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random trees called iTrees from a training set.

For each iTree, a subsample X ′ of size ψ (a user hyperparameter) is
drawn from the training set without replacement. Then, a binary tree
is constructed that isolates each sample in X ′ (congruent samples are
treated as one). This is achieved by randomly selecting a dimension
q and a random split point p in the range of q. All samples with
a smaller value for q than p are transferred into the left subtree,
while samples with a larger value are moved into the right subtree.
If only a single sample (or a set of identical samples) is left in any of
the subtrees, it is isolated and a terminal node T is created (called
exNode) that records the number of identical samples as T.size.
The isolation forest is initialised offline, but anomaly detection is
performed online.

New observations x′ are scored by passing them through all iTrees
and recording their path lengths until they are isolated (i.e. until
they reach an exNode). The path length hi(x′) is identical to the
terminal node depth plus the recorded size T.size. Since anomalies
are assumed to be easier to isolate then regulars, their path lengths
within an iTree is expected to be rather short.

The anomaly score s(x′, ψ) is computed as follows:

¯h(x′) = 1
t

t∑︂
i=1

hi(x′) (3.4)

s(x′, ψ) = 2−
¯h(x′)

c(ψ) , (3.5)

where c(ψ) is the average path length of a binary tree for given
sample set of ψ observations. The weighting with c(ψ) in Equa-
tion (3.5) leads to an anomaly score that is mostly indepentent from
the selected subsampling size ψ and with the following two decisive
values: s(x′, ψ) ≈ 1 → observation is definitely an anomaly, and
s(x′, ψ) ≪ 0.5 → observation is safe to be regared as regular.

Ding et al. [177] proposes an approach to handle data streams with
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isolation forests that uses a sliding window to detect concept drift
and then re-trains the detector if such a drift was detected. It is not
further considered in this thesis.

N.B. Interestingly, the authors point out that their approach is
able to detect anomalies surrounded by regulars, but HDR novelties
are not considered. The anomaly score depicted in Figure 3.10 is
astonishingly similar to the one presented for a Gaussian in the
original article [57], even though the distribution is different.

HSTrees

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ ✓ x ✓ [148]

Performance overview: Table B.5

Half-Space Trees (HSTrees) are proposed by Tan et al. [148] as a fast
one-class anomaly detector for evolvong data streams. The detector
itself is an ensemble of several random trees.
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Figure 3.11: The decision boundary inferred by HSTrees is even
in two dimensions quite coarse. The overlaying partitioning can be
clearly seen in the right image.
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Each tree has multiple nodes which capture the mass within a partic-
ular subspace of the input space, that is, the number of observations
residing in that subspace, cf. Figure 3.12.

Each HSTree is initialised on a random work space, that is, a subspace
of the input space, where only a random subset of each dimension
is considered (the authors of HSTrees assume that all attributes are
normalised). Then the actual tree construction begins. A HSTree is
a binary tree of a given depth (which is user defined). For each node,
a dimension is randomly selected and then split into half, creating
two child trees where the expension is continued until the maximum
tree depth is reached (this is similar to the creation procedure of
iTrees in isolation forest). Each node N records its depth N.k and
the number of samples observed in the current subspace.
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no
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x2 < .5

x2 < .25 x1 < .5

Figure 3.12: Partitioning of a data stream into subspaces by a
single HS-Tree. The input space is randomly split in-half along its
dimensions (left). HS-Tree with terminal nodes at a depth level
of 2 and their respective mass N.r (i.e. the number of subspace
observations) (right). Graphic based on [148].

The anomaly score is computed for each tree T of the ensemble
individually as Score(x′, T ) by traversing the processed observation
x′ from the root to its terminal node N∗. The score is computed as
N∗.r · 2N∗.k, where N∗.k is the depth level of the node and N∗.r the
number of contained instances. A terminal node is also reached if
the subtree contains fewer than sizeLimit instances (a user defined
threshold). The final anomaly score is computed as the sum of the
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individual scores: ∑︂
T ∈HSTrees

Score(x′, T ). (3.6)

Observations falling into high-mass subspaces are considered to be
regular, while observations in low-mass or empty subspaces are
interpreted as anomalies. Due to the sizeLimit parameter this leads
to rather short paths in the binary trees and is thus comparable to
the isolation approach of isolation forest.

The HSTrees approach operates on two adjacent windows. The refer-
ence window is used to score new observations which are stored in the
adjacent latest window. At the same time, the arriving observations
are used to create new mass profiles. If the latest window is full, it
overrides the mass profile of the reference window with the newly
created one. Then, the latest window is cleared and the process
begins again. This behaviour implements a continuous update of
the normal model and can compensate concept drift in an evolving
data stream. In its initial phase, the mass profile is learned on the
reference window.

N.B. Due to the limited range considered by HSTrees, LDR novelties
that are farther away from the region where the initial training set is
located, are not detectable. The ndnet framework compensates this
by introducing a scale parameter which increases the input range by
a given factor.

LSAnomaly

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ x x ✓ [169]

Performance overview: Table B.6

Quinn et al. [169] built an anomaly detection approach based on a
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least-squares probabilistic classifier (LSPC) [178] called Least Squares
Anomaly Detection (LSAnomaly).
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Figure 3.13: LSAnomaly forms a spacious decision boundary with
an FPR of 0, the HDR novelty is completely missed. The probabilistic
anomaly score is in the range between 0 and 1 (right).

They assume that outliers occupy LDR and that a kernel model can
be used to characterise HDR as normal model – multiple normal
classes are supported. For each class c a one-against-all kernel ridge
regression (p(y = c|x′,Θc)), with parameters Θc, is learned. The
anomaly score is computed as a density (y = ∗ indicates the anomaly
class):

p(y = ∗|x′,Θ1, . . . ,ΘC) = 1 −
C∑︂

c=1
ΘT

c Φ(x′)

= 1 −
C∑︂

c=1
p(y = c|x′,Θc)

This results in high anomaly scores in LDR and low scores in HDR,
cf. Figure 3.14. How the anomaly threshold is chosen is not described
in the article, the hyperparameters are optimised using a stratified
5-fold CV. Further, the authors claim that their approach is feasable
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Figure 3.14: Data set with three classes for regulars and an LDR
novelty in the lower right corner. On the left: data set with class
assignments and probability contours of the scoring function – result-
ing from the LSPC approach. On the right: distribution of anomaly
scores, clearly showing low densities in regions where regulars reside
(i.e. in HDR).

for sequential data as well, by embedding it within an HMM, with
predefined parameters (except for the emission probabilities, which
are presumably provided by the anomaly score). Since they assume,
that anomalies only occupy LDR, HDR novelties cannot be detected.
However, their approach is suitable to partition the input space of
a classifier into LDR and HDR, and basically corresponds to the
behaviour of one-class classification.

N.B. The implementation promoted by Quinn et al. [169]4 does not
select an anomaly threshold. It is only implicitely selected, as their
implementation uses the highest class posterior to dertermine if an
observation is an anomaly or belongs to one of the regular classes.

4https://github.com/lsanomaly/lsanomaly (last access: February 2022)

https://github.com/lsanomaly/lsanomaly
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LODA

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ ✓ ? ✓ [147]

Performance overview: Table B.4

The Lightweight on-line detector of anomalies (LODA) by Pevný [147]
is based on the idea that a collection of weak supervised classifiers
can result in a strong classifier comparable to more sophisticated
methods and partially adapted for anomaly detection. LODA is
designed to operate online on data streams with support for concept
drift.
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Figure 3.15: LODA fits a tight decision boundary around the regu-
lars (left). The resulting joint distribution of the random projections
is a surprisingly good approximation of the real bi-modal distribution
(right).

The core idea of LODA is to use a collection of very basic anomaly
detectors that are based on random projections. The random projec-
tions are initialised as vectors wi with d 1

2 non-zero components. The
non-zero entries are then drawn from a standard normal distribution
{wi,j} = N (0, 1) where j indicate the non-zero dimensions. Then,
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all samples from a training set are projected onto the random vectors
wi and histograms p̂i are created to obtain a simple estimation of
the densities.

To calculate an anomaly score, LODA uses the negative log-likelihood
of the processed sample x′:

f(x′) = − 1
k

k∑︂
i=1

ln p̂i(x′Twi) (3.7)

which uses the probability distributions p̂i infered from the histograms.
The score increases for samples that are less likely to be explained
by the model. The authors assume that the probability distributions
p̂i on the random vectors wi are independent, even though this is
not to be expected in practice, but similiar to the properties of naïve
Bayes classifiers.

Two update procedures are described. Here, only the simpler one
is described and implemented. Similar to HSTrees, two alternating
histgrams can be used. That is, while one set of histograms is used
for anomaly detection, a second set is created from the data stream
at runtime (the random vectors wi are not changed). Once the
construction of the second set is completed, it replaces the first set
and the creation of yet another set is initiated. Should a concept
drift be present, it will be captured by the new set of histograms.
However, due to the periodic update and its focus on concept drift,
HDR novelties are unlikely to be detected by LODA.

N.B. For low dimensional problems, as in the synthethic data set
used here, it is advisable to disable the sparseness of the random
projections and use at least two non-zero entries. The experiment in
Figure 3.15 shows that this approach works well for two dimensions.
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3.2.3 Neighbour Based Detectors

Local Outlier Factor

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
od x x x ✓ [117]

Performance overview: Table B.8

The Local Outlier Factor (LOF) is one of the most cited outlier
detection methods in the knowledge discovery in databases (KDD)
community and also frequently mentioned in anomaly detection
research. It is based on the ideas of DBSCAN [80] and OPTICS
[179] to identify outliers based in their neighbour density (not to be
confused with probability density).
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Figure 3.16: The decision boundary of LOF for k = 7 is rough but
tight (left). It gets smoother when k is increased. HDR novelties
are not detectable by LOF, since the anomaly score distribution is
static.
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One of its advantages is that it uses local density information, rather
than a global density threshold. To compute the local reachability
density lrdk of an observation x′, the inverted average reachabil-
ity distances rdist of the k nearest neighbours of x′ are used, cf.
Equation (3.11). The reachability distance rdistk(x′,y) between the
observation x′ and its nearest neighbour y, is either the kdist of y,
if x′ is also a nearest neighbour of y or their distance given by δ
(Equation (3.10)), where δ(x,y) is usually the Euclidean distance.
See Figure 3.17 (a) for a visual representation of the concept of
reachbility distance.

kdist(x′) = distance to k-th neighbour (3.8)
Nk(x′) = ordered set of k-nn of x’ (3.9)

rdistk(x′,y) = max(kdist(y), δ(x′,y)) (3.10)

lrdk(x′) = k∑︁
y∈Nk(x′) rdistk(x′,y) (3.11)

LOFk(x′) =

∑︁
y∈Nk(x′) lrdk(y)

lrdk(x′)

k
(3.12)

The actual LOF is computed according to Equation (3.12) as the
average ratio of local reachability densities of the processed observa-
tion x′ and its nearest neighbours. To identify outliers, LOFk(x′)
is evaluated as follows: LOFk(x′) ≈ 1 indicates similar density as
neighbours. LOFk(x′) ≪ 1 indicates higher density as neighbours
→ inliar. LOFk(x′) ≫ 1 indicates lower density as neighbours →
outlier. The outlier threshold is in practice chosen to be around 1.5
[58].

As the LOF is based on a k-NN graph, it is not cabaple of online
processing to begin with. The sklearn [58] implementation5 provides
an extension that computes the outlier factor of new observations x′

5sklearn.neighbors.LocalOutlierFactor
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Figure 3.17: (a) shows the neighbourhood of a point A, kdist(A) is
indicated by the dashed circle. Beeing nearest neighbours of A, the
points B and C have the same reachability distance. The reachability
distance of D which is not a nearest neighbour of A is thus higher.
(b) the local density of point A (shaded area) is considerably lower
than the local density of its nearest neighbours (small dashed circles).

based on their would-be-neighbours in the training set. This results in
high computational cost, as for each new observation, the distances
to all observations in the training set must be computed.

OHODIN

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
ad ✓ x x ✓ [174]

Performance overview: Table B.9

The Online extension with Heuristic for Threshold of ODIN
(OHODIN) is an extension to the Outlier Detection using Indegree
Number (ODIN) method [118].

ODIN constructs a k-nearest neighbour graph. The graph is directed
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Figure 3.18: Rough but tight decision boundary created by
OHODIN (left).

and weighted. Each vertex represents an observation and has exactly
k outgoing edges which correspond to pointers to the respective
nearest neighbours. The weight is reciprocally to the distances
between neighbours. It follows that vertices can have a different
number of incoming edges, Hautamaki, Karkkainen, and Franti call
this the indegree number. To perform an outlier detection task, the
indegree number of each vertex is compared against a threshold
value T . If the indegree is below this threshold, the corresponding
observation is marked as an anomaly. The authors describe how a
suitable threshold T can be obtained from an ordered list of mean
or maximum neighbour distances, using yet another threshold that
unfortunately includes another unspecified user parameter t.

In its original form, ODIN is, as well as LOF, only able to detect
outliers offline.

To classify a new observation x′ online, OHODIN uses a lookup table
of the k-th neighbour distances kdistk (cf. LOF) of the observations
from the training set. To do this, in an offline phase the k-NN graph
of a training set is analogously created to the one used by ODIN.
However, it is only used to compute the k-th neighbour distances
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kdistk for each sample in the training set:

Ki = kdistk(xi). (3.13)

The indegree for x′ can be computed without the need to re-calculate
the whole k-NN graph. This is achieved by comparing the computed
distances of x′ against the previously stored k-th neighbour distances
Ki. If ∆(x′,xn) ≤ kdist(xn) then x′ would become one of the
nearest neighbours of xn and thus, the indegree for x′ can be incre-
mented by one. Here, the distance ∆(x′,xn) is usually the Euclidean
distance. This procedure is repeated for all observations xn in the
training set, the method predict(x′) is outlined in Listing 3.1:

1 def predict (x):
2 indegree =0
3 for x_n in x_train :
4 d = dist(x, x_n)
5 if d <= kdist (x_n):
6 indegree += 1
7 if indegree >= T:
8 return False
9 return True

Listing 3.1: The predict method is used to classify an observation
x online. Anomalies are indicated with True.

3.2.4 Novelty Detectors

CSND

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
nd ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ [106, 152]

Performance overview: Table B.10
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This thesis has its roots in previous work conducted at the Intelligent
Embedded Systems lab starting from the works by Fisch, Jänicke,
Kalkowski, and Sick [106, 152]. The Chi-Squared Novelty Detection
(CSND) paradigm is based on a GMM that represents the normal
model. It uses the squared Mahalanobis distance between processed
observations and the mean µj of the different components to update
a state variable Sn. Each time a new observation is processed, the
state is updated, such that Sn = Sn−1 + χ2

nov, with:

χ2
nov(x) =η

J∑︂
j=1

p(j|x)

·
(︃
δα,j(x) − α · (1 − δα,j(x))

1 − α

)︃
(3.14)

being a penalty or reward, depending on how well the new observation
fits the normal model. To compute whether the state variable is
rewarded or punished, the indicator functions:

δα,j(x) =
{︄

1 if ∆2
j (x) ≤ ρ = F−1

χ2
D

(α)
0 otherwise

(3.15)

of each component are evaluated and the results are multiplied with
the responsibilities (i.e. the probability that a sample belongs to
component) of the components. If the algorithm is processed in an
environment without emerging processes, the expectation of the state
variable will be equal to its initial value E[Sn] = 1. The presence
of a novel process will lead to a decrease of the value of the state
variable Sn. This can be exploited to detect novel processes as soon
as the state variable underflows a given threshold. The parameter η
controls how fast the state variable changes.

Samples are not explicitely classified as regular, suspicious, or
anomaly but the indicator function δα,j separates them implicitly
into LDR and HDR. The state variable Sn works as global novelty
score. A simple model update is implemented by retraining the GMM
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Figure 3.19: Indiscernible situations for CSND. On the left: unre-
alted observations (i.e. noise or false-positives) appearing in LDR,
on the right: an emerging novelty.

with the last n observations, whereby the old components are fixed
(i.e. immuteable) and new free components adjusted to the model.
After the model is adapted to its changed environment, the state
variable is reset to its initial value.

One of the drawbacks of this approach is that no relations and
dependencies of observed samples are considered. That leads to cir-
cumstance that the situations (one with noise, one with an emerging
novelty), depicted in Figure 3.19, are equally perceived by CSND.
On the positive side, CSND is capable to detect LDR novelties and
some HDR novelties.

Background Model Detector

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
nd x x ✓ ✓ [88]

Performance overview: Table B.11

One of the few research articles related to the detection of HDR
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novelties is the Background Model Detector (BGM) as proposed by
Vatanen, Kuusela, Malmi, Raiko, Aaltonen, and Nagai
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Figure 3.20: The background model PB(x) of the BGM is depicted
as cyan coloured ellipses. unfortunately, the anomaly model PA(x)
(magenta coloured ellipses) was not able to capture the HDR novelty
(left). The normal model clearly resides in an LDR of the anomaly
model PA(x) (right).

Their goal is to detect collective anomalies in HDR (i.e HDR nov-
elties). In [88], the HDR represent background data wich originate
from an application in high energy particle physics and related to
the search of the Higgs boson. The authors require that labeled
background data is available (i.e. only regulars without anomalies)
and make the following assumptions:

1. anomalies emerge collectively over the domain of the back-
ground distribution,

2. the number of anomalies is large enough to infer a model,
3. the dimensionality can be reduced so that mixture models can

be applied,
4. and the background distribution is stationary.

Encouragingly, these requirements match the definition of novelties
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exceptionally well.

Their method is based on a fixed-background model PF B(x) which is
a mixture of the background model PB(x) and an additonal anomaly
model PA(x), cf Equation (3.16). The background model is a GMM
learned from background data using the standard EM algorithm (see
Figure 3.21 (a)) and as such comparable to a normal model as it
also represents regular observations. The fixed-background model is
learned on test data (i.e. potentially containing novelties) with a
modified version of EM, where the parameters of the background
model PB are fixed, while the components of the anomaly model
PA are free and able to capture unexpected deviations from the
background model (see Figure 3.21 (b)).

PF B(x) = (1 − λ)PB(x) + λPA(x) (3.16)

p(anomaly|x) = λPA(x)
PF B(x) (3.17)

An anomaly score is computed using Equation (3.17) and compared
against a user defined threshold T , to decide whether a tested obser-
vation x is an anomaly or a regular that belongs to the background.

The approach is not limited to univariate data, but also applicable to
multidimensional problems (cf. Figure 3.22). To estimate the correct
number of components for the GMM, the authors use a CV based
information criterion. Free components of the anomaly model PA

should increase the likelihood of the model when they are capturing
novelties but decreasing it, if they are obsolete.

A clear disadvantage of this approach is that it clearly belongs to the
class of offline algorithms, while not explicitely mentioned, another
assumptiom made by the authors is that the data are IID. Since a
realativly large amount of anomalies are required to fit the anomaly
model PA, it is unlikely that a simple sliding window adaptation for
online processing, or data streams is possible.
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Figure 3.21: Background model PB (a) and fixed-background model
PF B (b), consisting of PB and an anomaly model PA that captures
anomalies.
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Figure 3.22: Multivariate, multimodal background GMM (a) with
surfaces of constant density from a Parzen-Window. (b) fixed-
background model with a component that captures the desired signal
(represented by anomalies).
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N.B. The BGM did fail to detect the HDR novelty present in the
synthetic data set (Figure 3.20). This is most likely due to the relative
small sample size.

OLINDDA

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
nd ✓ ✓ x ✓ [33]

Performance overview: Table B.12

One of the more sophisticated approaches is the OnLIne Novelty and
Drift Detection Algorithm (OLINDDA) [33], which is specifically
designed to detect LDR novelties online and with concept drift in
mind. Figure 3.23 depicts the principle architecture of OLINDDA.
There are three hypersphere-based models (i.e. k-means clusters) in
OLINDDA. The one representing the normal model is static, while
the extension and novelty models are dynamic (i.e. their statistics
can be updated).

In the offline phase, a normal model is learned from a training set
using k-means clustering. In the online phase, new observations are
used to update the statistics of the existing models if they lie within
one of the clusters of any model (i.e. normal, extension, or novelty).
That is, their distance to any of the clusters means is smaller than
a given radius (this radius forms a hypersphere around the cluster
mean). These explained observations are not further considered for
novelty detection and discarded. New observations are considered to
be unknown if they not belong to any cluster. Unknown samples are
stored in a short-term memory and yet another k-means instance is
run each time a new unknown observation is added.

The clusters found in short-term memory are validated if they rep-
resent novel concepts. This is accomplished by various measures,
e.g. density of the clusters, or average distances. So called valid
clusters are either used to update a novelty or an extension model,
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Figure 3.23: Overview of the OLINDDA approach [33].

the decision is based on the location of the cluster. If it is within a
hypersphere which encloses the normal model (with the centre beeing
the mean of all normal clusters and a radius equals to the most
distant cluster centre) it is considered to be an extension otherwise
it is a novelty, cf. Figure 3.24.

As with many novelty detection algorithms, OLINDDA is also
trimmed to detect LDR novelties only. The number of clusters
for the initial model is a fixed user parameter, while the clustering
on the short-term memory is self-adapting based on the reasons (den-
sity, number of samples). It should be mentioned, that the novelty
detection task shares its model with a classification task.
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Figure 3.24: OLINDDA: Hypersphere (green ellipse) enclosing the
normal model which consists of multiple clusters (black ellipses). The
hypersphare separates new clusters into extensions and novelties.
The image shows a new cluster (red triangle) which is identified as
novelty.

MINAS

Type Online Update HDR LDR References
nd ✓ ✓ x ✓ [31, 32]

Performance overview: Table B.13

Faria, Leon Ferreira, and Gama propose the MultI-class learNing
Algorithm for data Streams (MINAS) [31, 32] which is based on
OLINDDA. In contrast to OLINDDA, MINAS is a novelty detection
approach that assumes that the normal model consists of multiple
classes rather than a single one and that various novelties can appear
over time. As with OLINDDA, the detected novelties either represent
extensions to known concepts (i.e. concept drift) or new concepts,
which match the notion of LDR novelties.

The authors also conclude that novelties consist of several cohesive
observations not explained by the current model (i.e. anomalies).
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Figure 3.25: Overview of the offline phase in MINAS used to learn
multiple normal models [32].

And further, they distinguish outliers (isolated observations) from
anomalies (observations belonging to novelties) as well.

MINAS learns the normal model from a training set, potentially
with multiple normal classes in an offline phase. For the instances of
each class, MINAS performs a cluster analysis (the authors suggest
k-means or CluStream) and merges the clusters from each class to
build the normal model, cf. Figure 3.25. Each cluster is represented
by a centre, a radius, and a class label.

MINAS processes new observations from a data stream in an online
phase. An observation is explained if its Euclidean distance to a
cluster centre is smaller than its radius. Otherwise, it is suspicious,
marked as unknown and stored in a buffer (i.e. a growing window)
called short-term memory. If the short-term memory contains a
minimum number of suspicious observations, MINAS performs a
cluster analysis and checks if the resulting clusters are valid. If the
Euclidean distance of the centre of a valid cluster to the centre of
a known concept is less than a threshold T , then the valid cluster
is considered to be an extension of the known concept. Otherwise,
it represents a novelty. The authors provide a heuristic to select
the threshold T as well. Additionally, MINAS keeps track of the
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timestamp when the last observation was affiliated with a known
concept. If too much time has passed, the concept is removed from
the model and stored in sleep memory. The sleep memory is used
to identify reoccurring concepts by testing valid clusters against it.
Since MINAS only uses the suspicious observations in short-term
memory, it can only detect LDR novelties.

3.3 Results & Comparison

As already described in Section 3.1.1, experiments are conducted on
31 data sets, using a randomised HPO. The F1-score (with macro
averaging, cf. Equation (1.11)) is used to assess the best performing
parameters on the validation sets, which are then used to compute
the final results on the previously left out test sets. The results of
the nested CV are presented in this section.

Figure 3.28 contains the average F1-scores for each approach on every
data set. Better performing approaches yield higher values. A score
of 0.0 indicates that the detector failed6 to perform on the affiliated
data set. To bring the scores into perspective, an additional column
is added marked as z-base. This column contains the F1-score that
would be reached if an approach would classify each observation as
regular and ignore the presence of novelties completely (i.e. assigning
the label ’0’ to every observation in the test set – thus the name
z(ero)-baseline).

The average performances are compared using a Friedman test fol-
lowed by a Nemenyi post-hoc test (cf. Section 1.2.3). The correspond-
ing ranks are given in the rank matrix depicted in Figure 3.29. As
the Friedman test rejects H0 (see Table 3.3 for the parametrisation

6Measures were undertaken to assess the performance on as many data sets
as possible.
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used), there is likely a significant difference in the performances of the
approaches. The Nemenyi test further investigates this, the results
of which are shown in the critical distance plot in Figure 3.26.

Table 3.3: Parameters and results of the Friedman test conducted
on the rank matrix in Figure 3.29. H0 is rejected since the test
statistic T2 exceeds the critical value cv.

N k α cv T2 H0

31 13 0.05 1.78 13.34 �

246810
CD=3.30

IForest
LODA-on-line
LOF
OHODIN
OC-SVM
HSTrees
LSAnomaly

mEVD
KernelPCA
OLINDDA

BGM
MINAS
CSND

Figure 3.26: Depiction of average ranks (F1-score) and the cor-
responding critical distance (CD = 3.30) of the Nemenyi test that
indicates a significant difference (α = 0.05). Five groups are present,
where the best performing group contains all the widely used sklearn
anomaly detectors. The dedicated novelty detection approaches per-
form unexpectedly bad at first sight.

The Nemenyi test results in five groups. The results are interesting
in the sense that the widely used anomaly detection algorithms are
close together in the leading group. In contrast, the dedicated novelty
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detection algorithms are close together in the last group. At the same
time, there is much overlap between the groups. Since the results
are not transitive, this means that there is a (statistically) significant
difference in performance between isolation forest and CSND, but
none between CSND and LSAnomaly, and none between LSAnomaly
and isolation forest, for example.

3.3.1 Analysis

Based on the results of the Nemenyi test, the question arises why the
novelty detection approaches yield the weakest performance. The
analysis focuses mainly on MINAS, OLINDDA, CSND, and the BGM,
as they work in a way similar to the methodological approach of
CANDIES presented in Chapter 4.

As a first step, the score matrix in Figure 3.28 is extended with
the z-base column to rule out that the competing algorithms detect
nothing (this is in accordance with the provided MCC values in the
performance tables in Section B.1). However, this is precisely the case
for some data sets (for instance, BGM and OLINDDA on ionosphere,
or BGM, MINAS, and OLINDDA on waveform, all achieve an MCC
value of 0.00). But why?

To further investigate, the test folds of the nested CV are inspected.
Figure 3.27 analysis the first test fold for a selection of data sets.
The selection is based on the overall performance of the competing
approaches. While the anomaly detection approaches perform well on
ionosphere and iris, the novelty detection approaches predominately
fail here. When we consider their graphs in Figure 3.27, together
with the information provided in Table 3.1, we can conclude that
the data sets are too small and contain too few anomalies to form a
novelty. Likewise, the data set olindda, extracted from the original
article, is probably too small (at least for nested CV).
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This assumption is also supported by the behaviour of the detectors
on the data set banknote. Although this also does not reflect a data
stream, it corresponds semantically to the assumptions of an anomaly
data set. Furthermore, the test fold is larger and contains a relatively
high fraction of anomalies. Similarly, the data set skin-seg. is even
larger and has an even higher proportion of anomalies. Here, the
advantages of MINAS and OLINDDA become usable.

A satisfactory observation is that the novelty detectors MINAS and
OLINDDA can achieve a perfect result on the data set gas-drift, where
no anomalies occur, but a concept drift is present, while all other
approaches (except OHODIN) fail here. On the magic and waveform
data sets, the performance of all detectors is not particularly well.

In 27 cases (6.6% of the experiments), the approaches could not
produce results (indicated by 0.00 in Figure 3.28). Sometimes due
to numerical instabilities or singularities, which resulted in crashed
experiments, but occasionally also due to excessively long run times
(in the cases of OC-SVM and mEVD).

3.3.2 Discussion

From the carried out experiments, some findings can be derived.
While treating anomaly detection tasks as classification problems can
be sensible, it is sub-optimal for novelty detection tasks. Moreover,
the problems are manifold. On the one hand, the characteristics
of novelties are not considered. For instance, the (stratified) k-fold
CV approach used for evaluation can break the relations between
anomalies, especially if the fractions of novelties are small (e.g. visible
in the graph of the data set shuttle in Figure 3.27). This problem is
further aggravated if we assume that data streams are processed, i.e.
the ordering of observations does matter.
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Figure 3.27: Extracted labels from (the first) fold of selected
test sets used. The fraction of contained anomalies is given in
brackets. ↗ indicates that several (anomaly) detectors achieved a
good performance. → indicates mixed performances on the test set.
↘ indicates that the detectors performed poorly. In the case of larger
folds (N > 100), 100 labels are sampled with their order preserved.
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On the other hand, the choice of a suitable performance measure
is crucial. From the point of view of a classification problem, the
choice of the F1-score as a performance measure is obvious, as it
is designed to deal with unbalanced data, as is the case in most of
the experiments conducted here. Again, this is suitable for anomaly
detection, where the goal is to identify as many anomalies as possible,
but not for novelty detection, where the goal is to identify the
underlying structure or origin of those anomalies. Thus, there is the
risk that the wrong objective is optimised (cf. Section 5.1.1 for a
more detailed discussion of this problem).

Another lesson learned is that a vast HPO is not the best way to find
optimal parameters. This is partly due to the difficulty of selecting a
suitable performance function and the fact that the normal model
has to be created during training. For instance, the F1-score does not
reflect how well the data distribution is modelled. Further, anomalies
are only available in the validation set, and thus there are virtually
no anomalies available for adjusting the detectors (without breaking
the independence between training and validation). This shortage of
training anomalies can lead to significant variations of the detection
performances between folds. This is further aggravated when the data
sets are small, which are particularly at odds with the potentially
infinite size of data streams.

For a good choice of parameters, it is desirable to understand the
competing approaches in detail and to have background knowledge
of the targeted application. The latter is not given, at least for the
selection of benchmark data sets here. For instance, it is unclear
whether the selected novelty classes occur as LDR or HDR novelties
or whether they are exclusive or interspersed.
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Figure 3.28: Score matrix for 13 competing baseline approaches on
31 data sets. The last column, z-base, contains the baseline F1-score.
Better performances are indicated by brighter colours.
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Figure 3.29: Rank matrix for 13 competing baseline approaches on
31 data sets. The first row contains the average ranks. Lower ranks
are better and indicated by brighter colours.



4The CANDIES Methodology
This chapter introduces the CANDIES methodology. After the

principle architecture is presented to the reader, the different parts
are discussed one after another, and individual research questions
are answered. This includes the introduction of the α-detector for
HDR/LDR separation, the novel χ2-HDR detector, which allows the
detection of HDR novelties, and the Normal-Wishart clustering used
for LDR novelty detection. Further, techniques to handle concept
drift and obsoleteness are discussed in this chapter as well. The ndnet
framework, a freely available Python package based on the CANDIES
methodology that implements novelty detectors for multivariate data
streams, is introduced in the last part.
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4.1 Combined Approach to Novelty Detection

This chapter introduces and discusses the Combined Approach to
Novelty Detection in Intelligent Embedded Systems (CANDIES),
i.e. the outcome of the research conducted for this thesis, in detail.
In contrast to the previously introduced state-of-the-art detection
methods, the CANDIES methodology can be understood as a design
pattern rather than another static approach and is designed with
multivariate data streams and online processing in mind.

One of the key ideas is to break down the novelty detection problem
into several sub-tasks and sub-spaces (regions) and then combine the
individual solutions and detectors. This division leads to a higher
degree of flexibility, which is a possible answer to the statement that
there are no off-the-shelf solutions for novelty detection [89, 136, 10].

With mCANDIES [173], a Python implementation of the CANDIES
methodology is available as part of the ndnet framework [180] and
presented at the end of this chapter in Section 4.8. Some of the
requirements and assumptions highlighted in the conclusion of the
literature review in Chapter 2, can be individually addressed as
sub-tasks, for instance concept drift or the handling of noise and
outliers.

4.1.1 Demarcation from Existing Approaches

The innovations of CANDIES include the treatment of novelties as
agglomerations of anomalies, the explicit consideration of novelties
in HDR without regarding them as mere concept drifts, support for
obliteration (i.e. the active forgetting of outdated observations) for
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LDR novelty detection, and of course, its modular architecture to
allow application-specific adjustments.

With few exceptions, most detection methods are designed to detect
individual anomalies. However, with the CANDIES methodology,
novelties (by definition, see Section 1.2.5) are always considered as an
agglomeration of anomalies. This consideration positively impacts the
robustness against noise and outliers and can increase the detection
precision. The detection of HDR novelties and concept drift in data
streams is only possible if several temporally close observations (i.e.
regulars or anomalies) are related to each other.

However, the detection of HDR novelties is virtually non-existing in
current state-of-the-art techniques. If at all, only latent concept drifts
are compensated by static model updates (e.g. HSTrees, LODA).
With CANDIES, methods for both HDR novelty detection (Sec-
tion 4.4) and (latent) concept drift (Section 4.7) with obliteration
are provided. That is, with the CANDIES methodology updates are
not only based on retraining on the most recent observations (i.e.
on the entirety of the context buffer), but by actively removing the
information provided by the most recently vanished observation.

As CANDIES should be interpreted as a methodology or design
pattern, its modular architecture is unique amongst existing novelty
detection approaches. Theoretically, various existing anomaly detec-
tion methods can be combined and integrated into CANDIES (cf.
Section 4.3.3) and allow for the adjustment to different detection
domains with less strict assumptions, e.g. to always consider dense
regions as normal as described by Liu et al. [57].

In previous work [1] which led to the development of CANDIES
the novelty detection model was shared with a classification task.
However, the author concluded that novelty detection models are
not necessarily ideal for other tasks, such as multi-class classification.
Consider Figure 4.1 that depicts the problem in a simplified way,
by means of a binary classification problem in combination with a
novelty detection task.
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Figure 4.1: Binary classification task with shared density model.
While the depicted GMM (grey ellipse) is a suitable novelty detection
model it is rather unsuitable for the classification task. The depicted
SVM (thick black border) yields a perfect classification result, but
models the data distribution insufficiently for novelty detection. The
goals of both tasks are partly contradictory, which becomes clear in
the depicted modelling.

4.1.2 The CANDIES Pattern

In [108] CANDIES was proposed as a combined novelty detection
approach for LDR novelties and HDR novelties. With different
detection methods for each region type. However, it turns out that
the novelty detection task can be broken down into several sub-tasks
which are introduced and discussed in the following sections.

Figure 4.2 illustrates how a CANDIES based novelty detection scheme
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can be implemented as the observer part of the OC Observer/Con-
troller architecture [181] and highlights the modules responsible for
different sub-tasks and sub-regions. In this setting, the System under
Observation and Control (SuOC) provides a constant data stream of
observations (e.g. sensor measurements) that are processed to detect
novelties. The data source can be both, measurements from internal
sensors or measurements of the environment (cf. Figure 1.1).
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Figure 4.2: Detailed architecture of the CANDIES design pattern
embedded within the Observer part of the OC Observer/Controller
architecture [181]. The SuOC provides a constant data stream (the
most recent observation being x′). Sub-tasks are marked by circled
numbers 1 , sub-regions by circled letters A . A GMM is used as
normal model and shared in multiple sub-tasks (indicated by large
green arrows ↔). The Reaction and Adaptation modules belong to
the controller part, and are not subject in this thesis.

The probabilistic normal model 1 usually used, but not mandatory,
in CANDIES is a GMM in combination with a context buffer 2 .
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It will be discussed in Section 4.2. The same GMM is used in
multiple sub-tasks (here, for the separation into LDR and HDR 3 ,
obsoleteness detection 7 , locality matching 5 , and in the χ2-HDR
detector 4 ).

The separation into LDR and HDR 3 is marked as anomaly detection
in the illustration, as it is identical to the anomaly detection task
that most state-of-the-art approaches perform. The GMM backed
α-detector and the HDR/LDR separation is reviewed in Section 4.3.
The CANDIES pattern allows to replace the α-detector with other
anomaly detection methods.

Suspicious observations in LDR are indepentently processed A and
clustered. The clustering module 6 detects spatially close obser-
vations as novelties (see Figure 1.21 (a)) and is presented in Sec-
tion 4.6.1.

The most significant difference to existing approaches is in the pro-
cessing of observations in HDR B , which are ignored by most existing
approaches. CANDIES splits the HDR novelty detection problem
into multiple detection tasks for individual HDR C using a technique
called locality matching 5 . The locality matching approach intro-
duced in Section 4.5 relies, as aforementioned, on the GMM of the
normal model. Section 4.4 introduces the χ2-HDR detector, a novel
HDR detection module 4 that monitors a single component of a
GMM and detects the presence of HDR novelties (see Figure 1.21 (b)
and Figure 1.21 (c)) based on observation distances. The Global
HDR module 7 allows the implementation of novelties that do not
affect single HDR. A HMM based detector for sequence novelties
(see Figure 1.22 (c)) would be implemented in CANDIES as such a
module. In Section 4.6.3, a detection scheme for obsoleteness (see
Figure 1.22 (b)) is discussed as Global HDR module. In the pro-
posed architecture concept drift 9 is handled locally, i.e. component
wise. An alternative is to implement concept drift compensation
as a Global HDR module. The standard drift compensation tech-
nique used in CANDIES is designed for GMM and derived from the
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Normal-Wishart clustering (NWC) approach [170] (cf. Section 4.6.1).
It is summarised in Section 4.7.

CANDIES stipulates that the outputs produced by the various de-
tection modules are combined centrally, to handle the presence of
different novelty types 8 . The aggregation strategy is discussed in
Section 4.6.

This concludes the main sub-tasks of CANDIES except for Reaction
and Adaptation tasks 10 . These are not subject to this thesis, but
could be implemented as indepented modules in the controller part
of the OC Observer/Controller architecture.

N.B. It is assumed, that concept drift happens considerably slower
than HDR novelties and that no concept drift is present in the training
set used to infer the GMM normal model.

4.2 Probabilistic Model

The probabilistic model defines what is expected and considered to
be normal. It must be suitable to model continuous, multivariate
and multimodal data streams in such a way that anomalies can be
distinguished from regulars.

A probabilistic interpretation of the data stream allows the definition
of an anomaly score that is reciproke to the likelihood p(x′|Θ) of ob-
serving an observation x′, i.e. an anomaly a has a smaller probability
than a regular r: p(a|Θ) ≪ p(r|Θ).

The standard probabilistic model for CANDIES is a GMM which
models the data distribution of the data stream under the IID as-
sumption. Additionally, sequential information is augmented by
the context buffer to detect novelties. The corresponding parts are
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numbered 1 and 2 in Figure 4.2.

The choice of a GMM is not unique to CANDIES, it is used in
several anomaly and novelty detection approaches (cf. Chapter 2), for
instance, MINAS, OLINDDA, or the BGM amongst others. Moreover,
the choice is not mandatory, but it comes with certain advantages.
For instance, GMMs can model arbitrary continuous densities as
close as desired (depending on the number of components), and
well-known training algorithms exist. Additionally, the inherent
structure of multiple components is beneficial to perform tasks such
as HDR/LDR separation or locality matching.

4.2.1 Gaussian Mixture Models

A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is the superposition of multiple
Gaussians called components (Equation (4.1)). In this case, J is
the number of components in the model and each component j has
its own set of parameters: the mean vector µj that describes the
component’s location and a covariance matrix Σj that describes its
shape. The mixing coefficients πj can be interpreted as weighting
factors that ensure that the GMM fulfills the requirements of a density
(i.e.

∫︁
p(x)dx = 1). They are subject to the constraints given in

Equation (4.2) and Equation (4.3) and form a discrete probability
distribution itself that can be interpreted as prior probabilities for
each component. Section 4.6.3 discusses how the mixing coefficients
are monitored to detect obsoleteness.
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p(x) = p(x|Θ) =
J∑︂

j=1
πj · N (x|µj ,Σj) (4.1)

0 ≤πj ≤ 1 (4.2)

1 =
J∑︂

j=1
πj (4.3)

γxn,j =
πjN (xn|µj ,Σj)

p(xn) (4.4)

All parameters of the GMM are summarised into a single symbol Θ =
{π1, . . . , πj ,µ1, . . . ,µj ,Σ1, . . . ,Σj , }, but for the sake of readability
omitted when not required (see Equation (4.1)). The probabilities
γx′,j in Equation (4.4) are called responsibilities and quantify the
degree to which an observation x′ belongs to the j-th component of
the given GMM. In CANDIES, the responsibilities also provide the
basis for the locality matching discussed in Section 4.5.

The GMM approximates the continuous density distribution of the
observed samples and can be interpreted as a clustering, where
the individual components represent individual clusters that group
similar observations.

GMM Parameter Estimation: EM

The parameters Θ for the GMM are estimated from a finite training
set Xtr. It is assumed that the observations in Xtr are not subject
to concept drift. While the GMM training is unsupervised and does
not require labels, it is assumed, that only regulars and noise are
present in the training set. This is a sensible choice of assumptions,
since the GMM is intended as normal model in CANDIES.

The EM1 algorithm [34] can be used to infer the model parameters
1Implemented in ndnet: ndnet.distribution.GMMEM.GMMEM
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iteratively. It consists of two distinctive steps which are executed
alternately after the model is initialised. The E-Step estimates the
expected responsibilities of the training observations while keeping the
model parameters Θ fixed. The M-Step maximises the log-likelihood
of the GMM (Equation(4.9)) based on the expected responsibilities by
updating the parameters Θ′ = {π′

1, . . . , π
′
j ,µ

′
1, . . . ,µ

′
j ,Σ

′
1, . . . ,Σ′

j , }:

Nj =
N∑︂

n=1
γxn,j (4.5)

µ′
j = 1

Nj

N∑︂
n=1

γxn,jxn (4.6)

Σ′
j = 1

Nj

N∑︂
n=1

γxn,j(xn − µ′
j)(xn − µ′

j)T (4.7)

π′
j = Nj

N
(4.8)

The steps are repeated until a termination criterion is reached. Cri-
teria are either the convergence of the log-likelihood (Equation (4.9))
or the maximum number of iterations:

ln L(Θ,X) = ln p(X|Θ) =
N∑︂

n=1
ln

⎧⎨⎩
J∑︂

j=1
πj · N (xn|µj ,Σj)

⎫⎬⎭ (4.9)

Farthest-first [182] based initialisation strategies are often used to
start the EM clustering process. The first component is placed
directly on the observation that is closest to the sample-mean of the
training set. Each successive component mean µj is selected so that
it is as far as possible from all previously positioned components.

The disadvantages of standard EM are that singularities (i.e. the
collapse of a component over a single observation) can occur. The
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number of components must be set beforehand and is not set auto-
matically, and components cannot overlap.

GMM Parameter Estimation: Variational-Bayesian Inference

The disadvantages of EM can be avoided by relying on Variational
Bayesian Inference (VI)2 for GMM [34].

Rather than learning the model parameters Θ directly from the
training set, VI models distributions over these parameters. These
distributions are called second-order distributions. A conjugate dis-
tribution p(Θ|λ0) over a parameter (or set of parameters) Θ has the
property that the product of p(Θ|λ0) with its likelihood function
L(Θ,X) is again a distribution that belongs to the same probability
distribution family as the original p(Θ|λ0):

p(Θ|λ′) ∝ L(Θ,X)p(Θ|λ0). (4.10)

Here, the normalisation constant is omitted. The parameters λ are
called hyperparameters and define the properties of the hyperdis-
tribution (and thus eventually the parameters of the GMM). The
posterior distribution on the left-hand side (with hyperparameter λ′),
can be interpreted as an updated version of the prior distribution
(with hyperparameter λ) based on new observations X.

Since the VI approach uses distributions over parameters, an ad-
ditional step is necessary to derive the actual GMM as a set of
parameters given by a concrete realisation of Θ̂. Intuitively, this
realisation is the one with the highest probability and gives rise to the
name maximum a-posteriori (MAP): For the GMM parameters Θ,
the MAP estimation is identical to the expectation of the distribution.

Θ̂ = E[Θ] (4.11)

The conjugate distribution for the mixing coefficients, modelled as
multinoulli distributed, is a Dirichlet distribution, with hyperpa-

2Implemented in ndnet: ndnet.distribution.variational_bayes.GMMVI
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rameter α0. The parameters of the Gaussians, i.e. mean µj and
covariance Σj follow the Normal-Wishart distribution (which is the
product of a multivariate Gaussian and a Wishart distribution, cf.
Equation (4.12)), which is the conjugate distribution for a Gaussian
with unknown mean and covariance:

N W(µ,Λ|m0, β0,W 0, ν0) = N (µ|m0, (β0Λ)−1)W(Λ|W 0, ν0).
(4.12)

The hyperparameters of the Normal-Wishart are the weighting factors
β0 and ν0, the expected mean m0, and the prior for the precision
W 0. While each of the Gaussian components j has its own hyper
distribution, the initial hyperparameters (i.e. λ0) are usually identical
for all of them. Table 4.1 contains a brief overview of the GMM VI
hyperparameters.

Table 4.1: Hyperparameters and their influence on the GMM
training using VI [106]. J0 is the initial number of components, the
last column contains the default values used in ndnet.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

α0 Number of components after pruning. This
contains the prior knowledge of how many com-
ponents are expected to be in the clustering
(based on the selection of J0).

1
J0

m0 The expected location of the component centres.
This is mostly usable if the model is retrained
and m0 is used to store previous components
locations.

0

β0 The weighting of the prior knowledge m0. 0.01
W 0 Expected shape and extension of the compo-

nents.
I · 0.1

ν0 The weighting of the prior knowledge W 0. d

To infer a normal model from a training set Xtr using VI for GMM,
the conjugate distributions are initialised according to their hyperpa-
rameters. Then, the product on the right-hand side of Equation (4.13)
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is approximated using the EM algorithm (cf. Equation (4.10)):

p(Θ|λ′) ∝ L(Θ,Xtr)p(Θ|α0,m0, β0,W 0, ν0) (4.13)

where L(Θ,Xtr) is the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO), or variational
lower bound. The corresponding E-step and M-step are presented in
the following paragraphs, for a detailed discussion of the ELBO refer
to [34].

The E-Step estimates the parameters ρxn,j (Equation (4.17)) of a
Dirichlet distribution that functions as the variational distribution
of the responsibilities:

Eµj ,Σj

[︁
(xn − µj)T Λj(xn − µj)

]︁
= d

βj
+ νj(xn − mj)T W j(xn − mj), (4.14)

E[ln |Λj |] =
d∑︂

i=1
ψ

(︃
νj + 1 − i

2

)︃
+ d ln 2 + ln |W j |, (4.15)

E[ln πj ] =ψ(αj) − ψ(
J∑︂

k=1
αk), (4.16)

ρxn,j =E[ln πj ] + 1
2(E[ln |Λ|] − d ln 2

− Eµj ,Σj

[︁
(xn − µj)T Λj(xn − µj)

]︁
), (4.17)

where d is the dimensionality of the data set and J = J0 the number
of components in the model and ψ is the digamma function (i.e.
the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function Γ). The precision
matrix Λj is the inverse of the expected covariance matrix Σj .

After the expectations are estimated, the M-Step (Equation (4.18) –
Equation (4.27)) maximises the distributions of the variational model
parameters. Each component has its own set of parameters, these
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are: mj , αj , νj , W j , and βj . The expected centre means mj are
initialised with farthest-first (see Figure 4.3 (a)).

Nj =
N∑︂

n=1
rxn,j (4.18)

αj = α0,j +Nj (4.19)
βj = β0,j +Nj (4.20)
νj = ν0,j +Nj (4.21)

rxn,j = exp
{︁
ρxn,j − logsumexp(ρj)

}︁
(4.22)

xj = 1
Nj

N∑︂
n=1

rxn,jxn (4.23)

mj = β0,jm0,j +Njxj

βj
(4.24)

Sj =
N∑︂

n=1
rxn,j(xn − xj)(xn − xj)T (4.25)

T j = β0,jNj

βj
(xj − m0,j)(xj − m0,j)T (4.26)

W j = (W −1
0,j + Sj + T j)−1 (4.27)

The EM stops when the ELBO converges. The final GMM parameters
are estimated using the following MAP equations which are the
expectations of the Dirichlet and Normal-Wishart distributions [34]:

µj = mj (4.28)
Σj = (νjW j)−1 (4.29)

πj = αj∑︁J
k=1 αk

(4.30)

N.B. After the ELBO converges and the EM algorithm is stopped,
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the updated hyperparameters correspond to λ′ = {α,m,β,W ,ν}
(cf. Equation (4.13)). Theoretically, the model can be further trained
with newly arriving observations by restarting the EM algorithm with
λ′ as new prior.

One of the advantages of the VI for GMM (compared to EM) is
its ability to optimise the number of components that eventually
compose the final model. Bishop [34] suggests to remove components
if their expected mixing coefficient is close to zero. Another approach
is to remove components while the EM algorithm is still running if
Nj < 1.0 (Equation (4.18)), that is, the component is not responsible
for any observation. If all components are retained in the GMM, the
complexity to compute the density p(x) of observations increases,
thus, unnecessary components should be pruned (see Figure 4.3 (c)).
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Figure 4.3: GMM inference using VI to learn a normal model from a
training set (grey ◦). The algorithm is initialised with 6 components
using the farthest-first method, (a). The VI algorithm converges after
17 iterations, two components model the data distribution (darker
shaded), while the remaining four are located around the prior centre
m0 (lighter shaded), (b). The final GMM after pruning (threshold
0.1), only two components remain to form the normal model, (c).
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Extension to HMM

In its plain form, a GMM has no notion of temporal relations between
observations. For the training process with either standard EM or
VI, the ordering of the training set does not matter. However, a
GMM can be interpreted as a special case of a HMM, where the
rows (i) of the transition matrix A are all identical and represent
the mixing coefficients πj :

Ai,j = πj (4.31)

Starting from this assumption, it is easy to see that the GMM as
normal model could be replaced by an HMM in CANDIES. The
additional information provided by the transition matrix A can then
be used to calculate the sequence probabilities of the regulars stored
in the context buffer using the viterbi algorithm [183], provided in
an additional Global HDR module.

4.2.2 Context Buffer

The context buffer is an integral part of the probabilistic model
necessary to represent data streams (see 2 in Figure 4.2). By storing
the most recent observations in their arrival order, the context buffer
is able to provide the temporal context in CANDIES, which is the
basis for novelty detection. If not stated otherwise, it is referred to
by Gn, where n indicates the corresponding timestamp.

It has a fixed size (altough it might not be filled when CANDIES
starts its operation), that is, only a limited number of observations
can be stored. Newly arriving observations are added to the buffer
until the maximum capacity ctx_len is reached, then, the oldest
observation is discarded. These vanished observations are no longer
available for the detection of neither LDR novelties nor HDR novelties.
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The context buffer thus provides the fundamentals for implementing
obliteration in the detection modules.

x1

x 2

vanished
suspicious
ldr cluster1
ldr cluster2
regular

0 N
time

x 1
, x

2 x1
x2
global context

Figure 4.4: The context buffer in CANDIES stores the most recent
observations. Its timespan is indicated by the grey, hatched box in
the temporal view. Here, N is the most recent timestamp. Vanished
observations (i.e. those not in the buffer) are depicted as white circles
◦ in the spatial view. Since the context buffer contains suspicious
and regular observations these are depicted with different symbols.
Suspicious observations in LDR are specially highlighted, while HDR
regulars are depicted as green circles.

In contrast to other novelty detection approaches, the context buffer
does not only store suspicious observations, but also those identified
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as regulars to provide a global context (i.e. all observations currently
present in LDR and HDR). Since it is assumed that observations
arrive equidistant in time in the processed data streams (cf. Sec-
tion 1.2.4), the context buffer can be seen as a sliding window with a
fixed (maximum3) timespan. In other approaches, such as OLINDDA,
where only suspicious observations (called unknown) are stored in a
short-term memory (cf. Figure 3.23) the observed timeframe might
largely vary which could call the detected relationships in the form
of clusters into question.

4.3 Anomaly Detection

The proposed technique to detect LDR novelties in CANDIES is
built on top of an anomaly detection approach – the α-detector,
introduced later in this section.

The goal of anomaly detection in CANDIES is to separate the input
space into LDR and HDR (see 3 in Figure 4.2). All observations
that belong to LDR are anomalies by means of anomaly detection,
but are called suspicious in CANDIES, since their cause is unknown
at first. Observations that reside in HDR are treated as regulars.

4.3.1 HDR/LDR Separation

With the help of the normal model in the form of a GMM, the
input space can be separated into LDR and HDR. The components

3While the buffer is initially filled, the represented timespan is shorter until
the buffer is full and reaching its maximum timespan.
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of the GMM represent the areas in which the probability density
of the distribution lies. And as such, they correspond closely to
the definition of an HDR. Being Gaussians, each component has an
infinite support (i.e. it is non-zero for the whole input space) – this
leads us to the question where an HDR ends and the LDR begins.
The question can be answered as follows: we select a desired fraction
of the density that should correspond to HDR, for example 95% (cf.
Hyndman [39] description of HDR). Then, for each component j we
find the region around it’s mean µj that contains 95% of its density
mass (cf. Figure 4.5 (b)). All observations within that region are
considered to reside in HDR, while farther away observations are
located in LDR, which leads to an FPR of ≈ 5%. The α-detector,
introduced in the next section, implements the described approach.

x1

x 2

(a) GMM and training set

x1

x 2

LDR
HDR
regular
fallout

(b) LDR and HDR separation

Figure 4.5: (a) GMM with two components and corresponding
training set. (b) the same GMM used to separate the input space into
LDR (hatched red) and HDR (solid black). The HDR correspond to
95% of the density mass of the GMM, resulting in a fall-out of ≈ 5%
(red circles).
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4.3.2 AlphaDetector

As aforementioned, the α-detector relies on a GMM that models the
expected data distribution. The decision-boundary that separates
LDR and HDR, depends on the user controlled threshold α (usually
selected to be between 0.01 and 0.05) which corresponds to the
expected FPR of suspicious observations (i.e. regulars which are
erroneously identified as being suspicious).

The α-detector exploits the fact that the squared Mahalanobis dis-
tances (Equation (4.33)) of multivariate Gaussian distributed data
(Equation (4.32)) is χ2

ν distributed (with the degrees-of-freedom ν
equal to the dimensionality d, Equation (4.34)). The relation is
depicted in Figure 4.6.

N (x′|µj ,Σj) = 1
(2π)d/2|Σj |1/2

exp
{︃

1
2∆j(x′)

}︃
(4.32)

∆j(x′) = (x′ − µj)T Σ−1
j (x′ − µj) (4.33)

∆j(X)2 ∼ χ2
d if X ∼ N (4.34)

Now, we can borrow the percentile function of the χ2
d distribution,

to find a distance ρ. The distance should have the property that a
fraction of α observations have a Mahalanobis distance that exceeds
ρ, implying that the other fraction of 1 − α observations have a
Mahalanobis distance that is lower than ρ, i.e. ∆jx′ ≤ ρ. The sought
threshold distance ρ is then identical to the square root of the 1 − α
percentile of the χ2

d distribution:

ρ =
√︂
F−1

χ2
d

(1 − α). (4.35)

Figure 4.6 (a) depicts contours for various choices of α. Each contour
separates the domain into an LDR and an HDR. For the integrals
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Figure 4.6: Relation of the χ2-distribution of the squared Ma-
halanobis distance of a two dimensional Gaussian. The percentile
function of the univariate χ2

d is used to find a distance threshold to
match the demanded FPR 1 − α.

over these regions the following rules apply:

α =
∫︂

LDR

p(x)dx, (4.36)

1 − α =
∫︂

HDR

p(x)dx. (4.37)

From Equation (4.32) follows that the density of an Gaussian dis-
tributed observation x′ only depends on its Mahalanobis distance.
Thus it is sufficient to only compare the distance against the dis-
tance threshold ρ, which can be pre-computed, to decide whether an
observation x′ resides in HDR or LDR of the Gaussian.

Since the threshold ρ is based on the Mahalanobis distance it is
identical for all components in a GMM, so that the adaption for
a GMM, with multiple (Gaussian) components, is straightforward.
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The decision if an observation x′ resides in any HDR of the GMM
or in LDR is made by computing the Mahalanobis distances ∆j(x′)
for all components j. If for all components the distance exceeds the
threshold ρ, the observation x′ is considered to be suspicious, see
Equation (4.38). Figure 4.5 (b) shows an example separation of a
GMM into LDR and HDR for α = 0.05.

suspα(x′) =
J⋀︂

j=1
∆j(x′) > ρ (4.38)

Difference to Hyndman’s HDR

While Hyndman [39] defines a density threshold fα to decide if an
observation x′ resides in HDR (i.e. when p(x′) ≥ fα). Such a density
threshold does not exist for the α-detector, since the decision only
depends on the Mahalanobis distances of the components (i.e. with
respect to µj and Σj). The mixing coefficients πj are not considered
– resulting in the circumstance, that a suspicious observation xs in
LDR can have the same probability as another regular xr in HDR,
i.e. p(xs) = p(xr).

This fact also becomes apparent when the α-detector is compared
with mEVD. In Figure 4.7, the EVD of the underlying distribution is
plotted, and the HDR/LDR decision boundary of the α-detector with
different values for α is superimposed. Here, the data distribution is
well-represented at α = .95, but the extreme values at α = .999 are
overestimated for larger components and underestimated for smaller
components. The α-detector nevertheless offers the advantage that
the density calculation can be replaced by the mere Mahalanobis
distance and is thus less complex compared to the mEVD.
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Figure 4.7: α-detector and mEVD in comparison. The dash-dotted
white line is the descision boundary of the mEVD and the coloured
distribution its underlying EVD. Two α-detectors are plotted on top
as dashed reddish lines (the outer one with α = .999 and the inner
one with α = .95). The α-detector tends to underestimate smaller
components and to overestimate larger components. The training
set is also depicted.

4.3.3 Discussion

In this thesis, anomaly and novelty detection are treated as two
tasks, in so far that novelty detection is built on top of anomaly
detection, among other things. The separation into HDR and LDR
in CANDIES matches the task usually performed by state-of-the-art
anomaly detection approaches (i.e. identify observations that do
not match a normal model). The detected anomalies are initially
considered suspicious and used to detect novelties in LDR.

While this is a sensible approach, it is not without its drawbacks.
The observations identified as suspicious are only available for LDR
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novelty detection and not further processed by the HDR detection
facilities. This unavailability can lead to a distortion of the HDR
distribution so that it differs significantly from the normal model.
The distortion can result in a worse FPR, for instance, and interfere
with the later discussed concept drift compensation (in Section 4.7).
On the other hand, treating HDR observations on its own (especially
under the consideration of locality cf. Section 4.5), the separation
has advantages for detecting HDR novelties and concept drift.

The α-detector is not mandatory for HDR/LDR separation in CAN-
DIES. Other, state-of-the-art anomaly detectors might be utilised as
well.

Answer to Research Question 1

Is it sensible to separate the feature space into HDR and LDR
and if so, how can this be done efficiently?

• Yes, the separation into HDR and LDR is a sensible choice.
In fact it is implicitely done by most existing anomaly
detection approaches (cf. Section 2.1.2), in that sense,
that they are only tuned to detect anomalies exclusively
in LDR.

• Therefore, CANDIES HDR/LDR separation is compara-
ble to anomaly detection, but since the notion of novelty
exists, the anomalies will be further processed and brought
into relation.

• The separation brings also benefits for the handling and
detection of HDR novelties and concept drift, which are
seldomly adressed directly in existing state-of-the-art ap-
proaches.
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4.4 HDR Detection

One of the main contributions of this thesis is the provision of novelty
detection in HDR. Let us first consider HDR detection for a single
multivariate Gaussian only, i.e. local detection for a single component.
Figure 4.8 depicts a situation where an HDR novelty is present. The
χ2-HDR detector presented in this section is designed to detect
such novelties in single component. In Section 4.6.2, the detection
approach is extended to the whole GMM with multiple components.

x1

x 2

x1

p(
x 1

)

x2

p(
x 2

)

Figure 4.8: HDR novelty detection considering only a single compo-
nent (highlighted). The right image shows the marginalised densities
for each dimension of the highlighted component. In greenish colour
is the expected density, while the redish density is the one currently
observed – the density deviates notably, since an HDR novelty is
present (anomalies are marked as red triangles △ in the left image).
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4.4.1 The Chi-squared HDR detector

The χ2-HDR detector was first introduced in [108]. Like the α-
detector, the χ2-HDR detector uses the Mahalanobis distances ∆j

between observations xn and component mean µj .

To be precise, not the individual distances are considered but the
distribution of the distances of the most recent observations. For
this reason, a χ2-HDR detector needs a (local) context buffer (with
maximum capacity of ω) that stores the last ωn observations. The
local context buffer is a preparation for the extension to multiple
components, later discussed in Section 4.6.2. An advantage of moni-
toring the distance distribution is that the detection problem can be
reduced from a multivariate to a univariate problem.

The actual detection process is mapped to a statistical goodness-of-fit
test that compares the observed distribution of distances (based on
the local context buffer) to the expected distribution (learned from
a training set) using the well known χ2 test.

The χ2 goodness-of-fit test

The χ2 test is a goodness-of-fit test to test if a set of observations
came from a population with a given distribution [184]. The test is
applicable to any univariate distribution if its cumulative distribution
function (CDF) is computable. The test is applied to binned data
(i.e. discrete distributions). To apply the test to continuous data, it
can be transformed to multiple bins by calculating a histogram with
an appropriate number of bins and suitabe ranges [184]. The χ2 test
requires a sufficient sample size of observations to work relaibly, a
rule-of-thumb for the number of bins λ is 2n2/5 or to have at least five
observations in each bin. In the setting for the χ2-HDR detector, the
expected frequencies are dependent on the size of the local context
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buffer.

The test statistic t (Equation (4.39)) is the sum over the squared
deviations of observed frequencies bi and the expected bin frequencies
ei, weighted by the expected frequencies. Bins with smaller expected
frequencies penalise deviations stronger.

t = χ2 =
λ∑︂

i=1

(bi − ei)2

ei
(4.39)

cv = F−1
χ2
ν

(1 − α) (4.40)

To test if the observed sample matches the given distribution, the test
statistic t is compared against a critical value cv (Equation (4.40)).
Thus, the hypothesis H0 and its alternative Ha are:

• H0: "The observations follow a specified distribution."
• Ha: "The observations do not follow the specified distribution."

The critical value cv is calculated by evaluating the inverse CDF
(ICDF) F−1 of the χ2 distribution with ν degrees-of-freedom, where
α is the desired significance level.

Distance Distribution

The aim of the χ2-HDR detector is to identify HDR novelties, i.e.
changes in a component distribution, considering the most recent
observations. Since we are only considering a single component for
now, the following assumptions apply:

1. If the expected distribution is a multivariate Gaussian, then the
squared Mahalanobis distances of the observations in the local
context buffer should approximately follow an χ2 distribution
(cf. Figure 4.9).
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2. A deviation of the squared Mahalanobis distances from the
assumed χ2 distribution (i.e. a rejection of H0) indicates a
deviation from the observation from the original distribution
(cf. Figure 4.10).
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(b) Mahalanobis distances of
the same observations

Figure 4.9: Theoretical distances for a two dimensional Gaussian.

However, the first assumption is not fulfilled in almost all cases. On
its own, the separation into LDR and HDR can lead to a change
in the data distribution. Consequently, the distribution of squared
Mahalanobis distances also deviates from an ideal χ2-distribution.

Empirical Distribution Function

To solve the problem of the unfulfilled first assumption, an empirical
CDF (ECDF) can be calculated using the observations from a train-
ing set Xtr, which is used to transform the Mahalanobis distance
distribution into a discrete uniform distribution that represents the
binning. The ECDF is (implicitely) obtained by sorting all Maha-
lanobis distances in ascending order, where xn ∈ Xtr and N̂ = |Xtr|
(the subscript j is omitted here and in the following equations). The
left boundaries li for the bins bi are then calculated by using the
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Figure 4.10: Theoretical distances for a two dimensional Gaussian
with a present novelty.

distances of every ⌈i · N̂
λ ⌉ element of the ordered set of Mahalanobis

distances D:

D = Sort({∆(xn) | xn ∈ Xtr}) (4.41)

bi =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
[li, ri) for 1 < i < λ

[0, ri) for i = 1
[li,∞) for i = λ

(4.42)

li = d⌈i· N̂λ ⌉, dj ∈ D (4.43)

ri = li+1 (4.44)

This partitioning leads to a binning (cf. Equation (4.42)), where each
bin bi has a different width but contains approximately the same
number of observations – thus forming a discrete uniform distribution.
The parameter λ controls the number of bins. The transformation
process is depicted in Figure 4.11.

This uniform transformation is an alternative discretisation to the
aforementioned histogram approach. It allows us to rely on the χ2
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Figure 4.11: Distance transformation to a discrete uniform distri-
bution. The training data (a) are used to compute the distances (b).
Using a variable width binning, the distances are transformed into a
discrete uniform distribution (c).

test to test of the observations in the local context buffer follow the
expected distribution if the training instances, by monitoring the
discretised uniform distance distribution.

Online Updates and Detection

Each time a new observation x′ is processed, its Mahalanobis distance
is computed and the corresponding counter for bin bi incremented.
Analogously, if an observation is discarded from the local context
buffer, the corresponding bin counter is decremented. Then, the
empirical bin frequencies bi,n (where n is the current point in time)
are compared to the expected frequencies ei,n, which are in this case
all equally probable:
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tn =
λ∑︂

i=1

(bi,n − ei,n)2

ei,n
(4.45)

ei,n = ωn

λ
(4.46)

cv = F−1
χ2
λ−1

(1 − α) (4.47)

The test statistic tn (Equation (4.45)) for the distance distribution
is based on the current contents of the local context buffer, where
ωn is the number of observations currently stored. The uniform
transformation simplifies the computation of the expected frequencies
ei,n (Equation (4.46)) as only a single expectation must be computed.
Each time, after the local context buffer is updated, tn is computed
and compared against the critical value cv (Equation (4.47)). If
tn exceeds the critical value, H0 is rejected – a strong indicator
that the underlying distribution changed due to a present HDR
novelty. The significance level is usually chosen to be α = 0.01.
Figure 4.12 visualises the online operation of a χ2-HDR detector on
the highlighted component from Figure 4.8 (how the data is selected
that is affiliated with that component is discussed in Section 4.6.2).

The χ2-HDR detector can also detect novelties that only partially
reside in HDR (e.g. a novelty overlapping LDR and HDR). In this
case, the detection task becomes more difficult, since fewer anomalies
of the active novelty will be affiliated with the detectors’ component.

4.4.2 Discussion

So far, the topic of HDR novelty detection has not received much
attention as such. Moreover, if it does, then mostly only implicitly
in the context of concept drifts(cf. Section 4.7).
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Figure 4.12: Online processing of observation with the χ2-HDR
detector. The top figures show the local context buffer (LCB) states
for the contexts hatched in the lower temporal view. The left one,
(a) only contains regulars, while the right one, (b) contains HDR
anomalies. The timespan where the novelty is active (i.e. anomalies
are observable), is marked by the dashed lines and the arrow. The
course of the test values tn indicates that the novelty is detected
with a temporal delay.
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Here, the χ2-HDR detector was introduced that monitors the data
distribution of a single component over time, considering only recently
processed observations. Novelties are detected through a statistical
χ2 test. Temporal relations are implicitly modelled by the limited
capacity (and thus limited timeframe) of the local context buffer,
in the sense that observations that are old (too far away in time)
are discarded and no longer considered. This is comparable to a
Gaussian process, where observations that a more distant in time,
have less (or none, as in this case) influence on recent observations.

In contrast to the cluster-based approach for LDR novelty detection -
where all observations affiliated with a cluster can be safely regarded
to as anomalies – this is not the case for HDR novelty detection.
Suppose the χ2 test rejects H0 to indicate that the contents of the
local context buffer do not match the expected distribution of the
HDR (i.e. the distance distribution of the component). In that case,
it is not decidable which of the stored observations are regulars and
which are anomalies (i.e. the outcomes of the detected novelty). This
undecidability is unsurprising since all stored observations share the
same characteristics. That is, they all belong to the same HDR.

Other approaches, besides the χ2-HDR detector, can be used in CAN-
DIES – even multiple detectors at the same time (cf. Section 4.6.2).
Alternatives could be implemented using the K-S test [184] or any
other non-binning goodness-of-fit test, e.g. [185].
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Answer to Research Question 3

What must be considered to detect novelties with various char-
acteristics (spatial as well as temporal)?

• HDR novelties differ in their characteristics from LDR
novelties. Their detection is a more difficult task com-
pared to novelty detection and HDR novelties should
therefore be handled differently.

• Here, each HDR is considered individually (see also local-
ity matching in Section 4.5, and HDR novelty detection
in Section 4.6.2).

• As there are no previous indicators if an observation in
HDR is an anomaly (i.e. the outcome of an novelty) or a
regular (i.e. outcome of the known processes modelled by
components), processed observations must be stored in a
(local) context buffer.

• HDR novelties are detected by comparing the context
buffer against the normal model’s component using sta-
tistical goodness-of-fit tests.

4.5 Locality Matching

One of the key features in developing CANDIES was to separate
the detection methods for LDR and HDR [108]. But this concept
can be pushed further by applying individual novelty detectors to
each HDR to exploit locality [173]. In the context of probabilistic
novelty detection, locality describes a concept that can either imply
that that certain assumptions are only valid for a delimited region
of the input space, or that only a specific selection of observations
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is of interest (e.g. to detect novelties). While the concept can be
understood more generally, in this thesis, locality coincides with the
definition of HDR.

It follows, in turn, that locality matching is the task to affiliate
previously unseen observations x′ with their respective HDR. Under
the premise that x′ does not reside in LDR (cf. Section 4.3.1).

4.5.1 GMM Locality

We can again rely on the GMM, as the standard choice of the normal
model in CANDIES, to handle the locality matching task. In this
case, the GMM is interpreted as a clustering result, where each
component represents a cluster and each cluster corresponds to a
local region.

After a new observation x′ is identified to reside inside an HDR,
it is matched to one of the local regions, i.e. to exactly one of
the J components. The assignment is based on the components’
responsibilities (cf. Equation (4.4)) and x′ is just affiliated with
component j that has the highest responsibility:

argmax
j

γx′,j . (4.48)

After matching x′ to a component j, it can be further processed by
the affiliated HDR detectors (cf. Section 4.6.2).

N.B. An alternative approach would be to assign the affiliations
probabilistically, based on the responsibilities. However, this approach
introduces additional issues besides a higher computational complexity
(for the sampling process).

In most configurations the local regions are identical to the HDR
described by the components. However, this is not a necessity, as
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Figure 4.13: HDR/LDR separation conducted by a simpler GMM
(only a single HDR component in black). The locality matching is
performed using a more refined GMM with two components. Note,
that the locality components reside partially in LDR, this can lead
to the distribution mismatch described in Section 4.4.1.

the HDR/LDR task can be performed by a different GMM as well,
Figure 4.13 illustrates this scenario.

4.5.2 Discussion

In this section, locality matching based on GMM was presented
in detail. However, the reliance on a GMM is not necessary to
conduct locality matching. Other techniques, for instance, decision
trees or multiclass SVM, are thinkable as well and incorporable into
CANDIES.

An Alternative View on Locality Matching

Another motivation to focus on local regions to detect novelties is to
consider the novelty detection problem as a divergence problem. That
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is, computing the difference between two probability distributions
P and Q. In this case, the distribution in the global context buffer
represents P and the normal model corresponds to Q. A high diver-
gence is a strong indicator for the presence of a novelty (resulting in
a significant change in the distribution of the data stream). One fre-
quently used divergence measure in statistics and information theory
is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [186], Equation (4.49) [34].
Unfortunately, it is complex to compute for arbitrary distributions;
even though there are several approaches to approximate the KL
divergence for GMM (e.g. [187, 188]), usually Monte-Carlo sampling
methods are required. Thus it is not suitable for online applications.
Furthermore, its magnitude is unbound and finding a sensible novelty
threshold is another challenging task.

KL(P ||Q) = −
∫︂

x

P (x) ln Q(x)
P (x)dx

=
∫︂

x

P (x) ln P (x)
Q(x)dx (4.49)

An interesting observation, however, is that the regions in which the
distribution P is defined and has more mass than Q are decisive
in calculating the divergence. Figure 4.14 (a) illustrates this with
a simplified (synthetic) example. Figure 4.14 (b) illustrates the
HDR novelty from previous examples once again (cf. Figure 4.8).
It is clearly visible that the novelty in the affected component C1
essentially influences the divergence. Locality matching makes use of
this fact, so to speak, to consider only the HDR in which changes
actually occur and can thus lead to deviations (novelties).
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Figure 4.14: (a) Illustration of KL divergence in one dimension.
The main contribution of the divergence mass is from the region
were P has a considerably higher density than Q (e.g. due to an
HDR novelty). (b) Divergence of the context buffer (P , depicted as
thick black lines) and the normal model (Q, depicted by the white
ellipses), illustrated on the same data set previously used (Figure 4.8)
– an HDR novelty is present in component C1 (the reddish square
encloses its approximate location). The coloured surfaces indicate
the magnitude of the KL terms P (x) ln P (x)

ln Q(x) . The figure shows that
most of the divergence mass is contributed by the HDR novelty in
C1.

Answer to Research Question 4

What is a good approach to handle and detect novelties in
multivariate and multimodal data?

• In CANDIES multimodality of data streams is addressed
with locality matching.

• Each mode of the data stream is modelled by an individual
component of the normal model’s GMM.
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4.6 Novelty Detection

So far, we have looked at how individual observations can be recog-
nised as suspicious (Section 4.3.2) and how we can draw conclusions
about the presence of novelties in individual HDR (Section 4.4.1).
This section is now focused on the actual detection of novelties, which
can occur as agglomerations of anomalies in LDR and various forms
in HDR and how novelties can be propagated, i.e. how they can be
used to pass information to a reaction/adaptation module (cf. 8
and 10 in Figure 4.2).

4.6.1 LDR Novelty Detection

CANDIES itself has its origin in the detection of LDR novelties
[1], then called 2SNDR. The separation into LDR and HDR is the
first stage in identifying suspicious observations with the α-detector
(Section 4.3.2). The second stage is recognising spatial (and temporal)
clusters that represent unknown knowledge and are therefore strong
indicators of novelties.

There are two standard LDR clustering modules in CANDIES, the
original spatial-density clustering (SDC), described in [1], and the
NWC introduced in [170].

Temporal Relation

Both clustering approaches perform a spatial clustering. They are
both designed to be updated online and support obliteration. How-
ever, temporal relations are only captured implicitly by relying on the
suspicious observations momentarily stored in the (global) context
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buffer (see 2 in Figure 4.2). If a suspicious sample is evicted from
the global context buffer, it is also obliterated from the ldr clustering
(see 6 in Figure 4.2). In this way, a timespan is introduced (the
length of the context buffer), which ensures that observations are
only related to each other if they are close in time.

Spatial-Density Clustering

The original LDR clustering approach developed for CANDIES [1,
108, 173] is inspired by DBSCAN [80]. Here, we call it SDC. It is
the original solution to distinguish clusters of anomalies from noise
online, something that CSND [106, 152] could not achieve. The
situation is depicted in Figure 3.19. SDC provides a non-parametric
clustering of the suspicious observations stored in the (global) context
buffer and updates the clusters each time a new observation x′ is
identified as being suspicious. An update can lead to new clusters
and existing clusters can grow, shrink, and also disappear over time.
SDC is backed by a ring-buffer that is synchronised with the global
context buffer. That is, if an suspicious observation is evicted from
the global context (i.e. if it is too old to be considered anymore), it
is also removed from SDC’s ring-buffer. The clustering with SDC is
illustrated in Figure 4.15.

When SDC processes a new suspicious observation x′ the (Euclidean)
distance to its nearest neighbour is calculated. Here, the function
neighbour(x′, ϵ) returns the ϵ-neighbourhood, with respect to the
suspicious observations currently stored in the context buffer. The
ϵ-neighbourhood is the ordered list of nearest neighbours that do not
exceed the threshold distance ϵ. 1) If the ϵ-neighbourhood is empty
ϵ (i.e. all neighbours excreed the distance ϵ or if there are no other
suspicious observations and thus no neighbours), x′ is assigned to a
special cluster that represents noise. 2) A new cluster is created if the
the nearest ϵ-neighbour of x′ is considered to be noise (that is, the
neighbour is affiliated with the noise cluster). The new cluster consists
initially of x′ and its nearest neighbour. 3) If the nearest neighbour
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Figure 4.15: SDC with noise. The image shows the contents of
the global context, the normal model and the LDR clustering. Some
of the suspicious observations form clusters (indicated by different
coloured c and dashed lines). The ϵ distance is examplarily depicted
as dashed circles in the lower left corner. Observations that do
not belong to a cluster are marked as black dot and temporarily
considered as noise. At the top left corner a cluster has reached a
certain size and is treated as novelty (depicted as redish triangles
△).

is affiliated with a cluster c (i.e. it is not considered to be noise), then
x′ is added to c together with its ϵ-neighbourhood. The propagate
function in Listing 4.2 is used to update the cluster affiliations using a
modified breadth-first search. This cluster expansion can lead to the
merger of multiple clusters and, thus, created much larger clusters.
4) After the new observation is used to update the clustering, each
cluster is tested if it might indicate a novelty (this is discussed at the
end of this section). 5) Finally, what is left to consider, is the removal
of a vanished observation. The obliteration is easily implemented
in in SDC. If the vanished observation was part of the noise cluster
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it is just discarded from there. Otherwise, it is removed from its
affiliated cluster and afterwards the cluster size is checked. If the
cluster contains only a single observation after the removal. That
remaining observation is added to the noise cluster and the cluster
itself is removed from the clustering. SDC’s obliteration method is
listed in Listing 4.3.

1 # Globals
2 buffer = queue ( buf_size ) # internal buffer
3 clustering = [] # the clustering
4 noise_clt = [] # the noise cluster
5
6 def sdc_update (x_prime , epsilon , f):
7 if len( buffer )== buffer . maxlen :
8 obliterate ( buffer .pop () , clustering , noise_clt )
9 buffer .add( x_prime )

10
11 nn = neighbours (x_prime , epsilon , buffer )
12 if euclidean (x_prime , nn [0]) > epsilon :
13 noise_clt .add( x_prime )
14 else:
15 if nn [0] in noise_clt :
16 cluster_j = Cluster (nn [0] , x_prime )
17 clustering .add( cluster_j )
18 noise_clt . remove (nn [0])
19 else:
20 for cluster_j in clustering :
21 if nn [0] in cluster_j :
22 cluster_j .add( x_prime )
23 propagate (x_prime , cluster_j , epsilon )
24 break
25
26 if f( cluster_j ):
27 # react to novelty
28 react (x_prime , cluster_j , clustering )

Listing 4.1: SDC’s update function.

The clustering may also be interpreted as a kernel-based method with
the binary kernel, cf. Equation (4.50) that is placed on top of x′ so
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1
2 def propagate (x_prime , cluster_j , epsilon , buffer ):
3 # add noise observations if close enough
4 Q = queue ([ x_nn for x_nn in neighbours (x_prime , epsilon ,

buffer )]) # queue
5 marked = set ()
6 for q in Q:
7 marked .add(q)
8 cluster_j .add(q)
9 Q.add ([ q_nn for q_nn in neighbours (q, epsilon , buffer ) if

q_nn not in marked ])

Listing 4.2: SDC’s propagate function.

1 def obliterate (x, clustering , noise_clt ):
2 if x in noise_clt :
3 noise_clt . remove (x)
4 else:
5 for cluster_j in clustering :
6 if x in cluster_j :
7 cluster_j . remove (x)
8 if len( cluster_j ) == 1:
9 # only one observation left

10 noise_clt .add( cluster_j .pop ())
11 clustering . remove ( cluster_j )
12 return

Listing 4.3: SDC’s implementation of obliteration.

that only the ϵ−neighbours are regarded:

k(x) =
{︄

1, if dist(x,0) ≤ ϵ

0, otherwise.
(4.50)

Since this SDC approach relies on the nearest neighbour distances
as a density measure, an adjacency matrix for all LDR observations
in the global context buffer is maintained. A disadvantage arising
from this is that for each new suspicious observation, the distance
matrix must be updated. The runtime complexity of the update
procedure is O(n) as it depends on the current number of stored
LDR observations.
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Normal-Wishart Clustering

The NWC [170] is the further development of SDC, with the goal to
improve the theoretical online runtime performance. It is a hybrid
apporach between non-parametric (i.e. it uses the Euclidean distance
to iniate clusters) and parametric (i.e. clusters are assumed to be
Gaussian) methods.

NWC works on an identical buffer as SDC, that is also backed by
the global context buffer. When two suspicious observations are
close enough, i.e. their Euclidean distance is less than a threshold
ϵ, a new Wishart-cluster is initialised and added to the clustering.
The Wishart-cluster represents all observations affiliated with it but
only requires a few parameters. Rather than directly modelling the
parameters of a Gaussian cluster, a Wishart-cluster uses a Normal-
Wishart distribution (cf. Equation (4.12)) to model the distribution
of the Gaussians parameters and as such it is a Bayesian approach.

The parameters for a Gaussian cluster N (x|µj ,Σj) are obtained
from the Normal-Wishart as the expectations of the mean and the
precision (MAP):

µj = mj (4.51)
Σj = (νjΛj)−1 (4.52)

A significant advantage of the Normal-Wishart distribution is that
it can incorporate new observations to update its hyperparameters
(see Section 4.2.1).

A new suspicious observation x′, is either affiliated with its nearest
cluster c, or assigned to a special noise cluster as in SDC. The
decision for each new observation depends on the cluster distance
∆c which is the Mahalanobis distance of the nearest cluster c (cf.
Equation (4.33)). If the distance is less than the threshold ϵclt (cf.
Figure 4.16 (b)) the cluster c is updated with x′ (in the update case
discussed here: N̂ = 1 and x′ = x̂1):
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ˆ̄x =
N̂∑︂

n=1
x̂n (4.53)

ν+ = ν + N̂ (4.54)
β+ = β + N̂ (4.55)

m+ = βm + N̂ ˆ̄x
β + N̂

(4.56)

L =
N̂∑︂

n=1
(x̂n − ˆ̄x)(x̂n − ˆ̄x)T (4.57)

W + =
(︄

W −1 + L + βN̂

β + N̂
(ˆ̄x − m)(ˆ̄x − m)T

)︄−1

(4.58)

The update of the conjugate prior with x′ can be written as:

p(Θ|λn+1) ∝ L(Θ,x′)p(Θ|λn) (4.59)

To obliterate observations that are discarded from the global con-
text buffer, the vanished observations must be removed from their
assigned Wishart-clusters as well. The necessary equations are given
in Equation (4.60) – Equation (4.63):

ν− = ν − N̂ (4.60)
β− = β − N̂ (4.61)

m− = βm − N̂ ˆ̄x
β − N̂

(4.62)

W − =
(︄

W −1 − L− β−N̂

β− − N̂
(ˆ̄x − m)(ˆ̄x − m)T

)︄−1

(4.63)
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Analogous to the update, for the obliteration of the conjugate prior
with x′ follows:

p(Θ|λn) ∝ p(Θ|λn+1)
L(Θ,x′) (4.64)

After a cluster is updated, its shape might change so that observation
xn affiliated with the noise cluster cnoise could now lay within its
boundaries (i.e. ∆c(xn) < ϵclt). For each noise observation that
is now within reachability of the cluster, an update is executed.
Likewise, the fusion of Wishart clusters is possible. If at least one of
the other clusters j has a cluster distance ∆c(µj) < ϵclt, both clusters
are fused into a single component using the following equations
(parameters with superscript f representing the fused component):

βf = βc + βj − β0 (4.65)
νf = νc + νj − ν0 (4.66)

m0 = mc + mj

2 (4.67)

mf = 1
βf
βcmc + βjmj − β0m0 (4.68)

M c,j = βcβj

βc + βj
(mc − mj)(mc − mj)T (4.69)

M0,f = β0β
f

β0 + βf
(m0 − mf )(m0 − mf )T (4.70)

W f =
(︁
W −1

c + W −1
j + M c,j − W −1

0 − M0,f

)︁−1 (4.71)

The propagation method is shown in Listing 4.5. The runtime
complexity depends mainly on the cluster propagation which has
a runtime complexity of O(J2), where J is the number of Wishart-
clusters. As the number J of clusters present is considerably smaller
than the number of suspicious observations in the global context
buffer, the greatest runtime savings originate from there.
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1 # Globals
2 buffer = queue ( buf_size ) # internal buffer
3 clustering = [] # the clustering
4 noise_clt = [] # the noise cluster
5
6 def nwc_update (x_prime , epsilon , epsilon_clt , f):
7 if len( buffer )== buffer . maxlen :
8 obliterate ( buffer .pop () , clustering , noise_clt )
9 buffer .add( x_prime )

10
11 cluster_j = nearest_cluster ()
12 if cluster_j .dist( x_prime ) < epsilon_clt :
13 cluster_j . update ( x_prime )
14 propagate ( cluster_j , epsilon , epsilon_clt )
15 else:
16 nn = neighbours (x_prime , epsilon , noise_clt )
17 if euclidean (x_prime , nn [0]) < epsilon :
18 noise_clt . remove (nn [0])
19 cluster_j = WishartCluster (W0 , [x_prime , nn [0]])
20 clustering .add( cluster_j )
21 else:
22 noise_clt .add( x_prime )
23 return
24
25 if f( cluster_nn ):
26 # react to novelty
27 react (x_prime , cluster_j , clustering )

Listing 4.4: NWC’s update function.

1 # Globals
2 noise_clt = []
3 clustering = []
4
5 def propagate (cluster , epsilon , epsilon_clt ):
6 # add noise observations if close enough
7 for x_noise in noise_clt :
8 if euclidean (x_noise , cluster ) < epsilon :
9 cluster . update ( x_noise )

10
11 # propagate other clusters
12 for cluster_j in clustering :
13 if euclidean ( cluster_j .mu) < epsilon_clt and
14 cluster_j != cluster :
15 cluster_f = fuse_cluster (cluster , cluster_j )
16 clustering . remove ( cluster )
17 clustering . remove ( cluster_j )
18 clustering .add( cluster_f )

Listing 4.5: NWC’s propagate function.
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1
2 def obliterate (x, clustering , noise_clt ):
3 if x in noise_clt :
4 noise_clt . remove (x)
5 else:
6 for cluster_j in clustering :
7 if x in cluster_j :
8 cluster_j . forget (x)
9 if len( cluster_j ) == 1:

10 # only one observation left
11 noise_clt .add( cluster_j .pop ())
12 clustering . remove ( cluster_j )
13 return

Listing 4.6: NWC’s obliterate function.

As stated before, the hyperparameters of the Normal-Wishart distri-
bution define the initial shape and spatial extension of a new cluster.
By relying on some statistical considerations, suitable values for W 0
and ϵclt can be infered:

ϵclt =
√︂
F−1

χ2
D

(0.95) (4.72)

W 0 =
(︄

ID · (0.5ϵ)2

F−1
χ2
D

(0.5)

)︄−1

(4.73)

In Figure 4.16 (b), the relation of W 0 and ϵclt are shown. The shape
and extension of the cluster depend on the covariance matrix Σ
(cf. Equation (4.52)). With Equation (4.73) the prior will map the
covariance matrix in such a way that 50% of the expected density
mass will reside within the green shaded, inner region so that it
has a Euclidean diameter of ϵ. With the second Equation (4.72),
the maximum cluster distance ϵclt is adjusted so that 95% of the
expected density mass is contained within the grey shaded area,
based on the Mahalanobis distance ∆j of the cluster. The choice of
95% is based on an expected type I error of 5% (a frequently used
value in statistics).

The choice of the prior has its most influence right after a new cluster
is instantiated. At the same time, the uncertainty of the new cluster
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Figure 4.16: (a) Due to the prior, a cluster follicle (grey ellipse,
initiated by the two red observations) has initially a large uncertainty
(exploration). After 23 more updates with new observations (in
greenish colour) the shapes of the clusters have changed (greenish
ellipse) and the evidence provided information exceeds the influence
of the prior (exploitation). (b) shows the relation of the expected
density mass, W 0, and ϵclt. The blueish area in the centre contains
approximately 50% of the density mass, the initial observations are
placed on the very edge of that region. The grey area matches ϵclt

and incorparates 95% of the expected density, the yellowish outer
ellipse marks the 99% percentile of the Gaussian cluster.

is maximised (i.e. where the real density mass is located). We can
rely on the usual exploration-exploitation paradigm by introducing a
relatively large prior that allows for exploration. With the appearance
of more observations, the mean and shape are accordingly adjusted
as the evidence is exploited. Figure 4.16 (a) shows that NWC can
handle clusters with different densities (i.e. the distance between
observations or different covariances). However, there are limits and
the parameter ϵ must be chosen individually for each application.
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Figure 4.17: NWC with noise. The image shows the contents
of the global context, the normal model and the LDR clustering.
Observations that do not belong to a cluster are marked as black
dots and temporarily considered as noise. Clusters are depicted as
grey ellipses, their radius corresponds to a Mahalanobis distance of
ϵclt. At the top left corner a cluster has reached a certain size and is
treated as novelty (depicted as redish triangles △). The clustering
of NWC is comparable to SDC but not similar, cf. Figure 4.15.

Detection Predicate

Both clustering approaches, SDC and NWC, use a subsequent check
to test if one of their clusters indicates a novelty. This check can be
interpreted as the predicate test, that tests if a given condition is
true. This allows the implementation of application specific tests to
decide if a cluster represents a novelty or not. The standard predicate
test used in CANDIES considers only the cluster size. That is, the
number of affiliated observations is tested against a threshold.

This, of course, has a direct influence on the trade-off between
detection speed (and recall), and the desired precision (and FPR) as
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already mentioned before.

After the detection, either of the introduced LDR clustering ap-
proaches can provide additional information about the detected
novelty. This includes the observations that belong to the novelty
cluster, but also temporal information on the basis of the observations
timestamps.

Discussion

The detection of LDR novelties is quite different from the detection of
HDR novelties. On the one hand, observations in LDR are considered
suspicious. If multiple suspicious observations form (larger) clusters
(i.e. spatial relations in a given timeframe), we can assume that they
are likely the outcome of a novelty and did not emerge just by chance.
In HDR detection, there is no such prior knowledge available about
regular observations.

But unsurprisingly, there are also similarities between LDR and HDR
novelties. Let us reconsider the discussion about KL divergence (cf.
Section 4.5.2). As HDR novelties, LDR novelties lead to a divergence
between the distribution of observations in the global context buffer
and the normal model, especially in the regions where LDR clusters
emerge – i.e. an accumulation of probability mass. This assumption is
illustrated in a simplified one-dimensional example in Figure 4.18 (a).
The example gives another insight, namely that obsoleteness has only
a small (implicit) influence on divergence (an obsolete component will
not contribute to the divergence, but the heavier mixing coefficients
of the remaining components will) – making its detection possible,
but locating it harder. The second image Figure 4.18 (b) shows the
same LDR novelty previously considered in this section. It is easy to
see that it is the leading cause of the divergence between the global
context buffer and the normal model. The reduced densities of the
known processes (which are represented by the components in the
normal model) contribute only insignificantly to the divergence and
even reduce it (negative values).
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Figure 4.18: (a) Illustration of KL divergence in one dimension.
The main contribution of the divergence mass is from the region
were P is defined (e.g. an LDR novelty) and Q is absent. The
regions were Q is defined, but P is not (e.g. an obsoleteness) does
not add to the divergence. (b) Divergence of the context buffer (P ,
depicted as thick black lines) and the normal model (Q, depicted
by the white ellipses), illustrated on the same data set previously
used – an LDR novelty is present (the reddish square encloses its
approximate location). The coloured surfaces indicate the magnitude
of the KL terms P (x) ln P (x)

ln Q(x) . The figure shows that most of the
divergence mass is contributed by the LDR novelty.

4.6.2 HDR Novelty Detection

The CANDIES approach to HDR novelty detection is to combine
multiple HDR novelty detectors that monitor individual local HDR.
Two stages are involved: an offline training phase in which the
detectors are set up and initialised in an online phase in which the
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data stream is processed. The propagation of detected HDR novelties
is discussed in Section 4.6.4.

Offline Training

As a precondition for setting up the HDR detectors, the probabilistic
normal model and the locality matching must already be set up.
Then, for each component, the HDR detectors are set up. Here,
we focus on the previously introduced χ2-HDR detector. Note that
multiple HDR detectors can monitor a single component (discussed in
Section 4.8.2). The detectors are initialised with individual training
sets Xtrj , derived from the offline training set Xtr using the (GMM)
locality matching:

Xtr ,j = {xi|xi ∈ Xtr, argmax
k

γxi,k = j} (4.74)

The process is illustrated in Figure 4.19.

χ² HDRj
Xtr Locality

 Matching Xtr,j
γj

Figure 4.19: Combined training of multiple χ2-HDR detectors.
The locality matching provides individual training sets Xtrj for each
component j.

Online Processing

In the operational phase, observations identified as regulars are
processed by the HDR detectors (see sub-region C in Figure 4.2). A
new observation x′ is assigned to their respective HDR components.
At this point, the locality matching fulfils its original purpose. The
observation is then stored in the local context buffer for the HDR and
further processed by the corresponding HDR detectors. That is, for
each processed observation, only the detectors affiliated with a single
component are active. The processing is illustrated in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: Combined processing of a new observation x′ from
a data stream with multiple χ2-HDR detectors. If an HDR novelty
is detected, CANDIES can provide additional information to a re-
action module, for instance, the local context buffer and affiliated
timestamps.

Discussion

The separation of the input space into multiple HDR with individual
HDR detectors is another one of CANDIES unique features. Here,
we only described how χ2-HDR detectors can be set up uniformly
for each component in the normal model. Other HDR detectors are
possible as well, for instance, in [189] a CANDIES based novelty
detection scheme utilises an OC-SVM for HDR detection. However,
the CANDIES methodology allows even greater flexibility. Different
components can have different HDR detectors, which allows for a
more straightforward incorporation of prior knowledge.

One issue with the combined approach is that the HDR detectors
can get unreliable if too many components (in relation to the size of
the available training set) are in the normal model. In that case, it is
difficult to get reliable estimates of the distance distribution for the
χ2-HDR detector. One solution to that problem is to either prune
the GMM in the training phase or only set up HDR detectors for the
components with the largest mixing coefficients.

Another, but related issue can arise in the operational phase. Here,
the χ2-HDR detector can perform unreliable if too few observations
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are available in the LCBs, resulting in an increase of the FPR. One
option to mitigate this issue is to check that the expected frequencies
ei,n of all bins are at least 5, a necessary precondition for the χ2 test
to work reliably [184].

A possible reaction strategy to a detected HDR novelty is shown in
Figure 4.21. Here, an HDR novelty occurs, which can also be seen in
the test statistics of the affected χ2-HDR detector (Figure 4.21 (b)).
Since the detector is initially not considered reliable, the actual
reporting of the novelty is delayed. After the detection, the affected
component’s local context buffer is used to evaluate the novelty
further. In this example, a GMM is fitted based on the local context
buffer. Finally, a single component represents the detected novelty
(Figure 4.21 (c)).

Answer to Research Question 5

How to perform novelty detection in multimodal and multivari-
ate data streams online?

• With the CANDIES methodology, it is possible to model
multivariate data streams. With an GMM as underlying
normal model, individual components can represent the
modes of a multimodal data streams.

• The combination of locality matching and the monitor-
ing of individual components with the χ2-HDR detector
makes the online detection of HDR novelties in data
streams possible.
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Figure 4.21: Exemplary reaction to a detected HDR novelty. (a) A
bimodal GMM normal model with an emerging HDR novelty in one
of its HDR components. The recently processed observations of the
data stream are depicted as faded black circles ◦ (older observations
are lighter coloured). The contents of the LCBs of the components
are depicted as coloured circles ◦. The temporal course of the χ2-
HDR detectors is depicted in the centre image (b). The shaded area
corresponds to the local context buffer of the component with the
novelty. On the right image (c), a GMM is fitted on the contents of
the local context buffer and overlayed on top of the normal model.
The emerging HDR novelty is precisely modelled by a new component.

4.6.3 Obsoleteness

A method to detect obsoleteness is also provided in CANDIES.
In contrast to other novelties that are accompanied by multiple
anomalies, an obsoleteness is characterised by the absence of regulars
in certain HDR (cf. Section 1.2.6).

In the case of a GMM as normal model, where the HDR are rep-
resented by individual components, we can detect obsoleteness by
monitoring the mixing coefficients πj . Or to be more precise, by
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comparing them against estimated coefficients based on the HDR
observations stored in the global context.

To illustrate the obsoleteness detection, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23
depicts two scenarios with initially four active processes. Over time,
one of the processes disappears, and thus its modelling component
gets obsolete. While the activity of the processes is equally distributed
in the scenario in Figure 4.22 (with πj ≈ 0.25), it is unbalanced in
the second scenario in Figure 4.23. Here, the disappearing process
is initially already less active (πj = 0.1). The figures also show the
obsoleteness scores of the detection approaches introduced in the
following. In both scenarios, an instance of the α-detector (α = 0.99)
is applied and only the identified regulars are used to update the
detectors.

All three presented obsoleteness detectors assume that the GMM
of the normal model is identical to the model used for HDR/LDR
separation and that the normal model’s components are identical to
HDR.

Detector 1) χ2 monitoring

If we consider the mixing coefficients π in a GMM, we notice that they
are themselves a discrete probability distribution (see Equation (4.2)
and Equation (4.3)). Therefore, a statistical goodness-of-fit test based
approach is an obvious choice. Here, the χ2-monitor is introduced as
an obsoleteness detector that relies on the previously used χ2 test
(cf. Section 4.4.1).

The expected frequencies are computed by multiplying the corre-
sponding mixing coefficient πj with the total number of HDR obser-
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vations currently in the global context buffer Gn (Equation (4.76)).

Gn
hdr = {xi|¬suspα(xi),xi ∈ Gn} (4.75)
ej,n = πj · |Gn

hdr| (4.76)

bj,n =
∑︂

xi∈Gn
hdr

γxi,j (4.77)

tn =
λ∑︂

i=1

(bi,n − ei,n)2

ei,n
(4.78)

cv = F−1
χ2
J−1

(1 − α) (4.79)

Here, Gn
hdr contains only the HDR observations, based on the negated

(¬) evaluation of Equation (4.38). The observed frequencies bj,n are
the number of HDR observations in the global context buffer affiliated
with any given component j based on their responsibilities γxi,j . The
critical value cv, Equation (4.79), is calculated with the ICDF of the
χ2 distribution with a significance level usually set to α = 0.005 (the
low significance level is necessary, since overlapping components can
distort the observed frequencies) and the degrees-of-freedom set to
ν = J − 1.

The test statistic tn is computed according to Equation (4.78) and
updated each time a new HDR observation is processed. If tn exceeds
the critical value cv, obsoleteness is reported (cf. the top graph in the
right columns of Figure 4.22). The test statistic tn can be interpreted
as an obsoleteness score, where higher values are more likely to
indicate an obsoleteness.

While the χ2-monitor offers a sound mathematical background, the
detection of obsoleteness of less active components is difficult. This
is because in such a case, the deviation of the mixing coefficient
(i.e. πj = 0) could at least theoretically be explained by chance (cf.
the top graph in the right column of Figure 4.23). This drawback
has ultimately led to the (further) development of the following two
obsoloeteness detectors.
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Detector 2) Zero Monitoring

The 0-monitor is a more practical oriented obsoleteness detector. It
reports an obsoleteness as soon as any component is not affiliated
with at least one HDR observation from the global context buffer
Gn:

1j(x) =
{︄

1, if argmaxj γx,j = j

0, otherwise.
(4.80)

cj,n =
∑︂

xi∈Gn
hdr

1j(xi) (4.81)

zsn = − min({cj,n}J
j=1) (4.82)

The 0-monitor counts how many observations (cj,n) are affiliated with
each component j. Here, 1j is an indicator function for component
j based on the maximum responsibilities and n marks the current
timestamp. The obsoleteness score zsn is the negative of the minimum
of the observation counts cj,n – thus, a low value indicates a low
probability of obsoleteness and vice versa. The 0-monitor reports
obsoleteness if zsn = 0.

A disadvantage of the 0-monitor is that less active components can be
falsely recognised as obsolete. Namely, when their counter becomes
cj,n = 0 just by chance – the problem is thus the exact opposite of
the disadvantage of the χ2-monitor approach. In Figure 4.23 the
centre graph in the right column shows the obsoleteness score zsn

of the 0-monitor, around timestamp ≈ 150 an obsoleteness is falsely
reported. The false obsoleteness indication at the very beginning is
due to the empty context buffer.

Detector 3) Delayed Zero Monitoring

The delayed-0-monitor is a more robust version of the 0-monitor and
the final evolution step of obsoleteness detectors in this. It works on
the same principle as the 0-monitor but introduces a delay. That is,
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obsoleteness will only be reported when no observations have been
affiliated with a monitored component over several time steps (i.e.
the configured delay).

The delayed-0-monitor implements a counter mj,n for each component
j that counts the time steps since the last observation was affiliated
with that component:

1̄j(x) = 1 − 1j(x) (4.83)
mj,n = 1̄j(x) ·

[︁
mj,n−1 + 1̄j(x)

]︁
(4.84)

dn = max({mj,n}J
j=1) (4.85)

The obsoleteness score dn is then the maximum of the counters mj,n,
i.e. the most prolonged period during which a component was not
active. Obsoleteness is reported if the score dn exceeds the predefined
delay max_dl, i.e. a user adjustable threshold. If this threshold is
set to the size of the global context buffer ctx_len, then the delayed-
0-monitor behaves similar to the regular 0-monitor. Usually the
threshold is selected to be larger than the capacity of the global
context buffer, as is the case in the scenario in Figure 4.23 (the lower
graph of the right column is the scoring dn of the delayed-0-monitor).
There, the delayed-0-monitor detects the obsoleteness with a delay,
but with an FPR of 0.

Discussion

The delayed-0-monitor is, due to its simplicity and robustness, the
recommended obsoleteness detector for CANDIES. As aforemen-
tioned, if its delay is set to ctx_len it behaves similar to the regular
0-monitor.

While the χ2-monitor is occasionally too cautious in reporting obso-
leteness, it might be used to detect other HDR novelties as well. That
is, when the activity of the components change (e.g. observations
are affiliated to certain components unproportionally to their mixing
coefficients). In a way, the goodness-of-fit approach can be seen as a
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lightweight version of the HMM detection approach briefly discussed
in Section 4.2.1.

MINAS (see Section 3.2.4) provides a comparable mechanism to the
delayed-0-monitor and also provides a reaction mechanism: Concepts
are stored in a sleep memory if they are considered inactive and can
later be reactivated.
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Figure 4.22: Obsoleteness of a component with balanced mixing
coefficients. The spatial view shows the observations over time
(lighter colours are older, darker are more recent) and the normal
model’s components (greenish ellipses). The component activity
graph indicates when an observation is affiliated with a component
(the process modelled by the component with index 0 disappears
around timestamp 750). The right column shows the obsoleteness
scores of the three detection approaches. The double arrow ↔
indicates the time frame where the process is no longer active. All
approaches successfully detect the obsoleteness, indicated by the
filled red areas. Note, that the FPR and FNR are not zero for any
detector.
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Figure 4.23: Obsoleteness of a component with unbalanced mixing
coefficients. The spatial view shows the observations over time
(lighter colours are older, darker are more recent) and the normal
model’s components (greenish ellipses). The component activity
graph indicates when an observation is affiliated with a component
(the process modelled by component with index 0 disappears around
timestamp 750). The disappearing process is less active than the other
three (wider gaps in the activity graph). The right column shows the
obsoleteness scores of the three detection approaches. The double
arrow ↔ indicates the time frame where the process is no longer
active. The χ2-monitor approach fails to detect the obsoleteness of
the disappearing, weak component, while the 0-monitor and delayed-
0-monitor approaches perform a successful detection, indicated by
the filled red areas.
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4.6.4 Propagation

Since the CANDIES methodology uses different detectors for de-
tection in LDR and HDR, the question is how to combine their
outputs. The naïve way of providing a crisp label for each processed
observation that indiciates whether the observation belongs to a
(detected) novelty or not can simply be implemented in CANDIES.
This approach treats the novelty detection problem essentially as a
classification problem. Novelties can be distinguished by having the
individual detectors return their own (unique) novelty labels (usually
y > 1) when a novelty is detected by them and a generic label,
reflecting the normal state, otherwise (usually y = 0). A variation is
to mark suspicious observations with a separate label (e.q. y = −1 to
indicate noise). In this case, the result of the detector that processed
the observation can be used (no matter if it was processed by an
LDR or HDR detector). Suppose several HDR detectors are used for
a single component. In that case, their results can be easily linked
in logical-or fashion, i.e. as soon as one of the detectors detects a
novelty, the novelty label of that detector is assigned to the observa-
tion. The naïve novelty propagation with CANDIES is illustrated in
Figure 4.24.

Another option is to report novelty not based on observations but
based on the detectors. That is, as long as a detector is in a state
where a novelty is detected, a novelty label is returned. For example,
if an LDR novelty is present at the time t when an HDR observation
xt is processed, a novelty label is assigned to the observation (or the
time step yt = novelty), even if the observation xt itself does not
belong to the (LDR) novelty. This option is computationally more
complex since, at each time instance, each detector must be queried.

The mCANDIES implementation introduced in Section 4.8 offers
more flexibility in that it can do both styles of reporting simultane-
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Figure 4.24: Naïve propagation of novelties in CANDIES. Here,
a new observation x′ is processed; the thick solid lines indicate its
processing path. The dashed lines represent potential paths for other
HDR and also suspicious LDR observations. The observation x′ is
affiliated with the first component j = 1 and leads to the detection
of an HDR novelty with the HDR detector HDR Det 3 (its unique
novelty label being y = c). Eventually, the label of the active path is
returned. In this case, the label is identical to the novelty label y = c
of the reporting detector. In the case of a detected LDR novelty,
each cluster has its id, which also serves as novelty label.
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ously. Whereby the querying of the different detectors adds a small
computational overhead.

Answer to Research Question 2

Is it possible to detect novelties in the entire feature space, that
is in HDR and LDR?

• Yes, it is possible to detect LDR novelties and HDR
novelty in a single detection scheme.

• The CANDIES methodology offers a flexible architecture
to treat novelties in LDR differently than HDR novelties.

• Further, different HDR can have individual novelty de-
tectors, which simplifies the inclusion of prior knowledge
(e.g. about the behaviour of certain inputs/dimensions).

4.6.5 Discussion

In this section, the focus was towards novelty detection, building on
top of anomaly detection for LDR novelties and utilising statistical
tests to detect HDR novelties and obsoleteness.

Issues with Statistical Testing

One drawback of the statistical approaches for HDR novelty detection
and obsoleteness detection is that they tend to be noisy.

This is counterintuitive at first. The tests make a statement about
how likely the difference between two populations (i.e. observations
in the (global) context buffer and the training set) that are identically
distributed is just by chance. However, applied online to data streams,
other circumstances influence the test statistics, for instance, the
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choice of test parameters (e.g. the number of bins), the length and fill
level of the context buffer, or the proportion α of HDR. The number
of influences can also be interpreted as additional degrees-of-freedom,
which cannot be easily quantified and directly taken into account in
the tests.

Due to the influences, the tests occasionally reject H0, although only
regular observations are processed (see, e.g. Figure 4.12 (c) and the
top right graph in Figure 4.22), even at a high significance level (e.g.
α = 0.005). In both examples, however, the test statistics remain
only shortly above the critical values. On the other hand, in the
presence of a novelty (HDR novelty or obsoleteness), the tests return
test statistics that surpass the critical value over a longer time.

There are at least two possible solutions to dealing with this issue:
either increasing the significance level or interpreting the test statistics
as a signal and filter it with a moving average (MA) or a comparable
filter (see Equation (4.86)). Both approaches have a direct impact
on the trade-off between precision and recall.

MA(tn) = 1
m

m−1∑︂
i=0

tn−i (4.86)

In Figure 4.25, both test statistic signals are filtered with an MA
filter. The filter introduces a delay, in the worst case the filter length
exceeds the duration of a novelty.

Novelty Detection as Classification Task and the Symantic of
Obsoleteness

Until here, we have essentially treated novelty detection as a classifi-
cation problem, in the sense that normal observations are classified
with a corresponding label (e.g. y = 0). Furthermore, if a novelty is
detected, the affiliated observations are labelled accordingly (cf. Sec-
tion 4.6.4). In this procedure, a label is assigned to each observation
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(a) χ2-HDR detector, m = 10, see Figure 4.12 (c).
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(b) χ2-monitor, m = 35, see Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.25: MA filtered test statistics from a χ2-HDR detector (a),
and a χ2-monitor for obsoleteness detection (b). The filter smoothes
the signals but introduces a delay. In the case of obsoleteness detec-
tion, fall-out is completely absent in the filtered signal.

immediately after it is processed.

However, the question now arises whether this MA approach is
the most sensible. For example, LDR observations are marked as
suspicious but are labelled as normal until an LDR novelty is detected.
As soon as the novelty is identified, these observations could also be
retrospectively labelled as anomalies.

Another question is whether the system should autonomously label
every observation xt or indicate whether there is a novelty present
at any given point t in time (and if there is a novelty, provide
additional information). This question is particularly interesting for
obsoleteness detection. It is arguable how much sense it makes to
mark the observation as an anomaly when it leads to the detection
of an obsoleteness. On the one hand, it could be a valid strategy to
consider everything as an anomaly after an obsoleteness was detected.
However, on the other hand, the desired reaction could be to adjust
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the normal model accordingly.

4.7 Concept Drift

Concept drift is an anticipated change of the normal model (cf. Sec-
tion 1.2.6). To compensate incremental concept drifts of individual
components in a GMM, that is, relatively slowly4 changing mean
values µj or covariances Σj (cf. Figure 4.26), the Normal-Wishart
drift compensation can be used in CANDIES.

The Normal-Wishart drift compensation relies on the second-order
distributions that model the parameters of the Gaussian components
of the GMM. Thus, it is required that the GMM used as normal
model is estimated using VI (cf. Section 4.2.1).

Each component is individually monitored (cf. 9 in Figure 4.2), so
that the locality provided by the normal model is again exploited.

Figure 4.26 illustrates a single process with an incremental concept
drift. Over time, its mean is slowly drifting to the left top corner of
the input space. At the same time, the covariance of the observations
is rotating clockwise. A single Gaussian component is used to model
the process and is constantly updated to compensate the present
drift.

4Compared to occurring novelties.
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Figure 4.26: Concept drift with a single component. The mean of
the component slowly moves over time (from left to right). At the
same time the covariance matrix is also changing (here, it rotates
clockwise over time). The coloured observations and ellipses represent
various snapshots in time and show the contents of the sliding window
as well as the estimated parameters of the component at that time
instance. The whole data set is depicted as greyish observations over
time (more recent observations are darker).

4.7.1 Normal-Wishart Drift Compensation

Based on the assumption that incremental concept drifts happen
considerably slower than HDR novelties, the drift compensation needs
its own context buffer that is independent from the global context
and spans over a longer time period.
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Locality Matching and Update

The exploitation of locality is one of the critical considerations of the
Normal-Wishart drift compensation. We can see in Figure 4.2 that
the drift module 9 is visited after a new observation x′ is locality
matched to a component (i.e. the representation of an HDR).

Due to the locality matching, we can solely focus on the update and
obliteration procedures of a single component. Thus, the subscript j
is omitted in the following. Each component has its own drift buffer
Xc to store observations with a maximum capacity of cdlen. When
a new observation x′ is affiliated with the component, it is stored in
its drift buffer and at the same time used to update the second-order
distribution of the component. Likewise, if the drift buffer is at its
capacity limits, the oldest observation is removed and obliterated
from the component’s second-order distribution.

We can use the update and obliterate equations (Equation (4.53) –
Equation (4.63)) developed for NWC (Section 4.6.1), for the concept
drift compensation as well, since the second-order distributions of
the components are Normal-Wishart distributions too.

The Naïve Prior Issue

A problem that is not immediately obvious occurs when the inferred
prior p(Θ|λ′) (cf. Equation (4.13)) from the GMM normal model
is directly adopted. The Bayesian update can be expressed by
Equation (4.87), where the likelihood is divided into three terms that
represent: 1) the current contents of the drift buffer Xn

c , 2) the new
observation xn+1, and 3) the vanished observation x1 (i.e. the oldest
observation in Xn

c ). We see in Equation (4.88) a sound simplification
of the likelihood, that forms the naïve update procedure of the drift
buffer in Equation (4.89).
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p(Θ|λn+1) ∝ L(Θ,xn+1)L(Θ,Xn
c )

L(Θ,x1) p(Θ|λ′) (4.87)

L(Θ,xn+1)L(Θ,Xn
c )

L(Θ,x1) =
∏︁n

i=1 p(xi|Θ)
p(x1|Θ) p(xn+1|Θ)

=
n+1∏︂
i=2

p(xi|Θ) (4.88)

p(Θ|λn+1) ∝ L(Θ, {xn+1} ∪ Xn
c \ x1)p(Θ|λ′) (4.89)

While the various observations captured by the drift buffer are sooner
or later removed (depending on the frequency of affiliated observations
– see the discussion in Section 4.7.2), the initial prior is unchanged for
each update operation. However, due to the drift, the information
provided by observations from the training set Xtr (and implicitly
contained in p(Θ|λ′)) are only valid for a limited time and must be
eventually discarded to be replaced by the drift buffer Xn

c . From
Equation (4.89) follows that this is not the case if the prior is directly
adapted from the normal model. The problem is illustrated in
Figure 4.27 (a).

Resetting the Prior

To circumvent this issue, the prior is reset and retrained with affiliated
training observations.

This procedure can be motivated as follows: In the E-Step of the
EM-algorithms for VI, the responsibilities are estimated to affili-
ated observations and components (probabilistically). Then, the
model’s ELBO is maximised by estimating the components (hyper-
)parameters (based on the observations and their responsibilities)
in the M-Step. The final result is obtained when the expectations
and the model converges. Consequently, the final responsibilities
of training observations (estimated based on the final components)
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Figure 4.27: Concept drift compensation with Normal-Wishart
components. In (a), the prior is directly adapted from the normal
model (the resulting initial component is marked by the ellipse with
the thick black border). Since the training set is never obliterated
from the component’s second-order distribution, the shape of the
component is heavily distorted over time and the mean µj (white
×) is incorrectly located between the prior centre mj and the drift
buffer. The direction of the drift is indicated by the orange arrow
and correctly captured by the drift buffers in both cases. In (b),
the prior is retrained with observations from the training set and a
weak prior (depicted by the red ellipse). The initial component after
the retraining is depicted by the ellipse with the thick black border.
The final component follows the drift successfully and models the
contents of the drift buffer only.

will lead to the inference of the same component (hyper-)parameters
again.

The locality matching allows the training observations to be assigned
to the respective components (see Equation (4.74)). In contrast to
EM, a crisp assignment is made – this corresponds to a modification
of the E-Step. For the actual retraining, only a subset of the last
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cdlen observations in Xtr ,j is used. These correspond to the initial
allocation of the drift buffer X0

c .

X0
c = {xi|xi ∈ Xtr ,j , i ≥ |Xtr ,j | − cdlen} (4.90)

The drift buffer is then used to perform a Bayesian update on a weak5

prior p(Θ|λ0) (with λ0 = {m0 = 0, β0 = 0.01,W 0 = I, ν0 = 0.01}).
The whole drift buffer can be updated at once using Equation (4.53)
and Equation (4.57) with x̂n ∈ X0

c . This Bayesian update is es-
sentially the same as the M-step for a single component, and the
resulting model parameters should be nearly identical to those esti-
mated with VI (cf. Figure 4.28). The crucial difference is that the
knowledge of the training observations is now in the drift buffer and
can be discarded (i.e. obliterated) over time.

p(Θ|λ0) ∝ L(Θ,X0
c)p(Θ|λ0) (4.91)

Because the buffer is initialised with training observations (and there-
fore at its capacity limit, an exception can occur with particularly
small training sets), an old observation must be obliterated with
each new observation that is added. The drift buffer update is for-
mally given in Equation (4.92), the update for drift compensation
accordingly in Equation (4.93).

Xn+1
c = {xn+1} ∪ Xn

c \ xn−cdlen (4.92)
p(Θ|λn+1) ∝ L(Θ,Xn+1

c )p(Θ|λ0) (4.93)

N.B. The actual update and obliteration are only performed on single
observations. Therefore, the computational complexity is less than
Equation (4.93) initially suggests.

5Weak in the sense that few observations will dominate the parameter estima-
tion.
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Figure 4.28: The GMM normal model inferred using VI and the
depicted training set, the GMM’s components are outlined by the
thick black border. The retrained components are overlayed in darker
colour and the drift buffer content is highlighted. The retrained
components differ only marginally from the inferred normal model.

The Normal-Wishart drift compensation to the retrained component
is compared with the directly inferred prior update in Figure 4.27.
Figure 4.29 illustrates a data stream scenario where one of the
components of a bi-modal GMM is subject to an incremental drift.
Within the depicted period two novelties appear and are successfully
detected with CANDIES.

Batch Updates

To reduce the computational cost of the drift compensation, the
updates and obliterations can be performed in batches. In this modus
operandi, not single observations are stored in the drift buffer, but
multiple batches of the same (batch-)size. New observations are
added to a batch until it reaches the predefined size. Then, the
second-order distribution is updated with the whole batch at once,
and the batch is added to the drift buffer. Suppose the drift buffer
reaches its capacity limit, i.e. the maximum number of batches. In
that case, the oldest batch is removed, and all its observations are
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Figure 4.29: The Normal-Wishart drift compensation in action.
The bi-modal normal model consists of a stationary and a drifting
component. Over the course of time, two distinct novelties appear in
the data stream. One simple LDR novelty, and an HDR novelty that
drifts along the drifting component. Both novelties are successfully
detected with CANDIES. The white ellipses (almost hidden for the
stationary component) represent the initial model state, while the
greenish components represent the current model, based on the drift
buffer (green observations). The initial training set for the initial
normal model is depicted as well.
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obliterated from the second-order distribution. If the drift buffer
capacity is set to one, the behaviour of the Normal-Wishart drift
compensation is comparable to other concept drift strategies, for
instance, HSTrees [148] or LODA [147].

4.7.2 Discussion

The presented Normal-Wishart drift compensation is a novel approach
to handle incremental drifts in data streams. Under the assumption
that a drift happens considerably slower than the emergence of an
HDR novelty, CANDIES can sucessfully detect HDR novelties even
if concept drifts are present (see Figure 4.29).

However, there are still some disadvantages and issues with this
approach.

Concept drift vs HDR novelty

It is questionable whether there is a difference between HDR novelties
and concept drift. However, the idea of defining a drift in such a
way that it corresponds to an anticipated change makes sense from
the author’s point of view. For example, differences such as the
electricity consumption between day and night, or seasonal effects
such as different temperatures, can be implicitly expressed by an
(expected) concept drift (at runtime), without the need to model the
concrete system state beforehand explicitly (i.e. at design-time, with
suitable training data).

On the other hand, it is undoubtedly unquestionable that novelty
detection approaches could be used in other applications to precisely
detect the concept drift that shares its characteristics with HDR
novelties.
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Known Issues

One issue arises from the interaction of the α-detector for HDR/LDR
separation, the related locality matching and the Normal-Wishart
drift compensation. If the desired fall-out parameter α (cf. Sec-
tion 4.3.1) is too small (e.g. ≤ 0.95), the components of the GMM
will shrink over time, rendering the whole system unusable (see Fig-
ure 4.30). The reason is that the drift buffer receives only a fraction
of α of the observed observations but adjusts the model’s compo-
nents under the assumption that it processes all of them. Thus,
the components can shrink over time. A small choice for the drift
buffer capacity cdlen can increase the shrinking even more. This
issue can likely be circumvented by a stronger prior that is adjusted
accordingly and a sufficiently large drift buffer.

x1

x 2

Figure 4.30: Shrinking components due to the α-detector: CAN-
DIES with α = 0.85 and active Normal-Wishart drift compensation.
While the stationary component only shrinks, the component that
models the drifting process shrinks so rapidly that it eventually no
longer covers the process. As a result, the regulars of the process
are treated as suspicious LDR observations. White ellipses with
thick black borders depict the initial normal model. The adapted
components are depicted in greenish colour.

Another issue can occur when an HDR novelty emerges in a drifting
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component, and no reaction or adaption is executed (cf. controller
part in Figure 4.2). In this case, the anomalies of the novelty can
distort the underlying component so that after the novelty disappears,
the component can no longer model the distribution of regulars. The
problem is more likely to occur with exclusive HDR novelties if they
are active for at least as long as the time frame of the drift buffer.
The issue is illustrated in detail in Figure 4.31, where an exclusive
HDR novelty emerges in a data stream and distorts the (single)
component of the normal model.

Currently, the drift buffer models time only implicitly. That is,
observations are only discarded from the drift buffers if the capacity
limit is reached. An alternative would be implementing a similar
eviction strategy as with the global context buffer and the detection
modules, namely, to remove observations after a given timespan has
passed.

Answer to Research Question 6

Is it possible to distinguish concept drift from a novelty and
how can the normal model be updated?

• Yes, under the assumption that a drift happens consid-
erably slower than the emergence of an HDR novelty,
CANDIES can implicitely distinguish between HDR nov-
elties and (incremental) concept drift.

• An incremental concept drift of a process present in a
data stream can be handled with the Normal-Wishart
drift compensation.

• However, a precise distinction between HDR novelty and
concept drift depends on the application and cannot be
generally answered.
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Figure 4.31: An exclusive HDR novelty distorts the normal model.
The spatial representation shows the initial component (the white
ellipse with thick black border) and the corresponding training set.
Red triangles △ depict the emerging HDR novelty. The temporal
view emphasizes the period when the novelty was active (indicated
by the double arrow ↔). The final state of the model is depicted as a
greenish ellipse; the corresponding observations are also highlighted
in the spatial view. The grey box in the temporal view is another
representation of the drift buffer. The temporal graphs on the right
side indicate (on the top) that the HDR novelty is initially detected
but then reported even after the novelty disappeared. The graph
on the bottom is the fraction of suspicious LDR observations. The
increase of the fraction is a direct result of the distorted (shrunken)
component.

4.8 Implementation

The CANDIES methodology is available in the Python framework
ndnet [180]. It was developed alongside this thesis and bears the
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name modular CANDIES (mCANDIES) [173].

4.8.1 ndnet

The ndnet6 framework is an open-source Python framework that
implements the CANDIES methodology, baseline anomaly detection
and novelty detection algorithms, and inference algorithms for GMM.
It was first used in [173]. An overview of the main modules (not
necessarily matching the Python files) is provided in Figure 4.32.

ndnet
mcandies detectordistribution other

plot
util
…

GMMVI
GMMEM
Norm.Wish.
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…

KernelPCA
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Figure 4.32: Modules in ndnet. The mcandies sub-package con-
tains the implementation of the mCANDIES framework. The baseline
approaches are implemented in the detector sub-package. The distri-
bution sub-package provides probabilistic models and distributions.
The generator sub-package contains a data generator to synthesise
data sets (cf. Section 5.2). More smaller modules (plot, util) are
grouped here as other.

The detector sub-package implements the baseline techniques dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. The framework’s interfaces are roughly based

6https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndnet (last access: February 2022)

https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndnet
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on the sklearn framework [58]. However, the main detector interface
used in ndnet is shown in Listing 4.7. Besides a predict method
that returns labels analogue to a classification task, two additional
methods are defined:

• score_anomalies obtains a (probabilistic) anomaly score for
each processed observation.

• predict_score_a combines predict and score_anomalies to allow
more efficient implementations (i.e. the computed scores are
usually used for the prediction).

1 class detector :
2
3 def predict (self , X):
4 """ Sequentially predict y for the observations in X"""
5 return y_pred
6
7 def score_anomalies (self ,X):
8 """ Sequentially compute the scores for the observations

in X"""
9 return y_score

10
11 def predict_score_a (self , X):
12 """ For efficiency """
13 # naive implementation
14 return self. predict (X), self. score_anomalies (X)

Listing 4.7: Prediction and scoring methods used for anomaly and
novelty detectors in ndnet.

The distribution sub-package contains machine learning algorithms
to infer GMM from training sets. Implementations for VI and
standard EM are available. Further, this package contains a Normal-
Wishart module with the update and obliteration methods discussed
in Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.7.1.

The CANDIES methodology, implemented in the mcandies sub-
package, is further split into modules, candies_base, and Mes-
sageBus. candies_base contains the core components, such as
the GlobalBuffer (i.e. the global context buffer), Pipeline, and Base-
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CANDIES (the parent class to implement novelty detectors, cf. Sec-
tion 4.8.2). The modules module contains the various detectors for
HDR novelties, concept drift, and online LDR clustering.

The generator sub-package contains the implementation of various
data generators to synthesise evaluation data sets. Its theoreti-
cal foundation is presented and discussed in Section 5.2. Further
sub-packages are provided by ndnet, for instance, for plotting and
pdf exports. The vast majority of figures used in this thesis are
programmed and exported using ndnet.

4.8.2 mCANDIES

The modular CANDIES implementation mCANDIES provides a base
class BaseCANDIES which is the starting point to implement cus-
tomised novelty detectors. The actual implementation architecture
is based on CANDIES (cf. Figure 4.2) and illustrated in Figure 4.33.

The BaseCANDIES class provides the general structure for the data
flow. This includes the GlobalBuffer (i.e. global context buffer), the
branching for HDR/LDR, and the locality matching in the HDR
pipeline. However, the user selects the specific modules (e.g. the
α-detector in the glshdr/LDR area or GMMLocality for locality
matching).

An essential addition in mCANDIES is the central Message Bus to
which all modules are connected. The bus allows each module to pass
messages to any other module. The message bus is used to remove
observations from LCBs when they are removed from the global
context (e.g. due to their age). The message bus is also beneficial
for experimental evaluation as it allows the monitoring of individual
modules (e.g. to create logs). Further, using the message bus is a
flexible strategy to implement and test new anomaly detection and
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Figure 4.33: The mCANDIES architecture as implemented in ndnet
with Python. Green boxes represent modules that are chosen by
the user, while orange and blue elements are structural components
provided by BaseCANDIES. The MessageBus allows all modules to
exchange messages with each other. The modules correspond to the
setting used to generate the figures in Section 4.7. The corresponding
code is shown in Listing 4.8.

novelty detection approaches in the future.

Composite and Auxiliary Modules

mCANDIES is a framework that supports the simultaneous detection
of various novelty types. This support largely depends on two modules
used for composition: Pipeline and ModuleBatch. While a Pipeline
is used to chain multiple modules after one another modules in a
ModuleBatch are executed in parallel. So far, this has been mentioned
mainly in connection with HDR novelty detection, but the LDR
pipeline can be extended as well.

Pipeline. A sequence of modules, where each module gets the out-
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put from its predecessor as input and passes its output to its
successor. Modules are executed sequentially.

ModuleBatch: Modules are executed in parallel. Each module gets
the same input. The module outputs are collected and passed
to an aggregation function that calculates the output of the
ModuleBatch.

Both composition modules are themselves modules and can be nested
(e.g. a ModuleBatch can contain multiple Pipelines that are executed
in parallel).

Besides modules for composition, mCANDIES includes a series of
auxiliary modules. These modules are useful to implement specific
pre-processing steps online (e.g. feature filters in the input space, or
filters to transform observations into distances – cf. Section 4.4), or
to increase robustness of the novelty detectors (e.g. with a moving
average filter – cf. Section 4.6.5). The following list contains a
selection of auxiliary modules:

Feature Filter: Feature Filters provide a limited view of the input
space. Thus, it is possible to use different features in different
pipeline stages. For instance, the HDR/LDR separation can
base its decision on other features as the locality matching.

Transformers: Transformers transform features from one feature
space into another feature space. For example, in an mCAN-
DIES setting with a GMM for locality matching (cf. Section 4.5)
and χ2-HDR detectors, a transformer can be used to transform
the local observations into a scalar Mahalanobis distance.

Moving Average: An MA filter can be used after a score-based
detector.

Aggregators: Aggregators combine the outputs of multiple detec-
tors in a ModuleBatch into a single output before it is passed
to a subsequent module. A naïve implementation is a logical
or over the decision if a novelty was detected or not. However,
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other aggregators, e.g. majority voting or weighted sums, are
straight forward to implement.

Implementing a Novelty Detector

Listing 4.8 contains the Python code necessary to implement a
mCANDIES novelty detector with NWC for LDR novelty detec-
tion, Normal-Wishart drift compensation, a distance transformer,
and χ2-HDR detectors for HDR novelty detection. The novelty de-
tector is derived from BaseCANDIES and implements the setUp()
method. With the various setters (: 26 set_hdr_pipeline(), : 28
set_ldr_pipeline(), : 31 set_hdr_ldr()), the user-specified modules
are integrated into the general mCANDIES structure. Note that
the locality matching is not mandatory, but a component of the
hdr_pipeline. The code corresponds to the detector used to generate
the figures in Section 4.7 and the diagram depicted in Figure 4.33.

1 from ndnet . mcandies . candies_base import *
2 from ndnet . mcandies . modules . concept_drift import NWMeanDrift
3 from ndnet . mcandies . modules . hdr_detector import Chi2Detector
4 from ndnet . mcandies . modules . online_clustering import

OnlineClustering
5 from ndnet . mcandies . modules . transformers import ComponentDistance
6 from ndnet . mcandies . modules .base import GMMLocality , AlphaDetector
7
8 class NoveltyDetection ( BaseCANDIES ):
9 """ A Novelty Detector using the various parts described in

this section .
10
11 The BaseCANDIES class provides the GlobalBuffer (2) and the

propagation logic (8)
12 """
13 def setUp (self):
14 """ The setUp () method assembles the modules and creates

the pipelines for ldr and hdr processing """
15 msg_bus = self. msg_bus
16
17 # (9) and (4)
18 hdr_batch_factory = PipelineFactory (msg_bus ,
19 NWMeanDrift ,
20 ComponentDistance ,
21 Chi2Detector )
22 # (5)
23 sl = GMMLocality ( msg_bus )
24 lm = LocalityMatching (msg_bus , sl , hdr_batch_factory )
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25 # (C)
26 self. set_hdr_pipeline (lm)
27 # (A) and (6)
28 self. set_ldr_pipeline ( OnlineClustering ( msg_bus ))
29 # (3)
30 ad = AlphaDetector ( msg_bus )
31 self. set_hdr_ldr (ad)

Listing 4.8: A novelty detector implemented with mCANDIES. The
numbers in the comments (e.g. # (9)) correspond to the numbers
(e.g. 9 ) in Figure 4.2.

Training and Assembly

The individual detection modules are initialised after the (proba-
bilistic) normal model (here, a GMM) is inferred. In a dedicated
offline phase, the same training set is propagated by calling Base-
CANDIES fit() method. While novelty detection is considered an
unsupervised task, mCANDIES supports labels for greater flexibility
and to implement detector tuning (e.g. known novelties can be used
to derive detection thresholds). The training phase is illustrated in
Figure 4.34, where the HDR part consists of a Pipeline. For the sake
of completeness, an analogous ModuleBatch is shown in Figure 4.35.

In the first step, the training set is separated into HDR and LDR
observations in the same manner as in the online detection mode.
That is, using the anomaly detectors predict_suspicious method.
With the LDR clustering algorithms described in Section 4.6.1, no
further training is necessary. HDR observations XHDR are passed to
the HDR pipeline, where fit(XHDR) is called. Suppose that the HDR
pipeline consists of a locality matching module (which is assumed,
even if it is not mandatory), the already reduced training set is
further split. For each HDR (i.e. local region), a reduced training set
XHDR,j (where j indicates the HDR) of its own is generated, and
the necessary HDR modules are instantiated. Then, the modules
are initialised with their corresponding training sets XHDR,j by
calling either fit(XHDR,j) (for single modules and ModuleBatches)
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BaseCANDIES

Locality Matching

fit(X,y)

HDR/LDR Pipeline

predict_suspicious(X) fit(XLDR,yLDR)

Anomaly Detector

LDR Pipeline

Online Clustering

predict_locality(XHDR)
LM Module

HDR Pipeline (factory)

fit*(XHDR,j,yHDR,j)
Module 1

XHDR,j,yHDR,j

XHDR,yHDR

fit*(X'HDR,j,y'HDR,j)
Module 2

XLDR,yLDR

Figure 4.34: Data flow in the training phase of mCANDIES. fit*()
is actually fit_transform(). The training set is split several times.
The modules for HDR novelties are created in the offline phase.

or fit_transform(XHDR,j) (for pipelines, where the output of one
module is fed into the next one).

This additional training procedure again brings some advantages.
For instance, the locality matching module (which is responsible for
the initalisation of the remaining HDR pipeline) can omit certain
HDR and not initialise any detectors if they fail to satisfy specific
requirements (i.e. too few observations in XHDR,j).

Example

Finally, Listing 4.9 contains an example where the previously im-
plemented novelty detector (Listing 4.8) is first initialised (: 12),
configured (: 14) and trained (: 17) on the test set Xtr, and then
eventually tested (: 20) on the test set Xte. The GMM used in the
probabilistic normal model is also fitted using the same training set
Xtr with VI (: 9). In its standard configuration ypred contains a
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fit(XHDR,j,yHDR,j)
Module 1

fit(XHDR,j,yHDR,j)
Module n

…

ModuleBatch (factory)

Figure 4.35: A ModuleBatch allows the parallel execution of multi-
ple modules. Each module is trained with the same data.

label for each observation that indicates whether the observation
belongs to a detected novelty or not.

1 X_tr # Training set
2 X_te # Test set
3
4 ctxlen =50 # ( global ) context buffer length
5 cd_buf_len =150 # drift buffer length
6 alpha =0.99 # hdr/ldr parameter
7
8 # Infer GMM using VI and prune components
9 gmm = SharedGMM ( GMMVI ( n_components =5).fit(X_tr), prune_ts =0.2)

10
11 # Initialise the mCANDIES detector
12 det = NoveltyDetection ()
13 # Set parameters
14 det. set_config ({"GMM": gmm , " NWDrift_batches ": cd_buf_len , "

AlphaDet_alpha ":alpha , " CHI2DET_window ":ctxlen , "
GLBBUF_maxlen ": ctxlen })

15
16 # dedicated offline phase : setup the detectors , create hdr

pipelines
17 det.fit(X_tr)
18
19 # perform online novelty detection
20 y_pred = det. predict (X_te)

Listing 4.9: Application of the mCANDIES detector from
Listing 4.9.
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4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, the CANDIES methodology was introduced. While
most of the research questions (see Section 1.1.3) were answered
successfully here, new questions and challenges arise as one would
expect. This section relates CANDIES to the conclusion of the the
state of the art in Section 2.2, discusses the differences and similar-
ities with existing methods for novelty detection, and summarises
encountered issues with CANDIES and its methods.

Regarding Assumptions and Requirements

The trade-off between novelty recall and detection precision is also
apparent in CANDIES. If CANDIES is tuned towards a better
precision, the introduced LDR clustering techniques are more robust
against noise in the input space.

The CANDIES methodology is not developed to provide an off-
the-shelf solution for arbitrary novelty detection tasks. It instead
provides a flexible (methodological) framework that allows adjust-
ments to different application scenarios. The main focus is on the
processing of multivariate data streams, which, in contrast to other
data sources (e.g. databases), must be processed online. In the
longer term, the developed technologies are intended to be used in
continuously changing environments (e.g. in SISSY systems [173]).
In such scenarios, concept drifts can occur that lead to changes in
the normal model at runtime. To some degree, CANDIES already
offers compensation methods to deal with certain kinds of concept
drifts. However, it remains an open question how concept drifts
can be sharply distinguished from HDR novelties – since they are
remarkably similar, at least at a conceptual level.
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Complexity of the System Design

While the CANDIES methodology offers a high degree of flexibility,
it comes with a cost, namely a great deal of system complexity.
The complexity becomes especially evident in comparison to simpler
anomaly detection methods such as HSTrees, which are essentially a
data structure with little processing logic.

However, if we look at other novelty detection methods, for instance,
OLINDDA [33], the complexity is not much higher. Interestingly,
OLINDDA and MINAS [32] have similar basic structures as CAN-
DIES, although they were developed independently. On the one
hand, the detector is set up offline with a training set, and in the
online detection phase, a clustering scheme is applied to a buffer
(short-term memory, see Figure 3.23) that stores anomalies to detect
novelties. On the other hand, HDR novelties are not explicitly con-
sidered (apart from the notion of extension-models, cf. Figure 3.24).
The structural similarities are likely because these approaches are
as well designed to process data streams. Furthermore, their normal
models are, in essence, also GMM based (even though in the form of
a k-means clustering).

The concept of locality is only vaguely used in other works, for in-
stance, in [190] where topic-conditioned novelty detection is described
(here, topics represent local regions with individual local histories).

Implementation

The implementation in Python is two-fold. On the one hand, the
missing data hiding principle in conjunction with the message bus
architecture allows easy access to many aspects of the implemented
algorithms and methods. This is a great advantage to investigate and
visualise various aspects of anomaly and novelty detection approaches.

On the other hand, the runtime performance of Python becomes an
issue for deploying mCANDIES as a real-world novelty detection
system. Real-time requirements cannot be met in this way without
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further ado. Although this thesis conducts fundamental research for
which real-world applications play only a subordinate role, the poor
performance of Python and missing support for real multithreading
also becomes a problem for the experimental evaluation.

However, the general design of CANDIES and its implementation as
mCANDIES is apparently a usable template and good starting point
for implementations in other languages.

Remaining Challenges and Issues

Novelty detection is a challenging task with many future applications.
In Section 4.5.2 and Section 4.6.1, it has already been mentioned
that novelty detection (in probabilistic models) could be considered
as a kind of divergence. The type of feedback provided remains
questionable and will be reconsidered in Chapter 5. That is, whether
individual observations should be labelled individually or time in-
stances at which novelties are present.

In order to be able to use CANDIES and mCANDIES in future
simulations and test environments (such as the proposed Continu-
ous High-level Adaptive Runtime IntegratiOn Testbed (CHARIOT)
[191]), optimisations are necessary. The flexibility has already proven
itself in [189] where RR intervals are distinguished with an OC-
SVM as HDR detector to identify drivers and also in [192] where
mCANDIES is used to detect operational states in a smart home
scenario.

Contributions of CANDIES

To summarise and finally conclude this chapter: The CANDIES
methodology is a conceptual framework for novelty detection de-
signed for multivariate data streams. Its main advantage is its notion
of novelty as an agglomeration of anomalies and its ability to detect
novelties in the LDR of the input space and their HDR counter-
parts. HDR novelties and certain types of concept drifts (i.e. slow
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incremental drifts) are also distinguished and explicitly compensated.

Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement in the processing of
temporal information, as this has only been implicitly represented by
the global and the various local context buffers. The context buffers
are synchronised with each other and form a kind of sliding window
that forms the basis for the novelty detection horizon. Another
feature of candies is that obliteration, i.e. the active forgetting of
vanished observations, was explicitly included in the development of
the introduced LDR and HDR detection methods.

Another point that can be critically viewed is the separation into
HDR and LDR and the locality matching. Only a subset of the
global context buffer is considered in isolation in both cases, thus
reducing the information available to each detection module. This
could make it challenging to detect novelties that overlap several
regions (i.e. HDR and LDR) or multiple (local) HDR.
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This chapter has two focal points – the evaluation of novelty detec-

tion algorithms in general and the investigation of the CANDIES
methodology in particular. In the first part, general issues with the
current evaluation methodology are discussed. Then, a new evaluation
methodology is presented that includes a data generator for synthetic
data stream scenarios. The second part is dedicated to the critical
evaluation of the CANDIES methodology. Two novelty detectors are
implemented using the ndnet framework and compared against the
baseline techniques from Chapter 3 – first on baseline data sets and
then on synthetic scenarios.
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“After much reflection, we have decided not to include comparisons
to other approaches here. We simply could not make the other ap-
proaches work well, and we do not wish to seem to be badgering fellow
researchers.”

– Eamonn Keogh, 2005 [129]
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5.1 Evaluation Methodology

While novelty detection is essentially an unsupervised learning task,
the literature study in Section 2.1.5 pointed out that it is is usually
evaluated as if it was a supervised classification problem. Under
certain assumptions and particular circumstances, this is a valid
approach.

For instance, if we consider novelty detection as a binary classification
problem, where the detector must decide whether a previously unseen
observation x′ is a regular that belongs to the normal class or an
anomaly that belongs to the novelty class. In this case, conventional
and widely used evaluation measures, such as F1-score, accuracy,
AU-ROC, or AU-PRC seem to be an appropriate choice. And in an
offline setting where the IID assumption is sufficiently justified, this
choice of measures is reasonable.

However, under the made assumptions in this thesis, it is not feasible
to treat novelty detection as a binary classification task. Campos
et al. [159] (working in the related field of unsupervised outlier de-
tection) argues that the strengths and weaknesses of investigated
(detection) methods are scarcely known, and neither is the impact of
their hyperparameters. They further argue that labelled data sets are
required for a meaningful evaluation and that most of the available
data sets are believed to be unsuitable for outlier detection. The
authors have also considered the following question: Are the evalua-
tion measures capable of reavealing the performance characteristics
of outlier methods? They conclude that it is usually pointless and
unjustified to state the superior behaviour of any method for the gen-
eral case – which puts Eamonn Keogh’s quote in a less sarcastic light.
Moreover, the existence of one-fits-all solutions is once more doubted.
Instead, they suggest investigating the algorithms’ weaknesses and
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strengths for different data set (or application) characteristics.

The experiments conducted in Chapter 3 and discussed in Section 3.3
do not contradict this. The experiments show that the standard
evaluation methodology for classification is not optimal for evaluating
and analysing novelty detection approaches.

Another issue with the interpretation as a binary classification task
is the naïve labelling, where each observation is individually labelled
as either a regular observation or an anomaly. This labelling does
not consider the temporal relations present in novelty detection,
where a novelty is formed through an agglomeration of anomalies
over time. While an anomaly implies that a novelty is active, a
regular observation does not mean that no novelty is active (cf.
interspersed novelty). Here, an alternative annotation approach is
introduced that indicates whether a novelty (and which) is present
(and actively emitting anomalies) or not. This annotation corresponds
to labelling the time instances t instead of the observations xt. The
two annotation styles are juxtaposed in Figure 5.1 together with an
example of corresponding predictions.

Gardner et al. [193] describes a similar annotation and prediction
problem with the performance assesment of an novelty detector for
EEG seizure detection. The authors solve the problem with a detector
refractory period. That is, after a novelty is detected, the detector
is ’muted’ for a given interval of time (called ’persistence’). This of
course introduces a trade-off between detection latency and FPR.

The acquisition of labels is generally considered to be a costly and
tedious task. Especially for the outlined novelty annotations (e.g.
labelling when and which novelty is active or differentiating between
noise, anomalies, and regulars). This does not have a positive impact
on the availability of real-world benchmark data for novelty detection.

While Goix [194] already conducted research on the evaluation of
unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms (Goix uses Excess-Mass
and Mass-Volume curves for his unsupervised evaluation), he only
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time t

x 1
, x

2

anomaly

(a) Ground-truth: The presence of a novelty is indicated by the
arrow, the △ mark the locations of true anomalies.

time t
R

N t
xt

(b) Predictions: naïve anomaly predictions for xt are indicated
by red · dots (A=anomaly, R=regular). The alternative novelty

labelling is indicated by the black line t (N=novelty detected)

Figure 5.1: Different annotation styles; (a) Data stream (with
dimensions x1, x2) that contains a novelty. The active period of the
novelty is indicated by the dashed vertical lines and the arrow (i.e.
true novelty label). Anomalies belonging to the novelty are marked
as red triangles △ (i.e. true anomaly label). (b) Predictions for both
labelling approaches juxtaposed. While the anomaly predictions
alternates between regulars and anomalies, the novelty labelling is
not frequently changing but has a higher latency.

assumes the existence of LDR anomalies and temporal properties are
again not considered.
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5.1.1 Online Evaluation

Taking into account the considerations from the previous section,
it is evident that novelty detection cannot be treated as a binary
classification problem – at least not for a meaningful evaluation. On
the one hand, there is the distinction between novelties, regulars and
noise. And on the other hand, the detection speed is certainly also
of interest due to the online processing of data streams.

Further, it is somewhat in the nature of novelty detection problems
that the IID assumption cannot be generally fulfilled (since emerg-
ing novelties will alter the underlying distribution). And the class
distribution is expected to be highly unbalanced (i.e. predominantly
regular observations).

To make matters worse, the established evaluation measures for (bi-
nary) classification tasks, such as accuracy or even the F1-score, can
lead to optimising the wrong objective in an HPO. Let us consider
the two exemplary scenarios depicted in Figure 5.2; in one, an HDR
novelty emerges, while the other scenario is noisier and consists of
an LDR novelty. Moreover, the novelty detection task is treated
as binary classification problem with labels: regular = 0 and corre-
spondingly anomaly/novelty/noise = 1 (i.e. no distinction made). A
novelty detector is trained and then evaluated with different hyper-
parameter configurations (the mCANDIES based detector used in
these examples is the one described in Section 5.3.1).

Figure 5.3 shows the resulting classification for two different con-
figurations, corresponding evaluation measures are summarised in
Table 5.1. With configuration (a), the detector is unable to detect
the HDR novelty, but with configuration (b), the novelty is detected
(though with a higher FPR). Unfortunately, the corresponding accu-
racy and F1-score are higher for configuration (a) and do not consider
the higher informativeness (cf. [195]) provided by configuration (b)
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regular
novelty

(a) HDR novelty

x1

x 1

noise
regular
novelty

(b) LDR novelty and
noise

Figure 5.2: Two example scenarios to illustrate the problem of
optimising the wrong objective by relying on classification measures
for novelty detection HPO.

- thus penalising the desired detection of the novelty. In this case,
the wrong objective is optimised: high accuracy instead of reliable
detection.

x1

x 1

acc: 0.83  f1: 0.00

(a)

x1

x 1

acc: 0.81  f1: 0.17

(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Undetected HDR novelty but higher accuracy. (b)
Lower accuracy but detected HDR novelty. In this case, the F1-score
could be a more suitable measure.

The same problem occurs in the second scenario. Three configura-
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Table 5.1: Performance measures and elements from the corre-
sponding confusion matrix from the two configurations (a) and (b)
depicted in Figure 5.3.

TP FP TN FN PPV TPR TNR ACC F1 MCC

(a) 0 0 500 100 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 0.00 0.00
(b) 12 29 471 88 0.29 0.12 0.94 0.81 0.17 0.09

tions are illustrated in Figure 5.4, with evaluation measurements
summarised in Table 5.2. In this case, the presence of noise has a
counterproductive influence on the evaluation measures, as these
observations must be falsely classified as regulars (resulting in a
higher FNR) in order to define the novelty sharply. While configu-
ration (a) achieves the best-measured performance, it renders the
novelty detection virtually unusable, as it is too sensitive to noise.
Configuration (b) yields a good result, which is also desirable in
an actual application. However, concerning the novelty detection
task, the best performance is reached with configuration (c), while
its measured performance is the worst in the comparison.

Table 5.2: Performance measures and elements from the correspond-
ing confusion matrix from the three configurations (a), (b), and (c)
depicted in Figure 5.4.

TP FP TN FN PPV TPR TNR ACC F1 MCC

(a) 191 3 371 35 0.98 0.85 0.99 0.94 0.91 0.87
(b) 86 0 374 140 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.77 0.55 0.53
(c) 53 0 374 173 1.00 0.23 1.00 0.71 0.38 0.40

Ranawana et al. [196] observes a similar issue. They argue that
many algorithms tuned on unbalanced (binary) data sets using the
accuracy1 score can lead to classifiers favouring one class over the
other. The classifiers reach a high specificity but at the cost of a

1In their article [196], the authors refer to the accuracy incorrectly as precision.
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Figure 5.4: (a) High accuracy and F1-score, however, the actual
LDR novelty is hidden due to the excessive noise. (b) Lower perfor-
mance measures, the LDR novelty is clearly detectable. Only few
noise observations are treated as anomalies. (c) Even lower perfor-
mance measures but most informative result for novelty detection.
Only the LDR novelty is detected as such.

low sensitivity or vice versa – while the sensible goal is to have high
values for both. They propose the optimized precision as a possible
solution. Hossin et al. [195] also studies the problem of evaluation
measures with the result that informativeness (i.e. the distinction
between informative and non-informative solutions) is an essential
factor in choosing the evaluation metric. They also conclude that
the accuracy score lacks informativeness and prefers the correct
classification of the majority class. The MCC is a more informative
score than accuracy and the F1-score according to Chicco et al. [71].

All these measures have in common that they work on a low abstrac-
tion level (i.e. anomaly labels) and that they cannot assess relations
on higher abstraction levels (e.g. anomalies belong to the same or
different novelties). Thus, they cannot assess the performance in-
dicators that are necessary for the evaluation of novelty detection
approaches, for instance, if all novelties in the data set were reliably
detected or not. As previously discussed, the correct labelling of
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anomalies is less crucial in this case.

A typical characteristic associated with the processing of data streams
and, in particular, with novelty detection is the frequent use of a
sliding or growing window to capture the recent past as a basis for
decision making (e.g. [32, 33, 147, 148, 152, 177]). This raises the
question of whether the performance measurement should also be
window-based or not. Further, novelties in data streams might appear
in two different shapes – exclusive or interspersed (cf. Section 1.2.6),
orthogonal to the separation into HDR and LDR. And again, the
question arises whether this characteristic should be explicitly con-
sidered in the evaluation. For example, it could be sensible to weigh
false positives and false negatives more heavily for exclusive novelties
than for interspersed novelties since the latter are harder to detect
(see Figure 5.5).
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(c) interspersed

Figure 5.5: The depicted HDR novelty in (a) appears in two differ-
ent shapes: exclusive in (b) and interspersed in (c). An mCANDIES
based novelty detector is applied to both data sets. The respective
temporal course of the χ2-HDR detector is indicated in both illus-
trations. While the exclusive is reliably detected in (b), the same
novelty remains undetected if it is interspersed in the data stream
(c).

We can derive some temporal performance indicators from the online
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setting, which are directly related to the novelty detection process.
On the one hand, there will be a delay between the first occurrence of
an anomaly (from a yet unknown novelty) and the actual detection
of the very novelty. A well-performing detector should have a delay
that is as short as possible. Another delay that is likely to occur in
window-based methods is the time that the novelty detector needs
to detect that a novelty is no longer present, i.e. the time that
elapses between the last occurrence of an anomaly and the detection
of the absence of the novelty. As averages, these values could be
considered as complementary extensions to the components of a
confusion matrix. We can assume that a higher detection speed (i.e.
a shorter detection delay) is accompanied by a higher FPR. A similar
trade-off exists for the absence detection speed.

In summary, the following evaluation criteria should be considered
to assess the performance of novelty detection algorithms:

1. Detection delays: The time it takes a novelty detector to detect
an active novelty.

2. Detection performance: The number of detected and unde-
tected novelties (this implies a certain discriminating power of
the detector).

3. FPR, TNR (w.r.t. anomalies): The detector should have a
high precision for anomalies (as they imply the presence of a
novelty).

Less critical are TPR and FNR (both w.r.t. anomalies) since they
are somewhat implicitly contained in 1 and 2.

5.1.2 Solution Proposal: FSM-Eval

In the following section, a first approach for an evaluation method is
presented that is able to calculate the evaluation criteria as mentioned
above and some additional statistics (it is based on previous work
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[197], then intended for obsoleteness detection). The approach with
the descriptive name FSM-Eval is implemented using an FSM. The
state diagram, together with its transitions, is depicted in Figure 5.6:
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Figure 5.6: The FSM-Eval approach takes temporal characteristics
into account. The states are abbreviated as N:Normal, P:Present,
D:Detected, and G:Gone with additional states for fp:false positives
and fn:false negatives. The transitions depend on the ground truth
label yt and the predicted (temporal) label ŷt and can trigger multiple
actions: ytŷt; action∗. The highlighted states handle novelties.

The FSM-Eval assumes that true labels yt are available and indicate
whether a novelty is active at any given time instance t or not. And
likewise that the predicted labels ŷt also indicate whether any novelty
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is active or not (cf. Section 4.6.4). This assumption aligns with
the novelty label annotation introduced at the beginning of this
chapter. The FSM consists of six states and starts in the Normal
state, indicating that no novelty is present and that no novelty
is detected. With each step (i.e. with each new observation), a
transition to the next state happens. The transition depends on the
values of the true label yt and the predicted label ŷt. With each
transition, an action A is associated. The transitions are defined as:

ytŷt; A (5.1)

Where valid values for labels are either T:True, F:False, or -:don’t
care if it does not matter. Valid actions are summarised in Table 5.3.
The Present state P reflects that a novelty is present but was not yet
detected by the novelty detector. The state is used to compute the
detection delay (called delay here) and counts detected and undetected
novelties. In the Detected state D, true positives are counted. The
state is entered when a novelty is detected and as long active as the
novelty is present. The Gone state reflects that a novelty is no longer
active but still reported by the novelty detector (usually the case by
window-based approaches). The time it takes to detect the absence
of the previously active novelty is called reversion.

The fsm-eval keeps track of several counters to compute different
statistics. An overview of the maintained variables is given in Ta-
ble 5.4.

In the end, the FSM-Eval computes the following statistics based
on the counters: true negatives and true positives similar to the
standard confusion matrix. Average delay (DL), i.e. the average
number of observations that the evaluated novelty detector needs to
detect an emerging novelty. Average reversion (RV), i.e. the average
number of processed observations before the absence of a previously
active novelty is detected. Also, the number of detected (DET) and
undetected (UND) novelties is recorded and the number of reversion
missed (RVM), i.e. when the detector kept reporting a vanished
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Table 5.3: Actions A that can be triggered by transitions of the
FSM-Eval. C corresponds to abitrary counter variables.

Action (A) Description
− Do nothing.

C = x Assign value x to counter C.
C + + Increment counter C by one.
C − − Decrement counter C by one.

com(C) Commit the counter C. This is used to compute
average statistics of the commited counters. E.g. to
compute the average delay or reversion times.

if ytŷt : A If statement; the action A is only executed if the
labels match the exact condition.

A,A′ Sequential execution of two or more actions A, A′.

novelty. Finally, values for false positives and false negatives are also
calculated, but these differ from the standard confusion matrix due
to the delay and reversion statistics.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the FSM-Eval state diagrams over time for two
detectors. The first one (a) yields subjective better performance. The
interspersed novelty is detected with a slight delay and then reliably
reported until it vanishes. After the novelty disappears, the detector
has a short reversion period. The second example (b) is less stable
but reflects a more likely course when an HPO is executed. In this
case, the detector can detect the novelty with a slight delay, but the
reporting after the detection is unreliable. The figure also illustrates
the false detection of a novelty that is not present. Table 5.5 contains
the computed FSM-Eval statistics for both examples.

The FSM-Eval can already be used to analyse individual experiments
in the form presented so far. However, to be used in an HPO to find
suitable hyperparameter configurations, a single performance value is
necessary. Therefore, the FSM Detection Score (FDS) is introduced
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Table 5.4: Counter variables C used in FSM-Eval with discriptions.

Counter (C) Description
fp False positives.
fn False negatives; only updated if the current novelty

was already detected.
tp True positives.
tn True negatives.
dl Delay; keeps track of how long it takes the detector

to detect a novelty after the appearance of its first
anomaly.

rev Reversion; keeps track of how long it takes the
detector to recognise the absence of a previously
active novelty after its last anomaly was observed.

det Detected; this counter is incremented when the
detector detects a novelty.

rev_m Reversion missed; this counter is incremented when
the detector keeps reporting an absent novelty until
a new novelty emerges.

und Undetected; this counter is incremented when the
detector fails to detect a novelty.

Table 5.5: FSM-Eval statistics computed for the examples depicted
in Figure 5.7.

TP FP TN FN RV DL UND DET RVM FDS

(a) 98.00 0.00 81.00 0.00 23.00 23.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.08
(b) 59.00 11.00 83.00 38.00 10.00 24.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 -0.04
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(a) Novelty prediction of a capable mCANDIES detector.
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(b) Novelty prediction of a less capable predictor.

Figure 5.7: State diagrams of an FSM-Eval automaton to evaluate
two novelty detectors. The green line is the true novelty label yt,
the predictions ŷt are represented as red · dots. The solid black line
indicates the state st (the coressponding states are indicated on the
right of the y axis). (a) the detector reliably detects the present
novelty and reports it. The detection delay and reversion times are
well visible. (b) example of a worse prediction, while the novelty is
detected as well, it is occasionally lost. In addition, a false novelty is
detected.

in the following:

FDS =DET + 1
1 + DL + 1

1 + RV
− 10 · FPR − UND − RVM (5.2)

The FDS is designed to reward quick detection of novelties but
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penalises delays or failure to detect novelties. The value can be both
positive and negative. The FPR is weighted here with a factor of
10 in order to penalise the incorrect recognition of novelties even
more (this resulted from the experiments in Section 5.3.5). The DET
statistic is a positive integer, while the UND and RVM statistics are
negative integers. The temporal statistics DL and RV are present as
denominators (the +1 prevents a division by zero); Short delays will
be close to 1, while considerable delays will approach 0 - thus not
adding to the score. Table 5.5 contains a column representing the
FDS for the examples shown in Figure 5.7.

N.B. The weighting of the FPR here is arbitrary. Trial runs of the
experiments in Chapter 5 have shown that without a strong weighting
of the FPR in the FDS, exactly the parameter combinations that
lead to a high FPR were preferred in the HPO. In these cases, the
detection rate DET was pushed up, and the detection delays DL
and RV decreased without the detector being able to sharply separate
individual novelties from each other. One finding of the trail runs
was that the weighting factor of the FPR should be higher than the
number of novelties present in the investigated data set. Further
research is necessary to find a good heuristic for the weighting factors.
Alternatively, the FDS could be normalised based on the investigated
data sets.

5.1.3 Discussion

Three sets of experiments are conducted in the remainder of this
chapter to assess the principle performance of the CANDIES method-
ology and bring it into perspective with existing anomaly and novelty
detection approaches.

In all experiments, an HPO is conducted to find suitable hyperpa-
rameters. The evaluation framework expresso used for this purpose is
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briefly discussed in Section 5.3.2. The novelty detectors representing
the CANDIES methodology and relying on the techniques introduced
in Chapter 4 are presented in Section 5.3.1 and are simply called
novelty detection thesis (NDT) detectors.

The first experiment (Section 5.3.3) extends the experiment from
Chapter 3. Here, the NDT detectors are applied to the baseline data
sets and compared to the baseline techniques. The experiment is
intended to bridge the gap between the classical evaluation of existing
anomaly and novelty detection methods and the difficulties of this
(classical) methodology identified and described in this section (e.g.
temporal aspects, optimising the wrong objective, naive labelling,
unsuitable data sets).

Another insight from the experiment in Chapter 3 is that the widely
used classification data sets are unsuitable for evaluating novelty
detection approaches (the baseline novelty detection approaches per-
formed the worst). To address this issue, a synthetic data generation
process is introduced in Section 5.2. This process has the advantage
that common assumptions of novelty detectors can be fulfilled and
that the generated data is in the form of a data stream. In addition,
it is possible to control the generation of specific novelties, and the
creation of labels is cheap.

The second experiment (Section 5.3.4) is built around these synthe-
sised data streams. It relies on the established performance measures
to conduct the HPO and then compares the performance of the
baseline techniques against the NDT detectors.

The third experiment (Section 5.3.5) only considers the NDT detec-
tors and is a more in-depth analysis of their behaviour and perfor-
mance. In this experiment, the FDS measure is applied and compared
against the results from the second experiment.
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5.2 Synthetic Data Generation

The provision and usage of artificial data sets have some advantages
for evaluation purposes. Major advantages are the control over
the novelties or the simple generation of appropriate labels. This
control is helpful to investigate specific properties of novelty detection
methods, e.g. how well HDR novelties are detected or whether a
method can handle the presence of noise – which is basically what
Campos et al. [159] suggest.

Other researchers also regularly resort to artificial data (e.g. [33, 46,
57, 83, 90, 167, 172]). Confer to Figure 5.8 where an artificial data set
is depicted used to assess the performance of the OLINDDA detector.
The data set reflects the assumptions made for the detector, and its
characteristics are quite similar to the data that the presented data
generator can synthesise.

x1

x 2

regular
novelty n1
novelty n2
noise

Figure 5.8: Data set proposed in [33], with two novelties with Gaus-
sian characteristics. The data set also contains noise observations
that neither belong to the normal model nor to the novelties. In the
original article noise is referred to as outlier and regular as normal.
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Synthetic data streams should be reproducible and offer fine-grained
control about their properties, for instance, which novelty types
should be present in the test sets and how many. Besides HDR and
LDR novelties, there should be support to add obsoleteness, noise,
and the presence of concept drifts to specifically test their influence
on the capabilities of a novelty detector. In doing so, it should be
avoided that the data sets are optimally matched to the detectors.
It is desirable to generate different folds, similar to the k-fold CV.
That is, multiple training folds represent the same normal model
and multiple validation and test folds contain the (selected) novelties.
However, there should be a high variability under all folds from
the validation and the test data. Variability in the sense, that the
novelties in each fold are different. For instance, they are active in
different timespans, appear in other orders or locations, and might
overlap or not. The primary characteristics of the novelties (e.g.
novelty type, number of novelties) should be preserved though to
keep the folds comparable. Another essential aspect is generating
a ground truth that allows the provision of different label types
(e.g. using encoded labels). Different label types make it possible to
evaluate the investigated novelty detection algorithms with various
measures (e.g. F1-score, accuracy, FDS).

In addition, and viewed from another perspective, there are some
disadvantages to using real-world (offline) classification data sets to
evaluate novelty detection approaches. Typical classification data
sets used do not represent data streams, and in most cases, one of the
available classes is selected at random to play the part of a novelty.
However, the characteristics of the class are not previously known
and are usually not obtainable from the available labels. That means
it is not clear if the chosen (novelty) class would represent an HDR
or an LDR novelty. Further, the variability of the novelties is very
limited in contrast to synthesised ones. Since they are also based
on the same observations (i.e. drawn from the previously selected
novelty class). The available labels only encode the class affiliations
of the observations (which is sufficient for simple anomaly detection)
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– information about possible concept drifts or obsoleteness are not
available. It worsens if no dedicated training, validation and test
data is provided and a (stratified) k-fold CV is performed. In this
case, the novelties’ semantic (e.g. temporal closeness of anomalies)
are further blurred (Figure 3.27, where anomalies are scattered over
the whole time axis, depicts this problem), making them potentially
undetectable.

In the next Section 5.2.1, the various involved sampling processes
are thoroughly discussed. Then, Section 5.2.2 introduces encoded
labels (to provide more information about the data compactly) and
describes how evaluation scenarios are synthesised.

5.2.1 Sampling Processes

This section introduces the theoretical foundations for a data genera-
tor suitable for novelty detection evaluation. The synthesis comes
with the advantage that it can satisfy the assumptions made con-
cerning the probabilistic model. And that it allows controlling the
characteristics of emerging novelties, for instance, whether they ap-
pear in LDR or HDR, or if noise or concept drifts are present or not.
At the same time, the sampling approach also allows an (unlimited)
number of novelties to be generated so that different novelties can
be created for training, validation and testing without breaking with
data independence. The data generator is thus roughly oriented
towards the requirements that Emmott et al. [158] place on novelty
detection data sets (see Section 2.1.4).

In the first step, a GMM is created as a normal model used to
generate regulars. The model is initially static, i.e. time-invariant,
but concept drift and obsoleteness can be added.

In the next step, HDR and LDR novelties are generated and anoma-
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lies sampled. Depending on the chosen settings, the novelties appear
exclusive or interspersed. The order of the novelties and their tem-
poral appearances are randomly sampled as well. In the last step, a
configured fraction (which can be 0.0) of regulars and anomalies is
replaced by random noise.

The data generation process is governed by a selection of hyperpa-
rameters (discussed individually in their respective sections). In its
implementation2, a simple Javascript Object Notation (JSON) file
stores all required information.

Normal Model

The normal model is drawn from the same hyperdistribution used
in the variational Bayesian framework discussed in Section 4.2.1
and results in a GMM. In contrast to the VI training, where the
expectations are used to infer model parameters, the parameters are
actually drawn here.

J ∼ Unif(l, h) (5.3)
µj ∼ N (0, Iσ) (5.4)
Σj ∼ W(ν, IW ) (5.5)
π ∼ Dir(1α) (5.6)

The number of components J is controlled by a discrete uniform
distribution. For each component j, a mean value µj is drawn from a
Gaussian with zero mean and an isotropic covariance that is scaled by
the spread parameter σ. Figure 5.9 (a) depicts multiple examples how
the resulting means might be distributed. The shape of the individual
components j is given by their covariance matrices Σj which are in
turn drawn from a Wishart distribution with hyperparameters ν and
W . Examples of resulting shapes are illustrated in Figure 5.9 (c).

2Implemented in ndnet: ndnet.generator.scenario.ScenarioGenerator
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The final part are the weights or mixing coefficients πj , that are
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution, see Figure 5.9 (b) for a selection
of weight distributions for a different number of components J . An
overview of the hyperparameters is given in Table 5.6. A final example
of a sampled GMM is depicted in Figure 5.17 (a).

Table 5.6: Hyperparameters and their influence on the GMM
sampling to synthesise a normal model.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

l Minimum number of components in the GMM. 1
h Maximum number of components in the GMM. 10
σ Controls how close components are located to

each other, i.e. the spread of the means of the
GMM.

1.0

W Shape and extension of the components. 1.0
ν Weighting of the hyperparameter W . d
α Controls the distribution of the mixing coef-

ficients. Small values (< 1.0) result in single
dominating components, larger values in more
evenly distributed densities.

1.0

Concept Drift

The first modification to introduce time variance in the normal model
is to add a concept drift to one of the components j. Here, only
simple mean drifts are described that linearly alter the mean value
over time.

First, the direction in which the mean value is to change is determined
randomly. The direction is influenced by a Dirichlet distribution used
to draw the diagonal d of a covariance matrix (see the upper graphs
in Figure 5.10 (a)). The actual direction φ is determined by sampling
from a Gaussian with zero mean and the aforementioned covariance
matrix. The corresponding dimensions with high variance will likely
dominate the direction of the drift, as illustrated in Figure 5.10 (b).
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(a) means ∼ N (b) weights ∼ Dir (c) covariances ∼ W

Figure 5.9: Examples of randomly drawn parameters for a GMM.
(a) and (b) depict selections of means and weights for a different
number of components. (c) shows how the components covariances
(i.e. their shapes) can differ.

The second step is to randomly determine the velocity v (or speed)
of the drift, that is, how much the mean changes with each passing
time instance i. The velocity is drawn from a univariate Gaussian
(see the lower graph in Figure 5.10 (a)).

The concept drift is simulated using the linear transform (Equa-
tion (5.10)) applied to all observations xi,j drawn from the affiliated
component j (i indicates the current time instance.). The linear
transform is illustrated in Figure 5.10 (c).

v ∼ N (µ, σ) (5.7)
d ∼ Dir(1α) (5.8)
φ ∼ N (0, Id) (5.9)

x′
i,j = xi,j + i

φ

|φ|
v (5.10)
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Table 5.7: Hyperparameters and their influence on sampled concept
drifts.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

µ The expected speed of the drift. 0.1
σ The variation of the speed. 0.125
α Controls the direction of the concept drift. If

α < 1.0 drifts are more likely alongside a single
dimension, while α ≫ 1.0 lead to a drift in
multiple dimensions.

0.8

 I d  

0.15 0.10 0.35

p(
v)

velocity v

(a) Dim. and velocity

1 0 1

1
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= (0, I d)

(b) Direction
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v i       i = 10

(c) Linear transform

Figure 5.10: Process of sampling a drift vector. (a) selecting
main drift dimension d using a dirichlet distribution, the velocity
is Gaussian distributed. (b) the direction vector φ is drawn from a
Gaussian with dirichlet parameter d. (c) the final drift is a linear
transformation, here the distance after i = 10 is depicted.

Obsoleteness

The second type of time variance that can be added to the normal
model is obsoleteness. In this case, a component j ceases to generate
observations after a certain point in time tobs.

The objective of the data generation process, in this case, is the
sampling of tobs. The Beta-Binomial distribution is used as a prior
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for the sampling:

tobs ∼ BB(a, b). (5.11)

It has two hyperparameters, a and b, that control the shape of the
distribution, see Table 5.8 and Figure 5.11 (a) for a description.
With the default hyperparameters, the obsoleteness is expected to
begin in the middle of the test set (with length N), as depicted in
Figure 5.11 (b).

Table 5.8: Hyperparameters and their influence to control obsolete-
ness.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

a Controls how far the distribution is shifted to
the left (i.e. obsoleteness sets in earlier).

10

b Controls how far the distribution is shifted to
the right (i.e. obsoleteness is delayed).

10

HDR Novelty

The addition of novelties is a two-step process. Here, the first step is
discussed in which the statistical properties of a novelty are sampled.
The second step, in which the anomalies are merged into the simulated
data stream, is discussed later.

Let us begin with the synthesises of HDR novelties. A precondition
for generating an HDR novelty is that one of the already sampled
normal model components j must be selected first. The selection
can be made using a discrete uniform distribution. However, not all
components are eligible, only those that are heavy enough. That is,
those whose mixing coefficient πj is high enough to be responsible for
a significant proportion of observations in the generated data stream
(otherwise, the HDR novelty may have more the characteristics of
an LDR novelty). The following heuristic is used to select only those
components whose mixing coefficient does not deviate too much
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Figure 5.11: (a) Different shapes of the Beta-Binomial distribution
depending on the parameters a and b. (b) Beta-Binomial distribution
a = 10, b = 10 over the length N of a data stream with potential
starting points tobs for an obsoleteness. (c) example of an HDR
novelty Xhdr (red triangles △). The white ellipse is the selected
component j. The mean location is drawn from the scaled-down
Gaussian with γ = 3, the + represent other possible location candi-
dates.

(downwards) from the mean weight:

πj >
0.75
J

J∑︂
j=1

πj . (5.12)

The HDR novelty should be located in the dense region of the selected
component without too much overlap into LDR. This is achieved
by sampling its location µhdr from a Gaussian, which has the same
mean as the selected component j , but a scaled-down covariance
matrix (controlled with the hyperparameter γ). The shape of the
HDR novelty is given by its own covariance matrix Σhdr, which is
in turn sampled from a Wishart distribution with its own set of
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hyperparameters:

µhdr ∼ N (µj ,
1
γ

Σj) (5.13)

Σ−1
hdr ∼ W(IW, ν). (5.14)

The resulting HDR novelty is Gaussian distributed:

Xhdr ∼ N (µhdr,Σhdr). (5.15)

An example HDR novelty is illustrated in Figure 5.11 (c). The HDR
hyperparameters are summarised in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Hyperparameters and their influence to control HDR
novelties.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

γ Scaling parameter of the selected component’s
covaraince matrix. Larger values (γ > 1.0)
result in HDR novelties that are closer to the
component’s mean.

1.0

ν The degrees-of-freedom of the Wishart distri-
bution influence the shape of the HDR novelty.

2d

W This parameter influences the size (spatial ex-
tension) of the HDR novelty. The value is dis-
proportional to the resulting size, i.e. smaller
values result in a larger variance.

7.1

LDR Novelty

The second major type of novelties that the data synthesiser supports
are LDR novelties. For LDR novelties, it is also essential to find
a suitable location so that the characteristics of the LDR novelty
are fulfilled; namely, that the novelty does not interfere with any of
the HDR of the normal model and resides entirely in LDR. This is
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achieved by sampling location candidates µldr from a multivariate
uniform distribution:

l = min(
J⋃︂

j=1
{µj,i}d

i=1) (5.16)

h = max(
J⋃︂

j=1
{µj,i}d

i=1) (5.17)

bw = h− l (5.18)
µldr ∼ Unif(l − 0.5 · bw, h+ 0.5 · bw)d (5.19)

For simplicity, the distribution domain is derived from the parameters
of the normal model (see Equation (5.16) and Equation (5.17)). The
choice of the bandwidth is arbitrary and chosen for visualisation
purposes – as the actual bandwidth should not impact the model
qualities3. With the invalid function (Equation (5.20)), each location
candidate is checked if it is too close or resides in any HDR, and if
so, the candidate is rejected.

invalid(µldr) =
J⋁︂

j=1
∆j(µldr) < ρ (5.20)

The invalid function is conceptually identical to the α-detector, in-
troduced in Section 4.3.2. Moreover, the threshold ρ is computed
according to Equation (4.35) with α = 0.999. The location candidate
generation process is illustrated in Figure 5.12.

When a location µldr is accepted, anomalies for the LDR novelty can
be generated. Here, the sampling approach for GMM is reused. This
allows us to sample either simple novelties distributed according to
a Gaussian, or to follow more complex distributions by sampling a
GMM with multiple components. The affiliated hyperparameters

3There might be exceptions, for instance, assumptions as those for HSTrees,
cf. Section 3.2.
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are summarised in Table 5.10. The hyperparameters for the anoma-
lies/GMM generation are identical to those in Table 5.6, and thus
their description is omitted.

Table 5.10: Hyperparameters and their influence to control LDR
novelties.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

l Minimum number of components in the GMM. 1
h Maximum number of components in the GMM. 4
σ Controls how close components are located to

each other.
0.75

W Shape and extension of the components. 1.0
ν Weighting of the hyperparameter W . 8
α Controls the distribution of the mixing coeffi-

cients.
2

Figure 5.12: Uniformly drawn locations µldr for an LDR novelty.
Location candidates that are too close to the components of the
normal model are rejected by invalid(µldr) (red crosses ×) to ensure
that they do not interfere with HDR. Valid candidates are depicted
as green circles ◦.
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Integration of Regulars and Novelties

With the fundamental generation processes for normal models and
novelties described, the next crucial building block is the integration
of the novelties (respectively, their anomalies) and regular observa-
tions.

First of all, as a starting point for the synthetic data stream, Nreg

regulars are drawn from the normal model, taking into account any
concept drifts and obsoleteness (we refer to this set as Xreg). Then,
the novelties are integrated, which is a two-stage process. The first
stage determines the order of emergence of the novelties and their
corresponding starting points in time (stk). The second stage is
the actual generation and integration of the novelties into the data
stream.

Let us first consider how a single novelty k is merged into the data
stream, under the assumption that its starting point stk is already
determined. Besides its size Nk, each novelty k is associated with a
merge ratio r that controls its interspersion density. For an exclusive
novelty, the ratio is set to r = 0. A ratio of r < 1 leads to a higher
frequency of anomalies than regulars, and analogously a ratio of
r > 1 to a higher frequency of regulars. Therefore, the length of the
time period in which a novelty is active is given as:

(1 + r)Nk (5.21)

In this active period, the ratio r can be seen as inversely related to the
contamination. Figure 5.13 illustrates the influnce of the merge ratio
r on a synthetic data stream with a fixed length. The actual merge
procedure is shown in Figure 5.14. Based on the ratio r, a subset
W , starting at the index stk, is removed4 from Xsrc (for the first
integrated novelty Xsrc = Xreg applies). Then, depending on the
ratio, W is either merged into Xnov,k or vice versa. The insertion

4If stk + r ·Nk exceeds the length Nreg of Xsrc, the ratio constraint cannot
be fulfilled.
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Figure 5.13: Different anomaly distributions due to different merge
ratios. Each novelty consists of Nk = 10 anomalies and the data
stream has a fixed length of N = 45. (a) corresponds to an exclusive
novelty, while the others are interspersed.

indices are drawn randomly (without replacement) and sorted to
preserve the ordering of both sets. The so acquired set Xmerge is
then inserted into Xsrc at the location where W was taken. This
procedure is repeated for all K novelties that shall be integrated,
with Xsrc being updated each time. The final data set has length
N with:

N = Nreg +
K∑︂

k=1
Nk. (5.22)

Now, let us consider how the starting points stk are determined.
Again, we rely on a stochastic approach to further decouple the
synthesised test sets.

Two Beta-Binomial distributions restrict the starting points to an
interval [st⊥, st⊤] within the length Nreg (see Equation (5.23) and
Equation (5.24)). The actual starting points stk are obtained from
a Halton sequence [198] (with base b = 3) which is shifted by a
random offset δ (Equation (5.26)) and the linear transformation given
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{ }… … …
stk stk + r · Nk

W

Xsrc =

X'src =

}{ … { }…
Xnov,kW

{ }… = | r > 1 

}{ … { }…
Xnov,kW

{ }… = | r ≤ 1 

Xmerge =

Xmerge =

Xmerge

{ … }……
stk

Figure 5.14: Merge procedure for novelties. Observations W
are removed from source set Xsrc (which can contain regulars and
anomalies from previously integrated novelties). The set W and
the novelty Xnov,k are merged differently, depending on the ratio r.
X′

src is the updated source set that now contains the novelty k.

in Equation (5.27). The Halton sequence5 is used to get a more even
sampling of the interval [st⊥, st⊤]. The random offset δ ensures that
we still move within a stochastic framework. For the generation
of the synthetic data sets used in the experimental evaluation, the
domain for the random offset δ was selected to be [0, 4000].

5The implementation described by Berblinger et al. [199] is used.
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st⊥ ∼ BB(a, b,Nreg) (5.23)
st⊤ ∼ BB(b, a,Nreg) (5.24)

halton(3) = {hi}∞
i=0 (5.25)

δ = Unif(0,∞) (5.26)
stk = st⊥ + hδ+k · (st⊤ − st⊥) (5.27)

Table 5.11 contains the descriptions of the hyperparameters that
control the selection process of the starting points. The entire starting
point sampling process forK = 4 novelties is illustrated in Figure 5.15,
where five intervals are drawn. Note the excellent coverage of the
starting points on the intervals which is achieved by the Halton
sequences.

0 Nreg

time t

low/high dist.

st st1st2 st3 st4 st

12 3 4

Figure 5.15: Distributions over multiple novelty starting points
stk. The dashed line outlines the (combined) density distribution of
earliest and latest starting points. Also depicted are five intervals
described by different earliest and latest starting points. On each
interval, four points are sampled using a randomly shifted Halton
sequence. The top sequence is additionally annotated with its re-
spective earliest st⊥ and latest st⊤ starting point, together with the
actual starting points stk – in the depicted case, the first novelty has
the latest starting point.
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Table 5.11: Hyperparameters and their influence on novelty starting
points stk. The earliest and latest starting points are symmetrically
distributed.

Hyperparameter Influence Default

a Controlls how far the Beta-Binomial distribu-
tions are shifted towards the edges. That is,
how early the earliest starting point is and how
late the latest starting point is.

20

b Controlls how far the Beta-Binomial distribu-
tions are shifted towards the centre.

80

Nreg The size of the data set, the starting points stk

are bounded to lie within the closed interval
[0, Nreg]. This hyperparameter is automati-
cally set.

-

Noise

The last building block for the data synthesis is the addition of noise
after the final merger of regulars and novelties in Xsrc. Noise should
neither represent regulars nor anomalies but other not anticipated
random influences that make the novelty detection task on data
streams more challenging but simultaneously more realistic.

The addition of noise does not alter the length of Xsrc. Instead, a
fraction of the observations in Xsrc is randomly replaced by noise
samples. The noise samples are drawn from a uniform distribution
(see Equation (5.31), where i is the index of the observation in Xsrc

that will be replaced and d indicates the replaced dimension). The
noise ratio controls the fraction (another setting supplied similar to
the novelty ratio r) that encloses the domain of the normal model
and the novelties. In this case, a uniform distribution is used instead
of a Halton sequence since the sequences’ more evenly spaced pseudo-
randomness is not desired. A simple estimation of the bandwidth bw,
see Equation (5.30), is used based on the values of the observations
in Xsrc (i.e. including LDR novelties). The bandwidth factor of 0.65
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in Equation (5.31) is arbitrarily chosen but should be sufficient to
evaluate the properties of novelty detection in data streams.

l = min(Xreg) (5.28)
h = max(Xreg) (5.29)
bw = h− l (5.30)
xi,d ∼ Unif(l − 0.65 · bw, h+ 0.65 · bw) (5.31)

5.2.2 Scenario Generation

The sampling processes described in the previous section are now used
to generate scenarios for evaluating novelty detection approaches. A
scenario contains several training set and test set pairs all based on
the same normal model. The training sets include only observations
drawn from the normal model without concept drift nor obsoleteness
– these dynamics are only active in the test sets. A peculiarity is
that the novelties that occur in each test set share the same basic
properties in a scenario (e.g. length, density, or type – based on the
provided configuration,) but the actual novelties in each test set are
different (e.g. time of occurrence or location in the input space). In
a sense, there a different phenotypes of the same novelty in each test
set.

As already mentioned, scenarios are configured using a JSON file that
defines the hyperparameter distributions, the characteristics of the
novelties, and the presence of concept drift, obsoleteness, and noise.
An example is given in Listing 5.1. Scenarios are easily reproducible
if a seed value is provided.

During the development of the data generator, the idea came up
to store the additional information available from the generation
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process in the returned labels (besides the affiliation of anomalies
to novelties, the labels can indicate whether a novelty is currently
active or not). The binary coding scheme has been chosen so that
the labels do not break compatibility with existing techniques and
frameworks (e.g. sklearn or NumPy). Figure 5.16 depicts the binary
layout of the so-called encoded labels. The first 24 bits of an integer
are used to store all information. By relying on integers and binary
operations (i.e. AND, OR, and NOT), encoded labels can be used
with NumPy (e.g. to convert encoded labels to other label types).
Besides encoded labels (y_enc), the scenario generator also supports
other (more common) label types summarised in Table 5.12.

N H L S O H L -
23 1922 2124 20 18 17 8 1916

is present novelty id

Figure 5.16: 24 bit encoded label. The is flags (bits 17-24) encode
what type the associated observation is (only one should be active).
The present flags (bits 18-20) encode what novelty types are active
at the associated time instance. The largest part (bits 1-16) encodes
the novelty id, if the associated observation is an anomaly, otherwise
it is 0 to represent a regular. The flags are – N: Noise, H: HDR, L:
LDR S: Suspicious, O: Obsoleteness

Figure 5.17 illustrates the first training set and test set pair from the
scenario defined in Listing 5.1. Additionally, a temporal view of the
generated data stream is depicted and overlayed with the information
from the encoded label.

This scenario generation makes it possible to generate various sce-
narios targeted at different properties of the investigated novelty
detection approaches and form the foundation for the experiments
in Section 5.3.4 and Section 5.3.5.
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Table 5.12: Different label types (y_type) supported by the scenario
generator.

y_type description
y_bin Binary labels, the expected label type for most anomaly

detection approaches. Regulars= 0, anomalies= 1.
y_anom Similar to y_bin, but with noise= −1.
y_nov Binary label that represents novelty present. Required

for FDS.
y_enc Encoded labels, provides additional information, can be

converted to any of the other types.

5.3 Experimental Evaluation

All experiments are conducted using the detectors implemented in
the ndnet framework (Section 4.8.1) and are executed on a slurm
cluster (32 nodes, 4228 available threads). If applicable, statistical
comparisons using a Friedman-Nemenyi test are provided, following
the methodology described in Section 1.2.3. Results are illustrated
using critical-distance plots augmented with rank and score matrices.
Results and insights of the individual experiments are discussed in
the respective sections and then brought into perspective again in
Section 5.4.

The F1-score referred to in the following experiments uses the macro
averaging discussed in Section 1.2.3 (cf. Equation (1.11)), and is
denoted as f1_macro in the captions. This has the advantage that
even the data sets in which there are no novelties can be sensibly
measured, this is the case for some data sets in Section 5.3.4 and
Section 5.3.5.
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x1
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x1
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(b) test set

time n
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nov_present
hdr_present
is_hdr

ldr_present
is_ldr
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(c) Data stream representation of the test set overlayed with
information from encoded labels.

Figure 5.17: First pair of training set (a) and test set (b) from the
scenario defined in Listing 5.1. Only the test set contains novelties
and noise. The temporal course of the data stream is depicted in (c),
the encoded labels provide additional information for each observation
respectively for each time point. For instance, the hdr_present flag
is constantly set when the first HDR novelty is active.

5.3.1 NDT Detectors

To analyse and assess the performance of the CANDIES method, two
detectors, NDTDet6 and NDTCDDet7, are implemented in the ndnet

6Implemented in ndnet: ndnet.detector.NDT.NDTDet
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OnlineClustering (NWC)

LDR Pipelinex'
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Global HDR 
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Figure 5.18: The NDT detectors NDTDet and NDTCDDet in-
herent from BaseCANDIES. The only difference between the two
detectors is that the module for the Normal-Wishart drift compen-
sation (highlighted in red) is only present in the HDR pipeline of
NDTCDDet. Thus, NDTDet is not able to handle concept drifts.

framework in the ndnet.detector.NDT package using mCANDIES.
Here, NDT detectors refers to both of them. The detectors inherit
from the BaseCANDIES module discussed in Section 4.8.2. While
NDTCDDet can handle concept drift, NDTDet lacks this capability.
Their general architecture is depicted in Figure 5.18 – they only
differ in their HDR pipeline. The detectors support multiple label
types (cf. Table 5.12), making it possible to evaluate both their
anomaly detection performance (using y_bin for the experiment in
Section 5.3.4) and the novelty detection performance (using y_nov
for the experiment in Section 5.3.5).

Listing 5.2 shows the hyperparameter distribution used in the
HPO in all conducted experiments for NDTCDDet (the distri-
bution for NDTDet is identical, except for the absence of the
NWDrift_fraction_glblen parameter). Different parameters influence
the different parts of the detectors (i.e. pipelines and modules).
The expresso framework (discussed in the following Section 5.3.2)

7Implemented in ndnet: ndnet.detector.NDT.NDTCDDet
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randomly chooses one of the provided values for each parameter in
each iteration. Values are specified either directly as a list of values,
are generated as a range of values (indicated by the prefix R followed
by the lowest and highest value, here with an increment of 1), or
are drawn from a uniform distribution (indicated by the prefix U
followed by the lowest and highest values and then the number of
values to sample).

1 {
2 # Context length
3 " GLBBUF_maxlen ": "[50 , 100 , 200 , 300 , 500]",
4 # HDR/LDR
5 " AlphaDet_alpha ": "U[0.85 , 0.999 , 10]",
6 # LDR pipeline
7 " ONLCLT_maxlen ": "[50 , 100 , 200 , 300 , 500]",
8 " ONLCLT_epsilon ": "U[0.5 ,5 ,20]",
9 " ONLCLT_detected ": "[3, 5, 10, 20]",

10 # HDR pipeline
11 " GLBHDROBS_maxlen ": "[50 , 100 , 200 , 300 , 500]",
12 " NWDrift_fraction_glblen ": "[1, 2, 2.5 , 3, 4]",
13 " CHI2DET_rho ": "U[0.001 , 0.05 , 10]",
14 " CHI2DET_plambda ": "[5, 8, 12, 15]",
15 # Normal model training
16 " GMM_n_components ": "R[3 ,20]",
17 " prune_ts ": "U[0.005 , 0.2 , 10]"
18 }

Listing 5.2: Hyperparameter distribution used for NDTCDDet.

5.3.2 Expresso – Experimentation Framework

_____
\ E X) P R E S S O
\_/´ N O V E L T Y D E T E C T I O N

=======

All conducted experiments (including the one in Chapter 3) are
executed using the expresso framework developed for this thesis. It
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consists of three parts (see Figure 5.19):

• expresso: a Command Line Interface (CLI) tool to execute
individual experiments.

• expresso-cup: a collection of scripts to parallelise experiments
on a slurm cluster, together with definitions of data sets and
(competing) algorithms.

• expresso-barista: another CLI tool (barista) to perform statis-
tical tests and visualise their outcomes.

The framework is configuration based. Multiple JSON files control
the execution of the experiments, for instance, which data sets, fold
generators and algorithms are used. Here, a fold generator describes
how a data set is split into training, validation, and test data –
the data generator presented in Section 5.2.2 is implemented as
such a fold generator8. Expresso decouples the steps necessary to
conduct an HPO (e.g. generating parameter candidates, training
and prediction using the parameters, scoring the predictions, finding
the best parameters) and thus offers more flexibility than existing
frameworks (e.g. sklearn).

The decoupling is based on the following considerations and as-
sumptions: Multiple hyperparameter searches (for the same data
set/predictor pair) can be executed in parallel, and their results
are later merged. Since the hyperparameters are drawn randomly
from a high-dimensional distribution (identical for all searches), the
searches are unlikely to test the same hyperparameters. Thus, no
communication between the searches is needed. The fold generator
always provides the same folds. More searches can be conducted over
time to yield better parameter space coverage, but the preliminary
results are always usable – comparable to anytime algorithms. It is
assumed that the computational most expensive part of the HPO
is the training of the investigated predictor and the prediction on
the corresponding test data. In comparison, the calculation of the

8Implemented in ndnet: ndnet.generator.scenario.ScenarioFoldGenerator
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Figure 5.19: The three main components of the expresso framework:
expresso, expresso-cup, and barista. Depicted are the principle steps
and the involved scripts to execute a parallel HPO. The involve-
ment of the expresso CLI tool is highlighted in yellow. The scripts
responsible for the execution on the slurm cluster are highlighted
in red. Necessary resources are depicted on the right side of the
graphic. The arrows correspond to the general execution order of
the individual steps. While expresso-cup is executed on the cluster,
the statistical analysis with expresso-barista (highlighted in green) is
locally executed.
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performance scores (e.g. accuracy, F1-score, MCC) is only a minor
factor.

Each randomised search produces a result file in JSON format that
contains a summary of the used data set, fold generator, predictor, the
sampled parameter distribution, and the true labels of the generated
folds – this ensures that only compatible results are merged. The
main body of the result file consists of the predictions for each fold for
each tested parameter candidate. The big advantage of this approach
is that we can easily change the scoring function and find new “best
parameters” without re-running the whole HPO (since the predictions
and true labels are only used but not affected by the applied scoring
function). However, the result files can get quite big, especially
on larger data sets with many observations (see Section 5.13). In
this sense, expresso exchanges computational time (i.e. for training
and prediction) with storage requirements (to store the computed
predictions) – a typical trade-off in computer science.

The principle execution of an HPO with expresso is depicted in
Figure 5.19. For each experiment (with multiple data sets and predic-
tors), the expresso-cup repository (highlighted in red) is cloned. The
predictors that should be used are configured in the predictor/ direc-
tory (each predictor has its JSON file and is usually implemented in
the ndnet framework). In contrast, the ds_search directory contains
all the data sets (each data set has a unique id, a name, and a fold
generator). The hyperparameter distributions used in the HPO are
configured in the params/ directory (one distribution for every pre-
dictor). A call to serach.sh starts a search with multiple iterations
for each data set/predictor pair and distributes using slurm. The
script is executed numerous times to run multiple search instances in
parallel. After the searches finish, the aggregate.sh script merges
all results into a single file (one file for each data set/predictor pair).
The computation of the scores is triggered with the score.sh script,
which is configured by the scoring.json configuration file, where the
scoring function is selected (multiple scores can be computed in par-
allel). The best.sh script is used to search for the best parameters
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based on the configured scoring function (in scoring.json). Both
score.sh and best.sh edit the aggregated result files in place.

After identifying the best parameter candidate, the final evaluation
is executed with the eval.sh script. The script starts the evaluation
run with the identified parameters on the test sets provided in the
ds_evaluation/ directory and produces a JSON file in the same
format as the search containing the final results for a given data
set/predictor pair. All mentioned expresso-cup scripts here start
instances of the expresso CLI tool on the slurm cluster.

The barista tool (highlighted in green) is then used to aggregate
the various results from the evaluation run into a single file using
the convert command. This file is then used to compute the test
statistics of a Friedman test together with a Nemenyi test, stored
once again in their own JSON file. Finally, the plot command is
used to generate the critical distance plots and the heatmaps used in
this thesis to depict the experimental results.

The flexibility of the expresso framework was helpful for the im-
plementation of the NDT detectors and in the development phase
of the FSM-Eval and the FDS. However, one drawback is the vast
amount of generated data (see Section 5.13). Besides the storage
requirements, it makes the computation of the scores slower than
necessary. In future implementations, a better alternative to flat
JSON files might be to rely on a non-SQL database, such as Mon-
goDB. Another disadvantage is that the parallel search (in its current
form) is not applicable to other optimisation schemes, for instance,
Bayesian optimisation.
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Table 5.13: Storage required for the aggregated result files for the
individual experiments. Since the original result files are not altered,
the actual storage space used is twice as much. The experiment in
Section 5.3.3 re-uses the results from Section 3.3.

Section Experiment Size
3.3 Baseline Techniques 198 GB
5.3.3 Baseline Data Sets 37 GB/235 GB
5.3.4 Synthetic Data: Anomaly Detection 260 GB
5.3.5 Synthetid Data: Novelty Detection 12 GB

5.3.3 Results on Baseline Data Sets

The primary purpose of this experiment is to bring the NDT detectors
(and thus the CANDIES methodology) into perspective with the
baseline techniques and to begin to elaborate the differences between
anomaly detection and novelty detection, which is further investigated
in the succeeding experiments. Therefore, the NDT detectors are
configured to return anomaly labels (y_bin) and tested on the same
31 data sets previously used in Chapter 3. The same nested CV,
which ensures independent training sets, validation sets, and test
sets, is also used (cf. Section 1.2.3).

Additionally, the α-detector, which functionally corresponds to an
anomaly detector, is tested on its own. Here, the idea is to investi-
gate how the techniques presented in Chapter 4 behave on different
abstraction levels (i.e. anomaly detection versus novelty detection) –
since the α-detector is responsible for HDR/LDR separation in both
NDT detectors (and thereby works as a lower-level component of the
novelty detection process).
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Results

For each compared approach, at least 500 hyperparameter combi-
nation candidates are tested (using the F1-score). The parameters
that give the best results on the validation sets are applied to the
test sets. The results of the NDT detectors, the α-detector and
the baseline techniques are shown in Figure 5.22 (cf. Table B.14 –
Table B.16 in the appendix for additionally computed scores). A
Friedman test is performed based on the corresponding ranking of
the average F1-scores (see Figure 5.21). The results of the Friedman
test are shown in Table 5.14.

Table 5.14: Baseline data sets: Parameters and results of the
Friedman test conducted on the rank matrix in Figure 5.21. H0 is
rejected since the test statistic T2 exceeds the critical value cv.

N k α cv T2 H0

31 16 0.05 1.69 18.51 �

Since the null hypothesis is rejected, we can assume a significant
difference in the performance of the compared approaches. The
critical-distance plot of the Nemenyi post-hoc test, depicted in Fig-
ure 5.20, summarises the result and confirms it as it shows several
groups.

Discussion

Unsurprisingly, the NDT detectors belong to the last group (cf.
Figure 5.20) and thus performed the worst in this anomaly detection
experiment. This was an expected result since the novelty detection
methods presented in Chapter 3 did not yield good results on this
experimental setup either. However, the performance of the α-
detector is pleasingly high and yields the best performance. Since the
NDT detectors are equipped with the α-detector to separate HDR
and LDR, we can deduce that the temporal distortion (i.e. the timing
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Figure 5.20: Baseline data sets: Depiction of average ranks (F1-
score) and the corresponding critical distance (CD = 4.17) of the
Nemenyi test that indicates a significant difference (α = 0.05). Six
groups are present. The NDT detectors occupy the last ranks. How-
ever, the α-detector surprisingly showed the best performance.

of the novelties as seen in Figure 3.27), which is amplified by the
k-fold CV, likely contributes to the failure of the novelty detection
methods. The result can also be interpreted in a way that novelty
detection takes place on a higher abstraction level. On this higher
abstraction level, temporal relationships between observations are
taken into account, and the temporal distortion prevents a successful
detection.
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Figure 5.21: Baseline data sets: Rank matrix for 16 competing
approaches on 31 data sets. The first row contains the average ranks.
Lower ranks are better and indicated by brighter colours.
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Figure 5.22: Baseline data sets: Score matrix (F1-score) for 16
competing approaches on 31 data sets. The NDT detectors are in
the columns NDTDet and NDTCDDet. Better performances are
indicated by brighter colours.
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5.3.4 Synthetic Data: Anomaly Detection

This experiment uses the synthetic data generator to synthesise a
collection of novelty detection scenarios. Relying on the generation
process allows fine control over the properties of the investigated
data sets.

Each scenario has a different set of properties which are essentially
the presence of HDR and LDR novelties, whether there is a concept
drift in the normal model and if additional noise is present. The
properties are summarised in Table 5.15. It is unnecessary to use
a k-fold CV since the scenario generator can synthesise multiple
folds for each scenario. That is, multiple training sets (with the
same underlying normal model) and corresponding validation sets
(with different novelties). Three variants are generated to increase
the variability in the scenarios. The variants differ in their normal
model and are listed in separate rows in the result matrices (e.g.
drift-noise-d2-v1 is the second variant of the drift-noise scenario).
The folds used for the HPO are not identical to the folds used in the
evaluation run. However, the normal models are identical for the
search and the evaluation.

To allow a comparison of the NDT detectors with the baseline tech-
niques (and the stand-alone α-detector), this experiment uses y_bin
labels (i.e. regulars= 0 and anomalies= 1 - novelties are not explicitly
marked). Thus, only the anomaly detection performance is evaluated
and, therefore, the name of this experiment.

Results

For each compared approach and scenario variant, at least 1600
hyperparameter candidates are tested (using the F1-score). The
parameters that give the best results on the validation sets are then
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Table 5.15: Overview of the properties of the synthetic scenar-
ios: For each scenario, #v variants are generated, consisting of #k
generated folds. Training sets have length |Xtr| and test sets have
length |Xte|. The number of novelties in the scenario is given by the
columns #HDR and #LDR, while the column concept drift contains
the number of drifting components in the normal model. The last
column noise is the fraction of random noise interspersed into the
validation respectively test set.

Scenario Name #d #v #k |Xtr| |Xte| #
H

D
R

#
L

D
R

co
nc

ep
t

dr
ift

ob
so

lo
et

en
es

s

no
is

e

drift-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 - - 2 - 10%
drift-only 2 3 3 500 3000 - - 3 - -
hdr-drift-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 2 - 3 - 10%
hdr-ldr 2 3 3 500 3000 2 2 - - -
hdr-ldr-drift-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 3 3 3 - 10%
hdr-ldr-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 3 3 - - 10%
hdr-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 2 - - - 10%
hdr-only 2 3 3 500 3000 3 - - - -
ldr-drift-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 - 2 3 - 10%
ldr-noise 2 3 3 500 3000 - 2 - - 10%
ldr-only 2 3 3 500 3000 - 2 - - -

used to assess the performance of the evaluation scenarios. The results
of the NDT detectors, the α-detector and the baseline techniques
are shown in Figure 5.25. A Friedman test is performed based on
the corresponding ranking of the average F1-scores (see Figure 5.24).
The results of the Friedman test are shown in Table 5.16.

As the null hypothesis of the Friedman test is rejected, we can as-
sume a significant difference in the performance of the investigated
approaches. The critical-distance plot (Figure 5.23) of the correspond-
ing Nemenyi test confirms this, as there are five different groups
identified.
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Table 5.16: Anomaly detection on synthetic data – Parameters
and results of the Friedman test conducted on the rank matrix in
Figure 5.24. H0 is rejected since the test statistic T2 exceeds the
critical value cv.

N k α cv T2 H0

33 16 0.05 1.69 16.27 �

24681012
CD=4.04
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Figure 5.23: Anomaly detection on synthetic data – Depiction
of average ranks (F1-score) and the corresponding critical distance
(CD = 4.04) of the Nemenyi test that indicates a significant difference
(α = 0.05). five groups are present. The NDT detectors occupy the
first ranks, while the α-detector is in the midfield of the average
ranks.

Discussion

The obtained results are rather promising. The NDT detectors, and
also the baseline novelty detectors, are in the leading group now.
A considerable improvement, especially concerning the experiment
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Figure 5.24: Anomaly detection on synthetic data – Rank matrix
for 16 competing approaches on 33 data sets (11 scenarios with 3
variants). The first row contains the average ranks. Lower ranks are
better and indicated by brighter colours.
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Figure 5.25: Anomaly detection on synthetic data – Score matrix
(F1-score) for 16 competing approaches on 33 data sets (11 scenarios,
3 variants). The NDT detectors are in the columns NDTDet and
NDTCDDet. Better performances are indicated by brighter colours.
The annotations 1 - 9 are addressed in the discussion.
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on the baseline data sets. To interpret the results better, the score
matrix (Figure 5.25) is supplemented with annotations ( 1 - 9 ), which
are referred to in the following.

The performance of the NDT detectors on the scenarios without
novelties but only concept drifts (i.e. drift-noise and drift-only –
see 1 ) suggests an interaction between noise and concept drifts.
While the NDTDet detector lacks support for concept drift it still
achieves a perfect score (1.0) on the drift-noise scenario – which
should be impossible. This outcome might result from noise that
covers the concept drift but does not lead to the detection of a false
novelty (here, further investigation is necessary). The outcome on
the drift-only scenario matches more the expected result, as here,
the concept drift aware NDTCDDet detector clearly outperforms the
NDTDet detector. The results in the score matrix also suggest that
only the NDT detectors can detect the HDR novelties in the hdr
scenarios (which is not surprising as the CANDIES methodology is
explicitly designed to detect HDR novelties). While most baseline
methods achieve similar performance, the higher performance of the
NDT detectors can be seen as a brighter area in the matrix 2 . In
the scenarios with concept drift, the performance of NDTCDDet is
in most cases higher compared to NDTDet. However, in the ldr-
drift-noise scenario, this is different and indicates again that there is
a particular interaction between noise and concept drift ( 3 ). The
Normal-Wishart drift compensation might negatively affect the LDR
detection capabilities (the drift module modifies the same components
that the α-detector uses for the HDR/LDR separation). Another
hint is provided on the ldr-noise scenario 4 ; here, the NDTDet
detetor performs slightly better.

In contrast to the previous experiment (Section 5.3.3) the α-detector
is only ranked in the midfield. The first conjecture is that the α-
detector cannot detect anomalies that belong to HDR novelties and
thus performs worse on the hdr scenarios. But inspecting the score
matrix, it seems that the α-detector struggles on the drift-noise and
drift-only scenarios 5 (i.e. those scenarios without anomalies), which
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lowers its average rank. Note that the α-detector has an expected
FPR of α – even if only regulars are observed (cf. Section 4.3.2).

Another pleasing finding is that the baseline techniques perform
better on the ldr-only scenario, where their assumptions are met 6
(i.e. only LDR novelties). And so do the novelty detectors MINAS
and OLINDDA. They also perform well on the ldr-noise scenarios 7
(cf. Figure 5.8 – the proposed data set by the authors of OLINDDA
also has a similar notion of noise) and can handle concept drift 8 .
Concerning the update capabilities of the other baseline techniques,
only HSTrees seems to handle the drift data sets well 9 .

5.3.5 Synthetic Data: Novelty Detection

The last experiment investigates how well the NDT detectors can
detect different novelties and whether the proposed FDS is more
suitable for parametrising the NDT detectors. The same synthetic
data scenarios (cf. Table 5.15) from the previous experiment are used
again. A HPO is again conducted, but this time using y_nov and
the proposed FDS (Equation (5.2)). That is, the novelty detection
performance is directly considered. Additionally, encoded labels (cf.
Figure 5.16) are used in the evaluation run. To further investigate
the (detection) behaviour of the NDT detectors, a graphical analysis
is conducted which takes advantage of the additional information
provided by encoded labels.

A second evaluation run is executed on the best parameter combina-
tions from the previous anomaly detection experiment. Where the
parameters are optimised for y_bin labels based on the computed
F1-score (i.e. anomaly detection performance). In this second evalua-
tion run, y_nov labels are predicted and provided as encoded labels.
Then, F1-score and FDS are computed on the y_nov labels for both
evaluation runs and individually (statistically) compared.
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Results

At least 1000 parameter combinations per detector and scenario
are tried in the HPO. The HPO uses y_nov labels and computes
the FDS to find the best hyperparameters. The remainder of this
section refers to the best parameters found with this setup as (FDS
y_nov HPO). The NDT detectors using these parameters are denoted
as NDTDet and NDTCDDet. The best parameters found in the
previous experiment (Section 5.3.4) are referred to as (F1-score y_bin
HPO), and the NDT detectors using these parameters are denoted
as NDTDet-AD and NDTCDDet-AD, respectively. That is, a
total of four approaches are compared against each other. In this
experiment, two scores (F1-score and FDS) are computed based
on the y_nov predictions of the evaluation runs and independently
investigated. That is, a Friedman-Nemenyi test is conducted on both
scores. Both score matrices are depicted side-by-side in Figure 5.28,
and the corresponding rank matrices are depicted in Figure 5.27 (also
side-by-side).

Table 5.17: Novelty detection on synthetic data – Parameters and
results of the Friedman test conducted on the left half (F1-score) of
the rank matrix in Figure 5.27. H0 is accepted since the test statistic
T2 does not exceed the critical value cv.

N k α cv T2 H0

33 4 0.05 2.70 2.60 ✓

The results of the Friedman test on the F1-scores (using the ranks
from Figure 5.27, left half) is summarised in Table 5.17. The null
hypothesis (no significant difference between the approaches) is ac-
cepted. The Nemenyi test (Figure 5.26 (a)) also identifies only a
single group, thus confirming the Friedman test. It should be noted
that the distance between NDTDet and NDTCDDet-AD is only
slightly under the critical distance.

The results of the Friedman test on the FDS (using the ranks from
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Table 5.18: Novelty detection on synthetic data – Parameters and
results of the Friedman test conducted on the right half (FDS) of the
rank matrix in Figure 5.27. H0 is accepted since the test statistic T2
does not exceed the critical value cv.

N k α cv T2 H0

33 4 0.05 2.70 0.14 ✓

Figure 5.27, right half) is summarised in Table 5.18. Here, the null hy-
pothesis is accepted. A Nemenyi post-hoc test is nevertheless applied,
and the resulting critical-distance plot is shown in Figure 5.26 (b).
As expected, only a single group is identified.

1.01.52.02.53.0
CD=0.83

NDTCDDet-AD

NDTDet-ADNDTCDDet

NDTDet

(a) f1

1.01.52.02.53.0
CD=0.83

NDTCDDet

NDTDet-ADNDTDet

NDTCDDet-AD

(b) fds

Figure 5.26: Novelty detection on synthetic data – Depiction of
average ranks ((a) F1-score and (b) FDS) and the corresponding
critical distance (CD = 0.83) of the Nemenyi test that indicates a
significant difference (α = 0.05).
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1 # Scenario definition
2 {" n_splits ": 3, # This scenario consists of 3 training /test pairs
3 " y_type ": " y_enc ",
4 # The seed ensures that the scenario is reproducible
5 " random_state ": 68234 ,
6 # Hyperparmeter distribution for the normal model
7 " normal_model ": {" params ": {
8 "d": 2,
9 " spread ": 20,

10 "nu": 8,
11 "w": 0.5 ,
12 " alpha ": 5.0 ,
13 " min_components ": 1,
14 " max_components ": 10,
15 " random_state ": 147928} ,
16 " drifts ": [],
17 " obsoleteness ": []} ,
18 " params_train ": { "size": 100 },
19 " params_test ": { "size": 400 },
20 " noise ": {" ratio ": 0.1 },
21 # Defines three novelties : two in HDR and one in LDR
22 " novelties ": [{" ratio ": 2,
23 "size":50 ,
24 "type": "hdr",
25 " label ": 1,
26 " params ": {"j": 2}} ,
27 {" ratio ": .5,
28 "size": 50,
29 "type": "ldr",
30 " label ": 3},
31 {" ratio ": 0,
32 "size":35 ,
33 "type": "hdr",
34 " label ": 2,
35 " params ": {"j": 0}}] ,
36 " noise ":{" ratio ": 0.2 ,
37 " label ": -1,
38 "low": -10,
39 "high": 9}
40 }

Listing 5.1: JSON configuration (with comments) to define the
synthethic scenario depicted in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.27: Novelty detection on synthetic data – Rank matrix
for 4 competing approaches on 33 data sets (11 scenarios with 3
variants). The left half represents F1-score based ranks, the right
halft FDS based ranks. The first row contains the average ranks.
Lower ranks are better and indicated by brighter colours.
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Figure 5.28: Novelty detection on synthetic data – Score matrix
(F1-score) for 4 competing approaches on 33 data sets (11 scenarios,
3 variants). The left half represents F1-scores, the right halft FDS.
Better performances are indicated by brighter colours.
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FSM Analysis

Thus far, the performance is only estimated using scores computed
on true labels (yt) and corresponding predictions (ŷt). With the
additional information provided by the encoded labels, we can further
investigate how well a detector is performing its detection task.
In the following, a graphical representation is described that does
precisely that. A graph is generated for a specific scenario and
fold and combines the various information encoded in the encoded
labels. Figure 5.29 shows the compact representation used in this
section, while Figure 5.30 and Figure 5.31 depict and explain the
individual components. The graph has two overlaying y-axes. 1
represents the states st of the FSM-Eval (the basis for the FDS) and
2 the decoding of the information contained in the encoded labels

(see caption contains further details). The main advantage of this
visualisation approach is that it is easy to inspect if an investigated
method could detect novelties correctly or not. For instance, 3
shows the successful detection of an LDR novelty. Observations
are only marked as ldr novelties (represented by the is_ldr flag) in
the time interval where the novelty is active. However, there is a
reversion period where the ldr_present flag is still set after the novelty
vanished, which is the expected behaviour of the NDT detectors.
On the other hand, 4 shows an undetected HDR novelty, which
will lead to an increment of the UND statistic. Another negative
example is depicted in 5 . Here, a false LDR novelty is detected,
leading to an increase of the FPR. Finally, 6 represents a satisfiable
HDR detection that turns into the false detection of an LDR novelty.
However, this does not influence the FDS evaluation and is only
evident from the graphical analysis. From the definition of the FDS
in Equation (5.2), it is clear how the statistics are combined. To gain
an insight into the actual (average) statistics of the evaluation runs,
an overview of the computed statistics is provided in the appendix
(cf. Table B.17 for NDTDet, and Table B.18 for NDTCDDet).
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Figure 5.29: The compact representation has two y-axes. The left
one represents the possible states of the FSM-Eval and corresponds to
Figure 5.31 (b). The states st are represented by the solid green line.
The right y-axis represents the various flags of the encoded labels
(multiple flags can be active at the same time, see Figure 5.30 (b)).
The dashed black line represents the true (y_nov) label yt that is
high, if any novelty is present. Additionally, true novelties are marked
as green boxes and their location indicate if the active novelty is
an HDR novelty (located at the height of the hdr flags) or an LDR
novelty (located the the height of the ldr flags). In a well-functioning
novelty detector, the respective is and present flags should exactly
overlay the novelty boxes. The annotations 1 - 6 are discussed in
the analysis.
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Figure 5.30: Components of Figure 5.29. (a) The prediction ŷt is
true if either the hdr_present or the ldr_present flag is set in the
encoded label that represents time instance t. The prediction is used
to compute the FSM-Eval states, see Figure 5.31. (b) The encoded
labels provide more information about the annotated observations
xt, for instance, by setting specific is_flags representing the type of
xt.

In the following, assorted folds are selected to investigate the be-
haviour of the NDT detectors, and the two used HPO approaches
(i.e. f1 y_bin glshpo vs FDS y_nov HPO). The subsequent fig-
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Figure 5.31: Components of Figure 5.29 continued. (a) The true
labels yt are provided by the scenario generator and the predicted
labels ŷt by the respective detector. (b) The states st of the FSM-
Eval are computed using the true labels yt and predictions ŷt.

ures illustrate the influence of concept drift and noise on the NDT
detectors. The first comparison in Figure 5.32 highlights how the
NDTDet (without the drift compensation) is steadily reporting an
ldr novelty (which is actually the drifting component). The second
comparison in Figure 5.33 shows the same situation; however, HDR
and LDR novelties are present in this scenario. The NDTCDDet
delivers a satisfactory prediction (even though two HDR novelties
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are practically missed). Note how the FDS more or less reflects the
number of successful detections. The result of NDTDet is worse in
this scenario. The high FPR renders the result unusable (cf. example
from the intro).

There are strong indications that noise makes the novelty detection
task more difficult. In Figure 5.34 both detectors can detect both
novelties. The drift agnostic NDTDet provides even a better result
than ndtcddet. Another interesting observation is the F1-score of
NDTCDDet. The provided result is not perfect but still useable.
With 0.49, it is only slightly higher than the F1-score (0.48) of the
fold depicted in Figure 5.33 (b) – a result that is unusable for a
novelty detection task. Figure 5.35 depicts a scenario without drift
but with noise present. Here, NDTCDDet cannot detect the first ldr
novelty, while NDTDet provides almost a perfect result. This can be
seen as another indicator that noise and concept drift interfere with
each other.

In general, as the implementation of the CANDIES methodology, the
NDT detectors are working well on the synthesised scenarios. Based
on the results, we can assume that detecting HDR novelties is more
challenging than detecting LDR novelties. Consider Figure 5.36,
here, the NDTCDDet cannot detect the first HDR novelty (with a
prolonged activation interval) and might be mistaken for a concept
drift. But the NDTDet struggles as well to detect the first HDR
novelty (strong oscillations between the DETECTED and FN
states).

Furthermore, and as already indicated by the results of the Friedman-
Nemenyi test, it seems that the hypothesis discussed at the beginning
of this chapter (i.e. optimising the wrong objective) is not necessarily
true here. Using y_bin labels and the F1-score as performance
measures leads to useable novelty detection results with the NDT
detectors. The depicted graphs in Figure 5.37 are based on the best
parameters obtained in the previous experiment (Section 5.3.4). The
novelty detection task is particularly well fulfilled in Figure 5.37 (b).
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Figure 5.38 contains a direct comparison of the NDTDet result on
the hdr-only scenario. FDS and F1-score are both similar here.
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Figure 5.32: drift-only-d2-v0 (FDS y_nov HPO): While NDTCD-
Det is able to compensate the drift, NDTDet fails soon after the
beginning of the data stream and falsely reports an LDR novelty.
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Figure 5.33: hdr-ldr-drift-noise-d2-v1 (FDS y_nov HPO): Working
concept drift compensation in NDTCDDet. NDTDet falsely reports
LDR novelties.
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Figure 5.34: ldr-drift-noise-d2-v2 (FDS y_nov HPO): The
NDTCDDet is in theory better adjusted for this scenario, however,
the LDR novelty detection performance of NDTDet seems to be
superior.
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Figure 5.35: ldr-noise-d2-v1 (FDS y_nov HPO): This scenario
without noise, suggests a negative influence on the LDR novelty
detection capability of NDTCDDet. NDTDet detects both LDR
novelties reliably.
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Figure 5.36: hdr-ldr-d2-v1 (FDS y_nov HPO): NDTCDDet is
not able to detect the first HDR novelty. It might be mistaken
for a concept drift due to the relatively long interspersion interval.
NDTDet also struggles to detect the first HDR novelty.
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Figure 5.37: hdr-ldr-d2-v1 and hdr-ldr-noise-d2-v0 (both F1-score
y_bin HPO):
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Figure 5.38: hdr-only-d2-v0 ((a) F1-score y_bin HPO and (b) FDS
y_nov HPO): Both HPO best parameters lead to comparable results
in the evaluation run.
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Discussion

Further investigation using the graphical analysis shows that it is
possible to detect multiple, different (even overlapping) novelties
in data streams with the CANDIES methodology. Contrary to the
original assumption, a dedicated performance measure – such as the
FDS – is not mandatory to obtain satisfactory results. The HPO
on rudimentary binary labels y_bin can also identify comparatively
good results. Nevertheless, measures such as the FDS still offer
some potential here. So far, only the novelty detection performance
concerning y_nov is evaluated in this first proposal of a performance
measure (i.e. the FDS). The novelty type is currently disregarded (for
instance, Figure 5.33 (a) shows an HDR novelty incorrectly identified
as LDR novelty).

5.4 Conclusion

This chapter has addressed two main issues. The first one is concerned
with the evaluation methodology of novelty detection algorithms
and corresponds to research question 7 (cf. Section 1.1.3). The
second issue is the performance evaluation of the presented CANDIES
methodology in the form of the mCANDIES based NDT detectors,
thus contributing to answering research question 5 .

Evaluation Method

Based on the definition of novelty detection in this thesis, novelty
detection cannot be treated as a binary classification problem. Espe-
cially the third experiment showed that far more than the correct
assignment of labels is essential for a well-performing novelty detector.
Its detection speed and precision is also crucial. Therefore, a new
label type y_nov is introduced, which marks the presence of novel-
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ties. To incorporate the temporal behaviour of the detection task
into the evaluation, the FSM-Eval is proposed that uses the y_nov
labels, and the FDS is introduced, a performance measure that is
specifically targeted at the properties of novelty detection tasks (i.e.
the fast detection of novelties with a low FPR). To provide additional
information about the processed data stream observations, the usage
of encoded labels is suggested (i.e. a flexible coding scheme).

Unfortunately, the newly proposed y_nov labels and encoded labels
cannot be used with existing data sets, for instance, the ones in
Chapter 3, as the annotation process would be too tedious to perform,
if even possible. However, this circumstance is circumvented by
the introduction of a data synthesiser. The synthesiser allows the
generation of fully annotated scenarios with specifically configured
novelties (i.e. LDR novelties, HDR novelties, obsoleteness), which
are used to evaluate the CANDIES methodology. The provision of
the encoded labels (both for scenarios and for the predictions) makes
it possible to investigate the NDT detectors’ behaviour further. The
encoded labels are accompanied by a new graphical analysis method.
While there is certainly room for improvement, the visualisation
already uncovers more details about the detection process.
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Answer to Research Question 7

What are the requirements to evaluate novelty detection ap-
proaches for data streams with respect to imbalanced classed
and temporal behaviour?

• Novelty detection should not be treated as a mere binary
classification task.

• Novelty labels provide a better description of the task (i.e.
a novelty is present)

• Dedicated performance measures should be used to incor-
porate the temporal behaviour of the detectors, such as
the proposed FDS.

• However, a single performance metric is not sufficient to
summarise the performance of the detector. Here, the
presented graphical method gives more insight into the
actual detection process.

Performance of the CANDIES Methodology

Although the NDT detectors failed impressively on the baseline data,
this was anticipated because, in this case, the assumptions of the
detectors were not fulfilled at all. While the data sets are extracted
from the literature research on the topic of anomaly detection and
novelty detection in Section 2.1.5, they do not fit semantically. On
the one hand, the use of a k-fold CV can lead to a dispersion of the
anomalies in the folds in such a way that no novelties are formed at all.
On the other hand, the properties of the (alleged) novelties are neither
known (e.g. the type, i.e. HDR novelty or LDR novelty). Whether
there is a concept drift in the data is also unclear in most cases
(gas-array is an exception here), although this is less problematic
since most data sets are not data streams but simply offline data
sets. On the other hand, a more precise analysis of the failure is
not possible with the (graphical) procedures described here, as the
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corresponding encoded labels cannot be generated.

On the more controlled synthesised scenarios, the NDT detectors
delivered promising results and more properties of the CANDIES
methodology and novelty detection, in general, could be deduced.
On the one hand, the novelty detection task becomes more difficult
when noise or concept drift is present in the scenarios. Even more
problematic is that noise and concept drift can interact and con-
fuse the NDTCDDet in particular. On the other hand, the good
performances of the other baseline novelty detectors indicated that
the made assumptions for the synthesised scenarios match those of
other researchers and thus give the results more credibility. The
conducted experiments could also show that it is possible to detect
multiple novelties of different types (i.e. LDR novelties and HDR
novelties) in a single data stream, even if some of the novelties are
overlapping (i.e. occurring simultaneously) or under the presence
of noise. However, the detection is, of course, not perfect. In some
scenarios, certain novelties are undetected or detected as the wrong
type. This thesis penalises false detection more than non-detection,
which is also reflected in the FDS. The results also indicate that the
drift compensation harms the detection performance (observable in
the scenarios without drift).

The statement relying on anomaly labels and standard performance
measures could lead to optimising the wrong objective has not proven
valid for the NDT detectors. However, this should not be taken as
generally reasonable since the specific structure of the NDT detectors
(which are implemented using mCANDIES) plays undoubtedly a
part in this outcome. Because in this case, a good anomaly detection
performance is only possible if the underlying novelty was reliably
detected. This view initially contradicts the statement that novelty
detection in CANDIES occurs at a higher level of abstraction than
anomaly detection. But the anomaly detection capability of the
NDT detectors can only report those anomalies that are already
affiliated with a novelty (i.e. if detection on the higher abstraction
level was already successful). Therefore, a good anomaly detection
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performance (i.e. y_bin labels evaluated with F1-score) imply that
the novelty detection task performed well in the first place.

Answer to Research Question 5

How to perform novelty detection in multimodal and multivari-
ate data streams online?

• The evaluation on the synthetic scenarios showed that
the NDT detectors can detect HDR and LDR novelties
in data streams online.

• Concept drifts can be compensated with the Normal-
Wishart drift compensation (enabled in NDTCDDet) with
a slight detection performance trade-off.

• The presence of both concept drift and noise make the
detection problem harder.

Outlook

So far, the synthesised scenarios are only two-dimensional. Further
investigations on higher-dimensional scenarios should thus be con-
ducted. Fortunately, the data synthesiser already supports higher
dimensions. The synthetic sscenarios also contain no obsoleteness
due to the lack of a suitable evaluation measure. Improvements of
the FDS are also possible. Not all available statistics are considered,
and the weighting can surely be improved. Moreover, the FDS does
not verify that the detected novelties are of the correct types, and
obsoleteness is not supported. Only relying on synthetic data sets is
undesirable, especially when the proposed CANDIES methodology is
used as a building block in more complex systems (see Figure 1.1), for
instance, to implement self-awareness. Here, the adaptation process,
which is only briefly discussed in Section 4.6.2, plays another critical
role. And then the question how should such systems be evaluated?
arises again. One possible solution could be simulations.





6Conclusion & Outlook
In this last chapter, the gained insights of this thesis are discussed.

The research questions are revised, and the scientific contributions
are highlighted. In a brief outlook, open challenges are addressed,
and potential directions for future research is presented.
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6.1 Conclusion

This thesis is concerned with online novelty detection in data streams.
It presents the CANDIES methodology, where the domain of a prob-
abilistic classifier is split into an LDR and multiple HDR. Anomalies
and novelties are explicitly distinguished, and corresponding defini-
tions are provided.

Initially, state of the art work is examined in an extensive litera-
ture research, especially regarding the definitions of anomalies and
novelties, followed by a systematic literature study conducted (on
41 articles) to investigate how such systems are evaluated. Then a
selection of baseline techniques are presented in detail and compared.

In the main part, the CANDIES methodology is introduced, and the
majority of the research questions are answered1. The CANDIES
methodology combines different (novelty) detectors and modules to
build flexible novelty detection systems 4 5 . In the presented work,
a GMM is used as a probabilistical normal model that represents
the expected behaviour of a data stream. One key feature is the
dedicated handling of LDR and HDR novelties 1 . While the former
matches the novelty assumptions of most existing approaches, the
latter is almost unique to the CANDIES methodology (BGM [88] is
an exception here). Anomalies and novelties are treated on different
abstraction levels. On the low level, the α-detector (technically
an anomaly detector) separates observations into suspicious LDR
observations and regular HDR observations 1 . Novelties are then
detected on a higher abstraction level by relying on a temporal context
(i.e. the most recent observations captured from the processed data
stream). These different abstraction levels also contribute to the
robustness against noise. For the LDR detection, a density-based

1In the following, i indicates a relation to one of the seven research questions
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clustering approach that uses the introduced NWC is presented 2 3 .
In contrast, the HDR detection is distance-based and uses the GMM’s
components combined with a statistical χ2 test 2 3 . Further, a drift
compensation for GMMs is presented, which handles concept drift
6 and still allows for the detection of HDR novelties. The handling
of obsoleteness is also briefly discussed, and suitable modules are
presented 3 .

The discussed baseline techniques and the proposed methodology
are implemented in the Python framework ndnet. To easily make
use of the CANDIES methodology, the mcandies package contains
all the necessary detectors and modules introduced in Chapter 4
5 . This work also places value on transparency and comprehensi-
bility. Therefore, all the tools developed in this thesis (i.e. ndnet,
expresso, and the experiment repositories) are freely available online
(cf. Section 6.1.2). And the flexibility of the CANDIES methodology
is already used in a few use-cases: to detect stolen mobile devices
[200], to identify drivers based on ECG data [189], and for multi-level
online learning [192].

A lot of work is also invested in the experimental evaluation. On
the one hand, the typical treatment of novelty detection problems as
mere binary classification tasks is insufficient, as several important
aspects of the detection process are not considered. And on the other
hand, there is a severe lack of suitable benchmark data sets, especially
annotated data streams. This thesis makes three primary changes
to the usual evaluation setup 7 . First of all, instead of marking
individual observations as anomalies (using binary labels y_bin),
the used labels indicate the presence of novelties (the novelty labels
y_nov indicate if any novelty is active at a given time instance).
Second, a new evaluation score, the FDS, is proposed, computed
using novelty labels (y_nov) and a specially designed state machine
(the FSM-Eval). Third, a data generator is presented that allows
fine-grained control of the novelties in a synthesised data stream and
can provide additional information about the data stream state in
the form of encoded labels. The CANDIES methodology is then
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evaluated based on these changes in the form of the NDT detectors;
two novelty detectors implemented using mCANDIES. The results
of the NDT detectors on the synthesised data streams are promising.
However, they perform quite unsatisfactory on the baseline data sets
(where the assumptions about the emerging novelties and properties
of the data streams are not met). Further, the experiments indicate
interactions between noise and concept drift and that HDR novelty
detection is more complex than LDR novelty detection.

6.1.1 Discussion

In general, the CANDIES methodology is a sensible approach to
address novelty detection problems in multivariate data streams
which rely on probabilistic (or at least density-based) models. But of
course, there is still potential for improvement, and the drawbacks
and disadvantages of the CANDIES methodology should be discussed.

The implementation of the ndnet framework and, therefore, mCAN-
DIES is done in Python. While this gives great flexibility to the
user, its performance is relatively low and not deployable to small
hardware (e.g. IoT devices). This is also one of the reasons why a
detailed runtime analysis is not conducted here. A particular disad-
vantage is the difficulty of parallelising Python programs. But on
the other hand, the frameworks do not require specialised hardware
(e.g. GPGPUs) and should work out-of-the-box on most platforms.
Implementations in Java or C could certainly achieve an order of
magnitude higher speed here. Another drawback is the vast storage
space expresso and its log files require, but no-SQL databases could
solve this issue.

The main experiments are conducted using synthesised data to in-
vestigate the detection behaviour of the NDT detectors in more
detail. Although high-dimensional data can be generated with the
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described generator, only two-dimensional data streams are used for
better comprehensibility. Relying on synthetic data pushes the ex-
periments towards a theoretical evaluation, which is less oriented on
real-world applications (i.e. use-cases). Unfortunately, the competing
baseline techniques do not support the newly introduced novelty la-
bels (y_nov), making it harder to compare the different approaches.
Moreover, novelty labels cannot easily be added to every detector
(since anomaly detection and novelty detection are after all different
tasks). On the other hand, the α-detector performed surprisingly
well on the baseline data sets (with anomaly labels y_bin). At this
point, it should be pointed out that the NDT detectors could be
parametrised to behave identically to the α-detector (i.e. setting the
buffer size and LDR adaptation size to 1). In this case, a supposedly
good performance would mask a poor novelty detection performance,
but the chosen parameter distributions in the experiments sensibly
prevent this behaviour.

In this work, deep-learning-based methods were deliberately not
considered. Reasons are, on the one hand, that the mCANDIES
detectors are statistical methods and, on the other hand, due to
the higher implementation effort that would have been necessary to
implement the deep ANN based detectors. One advantage of the
mCANDIES detectors is that their decisions can still be explained (i.e.
the decisions are based on statistical tests and cluster properties).

The new FSM-Eval-based FDS is a first draft to design a performance
measure that focuses on novelty detection performance. This includes
the number of detected novelties and the temporal behaviour to a
certain degree. However, the FDS is not normalised (i.e. the score can
be an arbitrary positive or negative number) and data set dependent,
making it hard to compare it on different domains. Also, the FDS
only uses some of the provided statistics from the FSM-Eval in the
form of a (simple) weighted sum. A fine-tuning of the weights or
different compositions (for instance, harmonic mean) could improve
its usability.
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One question that naturally arises in the course of writing a thesis
is if the conducted research is relevant at all? For instance, the
lack of suitable benchmark data sets can be seen as an indication
of this or that there is only little research in the direction of HDR
novelties. Concerning the lack of data sets, it can be stated that a
proper evaluation is often absent in the investigated anomaly and
novelty detection articles (cf. [201]) or that the evaluation is only
conducted on few (sometimes very specialised and non-public) data
sets (see Table 2.1). Therefore, this is not a strong argument against
the relevance. Further, the artificial data present in the literature
is often only available in hard-to-use repositories, in deprecated file
formats, or hides behind sophisticated implementations (e.g. [141,
159, 167]). But their assumptions about the data distribution and
the novelty respective anomaly distributions are quite similar to the
assumptions made for the data generator in Section 5.2, indicating
that other researchers also see the need for such novelty detection
systems (e.g. [83, 90]). The second concern regarding the absence of
HDR novelty detection approaches can certainly be explained in part
as follows: Most approaches treat HDR novelties as mere concept
drift, as a change of the underlying normal model (which it indeed
is). In Section 4.7.2 it is already suggested to use the HDR detection
module to explicitly detect concept drifts.

6.1.2 Scientific Contributions

Publications

In the context of this doctoral thesis, several publications directly
related to novelty detection were published. The publications are
listed in the following list (sorted by year):

[202] C. Gruhl, “Anomalies in Generative Trajectory Models–
Discovering Suspicious Traces with Novelty Detection Meth-
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ods”, in Organic Computing – Doctoral Dissertation Collo-
quium, S. Tomforde and B. Sick, Eds., vol. 7, kassel university
press, 2015, pp. 95–107

[1] C. Gruhl, B. Sick, A. Wacker, S. Tomforde, and J. Hähner,
“A building block for awareness in technical systems: Online
novelty detection and reaction with an application in intrusion
detection”, in IEEE iCAST, IEEE, 2015, pp. 194–200

[197] C. Gruhl, “Probabilistic obsoleteness detection for gaussian
mixture models”, in Organic Computing – Doctoral Dissertation
Colloquium, S. Tomforde and B. Sick, Eds., vol. 10, kassel
university press, 2016, pp. 45–56

[203] C. Gruhl, F. Beer, H. Heck, B. Sick, U. Buehler, A. Wacker, and
S. Tomforde, “A Concept for Intelligent Collaborative Network
Intrusion Detection”, in ARCS, VDE, 2017, pp. 1–8

[108] C. Gruhl and B. Sick, “Novelty detection with CANDIES: a
holistic technique based on probabilistic models”, International
Journal of Machine Learning and Cybernetics, vol. 9, no. 6,
pp. 927–945, 2018

[170] C. Gruhl, J. Schmeißing, S. Tomforde, and B. Sick, “Normal-
wishart clustering for novelty detection”, in Autonomic Com-
puting and Self-Organizing Systems Companion (ACSOS-C),
IEEE, 2020, pp. 64–69

[173] C. Gruhl, B. Sick, and S. Tomforde, “Novelty detection in
continuously changing environments”, Future Generation Com-
puter Systems, vol. 114, pp. 138–154, 2021

[174] C. Gruhl and S. Tomforde, “Ohodin – online anomaly detec-
tion for data streams”, in Workshop on Self-Improving System
Integration (SISSY), ACSOS, IEEE, 2021, pp. 193–197

Further publications (as co-author) in related fields to novelty detec-
tion include (sorted by year):

[204] S. Tomforde, J. Hähner, S. von Mammen, C. Gruhl, B. Sick,
and K. Geihs, ““Know thyself” – Computational self-reflection
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in intelligent technical systems”, SASOW, pp. 150–159, 2014

[189] F. Heidecker, C. Gruhl, and B. Sick, “Novelty based driver iden-
tification on rr intervals from ecg data.”, in ICPR Workshops
(4), 2020, pp. 407–421

[205] S. Tomforde and C. Gruhl, “Fairness, performance, and robust-
ness: Is there a cap theorem for self-adaptive and self-organising
systems?”, in Autonomic Computing and Self-Organizing Sys-
tems Companion (ACSOS-C), IEEE, 2020, pp. 54–59

[206] S. Tomforde, C. Gruhl, and B. Sick, “A swarm-fleet infrastruc-
ture as a scenario for proactive, hybrid adaptation of system
behaviour”, in Autonomic Computing and Self-Organizing Sys-
tems Companion (ACSOS-C), IEEE, 2020, pp. 166–169

[207] A. Hannan, C. Gruhl, and B. Sick, “Anomaly based Resilient
Network Intrusion Detection using Inferential Autoencoders”,
in International Conference on Cyber Security and Resilience
(CSR), IEEE, 2021, pp. 1–7

[208] G. Al-Falouji, C. Gruhl, and S. Tomforde, “Digital shadows in
self-improving system integration: A concept using generative
modelling”, in Workshop on Self-Improving System Integration
(SISSY), ACSOS, IEEE, 2021, pp. 166–171

[209] I. Loeser, M. Braun, C. Gruhl, J.-H. Menke, B. Sick, and S.
Tomforde, “The vision of self-management in cognitive organic
power distribution systems”, Energies, vol. 15, no. 3, p. 881,
2022

Frameworks & Repositories

All frameworks developed and used in this thesis (i.e. ndnet and
expresso) are available online. Also available are the repositories used
to execute the conducted experiments (due to the size of the log files
without result files). The URLs to the corresponding repositories are
listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: URLs to the different repositories that contain the
developed novelty detection framework ndnet (including mcandies),
the expresso tool boxes used to implement the experiments, and
finally the source files of the conducted experiments. (last accesses:
February 2022)

Keyword Related Sec-
tion

URL

Framework Section 4.8 https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndnet
HPO Section 5.3.2 https://novelty-detection.net/p/expresso
Slurm Section 5.3.2 https://novelty-detection.net/p/expresso-cup
Evaluation Section 5.3.2 https://novelty-detection.net/p/expresso-barista
Experiment Section 3.3 https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch3
Experiment Section 5.3.3 https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch5_1
Experiment Section 5.3.4 https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch5_2
Experiment Section 5.3.5 https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch5_3

6.2 Outlook

The topic of novelty detection will become more relevant in the future.
At the moment, we are in an exciting situation of technological
upheaval and many potential applications for AI techniques are
emerging, e.g. in cognitive energy systems [209].

One of the next steps is to increase the applications that use novelty
detection methods. But this is associated with its own difficulties.
For example, initial research already shows that various problems are
expected to occur in novelty detection tasks in the real world [210].
For instance, the failure of a single (unimportant) sensor usually
makes the whole detection process unreliable. The evaluation prob-
lem is already addressed in this thesis but certainly not yet solved.
Alternatives to the missing benchmark data sets could be simulations
or more complex testbeds, e.g. such as CHARIOT [191], which is
envisioned in the SISSY community for self-improving system inte-

https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndnet
https://novelty-detection.net/p/expresso
https://novelty-detection.net/p/expresso-cup
https://novelty-detection.net/p/expresso-barista
https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch3
https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch5_1
https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch5_2
https://novelty-detection.net/p/ndt_exp_ch5_3
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gration. Such simulations systems are necessary anyway to develop
self-reflective and self-integrating systems. The Introduction already
briefly discusses how novelty detection can be used as a building
block for self-awareness. However, the corresponding reaction and
action modules (see Figure 4.2 10 ) need further development. A
firm step towards implementing systems with the ability to adapt
to change. Novelty detection is performed at a higher abstraction
level than anomaly detection, but whether we can already speak of
knowledge (in the broader, human sense) remains questionable. A
substantial contribution towards knowledge would be to identify the
causes of the detected novelties autonomously. Concerning cause
analysis, human experts could also be involved, e.g. in the form of
active learning [211, 212] to provide labels for the detected novelties.
As such, novelty detection can be interpreted as a selection strategy.

6.2.1 Future Work

This thesis provides sound foundations for some follow-up research.
The conducted literature research in Chapter 2 and the investigated
baseline techniques in Chapter 3 are excellent starting points for
a comprehensive survey about novelty detection in general. The
remaining work would involve the inclusion of current methods and,
above all, deep learning-based approaches. The presented discussion
about evaluation methods for novelty detection is another exciting
research branch for further investigation. On the one hand, the pro-
posed FSM-Eval and the derived FDS can be further investigated and
improved. And on the other hand, a tutorial about the meaningful
evaluation of novelty detection approaches could be another valuable
scientific contribution. Obsoleteness detection (Section 4.6.3) and
adaptation after detection (Section 4.6.2) are two other topics that
were only briefly touched in this thesis but have the potential to be
developed into their own publications. While the former essentially
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only lacks an experimental evaluation, the latter requires a bit more
research and development (even though a first adaptation procedure
is presented in [1]).

Future work, with a larger time horizon, will be directed towards
developing new novelty detection systems that use the gained insights
(e.g. encoded labels, different novelty types, temporal behaviour).
Especially the field of deep ANN offers good opportunities concerning
high-dimensional data. In a first attempt, we have already investi-
gated the behaviour of the latent space in auto-encoders to check if
it is possible to detect novelties here [207]. It is thinkable to attach
an mCANDIES based novelty detector to the latent space to in-
crease the detection performance. Such a deployment of mCANDIES
could also allow the temporal agnostic auto-encoder to process data
streams. Other considerations go toward specially adapted CNNs
whose kernels are designed for data streams or time series. And then,
there is the question of combining continuous and discrete dimensions.
The data streams considered in this thesis are equidistant in time
(i.e. there is a fixed time interval between observations). However,
this assumption is not likely to be met in real-world applications,
where the frequency of arriving observations can vary greatly. The
observation frequency itself might be a valuable feature to detect
novelties.

Finally, it is questionable whether the established workflow for novelty
detection approaches is really suitable or not: i.e. an offline training
phase without novelties and an online testing phase with regular
data and novelties. Possible alternatives could include an additional
calibration step after the training phase, augmented with synthetic
novelties. Or the online inference of the normal model at runtime.





AData Sets Tables
This appendix contains further details about the data sets used in
the experiments of the investigated articles in Section 2.1.5. Publicly
available data sets are collected in Table A.1 – A.3 and those un-
available in Table A.4. The Name is the commonly used name of the
data set and Repo the source repository where the data set can be
downloaded. The two main repositories beeing the UCI repository1

[213] and LIBSVM2 [214]. The OpenML column contains an id to
find the data set on OpenML3 [215] if it is available there. The Refer-
enced column points back to the research articles where the data set
is used in. The remaining columns are the data set properties, these
are the number of contained observations N , the number of classes
#c and the dimensionality (i.e. the number of features) #d. Two
more properties indicate whether the data set represents an anomaly
detection problem (ad) and if the data can be considered as a data
stream (ds).

1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php (last access: February 2022)
2https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/

(last access: February 2022)
3https://openml.org (last access: February 2022)

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
https://openml.org
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Table A.1: Freely available data sets from the literature study in
Section 2.1.5. Legend: yes: ✓, no: x, unclear: ?, no information:
-.

Name Repo OpenML Referenced N #c #d ad ds

abalone UCI 183 [158] 4177 28 8 x x
adult UCI 179 [194] 48842 2 - ? ?
ALOI - - [159] - - - x x
Annthyroid UCI - [159, 194,

57]
7200 3 - ✓ ?

Arrhythmia UCI 5 [159, 194,
57]

452 13 - ✓ ?

australian UCI 40981 [169] 690 2 14 ✓ x
balance-scale UCI 997 [31, 33] 625 2 4 ✓ x
Banknote UCI 1462 [170] 1372 2 4 ✓ x
biomed StatLib 481 [116, 31,

33]
209 2 8 ✓ x

breast-w UCI 15 [31, 46,
57, 169,
33]

699 2 9 ✓ x

Bulk - - [131] - 4 3 ✓ x
Bulk-CD - - [131] - 4 3 ✓ ✓
car UCI 40975 [164] 1728 4 6 x x
Cardio UCI 1560 [159] 2126 3 36 ✓ x
cod-rna libsvm 351 [169] 488565 2 8 ? ?
Coleman [141] - [139] 20 - 6 ? x
Colon-Cancer libsvm 1432 [169] 62 2 2000 ✓ ?
Com.Crimes UCI 315 [158] 1994 98 128 x x
Concrete UCI 4353 [158] 1030 - - ? x
credit-g UCI 31 [164] 1000 2 - ✓ x
CSIRO Pulsar - - [165] - - - ✓ ✓
DARPA98 [134] - - - ? ✓
dfki-ad dfki - [90] 3000 2 2 ✓ x
dna libsvm 40670 [169] 3186 3 180 ✓ ?
duke libsvm 1434 [169] 86 2 7129 ✓ x
Ecoli UCI 39 [170] 336 8 7 x x
ELEC2 - 151 [161] 45312 2 8 x ✓
FCT UCI 150 [31, 61,

62, 32,
194, 170,
57, 148]

581012 7 54 x ?

fibre-optic - - [167] 640 - 1 ✓ ?
gas-array UCI 1476 [158] 13910 6 127 ? ✓
gisette UCI 41026 [169] 7000 2 5000 ? x
Glass UCI 41 [159, 170,

169]
214 6 9 x x
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Table A.2: Freely available data sets from the literature study in
Section 2.1.5, continued. Legend: yes: ✓, no: x, unclear: ?, no
information: -.

Name Repo OpenML Referenced N #c #d ad ds

hbk - - [57, 139] 75 - 4 ? x
Heart [141] - [139] 12 - 3 ? x
Hepatitis UCI 55 [159] 155 2 19 ? x
HS-Tree - - [147,

148]
- - - ? ?

IJCNN1 libsvm 1575 [169] - 2 22 ? ?
Internet-Ads UCI 40978 [159] 3279 2 1558 ? x
ionosphere UCI 59 [159,

194, 57,
169, 33]

351 2 34 ✓ ?

IR-Traj. - - [134] 239 2 3 ? ?
iris UCI 61 [31, 33] 150 3 4 x x
karhunen UCI 16 [113] 2000 10 64 x x
kdd99 UCI 1110 [159, 93,

61, 62,
32, 152,
194, 1,
163, 57,
33, 148,
131]

4000000 23 41 ✓ ✓

KPCA-Syn - - [46] - - - ? x
Letter UCI 6 [158,

169]
20000 26 16 x x

Leukemia libsvm 1104 [169] 72 2 7129 ✓ ?
Lymphography UCI 10 [159] 148 4 18 ? x
Magic UCI 1120 [164,

158,
170]

19020 2 10 ? ?

Mammography - 310 [164, 57] 11183 2 6 ✓ x
MAWILAB [166] - - - ? ?
MiniBooNE UCI 41150 [158] 130064 2 50 ✓ x
MNIST - 554 [46, 169] 70000 10 784 x x
Mushrooms UCI 24 [164,

169]
8124 2 22 ✓ x

news20 libsvm 1594 [168] 19928 20 - x x
NSL-KDD - - [62] - - - ✓ ✓
optdigits UCI 28 [158] 5620 10 64 x x
outliers - 42793 [33] 75 4 2 ✓ x
page-blocks UCI 30 [159,

158]
5473 5 11 x x

Parkinson UCI 1488 [159] 195 2 22 ✓ x
Pendigits UCI 32 [159,

194,
170,
169]

10992 10 16 x x

Phosphor [141] - [139] 18 - 3 ? x
PIMA UCI 37 [159,

194, 57,
169]

768 2 8 ✓ x

RBF [83] - - 2 ✓ ✓
Salinity [141] - [139] 28 - 4 ? x
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Table A.3: Freely available data sets from the literature study in
Section 2.1.5, continued. Legend: yes: ✓, no: x, unclear: ?, no
information: -.

Name Repo OpenML Referenced N #c #d ad ds

Satimage UCI 182 [158, 57, 169] 6430 6 36 x ?
Segmentation UCI 36 [158, 62, 170] 2310 7 19 ? x
Shuttle UCI 40685 [159, 158, 62,

194, 57, 148]
58000 7 - ? ✓

skin-seg. UCI 1502 [158] 245057 2 3 ? x
Sonar UCI 40 [169] 208 2 60 ✓ ?
Spambase UCI 44 [159, 158, 62,

194]
4601 2 57 ✓ x

Stamps - - [159] - 2 - ✓ x
steel-plates UCI 40982 [158] 1941 7 27 ? x
USPS - 41082 [169, 40] 9298 10 256 x x
Vowel UCI 307 [169] 990 11 10 x ?
waveform UCI 60 [159, 158] 5000 3 40 x x
wdbc UCI 1510 [159, 170] 569 2 30 ✓ x
wilt UCI 40983 [159, 194] 4839 2 5 ✓ x
Wine UCI 187 [164, 158,

170, 169]
178 3 13 x x

wood - - [57, 139] 20 - 6 ? x
Year UCI - [158] 515345 - 90 x x
Yeast UCI 181 [158, 170] 1484 10 8 x x
zernike UCI 22 [113] 2000 10 47 x x
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Table A.4: Non-free, inaccessible data sets found in the literature
study in Section 2.1.5.

Name Referenced N
Anaesthesia [149] -
Ball Bearings SIDA [116] -
BG-Art [88] 200000
cohon salmon [139] 22
Concordia (CENPARMI?) [172] -
Crane Anomaly [162] -
Digit-0 [46] -
Emergency Department [93] -
Epilepsy [149, 105] -
Gas-Turbine Vibra. [150] -
HiggsBoson [88] -
Jet-Engines [3] -
LOCI-Synth [119] -
LOF outlier [117] -
LP-AD-Synth [116] -
Mammograms [145] -
MOA (faria13) [83, 31, 61, 32] -
MRI Tumor [149] -
Mulcross [148] 262144
Mulcross (synthetic) [57] 262144
NBA [119] -
NHL96 [117] -
NoisyImage [105] -
PAYMENT-SUB [164] -
PIERS [93] 110000
PNR [164] -
RB211 [3] -
Road Segment Anomaly [162] -
SHARED-ACCESS [164] -
Soccer [117] -
Stackloss [139] 21
SVDD outlier [172] -
SynEDC [83, 61, 32] -
Synthetic [167] -
TRANSACTIONS [164] -
Tremor [105] -
VideoFrames [134] -
Vigilance [149] -
Vital-Sign [47] -
YML [136] -
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Table A.5: Examplary data from [73] for the Friedman-Nemenyi
test. The performance values correspond to an AUC, while ranks are
given in brackets.

Name C4.5 C4.5+m C4.5+cf C4.5+m+cf

adult 0.76 (4.0) 0.77 (3.0) 0.77 (2.0) 0.80 (1.0)
breast-cancer 0.60 (1.0) 0.59 (2.0) 0.59 (3.0) 0.57 (4.0)
breast-cancer-w 0.95 (4.0) 0.97 (1.0) 0.97 (2.0) 0.97 (3.0)
cmc 0.63 (4.0) 0.66 (1.0) 0.65 (3.0) 0.66 (2.0)
ionosphere 0.88 (4.0) 0.89 (2.0) 0.89 (3.0) 0.90 (1.0)
iris 0.94 (1.0) 0.93 (2.5) 0.92 (4.0) 0.93 (2.5)
liver disorders 0.66 (3.0) 0.67 (2.0) 0.61 (4.0) 0.69 (1.0)
lungcancer 0.58 (2.5) 0.58 (2.5) 0.56 (4.0) 0.62 (1.0)
lymphography 0.78 (4.0) 0.84 (3.0) 0.87 (2.0) 0.88 (1.0)
mushroom 1.00 (2.5) 1.00 (2.5) 1.00 (2.5) 1.00 (2.5)
primarytumor 0.94 (4.0) 0.96 (2.5) 0.96 (1.0) 0.96 (2.5)
rheum 0.62 (3.0) 0.67 (2.0) 0.61 (4.0) 0.67 (1.0)
voting 0.97 (4.0) 0.98 (1.0) 0.97 (2.5) 0.97 (2.5)
wine 0.96 (3.0) 0.98 (1.0) 0.95 (4.0) 0.97 (2.0)

average rank 3.14 2.00 2.93 1.93



BPerformance Tables

B.1 Baseline Techniques

This appendix contains the performance tables for each technique
discussed in Section 3.2.

Table B.1: Performance for
OC-SVM.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.43 0.41 -0.18
balance-scale-b 0.86 0.86 0.73
banknote 0.89 0.89 0.79
cardio 0.65 0.55 0.13
credit-g 0.61 0.50 0.02
gas-drift 0.99 0.50 0.00
glass 0.80 0.77 0.55
internet-ads 0.42 0.38 0.08
ionosphere 0.87 0.86 0.73
iris 0.87 0.86 0.75
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.71 0.69 0.43
magic 0.59 0.57 0.15
mammography 0.75 0.50 0.15
miniboone - - -
olindda 0.81 0.80 0.66
page-blocks 0.87 0.65 0.30
parkinsons 0.81 0.73 0.47
pima 0.64 0.39 -0.06
satimage 0.85 0.81 0.63
shuttle - - -
skin-seg. 0.95 0.91 0.83
sonar 0.56 0.55 0.14
spambase 0.50 0.46 0.26
steel-plates 0.54 0.48 0.12
vowel 0.77 0.75 0.51
waveform 0.59 0.52 0.04
wdbc 0.62 0.38 -0.05
wilt 0.86 0.52 0.07
wine 0.79 0.77 0.57
yeast 0.80 0.69 0.39

Table B.2: Performance for
Kernel-PCA.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.45 0.31 0.00
balance-scale-b 0.87 0.86 0.74
banknote 0.98 0.98 0.96
cardio 0.22 0.19 0.01
credit-g 0.31 0.24 0.05
gas-drift 0.00 0.00 0.00
glass 0.68 0.46 0.05
internet-ads 0.72 0.56 0.16
ionosphere 0.84 0.83 0.67
iris 0.92 0.92 0.83
leukemia 0.36 0.26 0.00
lymphography 0.38 0.37 -0.23
magic 0.65 0.42 0.04
mammography 0.97 0.65 0.30
miniboone - - -
olindda 0.73 0.63 0.41
page-blocks 0.31 0.29 0.03
parkinsons 0.78 0.50 0.20
pima 0.34 0.26 -0.04
satimage 0.84 0.81 0.63
shuttle - - -
skin-seg. - - -
sonar 0.54 0.54 0.11
spambase 0.66 0.58 0.23
steel-plates 0.35 0.26 0.00
vowel 0.80 0.77 0.56
waveform 0.67 0.58 0.18
wdbc 0.37 0.27 0.00
wilt 0.06 0.06 0.02
wine 0.40 0.29 0.00
yeast 0.70 0.59 0.19
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Table B.3: Performance for
mEVD.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.51 0.44 0.19
balance-scale-b 0.60 0.47 0.27
banknote 0.94 0.94 0.89
cardio 0.33 0.32 0.05
credit-g 0.56 0.52 0.06
gas-drift - - -
glass 0.75 0.61 0.38
internet-ads 0.84 0.51 0.06
ionosphere 0.64 0.40 0.03
iris 0.67 0.40 0.00
leukemia 0.65 0.39 0.00
lymphography 0.45 0.31 0.00
magic 0.50 0.46 -0.06
mammography 0.98 0.56 0.21
miniboone - - -
olindda 1.00 1.00 1.00
page-blocks 0.58 0.47 0.10
parkinsons 0.74 0.69 0.44
pima 0.66 0.63 0.26
satimage 0.77 0.64 0.45
shuttle - - -
skin-seg. - - -
sonar 0.47 0.32 0.00
spambase 0.72 0.69 0.40
steel-plates 0.35 0.26 0.00
vowel 0.64 0.39 0.00
waveform 0.68 0.57 0.19
wdbc 0.91 0.90 0.81
wilt 0.86 0.60 0.26
wine 0.69 0.65 0.34
yeast 0.77 0.43 0.00

Table B.4: Performance for
LODA.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.69 0.68 0.38
balance-scale-b 0.73 0.73 0.48
banknote 0.86 0.86 0.72
cardio 0.78 0.67 0.35
credit-g 0.66 0.54 0.10
gas-drift 0.94 0.49 0.00
glass 0.83 0.79 0.60
internet-ads 0.83 0.49 0.01
ionosphere 0.87 0.86 0.73
iris 0.86 0.85 0.70
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.58 0.57 0.16
magic 0.54 0.40 -0.16
mammography 0.97 0.66 0.32
miniboone 0.73 0.67 0.35
olindda 0.89 0.88 0.79
page-blocks 0.87 0.66 0.31
parkinsons 0.82 0.75 0.52
pima 0.70 0.66 0.33
satimage 0.79 0.73 0.48
shuttle 0.95 0.83 0.67
skin-seg. 0.65 0.44 0.01
sonar 0.54 0.54 0.11
spambase 0.62 0.61 0.21
steel-plates 0.60 0.52 0.06
vowel 0.75 0.72 0.45
waveform 0.60 0.55 0.10
wdbc 0.89 0.88 0.76
wilt 0.90 0.48 -0.04
wine 0.84 0.84 0.71
yeast 0.82 0.73 0.47
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Table B.5: Performance for
HSTrees.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.70 0.69 0.40
balance-scale-b 0.54 0.40 0.00
banknote 0.61 0.56 0.20
cardio 0.64 0.45 -0.06
credit-g 0.60 0.54 0.10
gas-drift 0.99 0.66 0.00
glass 0.76 0.74 0.50
internet-ads 0.85 0.62 0.26
ionosphere 0.74 0.72 0.45
iris 0.49 0.38 -0.19
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.46 0.43 -0.04
magic 0.59 0.58 0.21
mammography 0.97 0.63 0.28
miniboone 0.72 0.46 0.06
olindda 0.59 0.57 0.25
page-blocks 0.82 0.62 0.29
parkinsons 0.49 0.43 -0.02
pima 0.56 0.53 0.07
satimage 0.61 0.49 0.01
shuttle 0.97 0.86 0.73
skin-seg. 0.64 0.61 0.39
sonar 0.56 0.55 0.13
spambase 0.70 0.67 0.35
steel-plates 0.56 0.45 -0.08
vowel 0.56 0.54 0.13
waveform 0.61 0.55 0.14
wdbc 0.75 0.68 0.44
wilt 0.73 0.46 -0.03
wine 0.55 0.54 0.08
yeast 0.57 0.47 -0.04

Table B.6: Performance for
LSAnomaly.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.44 0.31 0.00
balance-scale-b 0.88 0.87 0.76
banknote 0.98 0.97 0.95
cardio 0.22 0.18 -0.02
credit-g 0.30 0.23 0.01
gas-drift 0.00 0.00 0.00
glass 0.83 0.78 0.58
internet-ads 0.74 0.60 0.25
ionosphere 0.91 0.90 0.81
iris 0.87 0.85 0.73
leukemia 0.35 0.26 0.00
lymphography 0.43 0.38 -0.10
magic 0.65 0.40 0.04
mammography 0.97 0.65 0.31
miniboone 0.28 0.22 0.03
olindda 0.87 0.81 0.70
page-blocks 0.17 0.17 0.02
parkinsons 0.77 0.52 0.15
pima 0.35 0.27 0.04
satimage 0.85 0.81 0.64
shuttle 0.71 0.56 0.35
skin-seg. 0.98 0.97 0.94
sonar 0.59 0.57 0.21
spambase 0.68 0.68 0.40
steel-plates 0.35 0.26 0.00
vowel 0.89 0.88 0.78
waveform 0.70 0.66 0.33
wdbc 0.37 0.27 0.01
wilt 0.07 0.06 0.03
wine 0.40 0.30 0.03
yeast 0.79 0.58 0.26
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Table B.7: Performance for
Isolation-Forest.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.77 0.76 0.54
balance-scale-b 0.83 0.83 0.67
banknote 0.86 0.86 0.73
cardio 0.78 0.67 0.34
credit-g 0.65 0.56 0.13
gas-drift 0.99 0.50 0.00
glass 0.81 0.78 0.56
internet-ads 0.87 0.67 0.36
ionosphere 0.80 0.78 0.58
iris 0.79 0.77 0.57
leukemia 0.64 0.61 0.24
lymphography 0.41 0.40 -0.16
magic 0.38 0.37 -0.16
mammography 0.97 0.63 0.27
miniboone 0.72 0.64 0.29
olindda 0.80 0.79 0.63
page-blocks 0.88 0.74 0.50
parkinsons 0.78 0.70 0.44
pima 0.72 0.69 0.38
satimage 0.83 0.79 0.60
shuttle 0.99 0.95 0.89
skin-seg. - - -
sonar 0.61 0.60 0.22
spambase 0.77 0.75 0.52
steel-plates 0.65 0.60 0.21
vowel 0.72 0.69 0.39
waveform 0.70 0.67 0.35
wdbc 0.90 0.89 0.79
wilt 0.93 0.48 -0.02
wine 0.76 0.75 0.54
yeast 0.76 0.64 0.30

Table B.8: Performance for
LOF.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.60 0.49 0.18
balance-scale-b 0.76 0.73 0.57
banknote 0.95 0.95 0.90
cardio 0.79 0.59 0.24
credit-g 0.69 0.51 0.11
gas-drift 0.95 0.49 0.00
glass 0.81 0.79 0.60
internet-ads 0.81 0.47 -0.05
ionosphere 0.87 0.86 0.72
iris 0.85 0.83 0.67
leukemia 0.71 0.53 0.20
lymphography 0.45 0.42 -0.04
magic 0.36 0.30 -0.00
mammography 0.97 0.66 0.31
miniboone 0.73 0.47 0.14
olindda 0.96 0.96 0.92
page-blocks 0.92 0.79 0.58
parkinsons 0.57 0.55 0.24
pima 0.66 0.55 0.17
satimage 0.85 0.81 0.66
shuttle 0.98 0.94 0.88
skin-seg. 0.99 0.99 0.97
sonar 0.57 0.55 0.15
spambase 0.63 0.55 0.16
steel-plates 0.60 0.49 0.01
vowel 0.88 0.87 0.75
waveform 0.67 0.40 0.00
wdbc 0.92 0.92 0.84
wilt 0.94 0.74 0.48
wine 0.67 0.61 0.29
yeast 0.80 0.67 0.37
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Table B.9: Performance for
OHODIN.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.64 0.63 0.27
balance-scale-b 0.73 0.72 0.52
banknote 0.95 0.95 0.91
cardio 0.74 0.66 0.35
credit-g 0.60 0.49 -0.00
gas-drift 1.00 1.00 0.00
glass 0.72 0.68 0.38
internet-ads 0.86 0.46 0.00
ionosphere 0.84 0.78 0.62
iris 0.87 0.86 0.72
leukemia 0.76 0.75 0.51
lymphography 0.51 0.48 0.04
magic 0.51 0.50 0.03
mammography 0.98 0.49 0.00
miniboone 0.58 0.51 0.02
olindda 0.80 0.77 0.64
page-blocks 0.91 0.75 0.51
parkinsons 0.65 0.59 0.25
pima 0.61 0.59 0.19
satimage 0.81 0.76 0.55
shuttle 0.92 0.78 0.62
skin-seg. 0.21 0.17 0.00
sonar 0.62 0.61 0.26
spambase 0.55 0.55 0.12
steel-plates 0.57 0.52 0.04
vowel 0.87 0.87 0.76
waveform 0.67 0.62 0.25
wdbc 0.85 0.84 0.70
wilt 0.95 0.77 0.55
wine 0.70 0.68 0.37
yeast 0.79 0.72 0.44

Table B.10: Performance for
CSND.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.56 0.39 0.03
balance-scale-b 0.55 0.40 0.03
banknote 0.53 0.39 -0.03
cardio 0.78 0.44 0.00
credit-g 0.70 0.41 0.00
gas-drift - - -
glass 0.69 0.44 0.08
internet-ads 0.84 0.48 0.01
ionosphere 0.66 0.57 0.29
iris 0.67 0.40 0.00
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.45 0.31 0.00
magic 0.36 0.29 -0.00
mammography 0.97 0.50 0.00
miniboone - - -
olindda 0.37 0.27 -0.10
page-blocks 0.86 0.53 0.07
parkinsons 0.25 0.20 0.02
pima 0.65 0.42 0.04
satimage 0.68 0.48 0.11
shuttle 0.94 0.48 0.00
skin-seg. 0.47 0.40 -0.14
sonar 0.47 0.32 0.00
spambase 0.57 0.51 0.05
steel-plates - - -
vowel 0.64 0.39 0.00
waveform 0.64 0.47 0.01
wdbc 0.63 0.41 0.08
wilt 0.94 0.49 -0.00
wine 0.60 0.38 0.00
yeast 0.77 0.43 0.00
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Table B.11: Performance for
BGM.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.55 0.36 -0.01
balance-scale-b 0.82 0.81 0.68
banknote 1.00 1.00 1.00
cardio 0.78 0.44 0.00
credit-g 0.70 0.41 0.00
gas-drift - - -
glass 0.46 0.33 -0.26
internet-ads - - -
ionosphere 0.64 0.39 0.00
iris 0.65 0.60 0.25
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.45 0.31 0.00
magic 0.35 0.26 0.00
mammography 0.98 0.71 0.47
miniboone 0.72 0.42 0.00
olindda - - -
page-blocks 0.90 0.47 0.00
parkinsons 0.25 0.20 0.00
pima 0.65 0.40 0.02
satimage 0.87 0.84 0.70
shuttle 0.94 0.48 0.00
skin-seg. 0.21 0.17 0.00
sonar 0.47 0.32 0.00
spambase 0.61 0.38 0.00
steel-plates - - -
vowel 0.75 0.71 0.44
waveform 0.67 0.40 0.00
wdbc 0.63 0.39 0.00
wilt 0.95 0.49 0.00
wine 0.63 0.45 0.13
yeast 0.77 0.43 0.00

Table B.12: Performance for
OLINDDA.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.56 0.36 0.00
balance-scale-b 0.59 0.45 0.19
banknote 0.75 0.71 0.54
cardio 0.78 0.44 0.00
credit-g 0.70 0.43 0.03
gas-drift 1.00 1.00 0.00
glass 0.73 0.56 0.26
internet-ads 0.86 0.46 0.00
ionosphere 0.64 0.39 0.00
iris 0.69 0.46 0.11
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.45 0.31 0.00
magic 0.35 0.26 0.00
mammography 0.98 0.52 0.13
miniboone 0.72 0.42 0.00
olindda 0.53 0.46 0.23
page-blocks 0.90 0.48 0.07
parkinsons 0.36 0.34 0.15
pima 0.65 0.40 0.02
satimage 0.71 0.47 0.13
shuttle 0.94 0.49 0.02
skin-seg. 0.93 0.90 0.82
sonar 0.48 0.35 0.05
spambase 0.62 0.41 0.13
steel-plates 0.66 0.40 0.03
vowel 0.64 0.39 0.00
waveform 0.67 0.40 0.00
wdbc 0.74 0.64 0.45
wilt 0.95 0.49 0.00
wine 0.64 0.45 0.11
yeast 0.76 0.44 0.01
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Table B.13: Performance for
MINAS.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.56 0.36 0.00
balance-scale-b 0.54 0.35 -0.01
banknote 0.69 0.63 0.44
cardio 0.78 0.44 0.00
credit-g 0.70 0.41 0.00
gas-drift 1.00 1.00 0.00
glass 0.68 0.41 0.00
internet-ads 0.86 0.46 0.00
ionosphere 0.65 0.41 0.05
iris 0.67 0.40 0.00
leukemia 0.65 0.39 0.00
lymphography 0.45 0.31 0.00
magic 0.35 0.26 0.00
mammography 0.98 0.49 0.00
miniboone 0.72 0.42 0.00
olindda 0.40 0.29 0.00
page-blocks 0.90 0.47 0.00
parkinsons 0.25 0.20 0.00
pima 0.65 0.39 0.00
satimage 0.72 0.51 0.23
shuttle 0.94 0.48 0.00
skin-seg. 0.93 0.90 0.82
sonar 0.47 0.32 0.00
spambase 0.63 0.44 0.14
steel-plates 0.65 0.40 0.00
vowel 0.64 0.39 0.00
waveform 0.67 0.40 0.00
wdbc 0.63 0.39 0.00
wilt 0.95 0.49 0.00
wine 0.60 0.38 0.00
yeast 0.77 0.43 0.00

Table B.14: Performance for
NDTDet.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.56 0.36 0.00
balance-scale-b 0.52 0.42 -0.01
banknote - - -
cardio 0.78 0.47 0.07
credit-g 0.70 0.41 0.00
gas-drift - - -
glass 0.69 0.43 0.09
internet-ads - - -
ionosphere 0.64 0.39 0.00
iris 0.67 0.40 0.00
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.45 0.31 0.00
magic 0.37 0.30 0.05
mammography 0.96 0.51 0.02
miniboone - - -
olindda 0.40 0.29 0.00
page-blocks 0.87 0.47 -0.03
parkinsons 0.25 0.20 0.00
pima 0.65 0.39 0.00
satimage 0.67 0.44 0.01
shuttle 0.91 0.49 -0.02
skin-seg. 0.34 0.34 0.08
sonar 0.46 0.32 -0.03
spambase 0.58 0.38 -0.07
steel-plates - - -
vowel 0.63 0.42 0.03
waveform 0.66 0.42 0.00
wdbc 0.62 0.40 0.00
wilt 0.90 0.50 0.00
wine - - -
yeast 0.77 0.48 0.10
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Table B.15: Performance for
NDTCDDet.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.56 0.36 0.00
balance-scale-b 0.48 0.41 -0.11
banknote - - -
cardio 0.76 0.44 -0.03
credit-g 0.70 0.41 0.00
gas-drift - - -
glass 0.70 0.53 0.20
internet-ads - - -
ionosphere 0.45 0.36 -0.27
iris 0.67 0.40 0.00
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.45 0.34 0.02
magic 0.59 0.56 0.15
mammography 0.96 0.50 0.01
miniboone - - -
olindda 0.40 0.29 0.00
page-blocks 0.90 0.49 0.09
parkinsons 0.25 0.20 0.00
pima 0.65 0.39 0.00
satimage 0.69 0.42 0.03
shuttle 0.78 0.44 -0.08
skin-seg. 0.73 0.67 0.41
sonar 0.45 0.45 -0.08
spambase 0.57 0.49 0.04
steel-plates - - -
vowel 0.61 0.46 0.01
waveform 0.67 0.40 0.00
wdbc 0.63 0.39 0.00
wilt 0.92 0.49 0.00
wine - - -
yeast 0.64 0.49 0.02

Table B.16: Performance for
alpha-detector.

Data set ACC F1 MCC

australian 0.75 0.74 0.49
balance-scale-b 0.87 0.86 0.74
banknote 1.00 1.00 1.00
cardio 0.93 0.91 0.83
credit-g 0.68 0.57 0.16
gas-drift 0.89 0.47 0.00
glass 0.86 0.82 0.66
internet-ads 0.90 0.76 0.54
ionosphere 0.92 0.92 0.83
iris 0.87 0.85 0.70
leukemia - - -
lymphography 0.44 0.37 -0.09
magic 0.35 0.32 -0.14
mammography 0.98 0.70 0.40
miniboone 0.70 0.61 0.25
olindda 0.99 0.99 0.97
page-blocks 0.94 0.84 0.67
parkinsons 0.82 0.78 0.61
pima 0.69 0.65 0.31
satimage 0.81 0.76 0.55
shuttle 0.99 0.96 0.91
skin-seg. 1.00 0.99 0.99
sonar 0.47 0.32 0.00
spambase 0.71 0.68 0.38
steel-plates 0.69 0.61 0.25
vowel 0.79 0.77 0.55
waveform 0.66 0.55 0.15
wdbc 0.92 0.92 0.83
wilt 0.87 0.55 0.12
wine 0.91 0.91 0.82
yeast 0.78 0.58 0.23
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B.2 NDT Detectors - FDS Statistics

This appendix contains the detailed statistics for the FDS evaluation
conducted in Section 5.3.5 for NDTDet and NDTCDDet.
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Embedded Systems

CDF cumulative distribution function

CER combined error measure

CHARIOT Continuous High-level Adaptive Runtime IntegratiOn
Testbed

CLI Command Line Interface

CMM classifier based on a mixture density model

CNN convolutional neural network

CPS cyber-physical system

CRISP-DM Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining

CSND Chi-Squared Novelty Detection

CV cross-validation
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DBSCAN Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise

DET detected

DL average delay

DT Digital Twin

ECDF empirical CDF

ELBO Evidence Lower Bound

ELM Extreme Learning Machine

EM Expectation Maximisation

EVD extreme value distribution

EVT extreme value theory

FDS FSM Detection Score

FNR false-negative rate

FPR false-positive rate

FSM finite state machine

GMM Gaussian Mixture Model

HDR High-Density Region

HMM Hidden Markov Model

HOT SAX Heuristically Ordered Time series using SAX

HPO Hyperparameter Optimisation

HSTree Half-Space Tree

ICDF inverse CDF

iCfM incremental Confusion Matrix

IID independent and identically distributed
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IoT Internet of Things

JSON Javascript Object Notation

KDD knowledge discovery in databases

KDE Kernel Density Estimation

KL Kullback-Leibler

k-NN k-nearest neighbours

KPCA Kernel PCA

K-S test Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

LCB local context buffer

LDR Low-Density Region

LODA Lightweight on-line detector of anomalies

LOF Local Outlier Factor

LSAnomaly Least Squares Anomaly Detection

LSPC least-squares probabilistic classifier

MA moving average

MAP maximum a-posteriori

mCANDIES modular CANDIES

MCC Matthews Correlation Coefficient

mEVD Multivariate-EVD

MINAS MultI-class learNing Algorithm for data Streams

MLP Multilayer Perceptron

NAB Numenta Anomaly Benchmark

NDT novelty detection thesis
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NIDS Network Intrusion Detection System

NWC Normal-Wishart clustering

OC Organic Computing

OC-SVM One-Class SVM

ODIN Outlier Detection using Indegree Number

OHODIN Online extension with Heuristic for Threshold of ODIN

OLINDDA OnLIne Novelty and Drift Detection Algorithm

OPTICS Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure

PCA Principal Component Analysis

PPV positive predictive value

PRC precision-recall curve

Prequential Predictive Sequential

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristics

RV average reversion

RVM reversion missed

SAX Symbolic Aggregate approXimation

SDC spatial-density clustering

SISSY Self-Improving System Integration

SMO Sequential Minimal Optimisation

SOM self-organising map

SuOC System under Observation and Control

SVDD Support Vector Domain Description

SVM support vector machine
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TNR true-negative rate

TPR true-positive rate

UCI University of California, Irvine

UND undetected

UnkR Unknown Rate

VI Variational Bayesian Inference

WSN Wireless Sensor Network

χ2 test chi-squared test
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ANN 5, 68, 71, 85, 323, 329
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53, 54, 90, 147, 178,
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anomaly detection 51, 64, 67,
83, 151, 163, 284

anomaly detector 284
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AUC 44
AU-PRC 44, 92
AU-ROC 16, 44, 92, 93
average-precision score 44
BGM 84, 104, 129, 130, 139, 320
bootstrapping 37
CANDIES 19, 81, 139, 147, 149
CDF 171
CER 89, 92, 93
CHARIOT 237, 327
CLI 280
cluster 189, 195
clustering 187, 195
CMM 17

CNN 5, 329
component 30, 151, 153, 214
concept 23, 58, 133, 135
concept drift 5, 9, 12, 16, 18, 19,
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confusion matrix 41, 42, 246, 249
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current context 20, 54
curse of dimensionality 10
CV 16, 36, 37, 284, 289
data stream 8, 9, 23, 28, 31, 33,

50, 74, 76, 148, 150, 161,
177, 220, 248, 269

DBSCAN 55, 68, 83, 123, 185
delay 251
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221, 225
DT 6
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HOT SAX 82
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222, 236, 295
hyperparameter 29, 30, 38,

156, 255
ICDF 111, 172, 203
iCfM 89, 92, 93
IID 9, 13, 86, 110, 131, 152, 244
interspersed 59, 142, 248
IoT 6, 322
isolation forest 84, 104, 114, 139
JSON 260, 274, 280, 283, 298
KDD 123
KDE 12, 70, 83
KL 182, 183, 197
k-NN 66, 70, 83, 124, 126, 127
knowledge 24
KPCA 83, 104, 108
K-S test 17, 178
LCB 177, 200, 228
LDR 11, 18, 24, 130, 164, 165
LDR clustering 184–186, 195
LDR novelty 11, 14, 24, 33,

53, 59, 61, 94, 135, 163,
196, 266

LDR novelty detection 19,
80, 148

learning 14, 24
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local context 55, 171
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NDT 256, 278, 291, 303, 315
NDTCDDet 277, 278
NDTDet 277, 278
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NIDS 19
noise 25, 27, 54, 55, 74, 87, 129,

242, 247, 273

noise cluster 185, 189, 191
normal model 3, 9, 18, 25, 27,

84, 107, 119, 128, 133,
135, 150, 154, 157, 160,
182, 197, 260, 274

Normal-Wishart drift compensa-
tion 214, 216, 221, 223,
231, 278, 294

novelty 16, 18, 25, 33, 53, 62,
74, 76, 99, 130, 147, 152,
177, 195, 248

novelty detection 3, 4, 18, 19,
51, 64, 68, 149, 241, 259,
284, 324

novelty detector 140, 291
novelty label 209, 210
NWC 152, 184, 189, 195
obliteration 25, 60, 81, 96,

147, 148, 162, 186, 191,
216, 220

observation 25, 26, 53
obsoleteness 12, 19, 25, 58, 60,

62, 151, 153, 196, 197,
201, 207, 208, 213, 259,
263, 265

OC 4, 150
OC-SVM 72, 83, 104, 106, 140,

199, 237
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offline 7, 25
offline phase 79, 80, 84, 94, 126,

133, 136
OHODIN 104, 125
OLINDDA 84, 87, 89, 104, 133,
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one-class classification 35, 41,
72, 82, 112, 120

online 7, 14, 18, 25, 75, 177
online phase 79, 80, 94, 133, 136
OpenML 94, 100, 331
OPTICS 123
outlier 25, 27, 54, 78
outlier detection 51, 64, 73
out-of-bag 37
overfitting 36
overlapping novelty 59, 62
Parzen-Window 83, 85, 132
PCA 83, 108
PPV 42, 92
PRC 44, 45
precision 42, 70, 75, 148, 195
Prequential 89
probabilistic model 152
process 26, 27, 57, 64, 214
randomised search 38, 99, 282
recall 42, 70, 75, 195
regular 3, 26, 27, 31, 55, 89, 177,

198, 242
responsibility 154, 203, 217
reversion 251
ROC 44, 45, 72, 92
RV 251
RVM 251
sample 26
SAX 77, 82
scenario 274, 277, 317
SDC 184–186, 195
self-awareness 3, 317
sensitivity 42, 247

sequence 26, 52, 60, 62, 70,
151, 161

SISSY 6, 235, 327
slurm 276, 282, 327
SMO 83, 107
soft real-time 7
SOM 68
specificity 43, 246
SuOC 150
suspect 26, 55, 56
suspicious 20, 26, 54, 89, 136,

151, 162, 163, 167, 196
SVDD 72, 83, 107
SVM 17, 67, 68, 72, 107, 149
temporal outlier detection

75, 78
test score 35
test set 31, 33, 35, 274, 277
TNR 43, 92
TPR 15, 42, 92
training score 36
training set 31, 35, 40, 274, 277
UCI 90, 94, 331
UND 251
uniform transformation 174
UnkR 89, 92, 93
vanished 26, 55, 56, 148, 161,

162, 190, 216
VI 156, 157, 160, 214, 217, 260
Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test 45
Wishart-cluster 189
WSN 73
z-base 137, 139, 143
α-detector 10, 30, 151, 165, 168,

184, 223, 267, 285
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χ2-HDR detector 30, 151,
171, 177, 198, 201, 230,
231, 248

χ2-monitor 202, 208, 213
χ2 test 17, 171
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